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PROCEEDINGS OF THE NUMISMATIC,
SOCIETY.

SESSION 18661867.

OCTOBER 18, 1866.

W. S. W. VAUX, Esq., President, in the Chair. .

The following presents were announced, and
r
laid on the

table :

1. Byzantinische Nachahmungen, by M. le Baron de Koehne.

From the Author.

2. Medailles en 1'honneur du Prince Alexander Labanoff de

Rostoff, by M. le Baron de Kcehne. From the Author.

3. Monnaies d'or Sue*vo-Lusitamennes, by MM. E. A. Allen

and H. N. Teixeira. From the Authors.

4. Era of the Arsacidae, by M. le Baron de Koehne. From

the Author.

5. Rivista della Numismatica, Part IV. and Index. From

the Editor.

6. Bulletin de TAcad^mie Royale de Belgique, 34: anne*e,

2nd Ser., t. xx., 1865
;
35 annee, 2nd Ser., t. xxi., 1866. From

the Academy.

7. Annuaire de I'Acad^mie Royale de Belgique, 1866. From

the Academy.
8. Proceedings and Papers of the Kilkenny and South-

East of -Ireland Archaeological Society, vol. v., N.S., No. 50,

Oct., 1865
;
No. 51, Jan., 1866. From the Society.
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9. Bulletin de la Soctete" Arch6ologique de 1'Orleannais, l crc

trimestre de 18 GO, No. 51. From the Society.

10. Bulletin de la Socite des Antiquaires de 1'Ouest. 2me

trimestre, 1866. From the Society.

11. Photographic Journal, Nos. 170173.

12. Archaeologia Cantiana, vol. vi., 1866. From the Kent

Archaeological Society.

13. Kevue de la Numismatique Beige, 4 Ser., t. iv., 2me

livraison, 3me livraison, 1866. From the Society.

14. Proceedings of the Manchester Numismatic Society.

Part III. From tjie Society.

Mr Smallfield exhibited, on behalf of the Kent ArchsBological

Society, three Saxon sceattas two of them from the cemetery

at Sarre, and the third from Canterbury, found during the

restoration of the cathedral.

Mr. Evans read a paper communicated by W. Allen, Esq.,
" On a Find of Coins of Allectus at Old Ford, Bow, in Feb-

ruary, 1866." See Numismatic Chronicle, N.S., vol. vi.

p. 304.

Mr. Gaston Feuardent communicated a note
" On the Gold

Staters of Athens." See Numismatic Chronicle, N.S., vol. vi.

p. 320.

Mr. Madden read a paper by himself,
" On some Roman

Coins and Medallions recently purchased for the British

Museum." See Numismatic Chronicle, N.S., vol. vi. p. 257.

NOVEMBER 15, 1866.

W. S. W. VAUX, Esq., President, in the Chair.

Gaston Feuardent, Esq., was elected a member of the

Society.

The Rev. A. Pownall exhibited a cast of a groat of Edward

IV., countermarked with the arms of Dantzic
;

also a silver

medal of Charles I. and his Queen.
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Mr. Akerman exhibited a sterling of John Duke of Brabant,

probably the third of that name, or John the Triumphant, who

reigned from 1312 to 1316. This coin, which was struck at

Brussels, had lately been found near Abingdon. It is of the

type Snelling, No. 40, having on the obverse a triple towered

castle and the legend I. DVX. D6C BRfiBfiNT, and on the

reverse the usual cross with MON6CT7V BRVX6CL.

Mr. Evans exhibited a small gold coin of Andocomius, of the

type Evans, pi. v., No. 5, which had been ploughed up between

Burford and Witney.

The Rev. A. Pownall read a paper by himself, entitled
" An

account of Coins found at Holwell, in the county of Leicester,

with remarks on the money of the Calais Mint." See Numis-

matic Chronicle, N.S., vol. vii. p. 8.

Mr. W. H. D. Longstaffe communicated a paper
" On the

Distinction between the Pennies of Henry IV., V., and VI."

See Numismatic Chronicle, N.S., vol. vii. p. 20.

DECEMBER 13, 1866.

J. B. BERGNE, Esq., in the Chair

The following presents were announced, and laid on the

table :

1. ^K\J/LS 67Ti Td)v No/>itcr/xaTa)v Tr)<s A\a'iKV)s Sv/i-/xa^ias, being

a translation of the article in the Numismatic Chronicle, vol. vi.

p. 21, by Dr. G. Finlay. From the Author.

2. La Croix de Saint Ulrich d'Augsbourg, by M. R. Chalon.

From the Author.

3. Beitrage zur Geschichte des Geld-und Miinzwesens in

Deutschland, 4er
Abschnitt, by A. D. Soetbeer. From the

Author.

4. Transactions of the Historic Society of Lancashire and

Cheshire, N.S., vol. v. From the Society.
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Mr. W. S. Jones exhibited some coins found in Egypt and

Palestine. Among those from Thebes were Alexandrian coins

of Diocletian, Maxirnimus, and small brass coins of the later

emperors. Among the coins found at Samaria were some

Cufic coins, and one probably of John Hyrcanus or Alexander

Jannceus. The other coins were principally Byzantine.

Mr. Evans exhibited a specimen of the silver medalet of

Elizabeth, with the legends, Unum a Deo duobus sustineo

Afflictorum conservatrix, 1601; of which no satisfactory inter-

pretation has been offered.

Mr. S. F. Corkran, communicated a paper
" On two Gold

Medals of Queen Elizabeth." See Numismatic Chronicle, N.S.,

vol. vii. p. 45.

JANUARY 17, 1867.

W. S. W. VAUX, Esq., President, in the Chair.

W. G. Heppel, Esq., was elected a member of the Society.

MM. Miiller, Bergmann, and Van der Chijs were elected

honorary members of the Society.

The following present was announced, and laid on the table :

1 . Revue Numismatique Beige, 4 Ser. Vol. v., l ere

livraison,

1867.

Mr. Freudenthal exhibited some specimens of the newly-
issued coinage of "

grani," or thirds of a farthing, intended for

Malta.

Mr. J. F. Neck exhibited and read an account of a heavy

farthing of Edward IV. See Numismatic Chronicle, N.8.,

vol. vii. p. 43.

Mr. G. A. Rogers exhibited a gold piece of singular work-

manship, which appeared to be of modern but barbarous

execution.

Mr. Evans read a notice of a find of coins at Neideraschau,
in I'.uv aria. See Numismatic Chronicle, N.S., vol. vii. p. 336.
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Mr. Evans read a paper by himself,
" On some unpublished

Roman Medallions," printed in Numismatic Chronicle, N.S.,

vol. vii. p. 1.

FEBRUARY 21, 1867.

W. S. W. VAUX, Esq., President, in the Chair.

The following presents were announced and laid on the

table :

1. Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes heraus-

gegeben von der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.

IY. Band. No. 5. Katha Sant Sagana, Leipzig, 1866. 8vo.

From the Society.

2. Les Le*gendes dans la Numismatique Ancienne, by M.
Fr. Lenormant, Paris. From the Author.

3. Angelsaksische Munten in 1866, gevonden in Friesland

beschreven en Historisch Toergelicht, 1866.

Mr. Freudenthal exhibited a "piece of necessity," lately

issued by Chang "Wang, the leader of the Tae-Pings in China.

It is a rude imitation of the pillar half-dollar of Charles III.

of Spain (1771), but struck on pasteboard coated with tin -foil,

instead of on silver. He also exhibited a forgery of a copper

coin of the Visigothic King Sisebutus.

Mr. Warren, of Ixworth, exhibited casts of a penny of Ead-

mund, struck by a moneyer not mentioned by Ending, Litilman,

whose name, however, occurs on coins of Eadwig.

The Rev. Tullie Cornthwaite exhibited three copper coins

of Morocco, of different denominations.

Mr. Vaux read a notice by himself of a find of Anglo-Saxon
coins at Upper Chancton Farm, near Steyning, Sussex.

Mr. Madden read a notice by himself of the coins purchased

for the national collection from that of the late Due de Blacas.

Mr. Home communicated an account of a discovery of

Roman silver coins at Gillingwood Hall, near Richmond, York-

shire. They are fourteen in number, and range in date from

the Consular coinage down to the time of Yespasian.
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MARCH 21, 1867.

W. S. W. VAUX, Esq., President, in the Chair.

J. Clay Lucas, Esq., F.S.A., and M. E. C. Phillips, Esq.,

were elected members of the Society.

The following presents were announced and laid on the

table :

1. Annuaire de la Socie'te' Numismatique Franfaise, 1866.

From the Society.

2. Bulletins de la Socie'te' des Antiquaires de 1'Ouest, 1866.

From the Society.

3. Bulletino di Numismatica Italiana. Anno I. Num. 2.

From Dr. Caucich.

Mr. J. F. Neck exhibited a portion of a vase of grey earthen-

ware, found at the Surrey Commercial Docks, and which con-

tained 1,900 Roman copper coins of the age of Theodosius and

Arcadius.

The Rev. J. H. Pollexfen exhibited a small silver British

coin (Ev. F. No. 6) found with a coin of Domitian and other

antiquities at Colchester.

Mr. Evans read a paper communicated by Mr. W. Blades,

and entitled " Numismata Typographica ; or, the Medallic

History of Printing." Several interesting and rare medals

relating to printing were exhibited. Numismatic Chronicle,

N.S., vol. vii. p. 137.

The Rev. A. Pownall read a paper by himself,
" On certain

silver coins of Henry VI. which form a connecting link with

the first mintage of Edward IV." Numismatic Chronicle,

N.S., vol. vii. p. 127.

APRIL 18, 1867.

W. S. W. VAUX, President, in the Chair.

Hyde Clarke, Esq., and Alexander Dickson Mills, Esq., were

elected members of the Society.
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Herr Pastor J. Leitzmann and Dr. Heinrich Meyer were

elected honorary members of the Society.

The following presents were announced, and laid on the

table :

1. Catalogue of a selection of British and English coins

exhibited under glass in the library of the Fitz-William

Museum, by the Rev. Professor Churchill Babington, B.D.

From the Author.

2. Rivista Numismatica Italiana, publicata da E. Maggiora-

Vergano, vol. ii. Fasc. i. From the Editor.

3. Das Miinz-Mass- und Gewichts-Wesen in Vorder-Asien

bis auf Alexander den Grossen, by J. Brandis, Leipzig, 1866.

From the Author.

4. Revue Numismatique Beige, 4. ser. vol. v. 2me livraison.

1867. From the Society.

5. Jeton de Mariage, by R. Chalon. From the Author.

Mr. C. Roach Smith exhibited impressions of a denarius of

Gordian III. and Tranquillina, found at Cowling, near Strood,

and in the possession of Humphry Wickham, Esq. Obv. IMP.

CAES. M. ANT. GORDIANVS AVG. Radiated bust of

the emperor in paludamentum to the right. Rev. SABINIA
TRANQVILLINA AVG. Draped bust of the empress to

the right, surmounting a crescent. This coin is not mentioned

by Cohen, who, however, cites one of Becker's forgeries with the

same heads. Becker's legend, however, is IMP. GORDIANVS
PIVS FEL. AVG., which at once distinguishes it from the

present coin.

Mr. C. Roach Smith also exhibited a Merovingian or Frankish

imitation of the Roman gold triens. It is of extremely bar-

barous fabric, with unintelligible legends. It was found near

Bythe, and is in the possession of H. B. Mackeson, Esq., F.G.S.

Mr. C. Roach Smith also noticed the discovery of an aureus

of Avitus, at Hoo (Rev. VICTORIA AVGGG Ex. CONOB),
and of a denarius of Galba (Rev. ROMA RENASCES) and one

of Barbia Orbiana, at Strood.
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Mr. Evans exhibited impressions of two ancient British coins

in gold (Evans, Plate B 8 and 10) found near Chequers Court,

Aylesbury. They weigh 93 and 87 grains respectively.

He also exhibited a 50 real piece in silver of Philip IV. of

Spain, struck at Segovia in 1623.

Mr. Sharp exhibited a groat of Edward V., found at

Towcester, having on the obverse the boar's head mint-mark,

and on the reverse the rose and sun combined.

Mr. Akerman exhibited a penny of JEthelred II. of the

Crux type, found at Little \Yittenham, Berks, bearing the

name of the moneyer, DVR7VSILE MO BARD, the name being

regarded by him as an equivalent of " door -sill."

Professor Babington exhibited a cast of a copper British

coin (Ev. pi. xiii. 11), probably found in Cheshire.

* Mr. B. V. Head communicated a paper "On the coins of

Edward the Confessor found at Chancton Farm, near Steyning,

Sussex." Numismatic Chronicle, N.S., vol. vii. p. 63.

MAY 16, 1867.

W. FREUDENTHAL, Esq., M.D., Treasurer, in the Chair.

The following presents were annoiinced, and laid on the

table :

1. Proceedings of the Manchester Numismatic Society. Part

iv. 1867. From the Society.

. 2. Publications de la Socie"te pour la recherche et la conser-

vation des Monuments historiques dans la Grand Duch6 de

Luxembourg. Anndes 1865-6. Parts xx., xxi. From the

Society.

3. Bulletino di Nuinismatica Ttaliana. Ann. I., Jan., Feb.,

No. 2. From Dr. Caucich.

The Rev. T. Cornthwaite exhibited an earthenware imitation

of the type of the coins of Sicily, which appeared to be of

modern fabrication.
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Mr. Lambert exhibited a tekal, as a specimen of the coinage

of Siam.

Dr. Freudenthal noticed from the Numismatische Zeitung of

Weissensee, a report of a find of groats of Henry V. and Edward

III. and IV. at Stamford, Lincolnshire, in which the writer

suggested that the coins of Edward IV. must be those of Edward

the Black Prince, being unaware of the long period during which

the coin of Edward III. remained in circulation.

JUNE 20, 18C7.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING,

W. S. W. VAUX, Esq., President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the last Anniversary Meeting were read and

confirmed. The Report of the Council was then read to the

Meeting :

GENTLEMEN, In accordance with the usual custom of the

Society, the Council have the honour to lay before you their

Annual Report as to the state of the Numismatic Society, at

this, another Anniversary Meeting.

The Council regret to have to announce their loss by death

of the five following members :

George Eastwood, Esq.

Edward Hawkins, Esq., F.S.A.

Rev. Henry Meason.

Rev. H. J. B. Nicholson, D.D., F.S.A.

George Henry Virtue, Esq., F.S.A.

and by resignation of,

Lieut. -Col. Fraser.

J. G. Grenfell, Esq.

J. Leckenby, Esq., F.G.S.

E. J. Powell, Esq.

A. G. Scott, Esq.
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In consequence of the non-payment of subscription for several

years the name of G. G. Brooks has, by order of the Council,

been erased from the list of members.

On the other hand the Council have much pleasure in record-

ing the election of the six following members :

Hyde Clarke, Esq.

Gaston Feuardent, Esq.

W. G. Heppel, Esq.

John Clay Lucas, Esq., F.S.A.

A. Dickson Mills, Esq.

M.E. C.Phillips, Esq.

and of the five following well-known Numismatists as Honorary

Members :

Dr. Joseph Hitter von Bergmann.

Dr. P. O. Van der Chijs.
1

Herr Pastor J. Leitzmann

Dr. Heinrich Meyer.

Dr. L. Miiller.

According to our Secretary's Report, our numbers are there-

fore as follows :

Original. Elected. Honorary. Total.

Members, June, 1866 . . 7 120 37 164

Since elected . 6 5 11
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We proceed to give a brief notice of some of the friends

whom we have lost. First among these stands the name of

Mr. EDWARD HAWKINS, F.S.A., who for many years took a

warm interest in the affairs of this Society. From his early

years he devoted much time and attention to the study of coins

generally, and to the collection of a remarkably complete series

of English medals (now in the National Collection). Hence,

on the death of Mr. Taylor Combe, in 1826, he was deservedly

appointed Keeper of the Antiquities in the British Museum

an office he held, greatly to the advantage of the students of

Art as well as of Antiquities, till the end of the year, 1860.

Daring the period of his Keepership, Mr. Hawkins published

several valuable works on Numismatic subjects, all of which con-

tain numerous plates, drawn with scrupulous accuracy under his

own eye, chiefly by the late Messrs. Corbould and Fairholt.

As such may be mentioned " An Account of the Anglo-Gallic

Coins in the British Museum," and " The Silver Coins of

England," which is still, and has been ever since it was

published, the text-book on the subject. Mr. Hawkins also

prepared and put in type fifteen years since a considerable

portion of a complete history of all known English medals,

under the title of " Numismata Britannica." This work, it is

understood, is now in progress towards completion, and will

shortly be made public. Mr. Hawkins was for many years

Fellow and Vice -President of the Koyal Society, Fellow and

President of the Numismatic Society, and Vice -President of

the Society of Antiquaries. To the Transactions of each of

the two last Societies he gave many valuable papers ;
and as

keeper of his own department of the Museum, he contributed

much to the efficiency and accuracy of the eighth, ninth, and

tenth Parts of the
" Account of the Ancient Marbles in the

British Museum," printed between the years 1839 and 1845,

at the expense of the Trustees.1 He died at his house in

1 For this notice we are indebted to the Atlienaum of June

15, 1867.
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Lower Berkeley Street, on the 22nd of May, 1867, in the

88th year of his age.

The Rev. HENRY JOSEPH BOONE NICHOLSON, D.D.,

F.S.A., an Honorary Canon of Rochester Cathedral, was

the son of the Rev. J. Payler Nicholson, formerly Rector of

St. Albans, to which rectory he was himself instituted in the year

1835. Living in the immediate neighbourhood of the ancient

city of Verulanium, and being moreover rector of the magnifi-

cent abbey church of St. Albans, for which he had a deep

affection, it would have been strange indeed if he had not

evinced antiquarian tastes. His handbook to the Abbey of

St. Albans is a model work of its kind, and shows, not only

a thorough acquaintance with the various styles of architec-

ture exhibited in the building, but a large amount of varied

historical research. His Numismatic collection was principally

of a local character; Lut he took an interest in all coins in

any way connected with English history. Though not a

frequent attendant at our meetings, he was for upwards of five

years a member of this Society.

He died on the 27th of July, 18G6, at the age of 71, uni-

versally regretted.

The late Mr. GEORGE HENRY VIRTUE, F.S.A., was elected

a member of this Society in November, 1856, and accepted the

office of Treasurer, on the retirement of Mr. Bergne in June,

1857, an office which he retained until the day of his death,

May 21st, 1866, at the early age of 39. He was the eldest

son of Mr. George Virtue, the well-known publisher of the

Art-Journal, in the City Road, and was himself for many
years a partner in the firm of Hall and Virtue, publishers,
in Paternoster Row, where also latterly he carried on the

same business in partnership with his brother. Although he
never communicated any Paper to this Society, his antiquarian
tastes were evinced by the publication, under his auspices, of
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more than one of the works of the late Mr. Fairholt, and of

Mr. Wright, while his genial manner and uniform good-nature

gained him the esteem of all those who were brought in con-

tact with him.

The late Mr. GEORGE EASTWOOD was known to many
members of this Society, not only as a dealer, but as a re-

markably good judge, more especially of Greek and Roman

coins, and as possessing considerable knowledge in other

branches'of archaeology than Numismatics. For some years he

carried on business in Fore Street, subsequently in the City

Road, and of late years at 27, Haymarket. He was carried

off by consumption on October 15th, 1866, in the 47th year

of his age.

The Council can congratulate the Society upon the comple-

tion of the sixth volume of the New Series of the Chronicle,

which at present shows no sign of falling off for want of good

material. It cannot, however, be expected to retain its repu-

tation without assistance from the members.

The Report of the Treasurer is as follows :
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The Meeting then proceeded to ballot for the officers of the

ensuing year, when the following gentlemen were elected :

President.

W. S. W. VAUX, ESQ., M.A., F.S.A., F.K.A.S.

Vice -Presidents.

J. B. BERGNE, ESQ., F.S.A.

UT. HON. THE EARL OF ENNISKILLEN, Hon. D.C.L.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

Treasurer.

W. FREUDENTHAL, ESQ., M J).

Secretaries.

JOHN EVANS, ESQ., F.RS ,
F.S.A

,
F.G.S.

FREDERIC W. MADDEN, ESQ.

foreign Secretary.

JOHN YONGE AKERMAN, ESQ., F.S.A.

Librarian.

BUTTON FRASER CORKRAN, ESQ.

Members of the Council.

REV. PROF. CHURCHILL BABINGTON, B.D.

S. BIRCH, ESQ., LL.D., F.S.A.

JOHN DAVIDSON, ESQ.

BARCLAY VINCENT HEAD, ESQ.

W. STAVENHAGEN JONES, ESQ.

J. F. NECK, ESQ.

EEV. ASSHETON POWNALL, M.A., F.S.A.

J. S. SMALLFIELD, ESQ.

E. WHITBOURN, ESQ., F.S.A.

J. WILLIAMS, ESQ., F.S.A.

The Society then adjourned until October 17th, 18G7.
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NUMISMATIC CHRONICLE,

i.

ON SOME RARE OR UNPUBLISHED ROMAN
MEDALLIONS.

[Read before the Numismatic Society, January 17, 186?.]

WE have lately been favoured by ray colleague, Mr.

Madden, with an account containing much valuable in-

formation with regard to several interesting Roman

medallions, recently added to the collection in the British

Museum; and though it is impossible for any private

collector to compete with the national collection, especially

in the acquisition of such princely pieces as Roman

medallions, yet it so happens that I possess three speci-

mens of that class, two of which I believe to be hitherto

unpublished, and the other of great rarity, and of which,

therefore, some notice may be acceptable to this Society.

The first is of middle brass size, and struck undei

Antoninus Pius.

Obv. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P.P. TR.P. COS.
IIII. Laureate bust of Antoninus to the

right, the neck bare.

fiev. Uninscribed. Youthful male figure, nude, stand-

ing to the left, the right hand on a staff, which

rests on the ground, and around which a ser-
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pent is entwined ;
in the left hand drapery.

In front a tall cippus, on which is a central

stem, with three basins (?) around it, one below

the other ; behind, a tree. (M. 8, PI. I. No. 1.)

Though of small size, the absrncs of the S. C., and

the gem-like character of the wcrk, prove this piece to

be a medallion, rather than a coin. It is in fair, through

not absolutely fine preservation, and unpatinated.

Owing to the absence of the year of the Tribunitian

Power, it is impossible to fix, exactly, the date of this

medallion ; it belongs, however, to the period between the

years A.D. 145 and 161. The medallion of Antoninus,

Numismatic Chronicle, N.S., vol. vi. pi. x. 3, which was

struck in A.D. 156, is of the same class ; the tree in the

background being a common adjunct of the period.

The device of the reverse is by no means of easy in-

terpretation. At first sight the serpent coiled around

the wand would suggest that the principal figure was that

of .ZEsculapius. We know, however, that the god of

healing was usually represented with a beard, and at all

events partially draped, though there are instances in

which the nude and unbearded figure has been considered

from the accessory attributes to have been intended for

jEsculapius. As to the beard, indeed, it is on record that

Dionysius, Tyrant of Syracuse, removed it from his

statues, assigning as a reason that it was improper that

^sculapius should be worshipped bearded, while his

father, Apollo, was beardless.

It will be remembered that on the small medallion of

Hadrian, in the British Museum, which resembles this

of Antoninus in size and the gem-like character of its

workmanship, and which was described by Mr. Madden,
in the Numismatic Chronicle, N.S., vol. i. p. 97, Salus
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is accompanied by a youthful figure, naked, but having
a mantle flowing from his left shoulder, over the arm,
and holding a "

scipio," round which is entwined a

serpent. This figure has been regarded as that of ^Escu-

lapius, of young Hercules, of Antoninus, or of Apollo,

in which latter case the statue on the pedestal behind,

which appears to be that of Apollo, has to be considered

as that of some other god.

In the case of some large brass coins of Galba, of

which one is in the British Museum, and another, with

a different obverse, is in the French collection (Cohen,

Nos. 221 and 222), the device of the reverse, a stand-

ing naked figure holding a wand, around which is

entwined a serpent, is described by Cohen as either a

beardless ^Esculapius or Apollo. Mionnet seems to have

described the one coin as bearing ^Esculapius, and the

other Apollo. Vaillant describes the figure as having
a patera in the right hand, and is inclined to regard it as

Apollo.

From a similar figure occurring on pieces struck under

Galba, Hadrian, and Antoninus, it appears probable that

some statue well known at the time was represented.

We have not any record, that I am acquainted with, of

any such statue of Apollo Alexicacus or Salutaris, but

I am inclined to think that the figure on these medallions

and coins is that of Apollo, under some such attributes.

The Apollo Salutaris of the time of Trebonianus Gallus

has usually a branch of laurel in his right hand, and his

lyre lying at his side; but that affords no argument

against the figure we are now considering being equally

that of Apollo. A valid reason for doubting it to be

the representation of ^Esculapius is to be found in the

fact that on the medallion (Cohen, No. 382) struck during
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the third Consulate of Antoninus, we have a different but

apparently unquestionable representation of that divinity

holding the staff with the serpent twined around it. So

unquestionably, indeed, does the figure appear to be that

of ^Esciilapius, that M. Cohen does not mention whether

it is draped or undraped, bearded or unbearded ; but if

the representation of the medallion given in the ' ' Musei

Pisani Numismata," tab. xv. fig. 1, can be trusted, he

is enveloped in a mantle, leaving only a portion of the

body and the right arm bare, and is decidedly bearded.

On the medallion bearing the legend AESCVLAPIVS
he appears under the form of a serpent only, on the prow
of a vessel in the Tiber, the whole scene commemorating
the embassy to Epidaurus. On another medallion, also

of Antoninus (Cohen, No. 429
; Eckhel, vol. vii. p. 33),

we have JEsculapius seated before an altar, and accom-

panied by Salus, standing. The ordinary representation

of ^sculapius occurring therefore on more than one

medallion of this period, it seems impossible that he

should appear on others under a totally different form ;

and I think, therefore, we must accept the youthful nude

figure with the serpent around his staff as that of some

other divinity, probably Apollo. Whether the tree be-

hind is introduced merely for the sake of filling up the

blank space in the field, or is to be regarded as the laurel,

sacred to Apollo, may be an open question, as must also

be that of the signification of the object upon the column

in front of the figure, more especially as it is unfortu-

nately not sufficiently distinct for its exact character to be

ascertained. It has, however, much the appearance of

being a military standard, placed upon a column or cippus.
The next medallion to which I wish to call attention is,

like the first, unpublished. It is of Septimius Severus.
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Obv.. L. SEPTIMIVS SEVERVS PERTINAX
AVG. IMP. III. Laureate bust to the

right in the paludainentum.

fiev.VICT. AVG. P.M. TR.P. II. COS. II. P.P.

Victory inarching rapidly to the right, her

right hand extended and holding a garland,
with her left carrying a palm-branch over her

shoulder. (JE. 13J. PI. I. No. 2.)

Unfortunately this large and originally very fine medal-

lion has suffered much by oxidation, especially on the

obverse. The reverse is fairly preserved, and the design

of the Victory is in the best style of art of the period, the

figure being boldly, yet gracefully drawn, and the propor-

tions good.

It differs from the nearly analogous medallion pub-

lished by Cohen, No. 474, merely in the size, and in

having been struck a year earlier, or in the second year

of the Tribunitian Power, A.D. 194, instead of the third,

A.D. 195. A medallion like that described by Cohen is

engraved in the " Musei Pisani Numismata," tab. xxxiii.

No. 2.

The type is common, and appears to have been adopted

by Severus, even in his first year, whether on the occa-

sion of a victory over Pescennius, or by his generals over

some barbarous nation, is, as Eckhel says, uncertain.

The date of the medallion now under consideration falls

in with that of the important battle of Issus, in which

Pescennius Niger was conquered, and soon afterwards

taken and decapitated.

The medallion, as is so commonly the case with these

large pieces, is carefully struck, so that the position of

the devices on the obverse and reverse agree in such

a manner that the head of Victory is exactly opposite to

or underneath the upper part of the head of the Emperor.
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On either side of the Victory, about midway between

her head and the exergual line, are two small pivot-holes,

drilled into the edge of the coin. These holes are a

little above the centre of the medallion, so that when

pivots are placed in them, it hangs in a vertical position,

with the lower part of the bust and the feet of the

Victory downwards. It would seem then, like many other

similar pieces, to have been mounted in some kind of

frame, and not improbably may have served as the centre-

piece of a military standard. The bronze head of a

vexillum, the central ring of which would be well adapted

for framing such a medallion, will be found engraved in

the "
Archaeological Association Journal/

7

vol. xiii. p. 316.

The remaining medallion of which I have to speak is

of Gailienus and his son Saloninus. It has already

been published by Cohen (No. 4), who cites it from

Mionnet.

Ofo.CONCORDIA AVGVSTORVM. Bare bust
of Saloninus to the right in the paindamentum,
facing the laureate bust of Gailienus to the
left in the paludamentum and cuirass.

Rev. "VICTORIA. AVGVSTORVM. The two Em-
perors, in military costume, facing each other,
and holding conjointly a small globe, on which
is a Victory with a garland and palm-branch ;

behind the Emperors, on each side, a soldier

holding a spear, tho one to the left holds also

a standard. (J3. 11. PI. I. No. 3.)

This medallion, like others of the period, is thick,

very circular, and with the edges very square, almost as if

struck in a collar. The workmanship is coarse, and the

letters rather rounded, and there is somewhat of acontor-

niate appearance about the outer circle, which, however, is

not concentric with the coin. Though not entirely above

all suspicion, I believe this medallion to^ be genuine, the
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patination, especially of the edge, being such as would

hardly be counterfeited.

The device of the reverse differs in some minute par-

ticulars from that described by Mionnet, and by Vaillant,

from the Museum Theupolum ; as, for instance, in one of

the soldiers holding both a spear and a standard.

The practice of placing the portraits of the Emperor
and his son facing each other on medallions, with the

legend, CONCORDIA AVGVSTORVM, and with no

means of identifying the Augusti under whom they were

struck, except their portraits, commenced under the Philips,

and so difficult is it to determine from the portraits alone

which of the Emperors are represented, that there is

some uncertainty whether this medallion should not be

regarded as bearing the heads of Philip the father and

son rather than of Gallienus and Saloninus. Vaillant

indeed mentions a medallion with a similar reverse, but

having the heads not only of the two Philips, but of

Otacilia also, on the obverse. If such a piece really

exists, it would afford a strong argument in favour of

assigning this medallion to the Philips also. There is,

however, such an identity between the obverse and that of

the medallion in the British Museum with ADVENTVS
AVGG. on the reverse, which appears to be rightly as-

signed to Gallienus and his son, that I suspect there may
have been some mistake in the " Eadem capita" of

Vaillant, and that he intended to refer to two heads

only, and not to three. If so, it is probable that he has

described the same type both under Philip and Gallienus,

and we shall be justified in classing the ADVENTVS
AVGG. and CONCORDIA AVGVSTORVM medallions

together, and assigning both types to Gallienus and

Saloninus. JOHN EVANS.



II.

ACCOUNT OF COINS FOUND AT HOLWELL, IN

THE COUNTY OF LEICESTER.

WITH REMARKS ON MONEY OF THE CALAIS MINT.

[Read before the Numismatic Society, November 15, 1866.]

IT would have been highly convenient for unspeculative

collectors of English coins, if our early kings had only

dated the money they issued, caused numerals to be placed

after the names inscribed on their coins, and given us a

distinct type for each reign. In that case a cabinet would

have looked like a well- kept garden ;
numismatic study,

if less engaging, would have been more precise ; and the

uncertainties must have been avoided which so often dis-

turb the coin theories of our time. That our Norman

kings and their successors did not do this, adds something,

however, in my estimation, to the interest one feels in

their coins
; because those of us who look for correct

attribution must oftentimes, perforce of circumstance,

be content to find it in other ways, perhaps laboriously.

And is there no pleasure in this ? Numismatists now
taste something of the excitement of the chase, when they
are compelled to beat every bush of knowledge, and hunt

up mere scraps of evidence, that they may exchange

uncertainty for certainty as regards a Rufus, a Fifth

Edward, or a doubtful Henry. These have often been
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my thoughts when I have again locked up the hoard of

coins about to be described, after an evening apparently

spent in a fruitless examination of it. I only wish that,

after many evenings spent on them, I could offer more in

the way of information to the members of this Society ;

but since records of the finds of the fifteenth century are

not abundant in the pages of the Numismatic Chronicle,

it seems desirable for us to multiply them
;

because who

can say that the cloud which hangs over our own know-

ledge of the moneys of that period, shall not in some future

day be removed partly by the help of our investigations ?

On the 5th of August, 1864, certain men were employed
in levelling ground in the gateway of a farm at Holwell,

in Leicestershire, when they discovered about 900 English

silver coins, of values ranging from the halfpenny to the

groat, and of kings' reigns from that of Edward I. to

Henry VI., inclusive. The find underwent some filtering

in the neighbourhood, there is no doubt, but it was quickly

claimed for the Crown, as treasure-trove ;
a claim, by the

way, which I, for one, should like to see the Crown

renounce, touching bullion in quantities despicably small

for royalty to stoop at. After an interval of six months

or more, between 700 and 800 of these coins passed under

the inspection of our President, the learned " custos

monetse " at the British Museum ;
and then to his courtesy

was I indebted for such of them, by purchase of the

Treasury, as were not required for the national collection.

The following list presents an analysis of the whole

find ; while a letter addressed to me by Mr. Longstaffe

contains the results of his careful examination of a

number of the smaller pieces which I had the pleasure of

submitting to him. It is quite unnecessary for me to

VOL. VII. N.S. C
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express my own sense of the value of his remarks, on a

subject known to us all as being highly difficult.

Kings.
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of that ordinance, made by his parliament (in 1421), that

a mint should be worked there for the reliefof the northern

counties. There are York pennies of Henry IV., but I

suppose no mint records exist to account for them. So

too regarding these York groats : without being able to

say that the reference made in Henry VI.'s second year

(1423) to the previous working of the mint at York

demonstrates the coinage of money in that town during

the former king's reign, I do say it should leave it as a

question more open than it is wont to be made ;
and if un-

determined questions like this are unsatisfactory, questions

determined on insufficient evidence are more unsatisfactory

still. In the remarks about to follow I trust so sound a

principle of judgment may not seem to have been

neglected. A single glance at the foregoing list shows

how much of the Hoiwell find consists of the ordinary

Calais groats and half groats. There are no fewer than

345 coins, out of the 754 which came under my inspection.

They bear one name only, that of Henry. To which

Henry do they belong ? Clearly not to Henry IV. The

ancient mint of Calais, established immediately after the

surrender of the town to the forces of Edward III., was

not at work, we have good reason to believe, during the

first score years of the fifteenth century ; I may say,

from the beginning of Henry IV.' s reign, and throughout

the greater part of his son's. It was only in 1421 that

the mayor, constables, and merchants of the King's staple

at Calais, made this representation
1

concerning the pay-

ment of their bonds of subsidy to the King's treasurer and

victualler :

"
They

"
(the treasurer and victualler)

' ' would

not receive any money but the King's nobles, which it

1

Ruding, vol. i. p. 264.
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was not in the power of the said mayor, &c., to give,

unless the King had his mint and coinage there, as it was

of ancient time" &c. &c. This, their representation,

having been attended to, the mint was set again to work,

and in the second parliament of that year (1421), held at

Westminster, December 1, it was ordained,
" Que la mynt

du roi soit cunes et fait/' at Calais,
" in the manner that

it is made and governed in the Tower of London." Thus

the ^eCRBIOCVS coins of our Anglo-Gallic possession

came to be; probably not earlier than the beginning

of 1422, and they are thus shut off from the possibility

of a claim on behalf of the fourth Henry. This question

remains ; can they be claimed for one, or both, of his im-

mediate successors? Eight months only of that year

had passed when Henry V. deceased, for he died on

August 31, 1422 ; so that Calais money struck in his name
must hold place in the short interval between December 1,

1421, and August 31, 1422. May this circumstance

be borne in mind by those who continue to look on all

that common class of Calais money, with the annulet or

eyelet hole on each side of the king's head, as being coins

of Henry V. As his money are they still considered by

some, and as his money are they sometimes sold. Popular

regard for the merits of such a king will account for this

eagerness to clutch at some distinctive mark by which a

coin of his day may be ascertained, but I apprehend the

idea to be only a pleasing delusion, as its origin can be

traced. S. M. Leake, the author of an account of English

money, more than a century ago, appears to be the

authority on which it rests. He says (2nd edition, 1745,

p. 139) :

" The silver money (of Henry V.) is like his

father's, and known from them only by two little circles,

on each side the head, probably intended for eyelet holes,
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from an odd stratagem when he was prince, whereby he

recovered his father's favour, being then dressed in a suit

full of eyelet holes." For this statement he cites both

Stow and Speed.

Now the circumstance is indeed described in Stow,

but nothing appears in Stow's account whereby we may
connect the eyelet holes in the Prince of Wales's dress

with the annulet mark on these coins. One must there-

fore be excused for entering upon this subject with a

minuteness it may scarcely seem to deserve, but the

baseless opinion I have named exists more commonly
than numismatists would imagine ;

so John Stow's account

of the scene shall be partly transcribed :

"
During the sicknesse of the king, some evill disposed

people laboured to make dissension between the king and

the prince, his sonne, by reason whereof .... the king

suspected that he would presume to usurpe the crowne,

he being alive, which suspicious jealousie was occasion

that he in part withdrew his affection and singular love

from the prince. But when the noble prince was adver-

tised of his father's jealousie and mistrust, by some of his

secret friends of the king's counsaile, he disguised himself in

a gowne of blue satten, or damaske, wrought full of eyelet

holes, and at every eyelet hole the needle wherewith it

was made, hanging still by the silke," &c. (p. 339).

This is all that bears on the matter, yet can we say there

is anything here to justify the attribution of pieces with

the annulet mint-mark to Henry V. ? Snelling quotes

Archbishop Sharpe, but dismisses the fancy in a few words.

Archbishop Sharpe so ascribes them without stating any

reason, except that the coin, given by Speed for the groat

of Henry V., exactly agrees with those ascribed by the

archbishop to that king, thus making Speed his master !
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And what does Speed say ? Speed says absolutely

nothing to connect the tale of the eyelet-holed robe

with the annulet mark upon the money. He merely gives

one of the pieces so marked to Henry V. without any

explanation !

We must find stronger foundations to build opinions on

than these. Rather would I trust to such documentary
evidence as Ruding brought together for a decision in

dealing with these pieces. We may not have in the mint

accounts of the Exchequer the case in its completeness,

but we can at least see what it amounts to, and determine

what it points at, without giving it more consequence
than it can carry. 2

To show that money was minted at Calais in Henry V.'s

time there is in the Exchequer mint accounts no proof
at all ; but from an unclassed bundle of papers in the

Tower it appears his son struck the amount of bullion,

at the Calais mint, which is here given :

Ibs. oz. dwts.

1. From Feb. 25th, of second year,
to Jan. 31 of sixth year, i.e

,

from 1423-27 . . . 67,745 4 10
2. From Feb. 20th, of sixth year,

to Aug. 3rd, of ninth year

(142730) .... 89,660 9

3. From (no date given) to eleventh

year (1432) . . . 26,182 10 1

183,588 11 11

Now, taken by itself, this could only lead to one con-

clusion, namely this, that our common Calais groats

belong alone to Henry VI. 's reign, and to the early rather

than the later portion of it. But do other records sub-

stantiate or supplement this testimony of the mint

accounts ? Here we are assisted by the notices which

2
Ruding, vol. i. p. 85.
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have been preserved of trials of the pyx. And if one of

them proves conclusively that money was coined at Calais

while Henry V. was king, the record seems to narrow

those nine months spoken of before (i.e. between Dec. 1,

1421, and Aug. 31, 1422) into fewer weeks.

I refer now to an ordinance of Henry VI/s fourth year

(1425), in which he commanded the treasurer and barons of

his Exchequer to return an account of the assay which

had been made of all moneys of gold and silver coined by

Bartholomew Goldbeter, master of the mint, in the Tower

of London, the vill of Calais, and castle of York.
3 Of the

" Gales" moneys tried, were the coins struck (not issued,

but struck) at
" Gales" between

20th July, 10th of H. 5, and

30th January, 2nd of H. 6.

The other trials do not concern us now, but their dates

show the fullness of the records we here possess. The last

having been 30th Jan., 1423, we find the next assay

was made of coins struck between

25th Feb., 1423, and Jan., 1427
;

the next, of those struck between

20th Feb., 1427, and 3rd Aug., 1430.

Taking into account these recorded facts, I think as

much as this may be assumed : (1), No common variety

of our Calais money is likely to have been hammered

into coin between July 20th and Aug. 31st of the year

1422; (2), any pieces thrown off from the standards of

the moneyers in those forty days must now be found

among our rarer sorts ; (3), such types as now yield abun-

dant specimens to our hands must belong to Henry VI.

3

Ending, vol. ii. p. 451.
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Before putting these conclusions to any use, let me first

of all state other facts connected with this mint, which

enable us to measure with some exactness the length of

time it was busy. For a few years the Exchequer records

indicate considerable activity but only for a few years.

By his eleventh year (1432), I have shown that Henry VI.

had coined 183,588 Ibs. of silver; indeed, by his ninth

year about eleven-thirteenths of it had appeared. That

which now remains to be told exhibits the cause of this

decrease.

As early as 1429, the Commons presented a petition

praying that the statutes relating to the mint at Calais

might be enforced, because the mint there " was like to

stand void, dissolate, and to be disfcrued."
4 In 1432, the

complaint was repeated ; the mint at Calais, it was urged,

was not " sustained." In 1433, a statute of that year was

ordered to be enforced, enjoining the carrying of bullion

to Calais a prop, we must suppose, to a tottering wall.

Still later, that is, in 1437, and also in 1442, we find

further legislative measures applied for, and in the

end successfully, to repeal former regulations, which had

worked injuriously, and " had occasioned the mint to fall

into great decay."
5 This use of the pluperfect tense

marks how little large coinages from that town are to be

looked for in the latter half of Henry VI.'s long reign.

Calais then was scarcely, if at all, a coin-producing mint.

And when we hear of letters patent being granted to John

Langton, clerk, and Walter Aumener, newly-appointed
wardens and receivers of this mint,

6 the wages to be the

same as Robert Whittiiigham had received, that is, twenty

4

Ruding, vol. i. p, 273.
5

Ruding, vol. i., 275. 6 16th May, 1445.
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pounds per annum for himself and twelve-pence a-day for

his clerk,
" out of the first money that should arise from

this mint/' one is tempted to hope that these good men
had something else than their places at the mint to depend

on, for the mint was dying; and when dead, no one

brought it to life again, as we find no moneys of Calais

in a subsequent reign. 7

Arid now if this argument be good for anything, it

surely must be seen to point to the precise period of the

fifteenth century when Calais gave us the bulk of the

pieces we find now
;
and assuming this to have been proved,

then may we not use it in dealing with ^eCREICCVS

groats of London, of the weight of 60 grains, at present

left unclassed ? I will take certain of these Holwell coins

in illustration of this use. The coins of Calais and London

have been associated in that hoard, and the fact of this

association does not weaken my case.

Among them, in plenty, are three Calais varieties, which

I believe are plentiful enough everywhere. We will say

they must be Henry VI/s on account of their abundance,

struck sometime between 1422 32. Surely, when we find

London groats, mark for mark alike, is it only a probability

that they belong to the same ten years of time, and came

forth from dies prepared by the hand of the same engraver ?

Is it not certainty, as far as we can hope to reach it ? A

comparison between the coins of these two mints would be

an inquiry of considerable interest ; at present, I am

bound to say my own examination of them stops very far

short of completeness.

7

Ruding, vol. ii. p. 257. The statute of Edward IV. b

third year, about the staple and mint at Calais (p 282), looks

only as though the King would do more for the mint, than the

mint for the King.
VOL. VII. N.S. D
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manship and in mint-marks between 1420 30, is

therefore to be expected ; and the more minute are the

points of resemblance, the better are the tests supplied to

our eyes of that one man's handiwork. The better are

the tests, for a likeness in the lesser marks deserves our

attention more even than likeness, or the absence of it,

in the form of the initial cross of the legend, the mint-

mark proper.
8

Nothing can have been less calculated to

catch notice from the superficial observer than the "
point

secret
" of the French money, yet that one point, under-

neath one letter of the legend, revealed to the initiated

the name of the town from which came the coin in his

hand.

Here I am content to stop. The statements which

have been adduced lead to one conclusion. They show

that certain varieties of the common ty&RBICCVS groat,

usually and most unsatisfactorily described in catalogues

as the coins of Henry IV., V., or VI., or, at the best, to

the latest of these kings, without a reason, may with a

fair show of reason be assigned to King Henry VI. The

case must now stand or fall on its own merits ; but should

it stand, we shall have detached these varieties, at all

events, from our heap of unclassed Henries, and have

before us a stepping-stone to further knowledge still.

I hope on another occasion to establish, without ques-

tion, the connection others of them maintain with the

money of Edward IV.

ASSHETON POWNALL.

8
I am inclined to think that in Henry VI. 's time and pre-

viously the form of the initial cross on obverse and reverse was
more a matter of ornamentation than distinction, and that in

the lesser markings have we the real mint-marks. Mr. Haw-
kins in his work on the Anglo-Gallic coins (p. 73) expresses
the same opinion.
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III.

ON THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE PENNIES
OF HENRY IV., V., AND VI.

A LETTER FEOM W. H. D. LONG8TAFFE ESQ., TO THE REV. A.

POWNALL.

Gateshead, 18th Oct., 1866.

Mr DEAR SIR,

To comment upon the sixty pennies from the

Holwell find, which you have kindly submitted to me,

requires some general explanation of my views on the

coins of the three Henries. I had intended to elaborate

an article for the Numismatic Society expounding them.

Just now such a process would interfere with other

engagements. But, by confining myself as much as

possible to the denomination of money illustrated by
our Durham evidences, I may be able, at once, to give
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some idea of what I conceive to be the broad divisions

of the coins in question.

The most worn of the pieces you have sent are those

of Edward III. ; the most perfect is one of Henry VI.,

with a leaf on the breast. All the intervening monarchs

are represented. The range of time is long and remark-

able. The York pennies of Edward III., with the roundel

on the breast and little quatrefoil before CIVITAS, are

late; the other coins of that king are earlier, but of

18 grains.

Of Richard II. we have the York penny with an escallop

after CIVITAS. Probably you may have observed that

the general peculiarities of the York mint are increased

in this reign by the introduction of barbarous types,

having the same relation to the coins of Richard II.,
1

Henry V., and Henry VI., as the Berwick pieces bear

to those of the Edwards. They do not supersede the

Tower workmanship, and were doubtless struck by the

archbishops, who were perhaps permitted to engrave their

own dies if they chose, a privilege extended to Durham

by Edward IV. You will also have noticed the extra-

ordinary increase of episcopal small moneys in propor-

tion to the regal issue 2 after the introduction of groats.

In 1423 the Commons of the infant Henry VI. com-

plained that hardly any small coins were struck, but

only nobles and groats. At last, in the reigns of

Henry VII. and VIII., the pennies, and even the half-

groats, of good silver, were almost wholly prelatical.

We now come to the Henries. My position is, that,

1 In Richard's time they frequently read Angile for Angliae.
8 I do not wish to be understood to assert that there ever

was a regal mint at Durham, save during vacancies of the

Palatinate. I am speaking of the kingdom generally.
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having traced the sequence of types by means of transi-

tional features, they are to be distributed into reigns

by ascertaining in which of the varieties the portraits

of the pennies change. Not but that the other denomi-

nations of money, especially the half-groats, are very

valuable, but the pennies are sufficient for our purpose,

and their history affords useful collateral evidences. The

difficulty which would have arisen, had each Henry used

several heads, as did Edward IV., does not occur. There

are three leading phases of portrait for the three Henries

one for each. The divisions occur exactly where,

historically, they ought to be found, the style of each

monarch slightly overlapping the reign of his successor,

and disappearing in his first coinage.

The three heads differ in their hair. That of Henry IV.

resembles and rather exaggerates Richard II.'s. That of

Henry VI. was continued by Edward IV. The inter-

mediate type stands for Henry V. The first we have long

recognised. It has not the projecting tufts under the

crown, and it is brushed to an inordinate distance from

the head, the bold curls at the bottom advancing beyond
the rest of the hair. The second is kept closer to the

head ; it has the tufts, and the feebler curls do not pro-

ject beyond the higher portions. Still they are curls;

while the third type can hardly be said to have any.

The effect of the hair being turned up is formed by coarse

striations. If you will take a penny of Henry IV. and

one of Henry VI. with Bishop Nevil's interlacing rings,

about which there can be no mistake, and place between

them a Durham penny with a star and an annulet, my
meaning will be clear. If you have not these Durhamites

at hand, the following will do as well: 1. Hawkins's

Fig. 323 of Henry IV.'s half-groat ; 2. One of the half-
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groats with a star on the breast ; 3. A half-groat with a

rosette or leaf after Posvi, any, in fact, with the open

lozenges.

But there are other distinctions arising from that of

portrait. In these half-groats you will find that the

cusps of the crown, which up to and inclusive of

Henry IV. leave little triangular spandrils, in Henry V.'s

time rise above a row of pierced circles, which continue

down to Henry VII.; and most likely the tressure of

Henry V. will have ten, eleven, or twelve members instead

of the nine of Henry IV. and VI. The hair of the groats

is, as you know, very different from that of the halves

and pennies. However, if you take one of Henry IV/s

light groats with the Roman N, one of the groats with

the star on the breast, and a third of one of the lozenge

coinages, I think you will find that the first will most

likely have the cusps of the tressure fleured above the

head, as in the previous reigns, or present slipped trefoils

on the breast or elsewhere ; that the second will have

the cusp on the breast fleured, and the reading ANGLIE,
as in Henry IV/s coins ; while the third will give ANGL,
as in Edward IV.'s coins, will exhibit no fleur in the

base,
3 and will have the breasts severely and coarsely

defined instead of the more delicate busts of the pre-

ceding coinages. There are some differences of expression

of face, not easily described, but the queer twist of the

mouth, which sets in on the half-groats of Henry VI. arid

extends into Edward IV.'s reign, will be familiar to you.

Now, if you put before you a number of groats, half-

groats, and pennies of the great annulet coinage, which

3 The fleur revives on some of the later coinages of

Henrv VI.
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has variously been given to Henry V. and the first years

of Henry VI., they will divide into the second and third

of the above divisions.
4

So that both parties are right as

to certain coins, for Henry V. and VI. may be said to meet

in the great annulet coinage. Both the first and second

peculiarities of head occur in the curious pennies (Hawkins,

326) which read DI GftA.

There are also certain marks confined to certain heads.

The slipped trefoil and wedge or triangular-shaped sign

of contraction are only found with Henry IV. 's. A

peculiar quatrefoil, used singly, generally in cross, rarely

in saltire, only occurs with Henry VVs. Henry VI.'s

head is accompanied by rosettes, pine cones, lozenges,

and crosses patonce or crosslet, never presented by his

two predecessors.

Having thus set out three classes of coins, which ought,

primd facie, to be referred to the three Henries respec-

tively, I proceed to notice some of your coins and mine,

in connection with my notes of other evidences of the

order in which the pennies of the three Henries should

be placed.

Of the rare heavy pennies of Henry IV., those struck

at the exceptional mint of York (tyffRBKI) appear to be

the only ones published. The Durham penny described

in the Numismatic Chronicle, viii. 125, as weighing 14f grs.

in a clipped state, and presumed to have originally weighed

18, was, as I infer from the description, the one catalogued

at Christmas's sale as a heavy Durham penny, much

clipped. If so, it is Henry V/s struck upon thickish

silver. Probably it never was much larger.

4 In the firtjt, the annulets often have the appearance of a

dot in their centres, as if they had been drawn on the die by
compasses, instead of being punched.
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We have, however, historical evidence that the Durham

mint was working at the time of Henry IV. 's light coinage,

when the weight of the penny was reduced from 18 to

15 grs. In an old episcopal survey we find that the mint

was on the east side of le Place (liodie Palace Green),

and " Cunia monetse est in approuamento per Mulkinum

de Florencia cunatorem Domini, et valet per annum

quadraginta solidos, sed, tempore mutacionis cunise mo-

netse Anglise, redd, xx marcas." This Mulkin of Florence

was coining at Durham in the next reign, during 1416-17,

the bishop's profit, at 5d. for every pound of silver troy,

amounting to 765. 3d. His name reminds one of

Richard II.'s mint-masters Nicholas Malakin, a Floren-

tine, and Geoffrey Mullekyn.

The Durham pennies of Henry IV.'s light coinage are

extremely rare. The slipped trefoil lies on the breast,

and the reading is + ^RRIdVS x EGCX x TVNGLiet -

x aiVITTVS x DVROLflV. One in the Museum, perhaps a

blundered rather than a false coin, has DVRWICC. The

London penny reading tySRRICT, and resembling the

groat, has an annulet arid a dot at the sides of the crown.

A. rubbed specimen of the unpublished York penny in

your Holwell find appears to be from the same dies as

mine, which was Christmas' s, and reads -f- rjffRBICI'

o x KSX x 7TR6LI6C CCIVIT7VS g SBOETVai. There

is an annulet (broken ?) on the breast. As the heavy money
of York and the pieces leading to Henry V. read tyGCRRId,

and the time is short, it may be that the tyaRRICCVS of

Durham is peculiar to that place.

Henry V. acceded to the throne in 1413, and, in

deference to Lindsay, it is well to designate a mark

which comes in with the regal money of Shakspere's
" Star of England/' as a star. Though it is but of five

VOL. VII. N. S. E
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points, it probably really is a star, with its rays obtusely

pointed or blunted, like those of Edward IV.'s sun in

some examples. His earliest coins bear a head like that

of Henry IV.

My first coin which bears it strongly resembles the

light London penny of Henry IV. But the Roman N
has given way to the gEnlish H, and the pellets are now

united by stalks. The slipped trefoil does not precede

aiYITTTS. The obverse retains the wedge-like contrac-

tion after rjffnRICt, and the annulet at the side of the

crown under TTRGLieC. But the dot is now a star, and

the trefoil on the breast is now the quatrefoil of

Henry V.

Next comes Hawkins's No. 326 (see his page 104), like

the last, save in legend, on which DI 6RTC is now inserted,

being
"
l^HEId' x DI x 6E7Y x R6CX TTOGL." The pellets

seem to be severed. And here ends the head of

Henry IV.

The continuation of the DI 6R7V coinage presents, for

the first time, the head of Henry V. In Rud. Sup. ii. 25,

of which I have a specimen, the marks on the side of the

crown and on the breast have disappeared ; the crown

is still the old one of Richard II. and Henry IV., and

the title is still confined to England. But my next piece

is affected by the claims of the new king to the French

throne, and the title of France is revived on the pennies,
S F being added after 7YH6L. The star takes the posi-

tion on the dexter side of the crown, under 7VH6L, which

it retains until the great Calais coinage at the end of the

reign. Three dots occur on the sinister side. The pellets

on the reverse are united. The king's neck is inordinately

long.
5

On a half-groat possessing the same peculiarity of neck
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A new and striking feature sets in with this coin.

Instead of the old crown of the half-groats and pennies,

the new one introduced on the half-groats at the same

time, with its row of sunk circles, is substituted, and

occurs on Henry V.'s pennies for some time. On the

new crown the smaller unfleured cusps are no longer

knobbed.

With what may be called the quatrefoil coinage the

DI 6E7T disappears, but the French title and reading of

tydRRICC continue. The peculiar quatrefoil which comes

after POSVI in the larger coins, occurs after OCIVIT7TS on

the Durham pennies, and occasionally, as in one of your
Hoi well specimens, after the obverse legend. Similar

coins occur for York (Holwell), but the quatrefoil is often

placed saltirewise. (Hawkins, No. 338.)

There are some little varieties in these coins. On the

Durham ones, the marks are generally a star and annulet,

or horse-shoe/ but occasionally the latter is rather a dot

there is an annulet at the dexter side of the crown as usual,
but no star on the breast, ihe tressure, which is of twelve cusps,

being fleured at the base instead. The mark after POSVL is

the little saltire used to separate words, and not the peculiar

quatrefoil of Henry V. What appears to be a contemporary
forgery of an early groat of him, with the same long neck, has

nothing after POSVI, and reads FR7V, instead of FBTmd.
The star appears on the breast, but the hair has no tufts under
the crown, and the cusps above the crown are fleured as in the

groats of Henry IV. This piece is in my cabinet. The
metal seems to be base.

This part of the subject may doubtless be greatly elaborated

after a careful study of the halfpennies, which present the broken

annulet, if the term is allowable, in considerable abundance.

It occurs in all directions. In the halfpennies it is mostly in

the usual direction of the heraldic horseshoe. It is so frequent,
and so carefully worked, especially in the type which has one

quarter composed of lOTTtS, that the theory of an annulet

punch having been broken by accident is excluded. Little
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or pellet, and the French title is FEARCC instead of F.

One of them has five curled objects, like annulets, round

the pellets under dlVI, and a dot among the pellets under

DVR. That the engraver had in his head the plume

of feathers which formed Cardinal Langley's crest may

be a fancy.
7 More certainly, on another coin, also read-

ing FEARCt, but having the annulet instead of the

dot, has the artist scratched a slight representation of

Langley's shield, paly, of six, in the centre of the reverse.

These eccentricities are of no numismatic importance, as

the Cardinal lived in the three reigns. His mint was

tolerably active in 4 Henry V., under the coinership of

Mulkin de Florence.

The York pennies also occasionally have the pellet on

the sinister side of the crown. My specimen, however,

reads F, Several, moreover, agree with Durham in

having the annulet or horse-shoe, and one of mine reads

FETOd. Before the new crown and ^etHEICC ceased, the

annulet gave way to a trefoil, which continued into the

next coinage.

There are coins both of Durham and York, Durham

still retaining the annulet, with the crown of the half-

groat, but without the French title, and reading ^GCHEIOCVS

E6DC TmGLieC a formula which continued to the latter

light on the marks of money is yielded by the re^al badges.
The broken annulet reminds one of Celtic objects, assuming, as

it does, very occasionally, even a knobbed appearance. So
that it can hardly be the crescent mentioned by Hollinshed as

a bacl.^e of Henry IV.
;
and I have difficulty in connecting it

with the fetterlock, although it is plain that the badge was not
confined to the Dukedom of York, as is generally supposed.
(See the Will of John of Gaunt.)

7 The coin is not in good state. That there are five circled

objects is obvious enough. I incline to think that they are speci-
mens of the broken annulet.
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part of Henry VI. 's reign. I infer, therefore, that this

peculiar crown was used until the middle of 1420, Henry-

having relinquished the French title by treaty in May of

that year. It soon disappeared also. Roundly speaking,

its existence nearly corresponded with that of the French

title on the pennies, and this synchronism affords an easy

mode of distinguishing the coins of Henry V. for about

seven years of his reign.

The old crown of Henry IV. was now resumed, and

we have several York coins, usually barbarous, with the

head of Henry V. so crowned, the star and trefoil still

accompanying it. This type continues until we come

to what may be termed the annulet coinage, on which we

find an annulet after dlVITTTS, and another among the

pellets under CCIVI. So also we have Durham coins with

the same head and crown, retaining the star and annulet,

and showing an annulet among the pellets, but not after

CCIVITTYS. This is perhaps the best place to remark that

while the York coins give in their legends the annulet,

rosette, and cone, which now succeed each other as marks

after POSYI on the larger coins, and also in the latter part

of Henry VI/s reign, like the London pieces of that time,

give the dots in two quarters, the Durham coins are without

such marks, though possessing other and very interesting

evidences of their dates. In the Durham penny figured

in Rud. Sup. ii 16, there are annulets in two quarters,

like the London and Calais pennies, and the legend is

7VR6LI. It was John White's, and I should like to see

it before quoting it. Many York examples of both reigns

have the annulet in one quarter only. I may here men-

tion that I have not yet observed a Durham penny of

this annulet type with Henry VI.'s head. Indeed we

know, from the roll corresponding to 3 Henry VI., that
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Mulkin de Florence's house had in that and the pre-

ceding year been let to somebody else for 9s., and the

mint produced nothing. This accounts for the specimens

being (as a rule at least) of Henry V., and somewhat

scarce.

That the great annulet coinage was the immediate

successor of that which on the half-groats had the star on

the king's breast, TTRGLIGC instead of 7VR6L,
8 and an

unusual number of cusps, is obvious from very occasional

examples retaining the last two features, besides having

Henry V/s head, which continues with the more common

annulet types.

In 8 Hen. V. there was great scarcity of money. In

9 Hen. V. a good noble could not be changed into white

money. The groats and half-groats with the star on the

breast are comparatively scarce, and as to the London

pennies during the period succeeding the DI GE7Y mint-

age, I only know them dimly by the figure Rud. Sup. ii.

26. The mint at Calais had long ceased. So that I can

quite understand the cry from that place, and the ordi-

nance of Parliament, among its other arrangements for

a new coinage, that there should be a mint there. Bar-

tholomew Goldbeter became mint-master, and so con-

tinued until 11 Hen. VI. Th3 indenture with him is

dated 13th February, 1422. Henry V. died 31st August
in that year. On that event Goldbeter was charged to

hold his office as before. He petitioned the Parliament

8 You will observe that this change took place on the half-

groats sooner than on the groats. Throughout the groats keep
rather aloof from the half-groats and pennies, when we come to

close details, though the succession synchronises. So also the
hair of Henry V. extends in the fractional parts of a penny
down to Edward IV.
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which met in November for more remuneration, speaking

of his already
"
great and insupportable loss." That

Parliament accordingly added the profit of the exchange

to his office
;
and on the petition of the northern commons

ordained that he should have a mint at York as well as

at London and Calais, for gold and silver. On the 16th

February, 1423, his old indenture was endorsed with a

memorandum extending the renewal thereof to York and

Bristol. On the same day the new indenture issued,

mentioning only London and Calais. There seems to

have been some "
dodge." No Bristol money of the

Henries is known. As to York, Goldbeter came and

worked the mint, but retired. At the Parliament, which

met on the 20th October, 14:23, he was ordered back.

From all which premises, from a Calais petition of

1442 that the mint there could not be sustained as it

was in the reign of Henry V. and many years after, and

from existing coins, we may draw two or three inferences.

1. That the new coinage was in active operation during

the reign of Henry V. 2. That the regal money of the

Henries, the gold and the larger denominations of silver,

were struck at York in the time of Henry VI. only. 3.

That, inasmuch as such denominations struck at York

embrace the heads of both kings, the dies of Henry V.

were used into the reign of Henry VI. as usual in changes

of sovereigns. 4. That, as all such larger denominations

struck at York are marked on the obverse by two fleurs-

de-lis at the sides of the neck, instead of the annulets

which distinguish the obverses of the Calais coins, and as

certain pennies, probably regal, are also so marked,
9
it is

9 A penny in the British Museum of the York mint has

Henry V.'B head, has a fleur-de-lis at each side of the neck, and
an annulet under OCIVI and GCBOE, among the pellets.
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probable that a fleur-de-lis on the archiepiscopal pennies

may also refer to the babe who became king of France

by treaty. 5. That, consequently, the pennies of the

annulet type with the head of Henry V., having a star

at the dexter side of the crown, and a trefoil or a fleur-

de-lis on the sinister side, may with propriety be referred

to one king or the other by means of those marks, the

trefoil having occurred in the same place in previous

coinages of Henry V., and the fleur-de-lis being found

there in annulet pennies with the hair of Henry VI.

The London silver of this great coinage has no dis-

tinctions on the obverse, and is much rarer than that of

Calais. Indeed we know from the imperfect mint accounts

that while Calais, in the four years between 1424 arid

1428, coined 67,745 Ibs., London, in the five years between

1425 and 1431, only issued 4,919 Ibs. The Calais mint

itself seems to have fluctuated. Between 1428 and 1431

it issued 89,660 Ibs. Yet in 1429 the staple at Calais

was enforced, the mint, from its previous neglect, being

like to stand void and desolate. In 1432 and 1433 the

same operation took place, for the mint of Calais was not

sustained. And yet, in 1432, 26,182 Ibs. of coined silver

appear in the Calais accounts, the continuations of which

are not forthcoming. In that year William Bus, or Russe,

was made mint-master, in the place of Goldbeter, deceased,

for London, Calais, Bristol, and York. He only remained

for about two years, John de Paddeslee superseding him
in 12 Hen. VI.; and I do not therefore think much of

the coincidence that the rosette mark was introduced

much about the same time. But you will expect me to

give my reasons for so dating the coins with that device

after POSVI and elsewhere.

Bearing in mind that Cardinal Langley died in 1437,
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16 Hen. VI., we find from his roll of 1434-5 that the

Durham mint had been resuscitated. Only 10s. lOd. was

received from it in that year, a sign of decay ; and I

should be inclined to place any coins of Henry VI.,

struck by Langley, before, rather than after it. Well,

the first Durham coins we have after those with Henry V.'s

head, have under 7VR6LI6C, at the side of the crown, a large

mullet, regular and heraldic, quite distinguishable from

the stars of Henry V. and VI. ; while the pennies on

which it occurs are far removed in style from the late

groats of Henry VI., which introduce a mullet in their

legends, but which, as we shall see, have marks cor-

responding with the pennies of Bishops Nevil and Booth,

and generally lack the lozenge or mascle,
10 which came in

immediately after the annulet period, and is found on the

Durham pennies with the mullet. Now the great seal of

Cardinal Langley is sprinkled over with mullets. He also

wore it in his arms as a difference, just as Bishop Nevil, his

successor, used his badge of interlacing rings, which marked

his money. That the mullet n
was, in its separate state,

a distinguishing mark of Cardinal Langley, is clear from

his roll of 1416, where the expenditure of 12d. occurs,

"in factura cujusdam signi ferrei fact' cum j molet ad

signand' mensuras vini et alia pondera mercatorum."

We may therefore conclude that heraldry was again an

element on the episcopal coinage, that the coins of

Henry VI. with the mullet are Langley's, and that before

his death, in 1437, the mascle, which never occurs on

the great annulet coinage, had been freely introduced.

10 A mascle, in old heraldry, might be either open or close,

and therefore, on the whole, is the more convenient term. The
mark occurs in both forma with Henry VI., but is generally

open.
11 It occurs both pierced and close.
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Such introduction, though, not during the annulet coin-

age proper, took place during the transition from it.

We lose an annulet from one of the quarters of the re-

verse. In Jewitt's handbook is engraved a half-groat

with the ordinary Calais obverse of the great coinage,

having the annulets still at the sides of the neck, but with

a London reverse, having the annulet after POSVI as

usual, but only one among the pellets. Again we have

Calais groats and half-groats with the same obverse, but

with an annulet in the CCT^L quarter only, while the mark

after POSVI -has altered from an annulet to a trefoil. 12

The trefoil coinage was probably of very brief duration,

for we have both groats and half-groats of Calais with

rosette reverses, but without any mascles, and with the

old annulet obverses. 13
During its continuance we may

fairly place SainthilPs Durham penny, numbered 39 by

Lindsay, which is described as identical with the coins

I give to Langley, except that instead of a mullet there

are three points. We cannot well give the mulleted coins

themselves to a date later than the early rosette pieces,

for they retain the plain cross as the mint-mark, which

12 This trefoil type seems to culminate in Duby's Calais

groat, xxvi. 9, where all the words on the obverse are divided

by trefoils, except that after EGCX is the mascle. On the re-

verse are trefoils after POSVI and CCTVLISiet, and the mascle
assumes a position before L*S, which, as that after E6CX, it

long filled. The annulets have entirely disappeared. The
groat, Duby, xxvi. 10, according to Lindsay's description, is

similar, but rosettes occur before and after Z on the obverse. I
have not Duby to refer to, and these coins, at the best, seem
to be exceptionable. I therefore mention them in a note only.

13 Groats of this period occur without any trace of the mascle.
We have half-groats without it on the obverse, at all events.
When the annulets disappeared we get groats and half-groats
with mascles in two spandrils of the tressnre on the obverse,
but still omitting it in the legend of that side.
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during the use of the rosette changed into a cross patonce

or crosslet, the prevailing mint-mark for the rest -of the

reign. Pennies of other mints, after the annulet type,

with the plain cross mint-mark, seem to be very rare.

When the cross patonce sets in, we have York pennies

with the mascle after E6CX and CIVI, and a small plain

cross at each side of the hair. Their place is settled by

the old reading, rjGCREICCVS E6CX TVRGLieC, in which we

shall soon find a change. There are others only differing

in having the crosses at the sides of the hair placed saltire-

wise, and the proper reading, aBOEACtl ;
whereas the first-

named read in all your Holwell specimens eCBDEAdl, the

D being in one of them an E reversed, thus B- My
own specimen of the first agrees, but of the second

gives dBDETTdl, showing the close proximity of the

varieties. The Calais pennies have the cross patonce and

a rosette after tydREIdVS and dftLISId ;
and some York

pennies follow suit, placing the rosette, however, before

dBOETIdl. They have stars on each side of the crown,

and are obviously late in the rosette period. One of

mine with these stars, wanting any marks on the reverse,

but retaining the mascle on the obverse, reads 7VRGL

instead of TVRGLia, corresponding with the following

coinage, and possibly a portion of it, as Calais retained

TTRGLia into it. Some barbarous York coins, with the

stars, but without the rosettes, read ARGLd.

The mark of a rosette (which, by the way, in good

specimens, seems to be composed of one cinquefoil laid

over another, the central piercing serving for both) was

succeeded immediately by a stalked cone, supposed to be

a pine cone: Transitional coins of the larger sizes, with

rosettes on one side, and stalked cones on the other, are

not uncommon. The York pennies read OT6L, and have
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the stalked cone after DIVI. The mascle keeps its place on

both obverse and reverse; but the stars on the sides of

the crown have disappeared. Two of your Holwell coins,

however, give a star on the breast. They differ from the

preceding York coins in wanting the usual York quatre-

foil
14 in the centre of the reverse.

There are some Durham coins closely resembling those

with the mullet, but differing from them, not only in the

want of that mark, but also in substituting the new
7TO6L and cross patonce for the old T^nGLIGC and plain

cross. We may with every probability give these to the

vacancy of more than four months before the restitution

of the Durham temporalities to Langley's successor,

Nevil. They want both the mullet of the former and the

interlaced rings of the latter prelate.

It is remarkable that although the seals of Bishop
Nevil, showing his use of the interlacing rings, both as a

badge and a difference of the entire coat of his ancestry,
were published by Mr. Surtees in his History of Durham
many years ago, it was not until 1852 that the identifica-

tion of his coins was given to the world by Dr. Raine, in

his "Auckland Castle," from the information of William

Greenwell, of Durham ; and that though the meaning of

these rings, as used by the bishop and his brothers, Lords
Latimer and Fauconberge, has been discussed by heralds,
the coins presenting them have up to this day been cata-

logued as of Henry IV., V., or VI.

The device, both as a badge and armorial difference,

vri i

n both good and bad colns of
mile hesitating to assert that latterly it indicated more than
a York penny m the general, I strongly incline to believe that
originally it was peculiar to the

archiepiscopal mint, and aroseout of the handle of St. Peter's key.
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occurs in two fashions, in fess and in pale, horizontally

and vertically. Both varieties occur on the coins. In

his first roll, corresponding to 17 Henry VI., ] 438-9,

Bishop Nevil is proved to have coined 147 Ibs. of silver,

by Alan Bedale, his coiner. In 1453-4 he coined 72 Ibs.,

by John Arscot, his moneyer. His successor, Booth, in

his first roll, 1458-9, gives 60 Ibs., coined by the same

Arscot. We shall find that Nevil's coins, both early and

late, were marked with his rings, and that they continued

to be used by him to the last, as his old reverses so marked

were used up by Booth.

The early coins of Bishop Nevil give the reading

rjGCRRIdVS, whichwe shall soon find to give way to ^GCRRia.

They also lack the dots at the sides of the crown, which

in general are present on his coins as on other later pieces

of Henry VI. These early pieces are very rare. Mr.

Haswell, of North Shields, has one. It retains the mascle

after R6CX, but a new mark, viz., an unstalked leaf, on the

breast, appears. The title has neither 7TRGLIS, nor 7VR6L,

but 7TRGLI, as in NeviPs later coins. The coin given by
Sainthill in " Olla Podrida," ii., 207, as a light penny, is

evidently an early Nevil. I should like to see both it and

that described by Hawkins as in Cuff's cabinet (if the two

are not identical), before I dare affirm that any Nevils

have a fleur-de-lis on the breast. The reading, DVRSLm,
as in HaswelPs impression, the legend, the general appear-

ance, the remnants of NeviPs rings, the frequent failure

of the ordinary tests in Henry VI/s reign, and the imper-

fect state of the coin, will excuse my setting aside the

weight, 12 grains, as any criterion. But I sincerely thank

Sainthill and Smith for its publication.

We now approach the later coinages of the weak

king, which differ materially from the annulet one be-
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queathed by his father, and from the mascle coins of his

youth.

One of the first transitional coins is a Calais half-groat

(Hawkins's
"
Anglo-Gallic Coins/' p. 86), only differing

from its predecessors by having no cone after POSYI. I

have a London penny without dots, but with the newly-

introduced breast-leaf, reading tjaREIdVS and 7U7GL',

and still retaining the mascle ;
also a Calais ene of the

same sort, with a leaf in one quarter under SIGC. This is

obviously contemporary with the London groat, Hawkins,

328, and a London half-penny mentioned by him in p. 111.

The three dots, or trefoil, found in the legend of Nevil's

later coins, makes its appearance in the same position that

it afterwards held. Thus, in a London groat, resembling

Lindsay's No. 25, cones occur after the first words of the

obverse, and after CCIYIT7TS, but the mascle has gone ;

there is nothing after POSVI, and a trefoil appears after

ESX and LORDOR. His No. 26 closely resembles the

last, but the leaf appears on the breast. Again, a London

penny in the Holwell find, without dots, and reading

fySREIGCVS, gives a leaf on the breast and trefoil after

E6CX, and lacks the mascle. The Durham penny (Snell-

ing, ii., 23) is in all respects like a later Nevil coin, except

that it wants dots, and has a plain cross for the mint-

mark a temporary revival which, by the way, is not

unusual in these transitional pieces. The London penny
first mentioned has that mint-mark.

Not to multiply instances, we may conclude that in the

early days of Bishop Nevil distinguishing marks after

POSVI, and a profusion of them in the legend and else-

where, together with the mascle, disappeared as a rule ;

that the application of a leaf to some position other than

that of the cone in the legend of the coins, the insertion

of a large trefoil or three dots in the legend, and the placing
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dots at the sides of the crown, began ; and that at the

same time rjGCnRICtVS on the pennies changed to tyGRRIG.
The last two characteristics seem to have continued to

the end of the reign.

In 20 Henry VL, the Act of 8 Henry VI. had, instead

of supporting the Calais mint, caused it to fall into great

decay. In 24 Henry VI., Paddesley, the king's mint-master,

was succeeded by Robert Manfeld, who continued until

38 Henry VI., three years after Bishop Nevil died. That

bishop's accession had been in 16 Henry VI. It may
well be that Manfeld introduced the later phase of

Henry VI/s coins.

In 1454 the Calais mint was again declared to be like

to stand void, desolate, and destroyed; while in 35 Henry
VI. the scarcity of money was so great that the king

gravely held out his expectation that alchemy would be a

remedy. In 37 Henry VI., two years before the king's

overthrow, Sir Richard Tunstall became master of the

mint. In those two years, Bishop Booth, by Arscot, his

moneyer, coined 82 Ibs. 4 ozs. of silver.

Of the character of the product we are not in ignorance.

The reverses retain the badge of Bishop Nevil, but on the

dotted obverse is a capital B above the king's left shoulder,

and sometimes a saltire above his right one. The coins

with the last characteristic have the pellets united by lines,

pellets on each arm of the cross, and a dot among the

pellets in the quarter under T7VS. The leaf on the breast,

which had disappeared during Nevil's episcopacy, revives,

and the king's name has a stop between fy&n and RIG.

The London pennies with the name so divided have a

saltire or bold quatrefoil on the neck, connecting them in

date with the groats presenting mullets in the legends.

There is in these late coins a tendency to reproduce earlier
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details. The leaf on the breast has already been men-

tioned ; the mullet sometimes occurs after POSYI, after

the fashion of marks of former days, and the mascle occurs

on the obverse, though differently disposed as compared

with its place on the old coins. But the accuracy of the

position of these peculiar coins is proved by some of the

early heavy groats of Edward IV. being dotted on both

sides, and presenting the mascle. Some of these dotted

groats have the 6C of SDWTfBD reversed, a feature also

found among those barbarous pennies of Durham which

have a rose in the centre of the cross, have sometimes the

dots on the obverse, and want the DI 6E7T of the usual

pennies of Edward IV. It has already been remarked

that none of the Durham pennies of Nevil and Booth have

dots in two quarters of the reverse, as have the contempo-

rary coins of London and York.

Although Nevirs reverses were used by Booth, we have

reason to think that during the vacancy between them,
which was only short, a reverse clear from episcopal marks

was improvised, probably at York. I have before me
three coins, the obverses being all from one die. An
accidental projection from one side of the crown places

this beyond doubt. The obverses are dotted at the sides

of the crown, read t]Gm x Kid, and have not any leaf on

the breast. After 7VR6LI there is something which at

first sight looked like xYI', but at second,
* x r. The last

stroke is quite plain. None of the three coins shows any
trace of Booth, but one of them has NeviPs reverse, with

his rings, and DYROLm. The other reverses are without

them, and are of inferior workmanship ; on one only can

I read the name of the city in full it is DVHOLin.

Among your Holwell coins there is a decent York penny,
dotted on both sides, and reading tySn x Kid and 7VR6LI,
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and I have two pieces of fair workmanship from the same

mint, with a little saltire at each side of the neck, as well

as the dots. But I have others, with the same marks,

of most barbarous craft. I also have one which, unless

I am deceived by its green coat, lacks the saltires and the

reverse dots.

Notwithstanding all the shortcomings of these last coins

of Henry VI.'s proper reign, there is one ornament which

comes out on the obverses in good style. It is formed of

the old saltire-like stop, with the addition of a bold boss

in the centre. On one of the barbarous York coins it

occurs after TCRGLI, and on one of Booth's xB coins after

E6CX.

I have only used published descriptions and plates so

far as was necessary to connect the coins I have actually

seen. The subject will bear a vast amount of further

illustration. That the isolated observations of an obscure

Bernician, in the neighbourhood of that most inartistic

mint of York, can be beyond criticism, is riot to be expected.

If they lead to a more scientific treatment of the matter,

their object will be effected. Numismatic research in the

south has been sorely let and hindered by mere collector! sin

and all its attendant evils. Still, with all its imperfec-

tions, it will contrast favourably with some other studies,

in which forgeries are openly commended. I leave the

larger pieces of the Henries to you, and shall be very glad

to give any slight assistance of which I am capable in

their elucidation.

Believe me, my dear sir,

Yours very truly,

W. HYLTON DYER LONGSTAFFE.

The Rev. Assheton Pownall,
South Kilworth, Rugby, [p.s.
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P.S. I do not think that I previously noticed one

peculiarity abont the half-groats and pennies of Henry V.

before his last coinages. This is the ornamentation of the

ends of the letter I in the fashion which I believe was also

introduced by him on the groats, and which survived on

them until Edward IV.'s time. The first appearance of

the decorated I occurs on the reverse only of the transi-

tional penny with the head of Henry IV., accompanied by
the quatrefoil and star of Henry V. It is on all the

many-cusped half-groats and pennies, with the crown of

the half-groats, that I have seen. As to its termination,

I have not found it in the York star-and-trefoil pennies

which, after the disappearance of the crown of the half-

groats, immediately preceded the great annulet coinage.

Still, some very early specimens of that last type of

Henry V. from other mints present it the Durham
annulet penny, for instance, and the obverse of my transi-

tional Calais half-groat, which retains the eleven cusps

instead of the ordinary nine. It is satisfactory as an

additional evidence, and as a ready mark of Henry V/s

typical coins, for beginners.

: The enlarged heads at the commencement are taken

from pennies, but each of them is rather a free sketch of

a conventional head than a precise copy from any one coin,

my specimens being often selected for evidence, not for

state. More than one were, therefore, used to yield all

the details.

In stone, Langley's mullet (close) occurs on his tomb
in Durham Galilee. Nevil's interlaced rings are found

over the doorway of the Exchequer on the Palace Green,
and OQ a venatura at St. Andrew's Auckland. This last

yields a fine and perfect example of them.
'

W. H. D. L.



IV.

HEAVY FARTHING OP EDWARD IV.

[Read before the Numismatic Society, January 17, 1867.]

MUCH uncertainty prevails respecting farthings of Ed-

ward IV., and it is even doubted whether a satisfactory

specimen of this rare piece has come down to the present

time. This doubt I am able to dispel, for the coin I

now submit for inspection is undoubtedly a farthing of

Edward IV., struck before his fourth year. No drapery

appears on the shoulders of the King. Weight 3| grs.
1

Obv. * 6CDWSRD. RaX. 5RGL.
.Rev. . dlVITAS. LONDON.

From the engraving above, it will be seen that this coin

is in far better preservation than the generality of the

small pieces of this period. The late Mr. Cuff is stateda

to have had a farthing of this monarch weighing 2|- grs.,

but all trace of it is lost in his sale catalogue. It might

have formed part of Lot 910, thus described:

1

Heavy farthings when issued weighed 3f grs., the others

3 grs.
*
Hawkins, "English Silver Coins," p. 117.
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"
Farthings, one struck before his fourth year, weight
6 grs. ;

the other after
;
the former very fine and rare,

struck at London."

The piece weighing 6 grs. was of course a half- penny;

but if the coin passed over as unworthy the scales was the

farthing engraved in Hawkins, No. 355, it seems strange

that the difference between 2i and 6 grs. should have

escaped notice.

Buding, Sup. 11, pi. xvi., No. 14, was engraved from

a coin in the Martin Collection. It reads ffDWTVEDVS

R6CX., weighs 4 grs.,
3 and although alleged to be a far-

thing of Edward IV., really belongs to the last coinage

of Edward III., and as such was catalogued for auction.

Snelling, pi. 2, No. 35, is useless as a reference. I sus-

pect, from the type, that the engraving was taken from an

illegible farthing of Henry IV., V., or VI.

It may, I think, be reasonably assumed that the farthing

engraved in Hawkins was a specimen of the second coin-

age of Edward IV. The plates in this work are to be

relied on, and the coin I refer to, although clipped, does

certainly not appear to have lost more than two-thirds of

a grain, taking its original weight at 3 grs. On the other

hand, was it possible for a farthing weighing 3| grs. to

have been reduced to 2 grs., and yet present the toler-

able appearance shown in the plate alluded to ? Would

any legend, after such a loss, have been visible ? Com-

pare the engraving on this paper with Hawkins, No. 355.

Both coins read 6CDW7VED. R6CX. 7VRGL. The shape of

the crowns differs slightly, but the type otherwise will be

found to be identical.

J. FRED. NECK.

8 I have a similar farthing of this weight, type, and legend.
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V.

ON TWO GOLD MEDALS OP QUEEN ELIZABETH.

[Read before the Numismatic Society, December 13, 1866.]

I HAVE the honour of laying before the Society a descrip-

tion of two gold medals of Elizabeth in the collection

of English Medals in the British Museum. They are

supposed to have been struck in 1589, to commemorate

the overthrow of the Spanish Armada, and were most

likely intended for presents to the superior naval officers

of the English fleet, as they both have a ring for sus-

pension. A silver medal of the same style, formerly

belonging to Edward Hawkins, Esq., and now the property

of the trustees of the British Museum, has its original

silver chain. The first of these two gold medals was

purchased by Mr. Webster at a late sale at the Hague.
It weighs 4 oz. 45 grs., and is very highly wrought. The

bust of the queen is full-faced, crowned ; the crown sur-

mounted by a cross, and surrounded by a band of fleur-

de-lys ; high ruff, opened in front ; pearl necklace ; gown

richly adorned with pearls; sleeves puffed out and covered

with pearls, terminating on the shoulders in high, pointed

bows. She holds a sceptre and orb. The field of the

medal is covered with fine arabesque work. M.M. Fleur-

de-lys. Leg., DITIOR . IN . TOTO . NON . ALTER .
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CIRCVLVS . ORBE. ,The words are separated by mullets.

Rev. Bay-tree, uninjured by lightning, standing on an

island. In the distance are vessels blown about; in

the sea are monsters ; near the island a fish. On the

island are several buildings. Inscription on the island :

NON . IPSA . PERICVLA . TANGVNT. The whole is

surrounded by a border of leaves. Size 15 by 14.

[PI. II.] The second medal is smaller. Size, 13} by 13.

Weight, 1 oz. 408J grs. Bust of the queen almost full-

faced ; diapered and jewelled crown
; high ruff, opened in

front, richly ornamented with pearls ; pearl necklace ;

gown finely worked. The hands in this medal are not

represented. The legend is the same. M.M. a rose. Rev.

Bay-tree, uninjured by lightning, on an island. Distance :

ships, sea-monsters. Upon the field, E. R. Border of

leaves. The ring for suspension is chased.

It will be seen that these two interesting medals differ in

many respects ; the first being heavier and larger. The

work on both is fine ; though it may be said to excel on the

second. On the island of the first are several buildings ;

there are none on that of the second. Upon the field of

the rev. of the second are the letters E . R. The field

also of the obv. of the first is covered with fine arabesque
work. These two medals must have formed most valu-

able and queenly presents.

I have to thank Mr. Evans for calling my attention to

pi. xx. of the " Monumenta Vetusta," where the smaller

of these medals is represented.

S. F. CORKRAN.
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In No. 6 (November December) of the Revue Numis-

matique there are the following articles :

1.
"
Anepigraphous coins of the Volcse-Tectosages," by M.

L. de la Saussaye.
2.

" Letters to M. A. de Longpe"rier on Gaulish Numismatics.

No. XXIV. Coins of the Petrocorii, of Apta Julia, of Nemau-
sus, and others uncertain," by M. F. de Saulcy.

3.
" On the Chronology of the Kings of Pontus and the Bos-

phorus, and the princes of Olba, d propos of a work by M. de

Sallet," by M. W. H. Waddington.
4r.

" Examination of apocryphal documents relative to coins,"

by M. A. de Jjarth61emy.
5.

" On some imitations of the French coinage from the

fourteenth century to the seventeenth. Coins of the Abbe's of

Saint Honorat de Le"rins," by M. A. de Longpe"rier.

In the Chromquc is the continuation of the life and works of

the late Abbe" Cavedoni, by M. J. de Witte.

In the premiere livraison of the Revue Numismatique Beige
for 1867 there are the following articles :

1.
'

Supplement to the catalogue of coins of the principality

and bishopric of Liege," by M. A. Perreau...

2.
"
Catalogue of obsidional coins and pieces of necessity

"

(fourth article), by M. le Lt.-Col. P. Maillet.

3.
" A double enigma," by M. J. Dirks.

4.
" Coin of a Seigneur de Cunre struck at Eraeloord in the

island of Schokland," by M. J. Hooft van Iddekinge.
5.

" Some counters and leads relating to Artois," by M. L.

Deschamps de Pas.

6.
" A Frisian coin of Brunon attributed wrongly to the

lords of Kuinre, and to Mewekinus, lord of Ruinen, by M. L.

Oldenhuis Gratama," a review of the brochure, by M. J. Dirks.

7.
" Gold honorary medal given by George William, Elector

of Brandenburg, Duke of Prussia, &c., to William de Pabst,

Lord of Kaldenbach, in 1620," by the Count Maurin Nahuys.
8.

" Second supplement to the attempt at a monograph of

coins and counters of the Corporations of the Pays-Baa per-
mitted to wear arms

"
(15501800). by M. J. Dirks.

9.
" Treasure of Wieuwerd. Gold ornaments and Merovin-

gian and Byzantine coins," by M. J. Dirks.
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10.
" Documents pour servir a 1'histoire des Monnaies," by

M. de la Fons-M^licocq.

In the Melanges are notices of various numismatic publica-

tions.

The Annuaire for 1866 (the first year) of the Societe Fran-

$aise de Numismatique et cT Arclieologie has just appeared. It

contains the following articles :

1.
" Revision of the legends of the coins of Gaul, given by

M. Duchalais in his
'

Description of Gaulish coins, Paris,

1846,'
"
by M. E. Hucher.

2.
" Examination of M. Boudard's essay on Iberian numis-

matics," by M. le Vicomte de Charencey.
3.

"
Homonymous Greek cities and their legends," by M.

Ernest Muret.

The list of towns of the same name will be found of great
use to those desiring to determine the attribution of homony-
mous coins.

4.
" Inedited Roman coins," by M. J. Sabatier.

Among the coins here published from the cabinet of M.
Hoffmann may be mentioned a gold coin of Julia Domna, of

Caracalla, a very rare gold coin of Julia Sosemias, of which
no specimen exists in London, Paris, Vienna, or Berlin, a new
billon coin of Uranius Antoninus, struck at Emesa, a silver

quinarius of Constantino I., with the legend PLVR. NATAL.
FEL. in three lines, &c. Most of the aurei have since passed
into the hands of M. le Vicomte de Ponton d'Ame'court, President

of the French Numismatic Society. There are also some Greek

imperial coins published from the collection of M. Gre*au.

In illustrating a brass medallion of Antinous, struck at Tarsus,
in Cilicia, M. Sabatier has quoted in full a letter of the Emperor
Hadrian to the consul Servianus, the husband of Domitia
Paulina, the Emperor's sister, given by the historian Vopiscus,
and said to have been taken from the works of Phlegon, a
freedman of Hadrian. It may, however, be observed that one
or two of the passages in it, notably that speaking of " one God,
him Christians, Jews, and Gentiles worship alike," are in ail

probability corrupt. Indeed it is a question if any of the letter

is genuine, for, in the first place, Verus is mentioned as Ha-
drian's son, whereas he was his adopted son ; and in the second

place, this letter is not given by Spartian, the biographer of

Hadrian, but occurs incidentally in the life of Saturninus (an
usurper in the East under Probus) by Vopiscus.
An interesting portion of M. Sabatier's paper is that in which

he gives a comparative table of the gold Roman coins which
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have once been in the collections of Ennery, Schellersheim,

Thomas, and Dupre". To these he has added another list, i.e.

" Pieces of the Dupre Collection given to the Cabinet of Lon-
don." From what source M. Sabatier has obtained the inform-

ation concerning these coins, I am unable to say. He can-

not, of course, have taken them from my account of the Wigan
Collection published in 1865, or he would surely have had the

courtesy to give a reference to my articles, and might have

been spared falling into one or two errors. I must therefore

assume that he was not aware of the publication in the Numis-
matic Chronicle, 1865, of the " Account of the Wigan Collection

presented to the Trustees of the British Museum." In conse-

quence I seize the opportunity of pointing out that 117 Dupr6
coins were given to the trustees, and not 114; that the four

following coins were not given, i.e. Lucius Verus 2, Mcesa 1,

Claudius Gothicus II. 1, and that the seven following, which
were given, are omitted in M. Sabatier's list : Cassia 1,

Claudia 1, Rustia 1, Brutus 1, Caracalla, Severus, and
Domna 1, Saloninus 1, and Carus 1. F. W. M.

5.
"
Description of some inedited small brass Roman coins,"

by M. J. Roman.
6. "Numismatic excursion in Burgundy of the seventh cen-

tury and on the frontiers of Austrasia," by M. le Vicomte de

Ponton d'Ame'court.

7.
*'

Description of two Merovingian coins," by M. Paul Galy.
8.

"
Description of six Merovingian coins of G6vaudan,

?>

by
M. de More".

9.
" On four Carlovingian denier s," by M. le Dr. Colson.

10. "On the Gold Coins of Saint Louis," by M. le Baron
Jerome Pichon.

11.
" Note on an Inedited Coin of Rogier, Bishop of Beau-

vais," by M. E. Caron.

12.
" French Coinage in 1865," by M. Albert Barre.

In the Chronique are :

1. "Numismatic and Archaeological discoveries in 1865."

2.
" Public Sales of Coins in 1865."

3.
"
Statistics of Archaeological and Numismatic Museums of

France," by M. A. Lemaitre.

4.
" A General Review on the situation, developments, and

Tendencies of particular Collections," by M.le Vicomte de Pon-

ton d'Am^eourt.

5.
"
Foreign Numismatic and Archaeological So eties."

6.
" The Commerce of Coins at Paris."

7.
" Periodical Publications relative to Numismatics."

8.
" Works announced or in course of publica'tion."

VOL. VII. JN.S. H
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9.
" Prizes founded iii France for Numismatics and Archaeo-

logy."
10.

" The Universal Exhibition in Paris of 1867."

11.
"
Assay of Coins in England."

12.
"
Necrology of Members of the Society."

Here may be found a touching account of the late Duke de

Blacas by M. le Vicomte de Ponton d'Ame'court. An excellent

portrait of the late Duke is given at the beginning of the An-
nuaire. This section also includes brief notices of numismatists

who died during 1865.

In the Eibliograpliie are the following articles :

1.
" Publications relative to Numismatics in 1804 and 1865,"

by M. Arthur Demarsy.
The subjects are here arranged separately, ancient, Roman,

Jewish, &c. These lists will be found of much use to persons

studying particular subjects.
2.

" General Bibliography of Merovingian Coins," by M. le

Vicomte de Ponton d'Ame'court.

3. "List of Numismatic, Historical, and Archaeological
Works of members of the Society

"
(to be continued).

The volume concludes with a general alphabetic table of

contents.

We must congratulate the Society not only on the numerous
valuable articles in this their first year's publication, but also on

the admirable "
get-up

"
of the volume, which is a large octavo,

containing several plates by the skilful hand of M. Dardel.

W^e heartily wish the new Society success.

In consequence of some irregularity in our receipt of the

Berliner Blatter fur Miinz-Siegel-und Wappenkunde our notices

of that publication have been for some time interrupted, but we
now resume them.

In the third Heft of Vol. II., 1865, are the following articles.

1.
" Inedited Coins of Panticapseum," by the Baron von

Kcehne. Among the three coins here described, one in gold
and two in silver, the former is in the British Museum.

2.
" Rare and inedited coins in the collection of the Baron

von Prokesch-Osten," by the Baron von Koehne.
3.

"
Regnal years on the Alexandrian Coins of Augustus,"

by Dr. Julius Friedlaender.

4.
" Rain represented on Ancient Coins," by Dr. Ed. Rapp.

The author is of opinion that on the large brass coins of the

Ptolemies it is ram that is represented as falling from the cornu-

copice held by the eagle.
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5.
" Numismatic history of Neumark, Lebns, and the lower

Lausitz," by M. Ed. Philippi.
6.

" Three Pfennigs in the Laessoe Collection," and
7.

' Leo Zar," both by the Baron von Koehne.
8.

"
Contributions to the Numismatic History of Dantzig,"

by M. Vossberg.
9.

"
Portrait-medallion of Sigismund Bathors, Prince of

Siebenbtirgen, &c.," by the Baron von Koehne.
10. " Two Medals of Count Rochtis von Lynar/' by Dr.

Julius Friedlaender.

11. " Medals and Seals of Tilly," by the Baron von Koehne.
The Part concludes as usual with miscellanea and notices of

the most recent coins, medals, and numismatic literature.

The first part of the third volume comprises the following
articles :

1.
" Lorenz Beger," by Dr. Julius Friedlaender.

2.
" Some inedited and rare Greek Coins in German and

Italian collections," by the same.

3.
" Coins struck under Hadrian, in Elis, with the represen-

tation of the statue of the Olympian Zeus of Phidias," by the

eame.

4.
" Memorial of Christian Jiirgensen Thomsen," by the

Baron von Koehne.
5.

" The Munkegaard Find," by the late C. J. Thomsen.
This hoard, which was discovered on the Island of Bornholm
in 1864, consisted of 866 silver coins, associated, as is so com-

monly the case with hoards belonging to the same period,

viz., about A.D. 1000, with ingots, rings, and armlets of the

same metal. Among the coins were a few of Curie origin, the

earliest being of Ismael ben Achmed, A.D. 906, and the latest

of Mansur ben Nuh, A.D. 961 975. Swedish, Bohemian,
Swiss, Italian, and German, struck in various places, were also

present : but the most numerous seem to have been the Anglo-
Saxon. Of ^Ethelred II. there were no less than 164 coins,

all of his earlier types. Hildebrand, A B and C. viz., the small

cross, hand of Providence, and CRVX types. Of the other

types, Hildebrand, 1), E, F, and C, not a single specimen was

found. There were isolated coins of the rare mints, Bridgnorth,

Guildford, Lymne, and Torksey, two of which were unknown
to Ending, though given by Hildebraud.

6.
" Deniers of Aix and Cologne of the Hohenstaufen

Period," by M. H. Dannenberg.
7. ''The Kyselowitz Find (Bohemian)/' by Dr. F. S. Ku-

pido.
The other articles are heraldic, miscellanea, and notices.
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In the second part of the third volume are the following :

1.
" On the Alexandrian Coins of Augustus," by Dr. Schle-

dehaus, with remarks by Drs. Stiive and Friedlaender.

2.
" On Barbarous Coins found in Austria," by Dr. F. S.

Kupido. The principal coins noticed are barbarous imitations

of the Macedonian tetrudrachm, known to have been found in

Carinthia and Styria. Among them are some bearing the

legends ADNAMATI and NEMET.
3.

" On some Roman Gold Coins of Postumus and his Con-

temporaries, in the Royal Collection (at Berlin)," by Dr. Julius

Friedlaender. Among these are a gold coin of Macrianus the

Younger, with the reverse VICTORIA AYGG, sixteen of

Postumus, including one or two not mentioned by Cohen, five

gold coins of Victorinus, two of them Legionary, and one each

of Tetricus I. and II.

4.
" Coins of Opus in Locris struck under Galba and Otho,

and of Thebes in Boeotia struck under Galba," by Dr. Julius

Friedlaender.

5.
" On two '

Regenbogenschussel,' with inscriptions," by the

same. We noticed some years ago (N. S., vol. i. 250) the late

Dr. Streber's work on these barbarous gold coins of Southern

Germany, and pointed out that the antiquity of four or five

centuries B.C. assigned to these coins could hardly be conceded

to them. Dr. Friedlaender, though not inclined to carry the

date so far back as Dr. Streber, regards them as forming an

original coinage, and not as derived from the coinage of neigh-

bouring and more civilised nations. The improbability of this

hypothesis is great, and the presence of inscriptions in Roman
characters, ATV and CVR (retrograde) proves that some, at

all events, of the coins belong to a period when Roman civili-

sation had come in contact with the German tribes who struck

these disA-shaped pieces.
6. "Unpublished Coins of the Middle Ages," by M. H.

Dannenberg.
7.

" Coins of Chieti, Atri, and Sulmona," by Dr. Julius

Friedlaender.

8.
" Medal of Johann von Kochticski," by M. von. Duisberg:

9 and 10. "Medals of Bishop Andrew Jerin of Breslau and

of Tilly," by the Baron von Koehne.

11.
" Medal of Lucretia Borgia, by Filippino Lippi," Ly Dr.

Julius Friedlaender.

12.
" The Rouble of Constantino I." by the Baron von

Koehne. Of the coin here described but five specimens were

struck, of which two were destroyed, and that here eng.aved
is the only one of the other three now known to exist.

The part concludes as usual with miscellanea and notices.
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ANGELSAKSISCHE MUNTEN IN 1866 GEVONDEN IN FRIES-
LAND. By MM. F. de Haan and W. Eekhoff. 8vo., pp. 26,
with Two Plates

;
Leeuwarden. 1866. Privately printed.

This little publication gives an account of a find of Anglo-
Saxon sceattas in Friesland of a somewhat similar character to

that described by M. Dirks in the Revue Numismatique Beige,
Fourth Series, vol. i. p. 393, of which a notice appeared in the

Numismatic Chronicle, N. S., vol. iv., p. 22. The hoard here

described was rather more extensive. It was discovered in

September last at a depth of about five feet, in a peat-bog not
far from Hallum, a village five or six miles to the north of

Leeuwarden. It had been buried in a coarse unglazed earthen-

ware urn of reddish grey colour, about 12 inches high, with an

opening of 10 inches diameter. The neck contracts a little,

and the body of the urn then bulges out to 13 inches in dia-

meter, the lower part being nearly hemispherical, with the

exception of a small flat base. In general outline the urn is

much like those found in Saxon cemeteries in the eastern

counties, though devoid of ornament. The coins were all

sceattas, of which 223 were examined, presenting thirty-one
varieties more or less important. By far the greater number
are varieties of Hawkins, No. 44; but Hawkins, Nos. 42 and

43, Ruding, pi. i., 7, 17, and 28, and varieties of these types,
were also present. Besides there are three or four types which
do not appear in English numismatic works, and may possibly
be continental. The whole class of sceattas requires to be
taken in hand by some competent numismatist, before we shall

be able to assign a definite home and parentage to the various

types comprised under the general name of sceattas, and who-
ever undertakes this task must not omit to consult this carefully

compiled account of Messrs, de Haan and Eekhoff.

NUMISMATIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND, FROM 1066 TO THE PRE-
SENT TIME. In two papers, read before the Historic

Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, by FREDERICK J

JEFFERY, F.G.H.S. Liverpool, 1867.

IT is satisfactory to find that the spirit of enterprise for which

our northern counties have so long been distinguished has not

departed from them
;
and that a gentleman, whose principal, if

not only numismatic acquirement, is a copy of Ruding, is able

to sit down and indite a Numismatic History of England, such

as a local society finds worthy of being printed in its transac-

tions. Highly satisfactory, however, as it may be to find such
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a spirit, it is, on the other hand, no less unsatisfactory to find

how complete is the numismatic ignorance of the author, and,
therefore (it might be inferred), a fortiori, of his hearers, were
such an ignorance possible.

It would be an almost hopeless and an unth ankworthy task to

attempt to point out all the new facts which this enterprising writer

produces, and all the new views he entertains
;
but we may ob-

serve that in the first few pages we find him adopting the two coins

engraved in Ruding, Supp. Part IT., pi. ii., 1 and 2, as genuine
coins of William Rufus, informing his readers that on the English
coins of John we may read Johannes and Johannes Rex, and
on the reverse, as usual, the names of his moneyer and mint

;

and giving in one of his plates a quarter noble of Henry VI. as

one of Edward III. He further tells them that a pennyweight
was the weight of 24 grains of flour from the middle of the

ear of wheat a statement which probably refers only to milled

money ;
that in the reign of Henry III. the weight of the penny

had been reduced to 12 grains; that angels bore the impression
of St. Michael and the Dragon, which design is supposed to

have been the origin of St. George and the Dragon a piece of

information of value to ecclesiastical antiquaries ;
that Henry

VIII. having come into possession of his father's throne and
wealth in 1509, issued leaden tokens to supply the want of silver

in the early part of his reign, and that afterwards he issued base
coins when he had exhausted his father's wealth and adulterated

the silver; that the siege -pieces of Charles I. mark, by the impres-
sions they bear, the different towns he stopped at during his war
with his Parliament; and that only three specimens of the Peti-

tion Crown of Charles II. are known to exist a fact which we
commend to Mr. Bergne's attention, who in an earlier volume
of the Numismatic Chronicle has actually dared to enumerate
fifteen.

Any abstract of Ruding, however bad, will, of course, con-
tain much valuable matter, but to any one possessed of even a

slight acquaintance with the English coinage, Mr. Jeffery offers

amusement as well as instruction. His style is also such as is not
often to be met with. We annex an extract relating to the

coinage of Queen Anne. "
Though the late Sovereign's coins

were good, they stand ineagre when compared with the elegant
dies of this Queen. The impression seems as if it is meant to
stand the wear and the friction of the currency, and is con-
sidered by some as the point to divide the history of the coin-

age into two parts, though the authorities of such an opinion
admit that they do not excel Simon's impres-ion.s on the Pro-
tector's issue."
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In vol. vii. part i. of the original papers of the Norfolk and
Norwich Archaeological Society is a notice of Roman coins and

antiquities found at Caistor, next Yarmouth, by the late Rev. E.

S. Taylor. The coins, chiefly third brass, were, principally
found at the time of the construction of the reservoir of the

Great Yarmouth Waterworks, in 1855, the Roman camp having
been selected as the site of a reservoir in consequence of its

occupying the highest ground in the neighbourhood. About
one hundred varieties of coins are described, ranging in date

from A.D. 80 to A.D. .370, those of the Lower Empire predomi-

nating. Numerous of the small barbarous imitations of the coins

of the Lower Empire were also found. The coins described present
no particular features of interest, so far as regards novelty of

type, or even rarity. There are, however, among them a Julia

Paula in silver, and a Delmatius in third brass.

MISCELLANEA.

LIST OF COINS found by William Garrick Wright, at Aber-

nethy, in Perthshire, on lowering the clay floor of one of the

rooms of his house, iu November, 1866. The coins were in an
earthenware vessel, which was broken to pieces :

Henry VIII. side-faced groat ... 1

James III. half-piack. .... 1

James III. and IV. placks (about equal) . Ill
James V. placks . . . . .45

half- placks . . 3

third of groat .... 1

Mary testoons, 1558, "IN VIRTVTE," &c. . 3

testoon, 1 558, Francis and Mary,
" FECIT VTRAQVE VNVM "

. 1

testoons, Francis and Mary.
1560,

" VICIT LEO," &c. . .

Francis and Mary, "IAMNON SVNT."

Edinburgh placks . . .

half-placks .

,, Stirling placks ....
placks, 7ev. "SERVIOETVSVTEROR.

penny with Queen's head crowned

Total .518
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In January last a gold coin of Nero, in excellent preservation,

Rev. "
Sains," was found in the parish of Eccles, near Cold-

stream, and is now at Exchequer. G. SIM.

NUMISMATIC QUERIES. I have two small electrmn coins in

my possession, as to which I should be much pleased to receive

some information.

1. Size, 1
;
38 grs. ;

head of Apollo, 1.

Rev. Macedonian incuse.

2. Size 1| ;
39 grs. Female head, veiled, r., Demeter.

Eev. Tripod with two pendent fillets, within a square.

They came into my possession some years ago, before I

thought of becoming a collector. No. 1 was attributed (I

believe) to Phocis. No. 2 to Gaulos or Melite. I have not

been able to find No. 1 in Eckhel or Leake. But they have

similar types to No. 2
; though they are all in brass and with

Punic or Greek inscriptions. (Eck., i. 267-8. Leake, Int.

Gr. 56, 62.)
A few years back I saw the same coins in gold in the

Museum at Berlin, and I made a memorandum of the towns

to which they were attributed
;
but unfortunately I have lost it.

T. J. ARNOLD.

I am a good deal puzzled with the legend on the following

gold coin of Syracuse. Size 2.

5 Y P. Head of young Heracles in lion's scalp.

2. Y.Hn the angles of a quad. inc. divided into four;
ev '

A. 9 .Jin the centre a female head, 1., in a sunken circle.

The coin is evidently of a very ancient type. It is not men-
tioned by Eckhel. But it is given by Leake (Ins. Gr. 70).

He, however, reads the legend on the reverse S. Y. P. A., and

does not say it is boustrophedon. Nor does it appear that

9 was a form of P (See table of Gr. letters, I. Eck., Prol.

Gen., civ.), but it was an ancient form of K. Is it possible
that in the above coin the P is omitted, and that the legend is

2 V (P) A 9 ? It is to be remarked that the P on the obverije

is in the usual form. T. J. AHNOLD.

REPLIES. The two electrum coins are of Asia Minor; the

first unattributed, the second ascrib >d to Parium.
The gold coins of Syracuse of the type described above.

S Y
known to me, always read p ^

The specimen above seems to read in a different direction,
but the supposed 9 can only, I venture to think, be a mis-

shapen P. REGINALD STUART POOLE.
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VI.

ROMAN COINS STRUCK IN BRITAIN.

THIS catalogue is one of the results of a new classification

of the Lower Empire series lately adopted at the British

Museum. The coins of this period are no longer classed

by emperors and alphabetically according to their reverses,

but by mints and monetary periods. This arrangement
shows the chronological order of the coins issued by each

mint, and illustrates history far better than the system

generally followed.

Coins of Carausius and Allectus.

287-290 ? Coins of Carausius without mint-marks, 'and mostly of

inferior workmanship.

290P-293. Gold and copper coins of Carausius with the mint-mark
of London, and copper only with that of Camulodunum.
His silver coins with the exergual mark RSE probably

belong to this period and to the mint of London. Also

gold and copper coins of Maximian with the mint-mark
of London, and copper of Diocletian with those of London
and Camulodunum, all struck by Carausius. No gold
coins of Diocletian struck in London, nor copper of

Maximian struck at Camulodunum, have yet been found,
but there can be little doubt of their existence.

293-296. Gold and copper coins of Allectus with the mint-mark of

London, and copper only with that of Camulodunum.
He does not appear to have issued any silver. The large

copper coin called follis was introduced in the continental

VOL. VII. N.S. I
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provinces about this time, and was issued at the restora-

tion, instead of the copper denarius of the two usurpers.
The mint-mark of Camulodunuin, C or CL, which may
also be read Colonia, disappears after the reign of

Allectus, and nothing but copper and billon seems to

have been coined in London during those of Maximian,

Constantius, and Constantine.

Copper Coins without Mint-marks.

296-305. Diocletian Augustus .

Maximian Augustus .

(PI. III. No. 3.) !GEmopopvLI
Constantius Caesar .

(PL III. No. 1.)

Galerius Caesar . .

Although mint-marks are wanting, the attribution of these coins

to Britain may be considered as certain. The earlier are similar in

style to the coinage of Carausius and Allectus, and unlike that of

the Continental mints of the same period. The later, as well as

those that follow, are imitated from the better designed coins issued

by the Gallic mints.

305-306.

(PI. III. No. 4.)
OTIES AVGG -

Constantius Augustus .

(PL in. No. 5.]

Galerius Augustus . ,

Severus Caesar . . ,

(PL III. No. 5.) }
GENIO POPVLI ItOMANI.

Maximin Caesar . . .

306. Severus Augustus . .

(PL III. No. 5.)

Constantine Caesar . .

Besides these coins, in which the bust is always paludated, robed,
or cuirasscd, there is an extremely rare set of Diocletian and
Maximian as Augusti, and Constantius and Galerius as Caesars,
with the mint-mark LON, the bust bare, and the usual reverse,
GENIO POPVLI ROMANI (PL III. No. 2). There are three

sets of the same tetrarchy, with the same reverse, which, from their

fabric, evidently belong to the mint of Lyons, and not to that of

London. In the two first the bust is always bare
;
in the third,

either bare or ornamented. The mint-mark is wanting in the
first

; it is, in the second, LA or LB, and in the third, LP or PL,
with A or B.
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Copper Coins with or without PLN.

306-307. Diocletian after abdication QVIES AVGG. (PI. III. No. 6.)

GENIO POP. BOM.
Galerius Augustus . . . GENIO POP. ROM.

(PL m. No. 8.)

Maximiii Caesar.... GENIO POP. ROM.
Constantino Coesar . . . GENIO POP. ROM.

MARTI PACIF.

MARS VICTOR.

ROMAE AETER.
306-310. Maximian after abdication GENIO POP. ROM.

HERCVLI CONSERVATOR!.

(PI. III. No. 7.)

MARS VICTOR.

MARTI PATRI PROPVGNATORI.
ROMAE AETER.

306-312. Constantius after death . MEMORIA FELIX.

307-312. Constantine Augustus . .GENIO POP. ROM.
MARTI PATRI PROPVG.

(PL III. No. 9.)

PRINCIPI IWENTVTIS.

These coins are smaller than those of the preceding class, and
there is a further gradual reduction in the two next.

Copper Coins with PLN and a Star in the Field.

312-317? Constantine Augustus . . ADVENTVS AVG.

ADVENTVS AVG. N.

ADVENTVS AVG. NN.

COMITI AAVGG. (sic.)

COMITI AVGG. NN.

CONCORD. MILIT.

FELICITAS AVGG. NN.
MARTI CONSERVATORI.
PRINCIPI IWENTVTIS.
ROMAE RESTITVTAE.

SECVRITAS AVGG.
SOLI INVICTO COMITI.

(PL III. No. 10.)

SPES REIPVBL.

Licinius Augustus . . COMITI AAVGG. (sic.)

GENIO POP. ROM.

(PL III. No. 11.)

SECVRITAS AVGG.

312-313. Maximin Augustus . . COMITI AAVGG. (sic.}

GENIO POP. ROM.

(PL III. No. 11.)
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Copper Coins with MLL, MSL, MLN, or PLN, and F, SF,
SP, TF, a Crescent, or a Crescent and Star in the Field.

317 ?-32 1 ? Constantino Augustus. . ADVENTVS AVG. N.

GENIO POP. ROM.
MARTI CONSERVATOR!.
PRINCIPI IVVENTVTIS.

(PI. LEI. NO. 12.)
SOLI INVICTO COMITI.

(PL HI. No. 13, and PI. IV. No. 1.)

GENIO POP. ROM.
SOLI INVICTO COMITI.

(PI. in. No. 14.)
PRINCIPI IWENTVTIS.

(PL IV. No. 2.

SOU INVICTO COMITI.

PRINCIPI IVVENTVTIS.

SOLI INVICTO COMITI.

(PL IV. No. 3.)

No coins yet found.

Licinius Augustus .

317-321? Crispus Csesar

Constantine jun. Caesar

VIRTVS EXERCIT.

(PL IV. No. 4.)

Licinius jun. Csesar

Copper Coins with PLN.
321 ?-323. Constantino Augustus .

Crispus Csesar . .

Constantine jun. Csesar

Billon Coins with PLN, or two Captives with or without PL.
312-323. Constantine Augustus . \

317-323. Crispus Csesar . . . > VICTORIAE LAETAE PRETC. PEEP.

Constantine jun. Csesar ) (PL IV. Nos. 5, 6, 7.)

Copper Coins with PL ON, and head to right or left.

323. Constantine Augustus .

BEATA TRAXQLITAS (sic.) )

323-326. Crispus Csesar

. .,,,
Copper Coins with PL ON, and head to right.

323-330? Constantine Augustus . . PROVIDENTIAE AVGG. )

SARMATIA DEVICTA. \

(PL IV. No. 10.)
. PROVIDENTIAE CAESS.

VOT X CAESARVM NOSTRORVM.

(PL IV. NO. 11.)
Constantine jun. Csesar . PROVIDENTIAE CAESS.

VOT X CAESARVM NOSTRORVM.

(PL IV. No. 11.)
PROVIDENTIAE CAESS.

(PL IV. No. 12.)

f'onRtantius jun. Caesar
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323-326. Fausta Augusta . . . . SALVS REIPVBLICAE.

(PI. IV. No. 13.)
323-328? Helena Augusta . . . SECVRITAS REIPVBLICE. (sic.)

(PL IV. No. 14.)

Copper Coins of the reign of Constantine notfound with the

Mint-mark of London.

330P-337. Constantine Augustus . ->

Constantine jun. Csesar

Constantius jun. Caesar >GLORIA EXERCITVS.
333-337. Constans Csesar ...
335-337. Delmatius Csesar , . J

Hanniballian Eex . . . SECVRITAS PVBLICA.

330 P-337. Helena after death. . . PAX PVBLICA.

Theodora after death . . ^IETAS ROMANA.
Eome VRBS ROMA.

Constantinople .... CONSTANTINOPOLIS.

These types must have been introduced about the time of the

dedication of Constantinople, in 330, and there can be little doubt
that the mint of London, which was not very important, was sup-

pressed in the general reorganisation of the empire which then took

place. The London series is less complete than those of some of

the Continental mints. It is therefore necessary, in order to deter-

mine even approximately the date of a class of coins of the London

mint, to compare it with the corresponding class of other mints,

particularly of that of Treves.

Revival of the London Mint lij Magnus Maximus, in 383.

There are very rare gold solid! of Magnus Maximus,

with the legend VICTORIA AVGG., and the mint-mark

AVGOB. (PL IV. No. 15), which are generally supposed to

have been struck at Treves, but as we have similar coins

of this usurper with both SMTR and TROB, it is far

more likely that AVGOB belongs to Londinium-Augusta
than to Augusta Trevirorum, better known under the

later empire by the name of Treviri (Smith's Geo-

graphical Dictionary, LONDINIVM and AVGVSTA
TREVIRORVM).

That Magnus Maximus should have revived the mint

of London is not to be wondered at. He rebelled in

Britain, and some time elapsed before he got possession
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of Gaul and of the mints of Treves, Lyons, and Aries.

A mint was indispensable to a Roman emperor, and

particularly so to one who owed the purple to his army.

Had he failed to overthrow Gratian, these Augusta coins

would have been the only numismatic record of his usur-

pation.

It is very likely that this mint was again suppressed

when Magnus Maximus had established himself in Gaul!

At all events, it does not seem to have been kept up after

his death, as we have no London coins of his successors,

Valentinian II and Eugenius. After the defeat of the

latter, by Theodosius, in 394, the three Gallic mints

were closed till revived under Honorius by the usurpers

Constantine and Jovinus (407 413).

There is at the British Museum a solidus of Theodosius I

with the mint-mark AVGOB and the same reverse as those

of Magnus Maximus (PI. IV. No. 16). It is of inferior

pale gold, and of bad workmanship, and probably belongs,

not to the imperial mint of London, but to a numerous

series of barbarous imitations which, together with the

coins of the usurpers Constantine and Jovinus, fill up
the interval between the last Gallic coins of Eugenius,

and the several classes of still more barbarous workman-

ship traceable to the Visigothic, Burgundian, and other

early mediaeval monarchies.

Since this paper was read, Mr. John Evans has met

with, and has most kindly offered to the national collec-

tion a specimen, unpublished and hitherto unique, of the

silver struck in London by Magnus Maximus. This coin

is not very well preserved, and weighs 27'5 grains. The

legend of the reverse is, like that of the solidus, VIC-

TORIA AVGG., and the exergual mint-mark AVGPS,
instead of AVGOB (PI. IV. No. 17).

J. F. W. DE SALIS.
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VII.

AN ACCOUNT OP THE HOARD OF ANGLO-SAXON
COINS FOUND AT CHANCTON FARM, SUSSEX.

[Read before the Numismatic Society, April 18, 1867.]

SOME time ago Mr. Vaux read, at a meeting of the

Numismatic Society, a paper on a large and important
hoard of Anglo-Saxon coins found at Chancton Farm, in

the neighbourhood of Steyniug, Sussex.

On that occasion he gave the Society a full account of

the circumstances of their discovery, together with a list

of some of the types occurring in the hoard, and of those

mints which, after our first examination of the coins in

question, he found, represented.

Since that time I have myself been at work upon the

coins, and have been obliged to go with great minuteness

into the numerous varieties of mints, moneyers, and types

which occur upon them, so that I am at length able to lay

before the Society the result of my examination.

As, however, Mr. Vaux does not intend to print what

he then read before the Society, and has most kindly

given me every information respecting the history of this

important discovery for which he was indebted to the

Rev. James Beck, Vicar of Storrington I will (before

giving an account of the coins) briefly recapitulate the

circumstances under which they were found.

About two years ago, at Upper Chancton Farm, three
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miles from Storrington, an old barn, fenced in and sur-

rounded by a hedge-row (in which were some large trees),

was removed ; the trees were cut down and the ground

ploughed up. It was not, however, until the 21st of last

December that a large root in the hedgerow was removed to

allow the plough to pass, which, in so doing, brought to light

a crock full of silver coins not, however, without (at

the same time) smashing it into fragments so small that

we are unable to say what may have been its exact mag-
nitude.

A scramble took place among the labourers on the spot,

and many of the coins were carried away by them
; the

bulk, however, found its way to the Government, and in

answer to an application, made without delay by Mr. Vaux

to Mr. Greenwood, the Solicitor of the Treasury, all the

coins which had come into his hands (in number about

1,611) were forwarded to the Museum for examination ;

these, together with 108 specimens previously forwarded

by Mr. Beck, made the total number thus recovered

amount to about 1,720. Before these coins were collected,

however, considerable numbers are supposed to have been

sold to people at Shoreham, Brighton, and even London ;

while some, Mr. Beck informs us, are still secreted by the

villagers, in the hope of obtaining, at some future time, a

good price for them.

The land on which these coins were found is the pro-

perty of the Duke of Norfolk, who readily waived any
claim he might be supposed to have had upon the coins

found on his estate, sending to tell Mr. Vaux so some

days before the arrival of the coins from the Treasury.

As soon as the collection was placed in our hands we

carefully went through the whole of it, and found that,

with the exception of 58 coins of Harold II., it consisted
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of pennies of Edward the Confessor. The coins, on the

whole, may be said to be in very good preservation ; many
of them being as fresh as though they had just been issued

from the mint. A large number, however, were coated

with a green rust, which had formed in lumps of consider-

able thickness, generally only on a small portion of the coin,

so that it rarely interfered to any extent with the deci-

phering of the legend. This copper verdigris, Professor

Maskelyne, Keeper of the Mineralogical Department in

the British Museum, informs us, could not have arisen

from the working out of any alloy which might originally

have been blended with the silver ; whence it came we

have, therefore, no evidence to show.

After having selected such of the coins as were not

already represented in Museum Collection, and having
classified the entire collection according to mints, I pro-

ceeded to make a complete catalogue of the whole, which

I have now the honour of laying before the Society.

It is, I suppose, by far the richest collection of Edward

the Confessor's coins which exists, for the present hoard

more than doubles the collection previously in the

Museum.

1 have partially adopted Hildebrand's arrangement, as

by far the best .and most scientific we possess ; I have

noticed in my remarks on the types what I consider to be

the main varieties in the obverse legends, though I have

thought it unnecessary to enumerate the endless irregu-

larities of spelling which occur upon the obverses of coins

of this period ;
in proof of which, I need only mention

the fact that Hildebrand finds the king's name spelt in no

less than sixty-seven different ways. My attention has

therefore been, in a great measure, confined to the re-

verses, although I have taken notice of all such variations

VOL. VII. N.S. K
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in the obverse as may be considered of sufficient impor-

tance to constitute a variety of type.

To show the importance of the Chancton Find, I have

given a complete catalogue of the Confessor's coins, pre-

viously represented in the National Collection, side by
side with that of the new hoard. It will thus be seen at

a glance how the present find stands in regard to our

previous collection, in what respects it is richer, and

where it is defective.

In this catalogue I have distinguished the types accord-

ing to Hildebrand's plates, keeping to the same letters of

the alphabet.

In my remarks on the types, I have been, however, led

by various considerations to depart in some instances

from Hildebrand's arrangement ; and I there submit to

the Society a new arrangement of my own, not in confi-

dence that it is an improvement upon Hildebrand's, for,

by my ignorance of the Swedish language, I have un-

fortunately been prevented from altogether following the

reasons he gives for his arrangement of the types.

For the convenience of such as may not possess Hilde-

brand's work, I have given under each type references to

Mr. Hawkins's book and to Ruding's plates.

Now, the main interest attaching to coins of this

period is of a local character. They are monuments con-

tributing to the local history of the time. It is, therefore,

very necessary in a catalogue to arrange them under the

towns to which they belong ; only in this way can we

hope to obtain some knowledge of the relative importance
of the various mints. A mere list of the moneyers'

names, unless coupled with one of the towns where they

occur, is worse than useless I say worse, for in many
cases we are actually led astray by such a list. Ruding
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for instance, makes frequent blunders in his detached

lists of mints and moneyers, solely for lack of the aid

which the comparison of one coin with another affords,

when they are properly classified under their respective

towns.

In the catalogue, I have therefore arranged the coins

under their mints, at the same time keeping the types

separate, not, as Hildebrand does, mingling the various

types, by adhering to an alphabetical list of moneyers ;

this of course necessitates a repetition of some of the

moneyers under each successive type, and renders the

list somewhat lengthy, but I think on the whole it is the

better arrangement.

Moneyers of similar names, and at the same place, may
or may not be the same men, in most cases probably they
are ; but by keeping the various types distinct, we are

enabled to discern certain peculiarities in the spelling

of the names, both on the obverse and reverse, which

seem to be characteristic marks of the several types.

I will now give an account of the types as I find them

upon these coins ; I shall afterwards, under the head of

Mints, notice certain additions to some of them which

are hardly of sufficient importance to constitute varieties,

but which seem to be the distinguishing marks ofmoneyers,

and in one or two cases of towns, when we find a similar

mark adopted by more than one moueyer in the same

locality. Such, for instance, is the annulet, the well-known

distinctive mint-mark of York. Some of these that I

shall mention are new to us, and others, though not new,

have not, to the best of my knowledge, been noticed by

any one before.

Nearly all these remarkable coins will be found figured

upon Plate VI.
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TYPES.

TYPE I. [Hildebrand, Type A.]

Ol Vt Bust of the king to left, radiated crown.

Rev. Small cross within inner circle.

Plate V., No. 1. Hawkins, xvii. 226. Ending, xxv. 33, 34.

This type is only represented in the Chancton hoard by

four specimens, one each of London and Chester, and

two of Winchester. The obverse bears a general resem-

blance to some of the types of Harthacnut and Harold I. ;

the usual reading is EDpERD REX A. This type is

more largely represented in the Cabinet of Stockholm

than any other, there being ninety-eight specimens : a

strong reason for assigning it to quite the early part of

Edward's reign, before the remission of the Danegeld,

which took place in 1052.

TYPE II. [Hildebrand, Type B.]

Obv. King's bust to left, filleted.

Rev. Cross voided.

Hawkins, xvii. 229. Ruding, xxvi. 36, 37, 38.

This type is entirely unrepresented in the Chancton

Find, although there are as many as 140 specimens of it

in the British Museum.

The legend of the obverse is EDpERD RE.

The coins of this type are considerably smaller and

lighter than those of any other of this king's reign. It

is probably one of his early types.
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TYPE III. [Hildebrand, Type C.]

Obv. King's bust to left, filleted
; sceptre.

Rev. Cross voided within inner circle
;
on the centre a

square compartment, with three pellets at each

corner.

Plate V., No 2. Hawkins, xvii. 220. Ruding, xxv. 21,

22, 23, 24.

This type closely resembles a type of Harthacnut

(Hawkins, xvii. 218). At Stockholm there are as many
as sixty-eight specimens of it ; in the present find there is

only one example ;
and as we know that this hoard was

not deposited until the time of Harold II., we may

suppose these coins to have been out of circulation, or

nearly so. The obverse legend is generally EDpERD
REX.

TYPE IV. [Hildebrand, Type D. ]

Obv. King's bust to left, filleted
; sceptre.

Rev. Cross voided, each limb terminating in a crescent, an

annulet on the centre. P A E X in the angles.

Hawkins, xvii. 221. Ruding, xxiv. 12.

There are no examples of this type in the Chancton

hoard. It closely resembles one of Cnut's types. (Haw-

kins, xvi. 210.)

The obverse legend of this type is EDpERD or

EDJ7ARD REX.

TYPE V. [Hildebrand, Type E.]

Obv. King's bust to left, filleted
; sceptre.

Rev. Cross, limbs gradually expanding, issuing from a

central circle or circles.

Plate V., No. 3. Hawkins, xvii. 219. Ruding, xxiv. 1,

2,3,4,5,6,7,8/
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There are 133 specimens of this type in the Chancton

hoard; and among them are a few affording certain

peculiarities, which are engraved on Plate VI., Nos. 7,

13, 14

This is probably the last of the earlier types of the

Confessor's reign.

The obverses of the five types I have just considered, as

may be seen by a glance at the plates to which I have

referred, bear to one another a striking resemblance. The

head of the king is youthful and unbearded, the hair is

enclosed in a round cap, peaked in front, which is encircled

by a fillet, except upon the coins of Type I., where a ra-

diated crown is substituted for the fillet. Upon all these

types the king's name is spelt EDPERD or ED]7ARD,
while upon his later types it is almost always written

EADPARD,
Before proceeding to the next type, the two varieties

engraved on Plate V., Nos. 4 and 5, should be noticed.

These appear to be intermediate links between Types V.

and VI.

No. 4, retaining the obverse of Type V., is quite a new

variety; it is a coin of Thetford, and reads :

Obv. * EDpERD REEX :

Rev.* 60DELEOF ON DEOT.

No. 5 has the new obverse of Type VI., but the bust is

turned to the left, as upon all the early types. Of this

variety there are four examples in the Chancton hoard
;

they are from Southampton, Hereford, London, and Win-

chester.

A coin of this variety is engraved in Ruding, pi. xxv.

19.
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TYPE VI. [Hildebrand, Type F.]

Obv. King's bust to the right, bearded, wearing a pointed
helmet

; sceptre terminating in a cross
;
fleur-de-

lys, or three pellets, in his right hand.

Rev. Cross voided, terminating in three crescents within

inner circle, annulet on the centre.

Plate V., No. 6. Hawkins, xvii. 227. Ending, xxv. 18,
20.

This type is very largely represented in the Chancton

hoard ; there are as many as 425 specimens of it. It is

the first of the later types of the king's reign. He is

henceforth represented as an older man, and bearded.

That these, and, in fact, all coins of the middle ages, are

intended to be real portraits, and are trustworthy, how-

ever rudely they may be executed, is, I believe, now

generally admitted by those who have studied the subject

of historical portraiture.

The obverses of this type still retain the old spelling,

EDJ7ERD or EDJ?ARD.
The letter S on these coins is frequently formed thus 5.

I have already noticed the connecting links between

this type and the preceding ones. I will now endea-

vour to show how it is connected with the types that

follow, and to determine which of them is to be its imme-

diate successor.

Hildebrand places next in order the type engraved 011

Plate V., No. 8. Now if we grant, what I confess

appears to me a probable supposition, viz., that at the

introduction of a new type the old dies continued for a

short period in occasional use, thus forming combinations

of the obverse of one type and the reverse of another if

we acknowledge that these combinations do form links

between successive types, then I must differ from Hilde-
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brand's arrangement, and place next in order what is

commonly called the Sovereign type ; I mean that which

bears on the reverse the arms of Edward the Confessor.

I place this type next, first, because there is a coin in

the Hunter Museum at Glasgow, engraved in Rudiug,

xxv. 17, having the obverse of Type VI., and the re-

verse of the Sovereign type ;
and second, because in the

Chancton hoard I have met with two coins on which there

are plainly visible traces of the four martlets below the

new type struck upon them; the reverse of Type VIII.

being struck over that of Type VII., thus proving beyond

a doubt that it ought to succeed that type.

TYPE VII. [Hildebrand, Type H. i

Obv. The king seated on throne, generally bearded, and

wearing a crown of two arches surmounted by
three pearls, holding in his right hand a sceptre,
in his left an orb surmounted by a cross.

Rev. Cross voided within inner circle. A martlet in each

angle.

Plate V., No. 7. Hawkins, xvii. 228 Rutling, pi. xxiv.

13, 14
;
xxv. 15, 16

;
xxviii. 2.

Of this type there are 303 coins in the Chancton Find.

The obverse legend is generally EADpARD or

EADVVEARDVS REX. AN, ANCL, ANDLOR, &c.,

&c. The letters on these coins are perhaps not quite so

clearly struck as usual, often rendering them difficult to

decipher.

The obverse of this type is probably imitated from the

last silver Roman coins current in England, those of

Valentinian II., Theodosius I., Arcadius, and Eugenius,

numbers of which must have remained and been in circu-

lation long after the departure of the Romans; and

though of course they could not have circulated largely
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after a lapse of centuries, they would have been probably

well known, and formed a good model for an entirely new

style of type.

The cross and martlets which form the reverse of this

type are commonly called the arms of the Confessor. In

a manuscript work in the British Museum,, by Segar,

Garter-King-at-Arms in the reign of James I., which

professes to give the arms of every king of England, from

the time of Brute downwards, I find the following account

of the arms of Edward the Confessor. He says,
" Edward

bare upon his armes ' Crucem floridam auream in campo

caeruleo, inter quinque merulas sine pedibus/ which armes

are called the ancient armes of England. Theis martletts

(birdes withoute feet) were assumed by him, for that, being

disinherited by the Danes, hee was forced to flye, having

no assured ground to rest on, and therefore was called in

scorne by the Danes ' Edwardus sine terra/ "

This, of course, must be taken for what it is worth,

which I am afraid is not very much ; for the birds upon
these coins have legs j so have the birds upon the Con-

fessor's arms sculptured upon the south wall of West-

minster Abbey. The heraldic martlet without legs and

beak is of much later origin.

The cross and martlets, then, though no doubt used in

Saxon times as a distinctive device for banners, &c.,

cannot be correctly called the arms of the Confessor ; for

the science of heraldry, properly so called, had its origin

only in the Holy Wars, and was not perfected until the

middle of the thirteenth century. The venerable Bede, in

his Ecclesiastical History, perhaps refers to the standard

used by some of the Saxon kings, in the following passage,

where he mentions the standard of St. Oswald, which

was laid upon his tomb :

" Lota igitur ossa intulerunt in

VOL. VII. N.S. L
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thecam, quam in hoc prseparaverant, atque in ecclesia

juxta honorem congruum posuerunt : et ut regia viri saiicti

persona memoriam haberet seternam, vexillum ejus super

tumbam auro et purpura compositum adposuerunt, ip-

samque aquam in qua laverant ossa, in angulo sacrarii

fuderunt." -Hist. Eccles., iii. xi. Monumenta Historica

Britannica, i. 183.

Nevertheless, this device has from very early times been

regarded as the arms of St. Edward, and in the time of

Richard II. was impaled with the then received arms of

England.

Willement, in his Regal Heraldry, gives the following

extract from Froissart (Edit. Pynson, vol. ii., fol. 258),

which, though it differs in the tinctures from the arms

usually assigned to St. Edward, is borne out by these

coins, as he mentions only four martlets, while Edward

is generally said to have added a fifth to the device already

used since the time of Edgar :

" Of olde tyme there was a Kynge in Engla.de named

Edwarde, who is a saynt and canonised, and honoured through
all this realme. In his tyme he subdued the Danes, and dis-

comfited them by batayle on the see thre times. And this

Saint Edwarde, Kynge of Englande, Lorde of Irelande and of

Acquitaine, the Yrishmen loved and dredde him muche more
than any other Kynge of Englande that had been before. And
therefore our soverayne lorde Kyng Rychard this yere past,
whan he was in Irelande, in all his armories and devices, he
left the bering of the armes of England, as the lybardes and
flour delyces quarterly, and bare the armes of this Saint

Edwarde, that is a crosse patent golde and goules with four

white martenettes in the fclde
;
whereof it was sayd the Yrish-

men were .well pleased, and the soner they enclyned to him."

We now come to the link between Types VII. and

VIII. It is a coin of Lincoln, on which the obverse of

Type VII. is still retained, after the introduction of the
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new reverse. It is engraved in Ruding, xxviii. 3, and is in

the British Museum. There is no example of this unique

variety in the Chancton Find.

TYPE VIII. [Hildebrand, Type G.]

Obv. King's bust to the right, bearded, and wearing a

crown of two arches surmounted by three pearls ;

sceptre.

Rev. Cross voided, each limb terminating in an incurved

segment of a circle.

Plate V., No. 8. Hawkins, xvii. 222. Ruding, xxiv.

9, 10.

Of this type there are 578 specimens in the Chancton

hoard.

The obverse legend is usually EADpARD RE.

In the British Museum is a coin of Chester, reading

AGLRIE ON LEHR (PI. V., No. 9). It unites the obverse

of Type VIII. with the reverse of Type I. Now, as I have

already shown, there can be little doubt but that Type I.

is, if not indeed the very first, at any rate one of the

early types of the Confessor's reign.

Here, then, is a coin with the obverse of a late type, and

the reverse of quite an early one ; we must place it, there-

fore, after Type VIII., and conclude that the early reverse

must have been revived. The character of the obverse

surely precludes us from considering it, with Hildebrand,

merely as a variety of Type I.

TYPE IX. [Hildebrand, Type A, var. c.]

Obv. Bust of the king, front, bearded, and wearing the

same crown as on the preceding type.

Rev. Small cross within inner circle.

Plate V., No. 10. Hawkins, xvii. 225. Rudi ng,xxv. 29,

30, 31.
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Though Hildebrand calls this type a variety of Type I.,

the following reasons will, I think,, justify me not only

in treating it as a distinct type, but in transferring it from

the beginning to the latter part of the reign.

1st. In the present Find there are as many as 138 speci-

mens of it ; we can therefore hardly consider it as a mere

occasional variety.

2nd. There are only three examples of it in the cabinet

of Stockholm, while of Type I. there are as many as

98. This fact alone is sufficient to prove that it was not

struck until after the remission of the Danegeld in 1052,

otherwise it would doubtless have been as well repre-

sented at Stockholm as the other early types.

3rd. The king is represented, as on the later types,

with a beard, and wearing the crown with two arches and

three pearls, as upon Types VII. and VIII., the only

difference being that he is drawn full-face, and that the

sceptre is omitted.

4th. The name of the king upon the obverse, as upon

Types VII., VIII., and X., is spelt EABOARD, while

upon the earlier types the usual reading is EDpEE/D or

EDJ7ARD.
In the Chancton hoard are several coins of this type,

with peculiar additions to the usual reverse. I will notice

them when I come to consider the mints
; they are en-

graved on Plate VI., Nos. 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12.

The variety engraved in Ruding, xxv. 32, having four

small crescents in the circle opposite each angle of the

cross, still remains unique.

TYPE X. [Hildebrand, Type I.]

Obv. King's bust to the right, bearded; crown arched, with

pendant terminating in three pellets hanging
down at the side

; sceptre in front.
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Rev. Cross voided, pyramid terminating in a pellet in each

le.

Plate V., No. 12. Ending, xxv. 26, 27.

This type, from the resemblance it bears to the coins of

Harold II., is probably the last coinage of any importance

in this reign.

There are 54 examples of it in the Chancton hoard.

Among these is a specimen of the very rare full-face

variety (Ruding, xxv. 25). The Chaucton specimen reads

LEOFKED ON EREELA. It is in perfect preservation.

On Plate V., No. 11, I have placed it before Type X.

The obverse being somewhat similar to Type IX., seems

to connect the two. On the coins of this type I have

noticed a peculiarity in the formation of the diphthong

M, which is shared by many coins of Type IX. (another

reason for transferring that type to the latter part of the

reign). Instead of the usual short stroke attached to the

top of the E, to represent the A, we find on these coins a

long stroke quite detached from the E ; thus, ST EN,
ELFPINE, are written ST/EN, 7ELFJ7INE.
Of the varieties of this type engraved in Ruding, xxv.

28, 35, there are no examples in the Chancton Find
; nor

is there a specimen of the type with PAX written across

the field (Ruding, xxiv. 11 ; c. 21).

The following is a table of the types of King Edward,

with the number of coins of each which occur in the

Chancton Find. These numbers include the varieties :

( I. Plate V. No. 1 .... 4 coins.

II. Hawkins, xvii. 229 . . .0
Early types. ( III. Plate V. No. 2 ....!

IV. Hawkins, xvii. 221 ...
V. Plate V. No. 3 ... 133

VI. V. No. 6 430
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{VII.

Plate V. No. 7 . . . 303 coins.

VI
;; ;; &: : : SI ;;

X. No. 12. . . 54

Of these types, the first five have the bust to the left,

and upon these the usual form of the king's name is

EDpERD or EDJ7ARD.
The last five have the bust to the right, except Type

IX., which is full-face, and upon the last four the king's

name is written EADJ7ARD.

MINTS.

On the opposite page is a table of the Mints represented

in the Chancton Find, with the number of moneyers coining

under each type. The total number who coined in each

town during the reign of the Confessor is obtained by

amalgamating the types, and only counting once the same

or similar names occurring under more than one type.

In some cases perhaps these names may represent different

persons ; but, as a rule, it is safer to treat them as iden-

tical.

Those who wish to know the names of the moneyers, I

must refer to my catalogue.

Of these fifty-three mints, the twenty following are not

mentioned by Hildebrand as occurring upon the Con-

fessor's coins :

Bedford Rochester

Bedwin Romney
Chichester Sandwich
Colchester Shaftesbury
Cricklade Steyning
Guildford Southwark

Huntingdon Taunton
Maldon Wallingford
Malmesbury Wareham
Newport Watchet
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Types.
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These twenty, however, with the exception of Bedford,

Guildford, Malmesbury, Newport, Steyning, and Watclict,

were previously represented in the collection at the British

Museum.

Three of the above mints, viz., Bedwin, Newport, and

Sandwich, are altogether new to Hildebrand, not being

included in his list of Anglo-Saxon places of mintage ; for

he assigned all the coins reading SAN and SA to the town

of Stamford. There can, however, be no longer any

doubt of the existence of a mint at Sandwich, for there is

one coin in the Chancton find which reads LIFPINE ON
SANDJ7

. Unfortunately there happens to be a moneyer

of the same name at Stamford, and as the name of this

town is often written SANFOKD, those coins of LEOF-

PINE, LEFPINE, or LIFpINE, which only read SA or

SAN, we are unable to assign with certainty to either

one or other of these places.

I will now notice certain peculiarities which appear to

be in some cases mint-marks, in others the private marks

of certain moneyers. The most remarkable of these is

the annulet, the well-known York mint-mark.

This annulet we find upon the reverses of coins struck

at York of Types I., II., V., VI., VII., VIII., IX., and

X. Types III. and IV. alone are without it, although

upon Type VII. it is sometimes omitted. Upon Type X.

it is substituted for one of the pyramids of the reverse

type.

Very rarely, too, we find this annulet upon coins of

the Lincoln mint. Of this variety there are three examples

in the Museum, of the moneyers, Othgrim (Type VI.),

Godric, and Wulbru (Type IX.) (Plate VI., No. 10.) A
Chancton coin, reading VLF ON LINCOL, of Type IX.,

has four pellets on the inner circle, opposite the limbs of
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the cross. (PI.VI., No. 11.) A somewhat similar peculiarity

occurs upon a coin reading pILEGRIP ON HEOE,

(Hertford). (Plate VI. No. 12.) Also upon several London

coins of Type V. of the moneyers ^ELKEDD, EDpINE,
and EODPINE. (Plate VI. No. 13.)

Nos. 1, 2. and 3, of Plate VI. are coins of Ilchester,

of Types VI., VIII., and IX. ; the first two are of one

moneyer, Godric ;
that of Type IX. reads JEELJ7INE ON

tTFELE. It would be interesting to know whether the

short bar which occurs upon these Ilchester coins is a

distinctive mark of that town, as the annulet is of York ;

it is certainly a remarkable fact that the only three coins

of Ilchester in the Chancton hoard should have this

peculiarity. There were previously no coins of that town

in the National Collection.

Nos. 4, 5, and 6, of Plate VI., are coins of Dorchester.

No. 4 reads J?VLSTAN ON DOR. It has a pellet in one

quarter. The two latter are from the Chancton Find of

Types VIII. and IX. ; they are probably by the same

moneyer, Blakeman. That of Type VIII. has a sort of ray

issuing from the centre of the cross in two quarters ;
that

of Type IX. has two small crosses besides the usual cross

in the reverse field.

Nos. 7, 8, and 9 are all from the Chancton hoard ;

they are coins of Hastings, of the moneyers Brid and

Dunninc.

No. 14 is a coin reading ^ELF]7INE ON J7ILT ;

it has a 6 in the field. No. 15, a coin of Wareham, has

in one quarter the letter A or V, and in another a cross.

What these letters may signify I cannot even conjecture.

There are a few coins in the Chancton Find which I

have placed at the end of the catalogue under the head of

" Uncertain Mints." Some of these are, doubtless,

VOL. VII. N.S. M
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blundered coins; there are, however, a few which may

perhaps be assigned to their respective towns.

There are two coins reading ^ELFPINE ON TIMM,
and TIME, of Type VI. Ruding supposes that this may

represent Teignmouth.

A coin of Type VIII. reads ^EEEREARD ON
EV M . . . This may be Combe in Kent, or Compton
in Sussex, names spelt in the Saxon charters, EVMB,
EVMTVN.

Another coin of this type reads ceVMERLIpF ON
pIODFO. This mint is mentioned in Ruding's list ;

I

cannot, however, find any name resembling it in the

Saxon Charters.

Of Type VII. there are coins which read

EADpEARD ON IENENE
EILNOD ON EINE
LEOFSTAN ON BIG

All that I can do is to suggest that, EINE may stand for

EINEIrESTVN (Kingston in Surrey), and that BIG

may be BlGGRAF (Bygrave in Wiltshire). For these

two names, see Thorpe's
"
Diplomatarium Anglicanum,"

pp. 312, 561. In an agreement between Earl Godwine

and Byrhtric, the father of his second wife, we read

" Dis wses gespecen set Cincgestune* beforan Cnute

cincge."

And in the will of ^Ethelstan ^Etheling, third son of

JEthelred II., by his first wife, ^Elflsed, he says,
"
y ic

geann Leommsere set Biggrafan pass landes pe ic him ser

of nam."

HAROLD II.

The coins of this king represented in the "Chancton

hoard are fifty -eight in number
; fifty- one of these, how-

ever, as will be seen from the following list, are of two
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moneyers only ;
and as the additions to our present

collection in the Museum are so few, I have not thought

it necessary to lengthen my paper by giving a catalogue

of the whole collection. These are the coins of Harold

II. which occur in the Chancton hoard :

ON LVNDI .... I

ON pILTV . . I

ALDHAR ON LVNDI .... 1

DERMON ON ST^ENI . . . .16

LEOF8I ON LVNDEN .... 1

LEOFSI ON LVND . 1

LEOFSTAN ON HA . . . .1
LEOFJ7ARD ON LEJ7E . .1
OZ]70LD ON LEJ7EEI . . 35

Total 58 coins.

These coins are all of the type engraved on Plate VI.,

No. 17, except that reading LEOFSTAN ON HA,
which is without the sceptre. (Plate VI. No. 16.)

I must now bring to a conclusion my remarks upon

this important find.

There is still, however, much to be learned concerning

the coinage of this period, the duties and privileges of

the various officers of the mint, &c., &c. How is it, too,

that so few mints are mentioned in the Domesday Survey,

compared with the vast number of towns we find upon the

coins ? These and all similar queries I leave to the

consideration of those more intimately acquainted than

myself with the history and constitution of the Mint

during the Anglo-Saxon period.

The following is a catalogue of the coins of the Con-

fessor in the British Museum, side by side with that of

the Chancton Find, according to Hildebrand's arrange-

ment.
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^EGLESBYRIB.'

(Aylesbury.)

TYPE A, var. c.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

J, . . . . VLFRED ON ^ ....

(Broken coin.)

TYPE F.

* J7VLFRED ON EGELE

BADAN.

(Bath.)

TYPE A, var. c.

* OSM^R ON BADE
* OJM^EE ON BADE

TYPEE.

* ^lELM^BE ON BAD
TYPEF.

^ CODEIE ON BADAN
4* nODEIEE ONN BADANN
^ OSM^EE ON BADANM

TYPE F, var. a.

* TrODEIEE ONN BADANN

TYPEG.

4* GODEIE ON BADEN
^ OooM^E ON BApEN
4* VELLEpINE ON BADEN

TYPEH.

* GODEIE ON BADAN

BEDANFORD.

TYPE A, var. c.

* SI60D ON BEDEFOE

TYPE F.

* J7VLFJ7I ON BEDEFOE

TYPEG.
ON BEDEFOR
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TYPE H.
British Museum. Chancton Find,

* GODEIE ONN BEDE

BEDEJ7INDE.

(Bedwin, Wilts.)

TYPE G.

EILD : ON BEDEJ7INDE * EILD : ON BEDEJ7INDE
* EILD ON BEDEpIN) :

BRYEEiSTOp.
(Bristol.)

TYPE A, var. c.

^ GODpINE ON BRVEE
* 60DJ7INE ON BEVE

TYPE E.

* ^ELFJ7ARD ON BEIEST.
^ ^EDESTAN ON BEI

JELFEIE ON BRYE^TO * ^ELFEIE ON BEYG^TO
^ ^LF]7INE ON BEE :

4* ELFJ7INE ON BEYCSTO
4* I70DJ7INE ON BEEEE

TYPE I.

EEOEL ON BEYEE

(Canterbury.)

TYPE A, var. c.

* ^DEIE ON EANTY
* 6ILDEJ7INE ON EA
* LEOF^NE ON EAN
* MAN. ON EANTYI

TYPE B.

BEYMAN ON EEN
EDJ7AED ON EEN
ELFEED ON
LIFSTAN ON EEN
MANA ON EENT
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TYPE 0.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

* BRYMMAN ON LENT
* EADJ7ERD ON EEETN
* ELFRED ON EENET v
* EYLDEJ7INE ON EE
* EYLDEJ?N ON EENT :

* GYLpINE ON EENT
* MAN : ON EENETE :

* RVDEARL ON EENT :

TYPEE.

* ALFRED ON EENTJ7A
* LIFPINE ON E^NT
* MANNA ON EANTJ7A

TYPEF.

4* EADJ7ARD ON EENT
^ EADJ7ARD ON E^ENT
^ EDpERD ON EENT :

* ELR^D ON E^ENTE 4,

& ELRED : : N EENTJ7A '.

^ 6YLDEPINE ON EENT
* LEOFSTAN ON EENT :

* MANNA ON EANTJ7
* J7VLXTAN ON EENT.-.

TYPE a.

. ON E^ENTJ7A
ON E^NTN

^ EADpARD ON E^ENT v
* ELFRIE : ON E^ENTN
i* 6YLDEJ7INE ON
4* LIOFccTAN ON
4. LIOFpINE ON EJENTN
* LIOFJ7INE ON E^NT
* MANNE ON E^NTNE
^ MANNE ON E^NTNE

TYPE H.

^ EADJ7EARD ON EAE
^ <ELRED ONN FENT
* ELRED ONN FENTNJ7
& CYDEJ7INE ON CENTJ?INR
* DYLDEJ7INE ON EJENTN

(Double struck)

* MANNA ON ENET
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TYPE I.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

* ^LFJ7EAED ON KEN
* MANA ON EANT

EISEEEASTER.

(Chichester.)

TYPE A, war. c.

ON EIE * ^LFJ?INE ON EIE
J7VLFEIE ON EIE * pVLFEIE ON EIE

TYPEB.

J7IEINE ON El

TYPEE.

* JELJ7IN-E ON EIEEST : E :

* ^LFpINE ON El : : : : STE :

fr ^LFJ7INE ON EIEEST :

* ^LFJ7INE ON EIELST

TYPE F.

* ^ELFJ7INE ON EIEEIE
* EILFJ7INE-ON ENEEIE-.-
* CODJ7INE ON EIEEIT
^ GODJ7INE ON EIEE :

4. J7VLFEIE ON EIEEST
{* J7VLFEIE ON EIEEIT

TYPE G.

17INE ON EIEEIT :

COD

7INE ON
7INE ON EIEE o>T

7ESTE ON EIEEIT-
'INE ON EIEEIT

* J7VLFEIE ON EIEEIT

TYPE H.

^ ^LFJ7rNE ON EIEES .-.

*{< ^LFpINE : ON EIEEIT v
^ CODpINE ON EIEE v
* GODPINE . ON EIEEoQlT
COD INE : ON EIEEcTN

i* J7VLFEIE ON EILEtT :

4* PVLFEIE ON EIEES-
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TYPE I.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

* /ELFJ7INE ON EIEE^T
* Z3LFJ7INE ON EIEEoi * -3ELFJ7INE ON EIEErc

* IELFJ7INE ON EIEES
* J7VLFEIE ON EIEEST

* J7VLDEIE ON EIE

EOLENEEASTER.

(Colchester.)

TYPE C.

* ELFpINE ON EOLI
^ BEVENYSE ON EOLA
^ LEOFJ7AED ON EOLE
* J7VLFJ7INE ON EOLAE

TYPE F.

^ BEIHTEIE ON EOLEEE :

4* BEVNNE^E ON EOLEE
i* DEOEMAN ON EOLEEE
* LEOFpOED ON EOLEEE
* J7VLFJ7INE ON EOLEET

TYPEH.

* J7VLFJ7INE ON EOLEEET:

TYPE I.

* J7VLFJ7INE ON EOLEEE

EROEGELADE OR EREELADE.

(Cricklade.)

TYPEE.

* EILJ7INE ON EEEEELS

TYPEF.

*{ JEIELJ7INE ON EEEE. ^ LEOFEED ON EEOE :

TYPE G.

* LIOFEED ON EEEEEL

TYPEH.

* LEOFEED ON EEEEEA

TYPE I.

* LEOFEED ON EEEELA
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TYPE I, var. a.

89

British Museum. Chancton Find.

LEOFEED ON EEEELA
(Plate V. No. 11.)

DEORABY OR DOREBI.

(Derby.}

TYPEB.

FEOM ON DEOE

FEOMA ON DOE

TYPEF.

FEOME ON DOEEBI :

J7YLSTAN ON DOE
(Plate VI. No. 4.)

BIAEAMAN DOE

TYPEG.

DOREEEEASTER.

(Dorchester.}

TYPE A, var. c.

* BLAKEMAN ON DOEE
(Plate VI. No. 6.)

TYPE B.

TYPED.

TYPEG.

* BLAKEMAN ON DOEi...

(Plate VI. No. 5.)

DOFERAN.

(Dover.}

TYPE A, var. c.

fr EINSTAN ON DOFE
fr J7IANJ7INE ON DOFE-
* PVLFJ7AED ON DO

TYPE B.

i EINSTAN ON DOF
i EINSTAN ON DOFE.
VOL. VII. N.S.
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TYPE C.

[British Museum. Chancton Find.

* EINSTAN ON DOIRI
* ETSIDE ON DOFRR v

TYPE E.

* EINSTAN ON DOF-
* ENceTAN ON DOFER

TYPE F.

* EILJ7I .-. ON DOFEREN
* ENosTAN ON DOFERE : * EN^TAN ON DOFERER

* EN02TAN ON DOFER :

* ENSTAN ON DOEER :

* GODpINE ON DOFERE
* GODJ7INE ON DOFER

TYPE G.

^ EILpi:-ON DOFERE
* 60DJ7INE : ON DOFER :

TYPEH.

^ EILpI : ON DOFERENN
^ ENSTAN : ON DOFERE
4* 60DJ7INE ON DOFER

TYPE I.

* EEOLJ7I ON DOFERI

EXEEEASTER.

(Exeter.)

TYPE A, var. c.

* LIFING ON EXEEE

TYPE B.

PYLMAR ON EEX

TYPEE.

EDfN ON EX-EEEST.
* ... FJ7INE ON EESEEX

ON EXSEEX
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TYPE F.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

* ELFEIE ON EXEE8
* ELFEIE ON EXEE8.TE
4* LIEINE ON EXEEESTR

LIFINC ON EXEEE02T
* oo^pINE ON EXEEEo*

EZJ7INE ON EXEEE02T
* J7VLMEE ON.EEXEEE
* J7VLMER ON EXEEEE

TYPE G.

* ELFEIE ON EXEEEceTE :

* ELFEIE ON EXEEEOJT
^ ELFEIE ON EXEEEco
* PIEIN6 ON EXEEEJT :

ON

TYPEH.

4. ^LFEIO ON EXECES-
^ ELFEIE ONN EX EE

ONN EXE :

TYPE I.

4< SIEJ7INE ON EXEEE
fr J7YLFJ7INE ON EXEEE

EOFERJ7IE.

(For*,)

TYPE A.

^ ^ELFpINE ON EOFEE
^ AEKETEL ON EOFEE
4* AENCETEL ON EOFEEJ7IC
^ AENCEIM ON EOF
{ ELFpINE ON EOFEEI
^ IOLANA ON EOFEE-
* ODIN ONN- EOFEEYE
^ EJEFEN ON EOFEE-
* E^EFEN ON EOFEI
* SEVLA ON EOFEE
fr SEVLAA ONN EOFEE
^ SEFVEL ON EOFEE.
fr SEFVHEL ON EOF
4* STIEEOLL ON EOFE
* DYREIM ON EOF.
^ VLFEETEL ON EOF-
* VNOLT ON EOFEE



NUMISMATIC CHRONICLE.

British Museum.
. AEEEL ON EOFEJ7I.
i AEEIL ON EOFEJ7
i AENGEIM ON E
i AENEEIM ON EOF
i IOETEL ON EOEp

i IOETEL ON EOFEJ7I
i ODBEN ON EOFEI
i ODEEIM ON EOFEE
ODGEIM ON EOFE
ODEEIM ON EOF
SEVLA ON EOFEJ7
SEVLA ON EOFEEp
SEVLA ON EOF
SNJEBOEN ON EOF
SJ7ETEOL ON EOFE
DOEE ON EOFEEJ7
DOEE ON EOFE-
DOEE ON EOFEJ7.
VLFETEL ON EOFE

^SLFEE ON EOF :

AENEEIM ON EOF
AENCEIM ON EO
AENEEE ON EOFE
ELFEEE ON ECR
ELFJ7INE ON EOFI
EOLA ON EOFEE
IVEKTEL ON EOF
LEOFNOD ON EO
EIFIEE ON EOB :

^^EF^VTCEF ON EO
^EYEA ON EOF :

DOE ON EOFEE

TYPE A, var. c.

Chancton Find.

IOETEL ON EOFE

TYPEB.

-ffiLFHEEE ON EOFE-
^ELF]7INE ON EOKEE
ELFJ7INE ON EON EOF
^LFpINE ON EOF :

AENGEIM ON EOFEEp
ELTAN ON EOFEJ7I
ELTAN ON EOFEEEI :

EE-NEIL ON EOFEE

TYPE C.
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British Museum. Chancton Find.

ERNEYTEL ON EOF :

IVKELEL ON EOFER-
ODEN ON EFROJ7IE :

REFEN ON EONEO
S^FVHEL ON EOFE
SEVLA ON EOFER
DO : R ON EOFEERJ7I
DYRCRIM ON EOFE :

DVRIGRIM ON EOF

TYPE E.

^LF]7INEE ON EOFERI
AREYTEL ON EOFERJ7I
ARNGRIM ON EOFER :

SR-NGRIM ON EOFER
ARNDRIM ON EOF
ARNCRIM ON EOFERJ7I
ARNGRIM ON EOFE
ARNCRIMLOA ON EO
ERNDRIM ON EOFER :

GEOLA ON EOFERJ7I
TOLA ON EOFERJ7IEE :

LEOFENOD ON EOFE :

SEVLA ON EOFERp.
OQEVLA ON EOFERI
roEVLA ON EOFERJ7IE
&TYREOL ON EOFERJ7.
STYREOL ON EOFER.
SJ7ERTEOL ON EOF
DORR ON EOFRJ7IE
YLFEIL ON EOFERJ7I
VLFEIL ON EOFER
PINTEFYHEL ON EO
J7INTERFVHL ON EOF.

TYPE F.

-ARNEEL ON EOFER- 4* 'ARNEEL ON EOFER-
AENETEL ON EOFE * ARNETEL ON EOFE
ARNETEL ON EOFER.
ARNGRIM ON EOFRJ7IE
ARN6RIM ON EOFER
ARN6RIM ON EOFR
ARN6RIM ON EOFE
IOLE ON EOFERJ7IE
LEOFENOD ON EOF
LEOFENOD ON EOFE



NUMISMATIC CHRONICLE.

British Museum.

RAFEN ON EOFERJ7

SEVLE ON EOFERIEE
SEVLE ON EOFERJ7II
XTIREOL ON EOFER
STIREOL ON EOFRJ7
STIREOL ON EOFERJ7IE
SJ7ARTEOL ON EOFR
SJ7ARTEOL ON EOFER
DORR ON EOFERJ7I
VLFETEL ON EOFERJ7IE
VLFEETEL ON EOFR
J7INTERFV6L ON EOF
PINTERFV6EL ON EO

Chancton Find.

R-AFEN ON EOFERJ7I

XTIREOL ON EOFRp

ARNETEL ON EOFR
ARNCRIM ON EOFER
IOEITEL ON EOFR)7

ODGRIM ON EOFER
SEVLAE ON EOFRJ7I

SNEBORN ON EOF
DORR ON EOFERJ7IE
DORR ON EOFERJ7I
VLFETEL ON EOFRJ7

IOKETEL ON EOFE
SEVLA ON EOFRJ7IE

(Without the annulets.)

DORR ONN EOFRJ7E
DORR ON EOFERPIE

VLFEIL ON EOFRJ7IE
YLFEETL ON EOFRf.

TYPE Gr.

ODDRIM ON EOFI
(Without the annulet.)

SEVLA ON EOFRJ7IEE

VLFETEL ON EOFR

TYPE H.

ARN6RIM ON EOFDc.

(Without the annulets.)
ARNCRIM ON EOFR-

(Without the annulets.)
IOLA ON EOFER-

(Without the annulets.)

DORR ON EOFRflEE
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TYPE I.

British Museum.

ALEOF ON EOFEEJ7
ALEIF ON EOFEJ7IEE
EAEEIL ON EOFEJ7IE

IOEEETEL ON EOFE
ODBOEN ON EOFEE
OVDBEAEN ON EO
OYDGEIM ON EOF
OVDpVLF ON EOFE

SEYLA ON EOFE
SEVLA ON EOFEE
SNEBEAEN ON EO
SNEBEN ON EOFEJ7IE
SENEBEN ON EOFE

DOE ON EOFEEJ7IE :

DOEE ON EOFEJ7IEE
VLFEETL ON EOFEE

SENEBEN ON EOFE.

Chancton Find.

EAEEIL ON EOFEEJ7
IOEEETEL ON EOFE

OYDYLF ON EOFEI

SJ7EAETEOL ON EO .

TYPE L.

niFELEEASTEB.

(Ilchester.)

TYPE A, vur. c.

* ^GLpINE ON 6IFEL
(Plate VI. No. 3.)

TYPE F.

* GODEIE ON EIFELE :

(Plate VI. No. 1.)

TYPE G.

* EODEIE ON GIEELEE
(Plate VI. No. 2.)

DIPESJ7IE.

(Ipswich.}

TYPE A, var. c.

ON 6IPPE
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TYPEB.
British Museum.

J7.VLSIE ON GIP

JELFJ7INE ON 6IPP

Chancton Find.

TYPE GK

BEVMAN ON EIPEa>J7I

TYPE I.

ON GIPP

DLEAJ7EEEASTER.

(Gloucester.)

J7VLFJ7EED ON GLEJ7

LEOFNOD ON ELE
ON GLE

TYPE A.

TYPE A, var. c.

{ SILAE ON GLEfE

TYPE B.

4* SILAE ON 6LEJ7E

TYPE E.

^EIELBIE ON 6LEJ7E

TYPEF.

ON
ON GLEJ7EE

fr 60DEIE ON GLEJ7E :

* IYLFEED ELEJ7 :

TYPE G.

LIOFJ7INE ON ELEJ7EEE
ON GLEJ7EEE

TYPEH.

GODJ7INE ON 6LEJ7EEST
SILAE ON JSLEJ7E

TYPE I.
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DRANTABRYEE.

(Cambridge.}

TYPE B.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

ETSTAN ON ERA

TYPEF.

* GODJ7INE ON GRANT

TYPE H.

* JELFJ7IG ONN GRA.
* GODJ7INE ON GRANT

GYLDEFORD.
(Guildford.)

TYPE A, var. c.

* ^LFRIE ON 6ILDE

TYPE E.

* BLAEEMAN ON GYL
4* BLAEEMAN ON 6YL

TYPEF.

* BLAEMAN ON GVLD :

^ BLAEMAN ON GYLD

TYPE G.

* ^LFRIE ON 6ILDEFOR
* ^ELFRIE : ON 6LLDEFOR
* BLAEEMAN ON 6LDE

TYPE H.

4. BLAEEMAN ON GIL
* BLAEEMAN ON 6YLDEOR

H^STINGAS.

(Hastings.}

TYPE A, var. c.

* DVNNINE ON HEST
(Plate VI. No. 9.)

* DVNNINE ON

TYPE B.

BRID ON H^STI
VOL. VU. N.S. O
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TYPE C.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

* BEID : ON HESTST :

TYPE E.

* BEID ON HESTINPO :

* BEID ON HESTINPOR
(Plate VI. No. 7.)

* LEOFJ7INE ON HJES
* LEOFJ7INE ON HZESTE
* LEOFJ7INE ON H^ESTIEE
* LIFJ7INE ON HAST :

TYPEF.
* BRID ON HJESTNG
* BEID ON HASTING
* BEID : : N HJErcTIEN

* DVINNE ON H^ISTIN * DVINNE ON H^STIN
^ DYINNE ON

TYPE G.

^ BEID : ON
^ DVNNINE ON
* DVNINE ON ^E^TIN
* DVNING ON H^E>T

(Plate VI. No. 8.)

* J7VLFEIE ON

TYPE H.

BEN) ON HJEa>TIEN : * BE]SD ON
* BEID ON H^E : SDIM
^ DVNNINE ONN

HAMTVN.

(Southampton.)

TYPE A.

LEOFJ7INE ON HAMTV
TYPE C.

JELFJ7INE ON HAM
TYPE F.

* LEOFEIE ON HAMTV
TYPE F, var. a.

* JELFflNE ON HA
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TYPEH.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

i PVLNOD ON HAM :

* J7VLNOD ON HAMTV

HEORTFORD.

(Hertford.}

TYPE A, c, (new variety}.

* J7ILE6RIP ON HEOR
(Plate VI. No. 12.)

TYPE C.

jELF)7INE ON HERTF
. L70DMAN ON HEOR
. L70DJ7INE ON HIR-.-
. DODJ7INE ON HEOR
. RZEDVLF ON HER

TYPEF.

* J7ILTRIP ON HEORT :

HEREFORD.

(Hereford.}

TYPE A, var. c.

* MLFyi ON HQRE

TYPES.

ERNPII ON HERE

TYPE C.

EIELRIE ON HERE

TYPE F.

* J7VLFJ7INE ON ffiR

TYPE F. var. a.

* ERMJ7I ON ffiRE

TYPEG.

* EARNJ7I : ON HEREFO
EARNJ7I : ON HERE
ELRIE ON HEREFOE
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TYPEH.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

* LEFENOD ON HEEEFO.

HORNINDDVN.

(Horningdon.)

TYPEH.

* DVDINE ON HOENIDVNE :

HVNTENA-TVN.

(Huntingdon.)

TYPE A, var. c.

* 60DJ7INE ON HVNT

TYPE B.

* -2ELFJ7INE ON HV
* VLFETL ON HVNT

TYPEC.

^ -EJLFJ7INE ON HVNTE

TYPEQ.

* CODJ7INE ON HVNTE
* LIOFJ7INE ON MVNT (sic)

TYPE I.

* S/EJ7INE ON H ..... (?)

HYDE.

(Hyfhe)

TYPE A, var. c.

* DEEODEED ON H (?)

(Doubtful, perhaps blundered.)

TYPE B.

* LIOFpINE ON HY

TYPEF.

* CVDEED ON HYDE
* 6VDEED.ON HYDE:
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TYPE GK
British Museum. Chancton Find.

* GOLDpINE ON HEDE

L.EPES.

(Lewes.)

TYPE A, var. c.

* GODpINE ON L^pE
* OSPOLD ON L.EPE
* LEOFPOED ON

TYPE B.

* DIEINE ON
4* EADpIC ON
& EDJ7INE ON
* LEFMAN
* LEOFJ7I ON

TYPE C.

CODBIEE ON LEJ7EEI :

TYPEE.

{i ^ELFoQlE ON
fr ^LFSIE ONN
* EDpEED ON
* EDpEBD ON
* GODpINE ON
* CODpINEE ON LIE

TYPE F.

* EADpARD ON
^ ^DpAED ON
* EDpINE ON
^ EDPINE ON L^pEE
^ GODpINE ON
* OSPOLD ON
* OSPOLD ON

TYPE G.

^ nocpiNE ON
* LIOFP^ED ON
^ O^pOLD : ON
* PVLFPINE ON
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TYPE H.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

* EADpARD ONN
* EADpARD ON
* EADpINE ON
* EADPINE ON
* GODpINE ONN
* O^POLD : ON
* OSJ70LD ONN

60DJ7INE ON LIEJ?

LEOFJ70LD ON
Oc^pOLD ON

TYPE I.

LEIEEASTEIl OR LEHEEESTRIA

(Leicester.}

TYPE A, var. c.

* BRYNNVSEL LE

TYPEB.

AFESIE ON IEII :

B...RYIN ON LEIEEI
LEOFpINE ON LEI :

TYPE C.

EOLBRAND ON LIE
ELFSIE ON LEIEEST

TYPEE.

ELFSIE ON LEIEEST.

^LFGAR ON LEIEE
BRYNINE ON LEIEE
BRYNNIE ON LEIE

HVSEAR ON LEIE

LEOFpINE ON LEIEE

TYPE F.

EOLBRAND ON LEIE

HVSEARL ON LEIEE

TYPEG.

ON
HVoQEALB ON LECEEE
LIOFENOp ON LECEEE :
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TYPE H.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

^ELFSIE ONN LEIEE
BR-YNNIE ON LEE :

* BRYNNIE ON LEIE
EOLBRAND ON LEI
LEOFNOD ON LEIE

* SJ7EARTEOL ON LEI

TYPE I.

/ELFS ON LE6EEE :

ALXXI ON LE6EEE
HVSEARL ON LEGE
HY^RALR ON LEGE

LIGEREEASTER OR LEHEREEASTER.

(Chester.)

TYPE A.

* PVLFRIE ON LEHR-

TYPE A, var. b.

A6LRIE ON LEHR-
(See page 75.)

TYPE A, var. c.

A6LRIE ON LEHR
* EODRIE ON LEHR

TYPE B.

EODRIE ON LEHER

TYPEF.

* EELDEJ7INE ON LEH
EODRIE ON LEHER
J7VLENMOD ON LEH
J7VLENOD ON LE

* J7VLNAD ON LE6R

TYPE G.

ELRIE ON LEHREEE
EODRIE ON LEHREEE

TYPEH.

* ^EELRIE ON LEH
* LEOFJ7INE ON LEH (?)
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LINCOLN.

(Lincoln.}

TYPE A.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

* ^ELFNOD ONN LINEOL
* EODEIE ON LINEE

(Annulet in field.)

* EODEIE ON LINEE

TYPE A, var. c.

* VLF ON LINEOL
(Plate VI. No. 11.)

* J7VLBBN ON LINE
* J7VLBKN ON LINEO

(Annulet in field.)

TYPE B.

* BEIHTEIE OL
* BEITHEIE ON LI
* L7ODEIE ON LI

(Pellet in 2nd quarter.)

fr EODEIE ON LIN
* ODGEIM ON LIN

TYPE C.

* ^DEIEE ON LINEOLB
* BEITHEIE ON LINEOL
* EOLEEIM ON LINEO
* EODEIE ON LINEOL
fr EODEIE ON LINEOLN
* EODEIEE ON LINEOL
* LEOFJ7INE ON LINE
* OSFEED ON LINEOL
* DVEEEIM ON LIN
* DVEIEEIM ON LINEO
* VLFF ON LINEOLEL
* PVLF ON LINEOLN :

* J7VLF ON LINEOLEI v

TYPE D.

i* EODEIEE ON LINE
^ YLF ON LINEOLNA

TYPE D, var. a.

* EILLIN ONN LNEOLW.
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TYPEE.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

* HODEIE ON LINEO :

*VLFONLINEOLNE:
TYPEF.

* ASEFEED ON LINEO
* EOLL7EIM ON LIN
* ELFNOD ON LINEO
fr GODEIE ON LINEOL
* L70DEIE ON LINEO :

* MANNA ON LINEOLL
fr OSFEED ON LINEO
* ODBEEN ON LINEO
* ODGEIM ON LINE

ODCEIM ON LINEO ^ ODCEIM ON LINEO
ODDEIM ON LINEOL

TYPEG.

^ AVTI ON LINEOLNN
*{ ELFNOD ON LINEO
* CODEE ON LINEOL

ODCEIM ON LINEO
* 0...1&LAC ON LINEO
* VLF ON LINEOLNE

TYPE Or, var. a.

ELFNOD ON LINEO

TYPEH.

* MANNA ON LINEO
PVLBEEEN ON LIN

TYPE I.

/ELFGEET ON LINE
^LGEAT ON LIN
EDEIE ON LINEOL
LEOFpOLD ON LINE

LVNDENBYRID.

(London.)

TYPE A.

BEIHTM^E ON LVD
DVDINE ONN LYN
FJ7III OIIN LVNDE

* CODEINE ON LVND :

VOL. VII. N.S. P
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British Museum.

GODLIKE ON LVD
LEOFEED ONN LVND
J7VLSICE ON LVDE

TYPE A, var. c.

N LVNDE

Chancton Find.

ON LVND
ON LVNDE

ON LVNDEN
ON LVNDE

* ^LFJ7AED ON LVND
fr EADJ7INE ON LVND
fr EDWINS . O LVNDE
* EDJ7INE ON LVND
^ 60DEIE ON LVND
4. rcJ7ETMAN ON LVN :

*i< 8J7ETMAN . ON LVN
^ J7VL6AK ON LVND
^ J7VLF6AE ON LVND
* J7VLFCCI ON LVNDE
* J7VLFPARD ON LVND
* DVLFDAED ON LV

TYPE A, var. d.

* J7VL6AB ON LVNDE

* ^EFJ7INE ON LVN
{* -ffiGELin ON LVN
* ^GELJ7I ON LVN
fr ^GLJ7IG ON LVN
* ^LFGET ON LVN
* -ffiLFEED ON LVND

ON LVNDE
ON LVN
ON LVN
ON LVND

3ELFJ7OND ON LVND
ALDCAE ON LVN
ALDCAE ON LV
NLDCAE ON LVN
BINEED ON LVN
BVENEEI ON LVN
EINEM^E (?) ON LV
DEOMEN ON LVN
DEONEN ON LVN

TYPEB.
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British Museum.

DEOEMAN ON LV
DIEEMA ON LVN
DVLJ7L ON LVND
EADJ7ID ON LVN

Chancton Find.

ED
ED
ED
ED

7ALD ON LYND
7INE ON LVND
7INE ON LV :

7INNE ON LVNI
EGELEIE ON LVND
EEELEIE ON LVN
ELFSTAN ON LVDI
ELFSTAN ON LJ7

ELFJ7INE ON LVD
ELFJ7INE O. LVN
GODEIE ON LVND
GODJ7I ON LVND
GODJ7INE ON LV
CODJ7INE ON LVN
GODJ7INE ON LVND
COLDSIE ON LVN
COLTSINE ON LY
LEOFJ7I ON LVND
LIFINE ON LVND
LIFINE ON LINDI
LIFINEE ON LVN
LIFEED ON LVN
LIOFEED ON LVN
DOE ON LYNDI
PVLFEED ON LVND
J7VLEEED ON LVN
PVLFEIE ON LVI
PVL^I ON LVND
J7VLJ7INE ON LVN
J7VEEEB ON LVN

ON LVNDE
^CELJ7I ON LVNDE
^ECLpI : ON LVNDE
^ELFGAE ON LVNDE
^LFEED ON LVND
^LFJ7I : ON LVNDE
^LFJ7IG ON LVND
^LFpINE ON LVNDE
^LFJ7N ON LVNDE :

TYPEC.
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British Museum.

ALEIE ON LYNDE
BEIHTEED ON LVND
EADEIE : ON LVND
EGELJ7IC ON LVND
EOLDJ7INE ON LVND
CODJ7INE ON LVND
DOLTSIDE ON LVNDE
COVSIV ON LVND :

LEOFJ7IG ON LVNDN
LEOFJ7INE O LVND :

LIFEED ON LVND
LOD SVNIV ON LVND
LOD SVNNV ON LVND
SBEIMAN ON LVND
VHITEED ON- LVND
J7VIEEED ON LVND :

J7VLEEED ON LVND
PVLFFTNE ON LVND
]7VJ,F|/1NE ON LVND
PVLSIE ON LVND

Chancton Find.

: GLJ7AED ON LVN
LGOFEIE ON LVNDG

TYPED.

TYPEE,

^LFJ7INE ON LVNDENE
^LFJ7INE ON LVND

ELFSICE ON LVNDEN :

ELFSIE ON LVNDENE ,

GODJ7INE ON LVN

.ELFEED ON LVNDEN :

^ELFEED ON LVNDENE
MLEEDD ON LVND :

.2ELFJ7INE ON LVNDENE
ON LVND
ON LVNDE

EDEED ON LVNDE

ETSICE ON LVND-.-
ETSE ONN LVNDE
LTSE ONN LVNDE v
BEIESIE ON LVND :

BEIXSIE ON LVNDENE
BEIHTEED ON LVND
BVEED ON LVND
DVDINE ON LVNDE

CODJ7INE ON LVND :

(Plate VI. No. 13.)

GODJ7INE ON LVNDE
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British Museum.

LIOFpINE ON LVND

Chancton Find.

CODED ON LVNDEE v
GOLTSISE ON LYNDE
LEOFEED ON LVNDE
LEOFEED ON LVN :

LIFIND ON LYNDE :

SPEAEELINE ON LVND
J7VLEEDD ON LVNDE v
PVLFEED ON LVND :

pVLFpINE ON LVNDEN
p.VLINEE ON LVDN

TYPE F.

^ELFpEED ON LVNDE

EODPINE ON LVND

LEOFEED ON LVNI :

MDEED ON LVNDE :

ON LVNDEE
ON LVND

^ELFEED ON LVND
^LFpEED ON LVND :

^ELpEED ON LVNDENE
ALPINE ON LVNDE
JELFpINE : ON LVNDE :

^lELEIE ON LVND :

^LFpOED ON LVNDE
BEIHTJ7INE ON LV
BEIHTpINE ON LVND
BEVNDAE ON LVND :

BEVNCAE ON LVNDE
BEYNCAE ON LYND6 :

EADpOLD ON LVND :

EALDVY .... ON LVNDENE
EEJ71G ONN LYNDENE :

EDpINE ON LVNDE :

ESTMVND ON LYNE
HODMAN ON LVN
60DMAN ON LVND :

LODEIE ON LVNDENE
GODJ7INE ON LYNDE

GLIFpINE ON LVNDE v
EOLD02..E ON LVNDE
LEOFEED ON LVND :

:LEOEIE ON LVNDE
LEOFpINE ON LVND
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British Museum. Chancton Find.

* LEOpINE ON LVND
* LIOFEED ON LVNDEN
* OMVND ON LVNDEI
*{< OMVND ONN LYNDEI
* XIEED 1 ON LVNDENE
it rclEED ON LVDEN
* XpETMAN ON LVN
* PVLGAE: ON LVNDEN

* PVLFPINE ON LVNDENE

TYPE F, var. a.

* EADpOLD ONJ LVND :

TYPE G.

* AEDGAE ON LVNDE :

^ EDpINE ON LVNDE
^ ^LFEED ON LVNDE
4. ^LF^ICE ON LVNDE
* JELFJ7AED ON LVND
4. .ELFJ7EAED ON LVND

* ^ELFPINE ON LVNDO :

^ ^ELF]7INE ON LVNDE .

* ^LF^INE ON LVNDEN
^ ^ELFJ/INE ON LVND
^ ^BLpINE ON LVNDEN
* DIEINE : ON LVNDE :

* DVEIE : ON LVNDE y
* 60DEIE ON LVNDE :

* 6ODEIE ON LVND :

4* GODpINE ON LVNDE
* GODpINE ON LVDND :

* OMMVND ON LVNDE
* : SMVND ON LVNDE
* PVLFCAE ON LVND :

* PVLFCAE ON LVNDE
* J7VLFLEE ON LVNDENE

TYPE H.

^ ^ElELpEE ON LVND '

* ^LFEED ON LVND :

* ^ELFSIITrE ON LVNDEN
* ^LFpEED ON LVND
* ^LpEED ON LVND :

4* DEOEMAN ON LVND :

* DEOEMAN ON LVNDE :
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British Museum. Chancton Find.

* DIBEMAN ON LVDENLDE
* EALDGAE ON LYNDE
* EALDGAE ON LVNDEI
* EDpI ON LVNDENEN v
& 6ODEIE ON LVND
fr GODEIC ON LVNDEN
* GODEIE ON LVNDE
* GODJ7NE ON LYND
fr GODpINE ON LVND
* LEFpINE ON LVND :

* LIFIND : ON LYNDEEN :

4< LIOFINC ON LYNDEN
^ OMYND ONN LYND :

* OMfND : O : N LYNDNED
4. EYLFEIIX ON LYNDIN

* PVLFEED ON LVND
^ pLvpEEI) ^^^ . .

* PVLFGAE ON LYND
^ J7VL6AE ON LYNDE ^ J/YL6AE ON LYNDE

* PYL6AE ON LYND
* J7YLGAE ON LVNDENE
* J7.VL.GA.B ON LYNDE
^ J7VLFJ7INE ON LYNDENE
* PYLFPINE ON LYNDEN
* PVLFJ7INE ON LYND

TYPE I.

4* JELFSI ON LYNDE
* 60DEIE ON LYND

* ccPETMAN ON LYN * cofETMAN ON LYN
^ PYL . GAE ON LYN
* pVLFpAED ON LYN

M^ILDVNE.

(Maldon.)

TYPEB.
* DJEININT ON M^L

TYPEF.
* GODEIE ON M^LD :

4. GODpINE ON MEL

TYPE H.

* GODpINE ON M^ELDYN
*{* SpETEIE ON MAL
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MEALMESBYRin.

(Mdlmesbury.}

TYPEF.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

* EALDpIITr ONN MEALM

TYPE G.

* BRIHJ7I ON MELME

NIJ7EPORTE.

(Newport.)

TYPE F.

ON NIJ7EPO :

SIRED ON NIpEPORTe

NORDPIE.

(Norwich.}

TYPE A.

LGOEPINE ON NOR :

TYPE B.

LEOJ7IE ON NOR
TYPEC.

LEOFJ7INE ON NORD
TYPED.

OS : MYND ON NOR
TYPEF.

* DORSTAN NORDJ7

TYPEG.

^ LEFpINE NORDfl
* LIOFJ7INE ON NORD

TYPE. I.

* DVRSTAN ON NOR

OXNAFORD.

(Oxford.}

TYPEB.

ELJ7IN ON OEX
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TYPEE.
British Museum.

EIELJ7INE ON OXENE
Chancton Find.

TYPEF.

ON OE-XENE
ON OEEXENAF

-2ELJ7II ON OEXENEFO

TYPEG.

JEGELJ7INE ON OXENEX
JELFEIE ONN OXN E :

^ELFJ7I : ON OXENEXFO
^Lpl : ON OXENEX
HARECOD ON OXENEX

TYPE H.

ON OX :

EADJ7INE ONN OXNE :

ELJ7INE ONN OXNE .

IL3ER60D ON OXNEF :

SETMAN ON OXEN .-.

EOFEEEASTER.

(Rochester.)

TYPE C.

EDJ7INE ON EOFE :

EODpINE ON ROFE

EODJ7LNE ON RO
TYPE D.

TYPEF.

*
TYPE G.

EDpINE ONN EOF :

LIFpINE : ON EOFE v
LIFpINEHOEN ON EOF

pVLMED ON EYM
VOL. VII. N.S.

RVMENEA.

TYPES.
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TYPEF.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

* LEOFRE ONN RYM
* PVLM^R ON RYMEE

TYPE G.

* PYLIOER ON RYMED

TYPEH.

ONN RYM

SEEAFTESBYRID.

(Shaftesfatry.}

TYPEE.

GODESBRAND ON SE

PVLFRIE ON SEEFTE :

TYPEF.

* PVDVEOE ON 8EEFT .

TYPE G.

* J3LFPERD ON ^E^T
* CODExBRAND ON SE

TYPEH.
!< pVLFRIE ON SEEF
^ PVLFRIE ON SEEAF

TYPE I.

* 60DRIE ON SEEAFI

TYPEK.
60DESBRAND ON 8

SEROBESBYRIE.

(^re-s6j!ry.)

TYPEF.

4. LEOFSTAN ON
TYPE G.

EODpINE ON rcERO
PVDEMAN ON SCOB
PVDEMAN ON SEOB
PVLM^ER ON cEOBE

TYPE I.

EARNpI ON
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SEARBYRID.

(Salisbury.)

TYPE G.
British. Museum. Chancton Find.

i GODRIE ON ceERBY
fr 60DRIE : ON osERBYR :

TYPE H.

i GODERIC ON IERBIR6E & GODERIC ON LERBIRGE :

fr GODERIC ON SERBIR6E
* 60DRIE ON SEARBIR

TYPE I.

fr S/EBODE ON SERB :

S/EBODE ON SEAL

SNOTINDAHAM.

(Nottingham. )

TYPEB.

ALMMVNDA SNO
TYPEC.

BLAEMAN ON SNOTI
BLAEMAN ON SNOTIN

ST^ENID.

(Steynmg.)

TYPE A, var. c.

* DERMON ON
* DIORMAN ON

TYPEE.

* J7VLFGET ON
* PYLCET ON STENI v

TYPEF.

t J7YFERIE ON v^M '.

^ PYLFRIE ON ST/ENI
^ J7YLFRIE ON

TYPE G.

* DIORMAN ON
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TYPEH.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

* J7VLFRIE ONN
* J7VLFRIE ON

TYPE I.

* DERMON ON ST/EN

SANDJ7IH

TYPE F.

* LIFJ7INE ON

STANFORD OR SANFORD.

(Stamford.)

TYPEB.

ARFRA ON STA :

JSODpINE ON S :

EODJ7INE ON S . .

LEFJ7INE ON STAI :

LEOFJ7INE ON STA

TYPE 0.

HAREIN OISN STAN
LEOERINE ON STANF :

LEOFJ7INE ON STANF
J7ILERIF ON STANF :

TYPED.

J?VLNO:D ON STAI :

TYPE E.

* -ffiRFRE ON STANEOR

TYPE F.

* BRVNJ7INE ON STA

TYPE G.

* O^pARD ON GQTAN

TYPEH.

* LEOFRIE ON STANF
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TYPE I.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

BRVNJ7INE ON STA
* BRYNJ7INE ON ST :

EODJ7INE ON ST1SE

EODJ7INE ON STA
* SJ7AREOLF ON ST :

SANFORD OR SANDJ7IE.

(Stamford or Sandwich.}

TYPE B.

FAREDIR ON SA
LEFpINE ON SA
LIFJ7INE ON SAN
LEOFJ7INE ON SA
LEOF^ExTE ON SA

TYPE C.

LIOEJ7INE ON SAN
TYPEF.

^ LIFJ7INE ON ccANEI

TYPEG.

^ LIOFJ7INE ON SAI
^ LIOFpINE ON tANEE

SVDCEpERE.
(Southward.)

TYPE A, var. c.

* 60DRIE ON SVDJ7
4< O^MVND ON

TYPEB.

ON SVDE
LIOFJ7INE ON OQYD

TYPEE.

^ EIOFRED ON

TYPE F.

0-3MVND ON SYDE v
* OXMVND ON SVDE :

4* SfETMAN ON SYD6
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TYPE G.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

fr OBMAND ON 8IDI
ON rcV

TYPE H.

* 60DMAN ON SVDGE
* OSMVND ON

TANTVN.
( Taunton.)

TYPE B.

BOEA ON TANT v
TYPE C.

BOEA ON TANTVNE
TYPE D, var. a.

EILLEERIST ONN TAN

TYPE G.

* BRIHRIE ON TANT :

BRIHTRIE ON TANTVNE

DEODFORD.

(Thetford.}

TYPE A.
ELSIIE ON DEO
ESTMVND ON DEO :

TYPE A, var. c.

i* .ELFJ7INE ON DETF

TYPEB.

J3LFRIE ON DE
ESTMVNDN DE
LEFRIE ON DE

TYPE C.

^CLSIE ON DEOD :

LECOFREDE ON DEO
TYPE D.

ED : RIEO : ND : EOD
EDRIE ON DEDOI
EDRIE : E ON DEO
TN : DRED ON : DED
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TYPE E.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

* ESTMVND ON DEO

TYPE F.

fr BLAKEEE ON DITFOR
LIFJ7INE ON DIDFOE

TYPE F (new variety],

* GODELEOF ON DEOT
(Plate V. No. 4.)

TYPE G.

* BLAEEE ON DETFO
FOLEEED ON DETFOE :

(Wallingford.)

TYPE A, var. c.

BEAND ON PALI
* BEIHTM^EE ON pA

BVEEpINE ON pA ^ BVEEpINE ON pA
TYPE C.

BEIHTEIE ON pELIN
TYPE E.

* BEVNpINE ON pA
TYPE F.

* BEAND ON PALING
* BEANDD ON pELING :

* BEIHTEIIE ON PALI
* BEIHTpINE ON pALI
fr BEVNpINE ON pAL
* BVEEpINE ON pALIN

TYPE G.

* BEAD : ON pALINGE
* BEIHTM^E ON PALI

TYPE H.
BEAND ON pALIN
BEAND ON PALI:

^ BEIHTpIN ON PALI
^ BEVNpINE ON p^EL

BEVNpINE ON PALI * BEVNpINE ON J7ALI
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TYPE I.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

* BVREpINE ON J7A

( Warwick.)

TYPE I.

* DEODRIE ON

PEEEDPORT.
(Watchet.)

TYPE F.

* EODEILD ON J7EEE :

PERHAM.
(Warham.)

TYPE A, vnr. c.

^ SIDEMAN PERHA
TYPE F.

* SIDEMAN ON J7ERH/N
* SIDEMAN ON J7ERI

TYPE G.

^ BIORN ONSI PERHAM
^ ^IDEMAN ON PERHA

TYPE Gr (new variety}.

* BIORN ON PERHAM :

(Plate VI. No, 15.)

TYPE H.

* SIDEMAN ON pARH
TYPE I.

SIDEMAN ON PER * SIDEMAN ON PER :

PIHRAEEASTER.
(Worcester.}

TYPEF.

PIIEINEE ON PIHER
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TYPE G.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

* ^CELJ7INE ON PIHEEE
LIOFoD TAN ON pIHRE

* PIEINE ON PIREEE

TYPE H.

ON PIL7R

PILTVNE.

(Wilton.}

TYPE A.

LIFINEE ON PILTVN

TYPE A, var. c.

* /ELFPINE ON PILT
ALpOLD ON PILTI

^ HEERED ON J7ILTY
* HEBRED ON

TYPE C.

* LIFINEE ON

TYPEE.

^ ^LFpINE ON
(Plate VI. No. 14.)

TYPE F.

* ^LFpINE ON pILTE .-

{* ^ELFpI N E ON pILT
* ALFpOLD ON pILTVNE
^ ALFJ70LD ON pILTVN
fr DYREIL ON pILTVNE
^ DYREEIL ON pILT

TYPE G.

* ALFpOLD ON pILTV
^ ALFpOLD ON pILTVNE
4. ALFpOD- ON PILT:
* H^ERRED ON pILTVN)
^ H^RRD: ON pILTVN-.-
* pVREIL ON

VOL. VII. N.S. R
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TYPE H.
British Museum. Chancton Find.

* -ffitEpINE ON J7ILT
fr 2ELFJ7INE ON pILT
* ELFpINE ON PILTVNEIE
* ALFpOLD ON J7ILTVNE
* ALFJ70LD ON pILT
* EADJ7INE ON pILTVNEN
& H^EEEED . ON J7ILTVNE
* H^EEED ON J7ILTV
fr H^EBEED : ON J7ILTVN :

* S^J7INE : ON J7ILTVNE
^ S^J7INE ON pILT
4. SpETEIC ON pILT
^ SpETEIE ON pILTV

* DYEEIL ! ON PILTYNE * DVEEIL ON pILTVNE
* DVEEIL ON PIL

TYPE I.

* ALFpOLD ON pILTV
^ EENTpINE ON
^ KENTpINE ON
^ PINTS ON PILTVN
^ PINVS ON PILTVNE

PINEEASTER.
(Winchester.}

TYPE A.

4* LADMJEE ON
* LEOFSTAN ON pi

* LIFINEE ON pINEE
TYPE A, far. c.

* ^LFpINE ON pi :

* ANDEEBODA ON p
^ ANDEEBODE ON pi
* EASTM^E ON
* LEOFpOLD ON
* LEOFpOLE ON PN
* LIFIN6 ON pINE
* LIFNE ON pINEES
* LIFNE ON J7INEE
^ SPEAEELINE ON p
* SPRACLELIN ON
* OB PEAKELNC ON

* SPRAEALN6 ON pi * SPRAEALNG ON pi
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TYPE B.

British Museum. Chancton Find.

^BTAN ON PIN:
BEVN ON PINE
EDpIE ON PIN
ELFSTAN ON pIN
EODpINE PINE
LEOFJ7INE ON J7IN

TYPEC.

LIFINE ON J7INEEE
TYPED.

ELpINE : ON J7INE :

TYPEE.

* ^ELFpINE ON pINEE :

* ^STANN LOE ON pi
^ ^BSTAN ON PINE .

^ ESTAN ON PINEEST
BRAND ON pINEESTE

* GODpINE ON PINE
* LEOFpINE ON PINE

LIOFINE ON PINEEST * LIOFINE ON pINEEST
^, LIFINE ON pINEES:
* LOE ON pLNEEST
^ LOE ON pINEE rcT :

^ piDi..... ON PLNEEST:
* PYNSTAN ON PINEEST

TYPEF.

^ ^LFpLNE ON pINEEtt
^ ^ELFpINE ON PLNEES :

* .ELFpLNE ON PNCES
* ^OTAN ON pLNEESTI
4* ^B ODTAN ON PINOE osT

* ^STAN ON PLNEEST
^ ^BDESTAN ON pLNEES
^ BEIHTMJBB ON pINEE
^ BEIHTM^E ON pLN
^ EE-TAN ON pI-NEEI
* ERT-AN ON pI-NEES
^ DODMAN ON pINE-I:
^ EODMAN ON pINEE GD

^ CODM^N ON pi
* EODMANN ON pINE-ES-
* CODMANN ON pINEE
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British Museum.

DODpINEpIDIA ON

Chancton Fiud.

GODMSAN ON
CODpEN^E ON pIN

TE
CODpn^E ON prtSTE^

GODpINEpIDIA OE
EODpINEpIDIA ON pEST
CODpIDIA O pINI
CODPI-D-I-A O- PINI

O PIN-H.
* LADM^E ON pINEE :

* LADM^E ON PINE
^ LIEINE ON pINEE JT :

* LIFESTE ON pINEEST
* LIFINE ON PINEE
* LIFIND ON PINEE O>T

* PIDA ON J7INEESI :

* PIDIA ON PINEESTI
TYPE F, var. a.

6AEVL ... ON PIN ____ E :

(Plate V. No. 5)
TYPE G.

ON pINEE o>T

ON pINEo2
ON J7ENEE

vELFpINE ON
ANDEEBODA ON
ANDEEBODE ON
ANDEEBODE ON pINE
BEIHTM^E ON
GODpINE ON
60DJ7INE ON
GODpINE: ON
COLDpINE ON PINEELE
LEOFpOLD . ON pINEE
EEOFpOED . ON pINE
LEOPOLD ON PINEE
LIOFpOLD ON pINEEoj
LIOFJ70LD ON J7INEEoc T
LIOFPOLD ON PINEE
^PEAELINC ON pINEE :

^PEAKELINE ON pENTEE:
aPEAEELINC ON pINEE :

TYPEH.

^ELFpINE ON PINCES
ON PINCE
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British Museum.

ANDEEBODA ON J7INEE

Chancton Find.

^LFpLNE ON PINES :

./EXTAN ON PINCES :

EDESTAN ON J7NOES
ANDEEBOD ON pIN

ANDF.EBODA : ON J7I :

ANDEEODA- ON pINC
BEIHTM^E- ON pINC
BEIHMEHE : ON pINEES
GODpINE ON PIN6ES
DODpINE ON PINE :

60DJ7INE ON pINE
(Eetrograde)

DODpINE ON p:INE:
DODpINE : ON pINE .'-

LIEINC ON PINCE8T
LIFINE ONN pINEE
SPEAEELINC ON pINC

TYPE I.

ON PIN
^LFpINE ON pN
^ELFpINE ON PINE
ANDEEBODA ON pIN
ANDEEBODE ON .

ANDEEBODE ON p
ANDEBODE ON p.
ANDEEBODE ON pi
LEOEpOLD ON pEI
LEOEpOLD ON PEN
LEOFJ70LD ON pi
LEOFpOLLD ON pIN
LEOFpOLD ON pINE :

LFINE ON pINEE
LIFINE ON pINEE :

LIFINE ON PINPII
SPEAEELIN6 ON i

SPEAEELINE ONp
SPEAEELIN6 ON pi
SPEAEELIN6 ON

^GLFpINE ON pINE

LEOFpOLD ON PEN

LEOFpOLLD ON
LEOFpOLD ON pLNE

LIFINE ON pINEE :

TYPE L.

SpEARTING ON pi
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UNCERTAIN MINTS.

British Museum.
ELEIPRENPHIO
ESTAN ON KIN
LE ON L^POR I

LCI ON EIOED
LCOE NO : 61 ON L
NOREER ON ED
VLEATEL ON B
J7IDRED ON NTE :

J7VLGAR DYE :

EADJ7EARD IENE

EVL6NR ON LNI

TYPEB.
Chancton Find.

TYPE E.

NLLNHNOENFHm
LEOFNON .........

TYPE F.

^LFJ7INE ONN TIME
^LFJ7INE ONN TIMM
GODJ7INEEEOON

TYPEG.

JEEEREARD ON EV .....

OQVMERLIYE ON J7IODFO

TYPEH.

EADJ7EARD IENE
EADJ7EARD O IENENE
EILNOD ON EINE
LEOFSTAN ON BIG

TYPE I.

BARCLAY V. HEAD.
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VIII.

ON CERTAIN SILVER COINS OF HENRY VI.,

WHICH FORM A CONNECTING LINK WITH
THE FIRST MINTAGE OF EDWARD IV.

BETWEEN Michaelmas, 1459, and Michaelmas, 1460,

there was issued silver coin from the mint of Henry VI.

to the amount of 3,103 Ibs. 2 oz.
; and, as far as we know,

it was the last money struck for him before his dethrone-

ment. Amongst the many coins of that day now in our

possession, I consider it may be shown with accuracy

which of them belong to this particular issue.

In a recent communication of mine to the Society, the

argument went some way to establish which of our

common tyanRICCVS groats must be Henry VI/s early

money ;
in this, which I now propound for its considera-

tion, an attempt will be made to prove, without risk of

gainsaying, which was most certainly his latest, I say

without risk of gainsaying, for the coins have only to be

permitted to speak for themselves, and the conclusion you
will arrive at can hardly fail to be the same as mine.

Among the groats of Edward IV., struck before he

reduced the pennyweight from fifteen grains to twelve

(1464), are some like that which is thus described in the
" Silver Coins of England," page 112. London mint :
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et M.M. cross, dot on each side of the crown, and in two

quarters of the reverse, lis on neck." This coin is to be

found in the Museum collection, as we might expect;

another, I am happy to say, finds a place in mine
; and,

though far from being common, others probably are

to be met with. 2 Several varieties of it, which were not

noted by Mr. Hawkins at the time his useful book was

published, are also in my possession ;
but the coin he

mentions will suffice, as a good type of the series, to form

the end link of a chain connecting the money of Edward

with that of his predecessor.

Now, if we discover among the ty&nRICCVS pieces of

the London mint of that period some of like workmanship
with this coin of Edward' s, retaining mint-marks identical

in minute particulars, need we look further for evidence to

justify the numismatist in attributing such to Henry VI.

alone ? And considering their very close resemblance to

the coins of the subsequent reign, are they not, or at least

some of them, in all probability the issue of his thirty-

seventh year, of which the mint accounts preserve the

record ?

I will now submit for the consideration of the Society

the list of the coins in question, as far as I could note

them.

1 It is worthy of notice that the " dot on each side of the

crown" is found on one of the two known,specimens of Ed-
ward IV. 's first gold coinage. Mr. Evans, the fortunate

possessor of these rarities, has kindly called my attention to

this fact. See Num. Chron., vol xix. p. 8.
2 At Colonel Durrant's sale, lots 307, 308, and 314, consisted

of single coins of Edward IV.'s heavy money, marked as

described above. In the catalogue they are said to have come
from the Tyssen sale.
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The coins in this list belong to me, unless it is

otherwise stated. The order in which they are placed,

as far as it concerns two or three of them, perhaps

might have been different
; but on the whole the sequence

seems well preserved, with the links of connection evi-

dent. It may be here observed that I have usually set

down only the mint-marks which are present on a

coin ;
in cases when it was wished that attention be

drawn to the absence of a mark, that is done in the side

note. This method seems to me less confusing than

that which is sometimes adopted; and I trust sufficient

care has been taken to assure any reader of this paper,

who may think the list worth studying, that marks un-

recorded are not to be found in the coin described, so that

from their absence he may safely draw his own conclu-

sions. One exception has been made to this rule in the

case of the initial cross of the reverse legend. Its con-

stant absence on this series of the rjGCRBIdVS groats

constitutes a feature pervading the whole, as important,

for the purpose of distinguishing them, as the constant

presence of the dots on each side of the crown ; or those

others which, with some variations, are to be detected com-

monly among the pellets of the quarters. It must not be

inferred that the coins of this class are of necessity limited

to the larger pieces, because groats only have been regis-

tered ;
some half-groats and pennies might have been

added to it, in small numbers; but the object I have in

view will be met by being allowed to present to coin

collectors a catalogue of one easily marked type of the

sixth Henry's money, which is far from being the com-

monest.

I believe no one hitherto has attempted to form a

catalogue of this variety of his coins ; but the resemblance
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existing between them and the earliest of Edward IV.

was noticed some years ago, as far as it affects one par-

ticular coin.

In the " Olla Podrida," vol. ii., p. 181, Mr. Sainthill,

with his usual discernment, says,
" Quite in contrast with

these is a groat published by Mr. Hawkins in the ' Silver

Coins of England/ plate 25, No. 329. It has not a mint-

mark, or any of the ornaments specified in the preceding

coins, on its reverse ; which brings its appearance on that

side so near to those of Edward IV. ,
that I think it very

probable that it was one of the latest of the heavy or 60

grain groats coined by Henry VI., which would be about

A.D. 1460."

I am myself disposed to extend Mr. Saiuthill's remark

to some of the pieces enumerated in Mr. Hawkins's book,

one of which is figured in the same plate as the groat.

(No. 333).

The catalogue thus published for the first time does not,

therefore, pretend to be complete; but it includes examples

enough to show the existence of a series, and I trust it may
be the beginning of a real attempt to group the whole of

this extensive family of ancient money; for by throwing

it into well-defined groups shall we be able most likely

in the course of time to assign them their proper places.

My present essay amounts, however, to this. Just as

I am tempted to believe we may use the Calais mint

of this period its history not less than its coins to

detach certain London groats of a Henry, and attribute

them, without much hesitation, to Henry VI., so now

I confidently indicate how the heavy coinage of King
Edward IV. befriends us, as we separate others also from

the heap, and give them to the last issue of Henry's

reign. It remains to be seen how many varieties yet
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stand untouched. Opinions I myself have formed, or am

forming, may be modified by an examination of a large

hoard of these coins recently found at Stamford; and it

is prudent to confine one's present expression of them

within limits. Still, good will come, I feel sure, from

bringing this question before the Society, reduced even to

these two points ; for by attacking the numerous pieces of

that long reign, at its beginning and end like engineers

tunnelling on either side of a mountain chain, with the

expectation of meeting midway we may reasonably cal-

culate on finding ourselves sooner or later in possession

of a road through the perplexing obstacles hitherto pre-

sented by the mintages of this portion of the fifteenth

century.

ASSHETON POWNALL.
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NUMISMATA TYPOGRAPHICA ; OR, THE
MEDALLIC HISTORY OF PRINTING.

[Read before the Numismatic Society, March 21, 1867.]

THE art of coining, or printing on metal, may not inaptly

be called the elder sister of typography, or the art of

printing on paper; indeed, the first idea of movable types

was foreshadowed in the metal punch of the moneyer. It

is, therefore, interesting to find the typographer calling to

his aid the medallist, in order to secure a more lasting

memorial of his art than he could expect from his own

ink and paper.

The trays now before the Society contain a selected

portion of a collection of medals, struck during the last

three centuries in various parts of Europe, and all having

reference to printers or the art of printing. At present

I am able to reckon only 82 medals as strictly belonging

to this series. Of these, some, struck by the most cele-

brated medallists of their age, are noted for great beauty

of execution, and, having been preserved in many cabinets,

are comparatively easy of acquisition. On the other

hand, those struck for a temporary purpose, and with no

VOL. VII. N.S. T
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artistic beauty to recommend them, perished with the

occasion which called them forth, and have thus become

excessively rare. This is especially the case with a very

interesting class, the medals and jetons of the trade guilds,

which were extensively used in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, and even at the present time have not

been entirely discontinued.

The earliest medal on my list was struck in 1545 to

honour the learned printer of Nuremberg, Johannes

Petreijus; its rarity is extreme. The next is in memory
of George Baumann, the celebrated printer of Breslau,

who, when, in 1601, he was chosen master of his trade

guild, commemorated the event by striking a medal in

gold, one of which he presented to each of his fellow

members, who probably melted them, as no specimen

seems to have been handed down to the present age. An

engraving of it may be seen in Gessner's Buchdrucker-

kunst. To this class belongs also a very rare oval

piece, struck by order of the University of Leyden in

honour of their celebrated printer, Abraham Elzevier.

In No. 24 before you we have a fine bust of the well-

known printer, Frobenius, the bosom friend of Erasmus,

who, in the prevailing license of the press of his age, was

able on his death-bed to thank God that never from his

presses had issued a single line injurious to mankind or

morality. Here also we must notice the issue of a medal

in 1804 at Breslau, No. 88, which celebrates the 300th

anniversary of the printing office established by the

George Baumann already noticed. This class personal

medals numbering fourteen, closes with the fine portrait

of Firrnin Didot (No. 4), the present well-known printer

of Paris.

The next class consists of medals struck by printers'
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guilds, and "
jetons de presence/' or medals given to the

guild members as evidence of attendance at special meet-

ings. These are very rare. Three interesting jetons of

the Paris Guild, sixteenth century, bearing St. John on

the obverse, and the cup of poison offered to him on the

reverse, were found in the Seine a few years ago, and are

now preserved in the Cluny Museum.

There is also a jetou of the Lille Guild of printers,

seventeenth century. Nos. 20, 22, and 23 are guild

medals of the seventeenth century struck at Amsterdam,
and No. 21 at Middleburg, an engraving of which is at

the head of this article. These, by their boldness of exe-

cution and their metal, silver, recall vividly the important

part in history played by the trade guilds of the past.

Nos. 9 and 41 are civic medals of Haarlem, and were pre-

sented to each Counsellor on his entering the Chamber ;

they celebrate that city as the birthplace of printing.

The number in this class is thirteen.

Jubilee medals form the third and last class. In the

early part of the seventeenth century the rival claims of

the Hollanders on one side, and the Germans on the

other, as the inventors of printing, gave rise to much

angry discussion throughout Europe. Both fixed the

year 1440 as the date of the original discovery, and when

the third centenary arrived in 1740, the two countries

vied with each other in their celebrations to the honour of

their respective heroes. To glorify Holland and their

" beloved
"

Coster, the Dutch published in that year six

silver medals, designed and engraved by their best artists.

Five of them are before you. The Germans, with their

greater extent of territory, struck in various towns thir-

teen medals, chiefly bronze, to celebrate the invention of

printing by Gutenberg at Mayence. Eleven of them are
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here. In 1823 four others were issued in Holland during

the Typographical Festival then held, and again a fine

bronze at Haarlem in 1856. In Germany, during the

years 1837 and 1840, at least twenty- three medals (and

probably many more) were struck in honour of Guten-

berg. Of these, the only one to which I will ask your

particular attention is No. 3. It was published at May-
ence in 1837, designed by the great sculptor Thorwaldsen,

and engraved under his own supervision at Rome by
Lorentz.

Italy, who may well be proud of her muster-roll of

famous printers, has, so far as I can learn, paid no

medallic honours to them, not even to the famous Aldus

Mauutius. 1

England has not been the birthplace of many medals,

and it is not, therefore, a matter for wonder that no

memorial of that kind has been struck to commemorate

her great Prototypographer, William Caxton. Among
the tradesmen's tokens of the seventeenth century I have

not been able to trace a single specimen issued by a

printer, but one or two occur among the similar tokens of

the end of the eighteenth century.

It is my intention shortly to print an illustrated mono-

graph on printers' medals, and, with the hope of drawing
attention to the subject, and of obtaining information

which might otherwise escape me, I have ventured to

lay these few remarks before the Society.

WILLIAM BLADES.

1 Since writing the above, I have obtained a medal of Bononi,
the printer of Parma.
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X.

EARLY ARMENIAN COINS.

A CASUAL notice of some Armenian coins, which a newly-

awakened interest in the subject induced me to supple-

ment, in anomalous juxtaposition with, and in material

curtailment of, the proper design of a paper on " Sassanian

Gems,"
l has been received with so much encouragement

by the Editors of the Numismatic Chronicle, that I have

been induced to extend my examination of this series of

coins. And as, on this occasion, I have neither been

limited in regard to illustrations, nor confined in respect

to space, I trust I may be able to do more justice to this

comparatively undeveloped branch of Oriental research.

Our western interest in Armenia dates from the earliest

dawn of tradition, in its association with the Scriptural

record of the temporary resting-place of the survivors of

the Noachian Deluge; and though her mountain ranges

were soon deserted by the mass of her growing population

for more fruitful plains, she necessarily secured, in her

close proximity to the advancing civilization of the re-

peopled world, a prominent share in the intellectual and

material progress of the nationalities that grew up around

her, while her own comparative isolation preserved for

1 Num. Chron., N.S., vi. 241.
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her, through many ages, so large a measure of the

archaic element she had inherited as the second nidus of

the human race.

Though destined to occupy no high position among the

dominant races of antiquity, which the relative poverty of

the country would alone have prohibited, she proved occa-

sionally an unexpectedly powerful neighbour, dangerous

to assail, difficult to subdue, and able to exert an effective

interference in the general political system of Asia ;
but

in later times, as growing populations were found to form

the test of national power, appearing in the lower grade

of a mere strategic centre, upon whose southern radii so

many successive combatants held their battle-fields, and

into whose strife she was so often drawn, either as a

sanguine partisan, or too frequently as the inoffensive

victim of the conqueror. The physical configuration of

the country, while limiting the prolific growth of its

inhabitants, secured for them comparative freedom from

foreign intrusion ; so that whatever primitive civilization

they achieved for themselves, or acquired from the more

prosperous nationalities to the southward, was narrowed

within prescribed limits, and retained, as a consequence,

much of the fixity and immutability for which it has since

been famed.

A larger field of inquiry as to whence the Armenians

derived their special national characteristics has lately

been opened out by the discovery of the very early and

complete development of the cognate Aryan race in

Kharism, indicating a high state of intellectual and social

advancement, regarding which history has hitherto been

silent, the evidence of which was extracted from the local

annals, and preserved by a native of the soil, in com-

paratively modern times, in the then conventional Arabic
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tongue, but regarding whose good faith or means of accu-

rate information there need be no question.
2 If the

2 We are indebted to Sir H. Rawlinson for this information,

the details of which are embodied in a late article of his on
" Central Asia," in the October (1866) nnmber of the Quarterly
Review. The particulars in question are stated to have been

obtained from a chronological work entitled "Athar-el-Bakieh,"

composed by the celebrated Abu Rihan, a native of the city of

Birun, in Kharism, who flourished towards the end of the tenth

and early part of the eleventh centuries. A.D. Abu Rihan

enlarges upon the antiquity, general merits, and exactness of

the Kharismian astronomy, the local origination of both the

solar and lunar zodiacs; and goes on to add the most important

item, perhaps, we gain from all his revelations, that there existed,

in Kharism, a serial system of dating, commencing from 980

years anterior to the official epoch of the Seleucidse (312 311

B .c .)
= 1304 B.C. It is seldom that a given arithmetical problem

obtains such definite results as to establish, beyond its own

mission, so distinct an identity between scattered and severed

branches of one and the same section of the human family ;

but it is more than a curious coincidence to associate

with this independent method of reckoning the fact that the

Oriental world has been wearying itself, for a long time past, to

explain whence, how, and why, a fixed sacrificial date, variously
calculated by modern astronomers, and possibly, but imperfectly,
sustained in the transmuted versions of the old texts, should

have developed so close an identity, in its latest and most

matured average, with the original numbers of 1304 B.C.; but

such would seem to be the result of the independent tests

applied to the Jyotisha observation of the Colures, still in use

in the Vedic rituals of India under the manipulation of the

later Brahmanical exponents of the ancient creed. As a

large number of the more advanced Indianists have already

recognised the banks of the Oxus as the ancient nidus of the

Aryan races, they will not fail to welcome this new proof of

their own sagacity, combined as it is with other interesting
evidences collected by Sir H. Rawlinson, embracing his own

speculations on ethnic migrations, the vague impressions of the

Greeks regarding the "
early empire in Central Asia," or the

more definite support of Justin's heretofore distrusted
" thousand

cities of Bactrifi."

See also Num.Chron.,N.S.,iv. pp. 46, 126 ; Colebrooke, Asiatic

Researches, viii.
;

Archdeacon Pratt, Journal Asiatic Soc.

Bengal, 1S62, p. 49
;
Max. Miiller, Sanskrit Literature (1859),
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statements adduced on this head will stand the test of

criticism, they establish for us, beyond any subsidiary

bearing upon Armenia, the site of the ancient home from

whence the diverse migrations of our kindred races issued

forth to occupy so many sections of the earth's surface.

There is nothing inconsistent in the deduction of full

and free intercommunication between Armenia and the

Oxus from the earliest dawn of time, especially as that river

clearly emptied itself into the Caspian.
3 The Jihun, one

of the rivers of Eden,
4

is alike recognised by Scriptural

and profane writers, while the Ararat of Genesis appears in

the Cuneiform inscriptions, and its name is preserved amid

the popular legends the Greeks collected from Chaldean

sources. The Western spread of Aryan institutions possibly

owed something to the enterprise of the Armenians, who

then, as now, may be supposed to have been adventurous

traders, even if traditional story does not justly give them

a higher place as primitive settlers on the further shores

of the Mediterranean after the mythical expedition of

Hercules to Spain, in absolute priority to the vaunted

Phoenician expansion in that direction.
6

p. 521
;
Text of Big. Veda, vol. iv., preface, p. Ixxiv. ;

Journal

Royal Asiatic Society, Dr. Whitney, vol. i. N.S., p. 316
; Sir

Edward Colebrooke,
" Note on the preceding article," p. 332.

3
Strabo, ii. c. i. 15, xi. c. vi. 1, c. vii. 3, c. xi. 5; Pliny,

vi. 18, 19 ; Arriaii, iii. c. 29, vii. c. 16
; Wilson, Ariana

Antiqua, 144
; Rawlinson's Herodotus, i. 564

;
Journal R.

Geographical Society, xix. (1849) p. Ixiv. ;
and Sir R. Murchi-

son's Address, 1867, p. 38.
4 Genesis ii. 13

; Anquetil du Perron
(
Yah Rood}, ii. p. 393

;

Burnouf, Yana, p. clxxxiv.
;
Vishnu Purana (variously Yanju,

Yanchu, Vankshu, and Chakihu), vol. ii. pp. 112, 120; Renan,
Histoire Ge"ne>ale des Langues Semitiques (Paris, 1850), pp.450,
452.

5 18. Sed postquam in Hispania Hercules, sicut Afri putant,

interiit, exercitus ejus compositus ex gentibus variis, amisso
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With all these external testimonies to Armenia's advance

in concert with, or independent of, the world around

her, we are met by most discouraging obstacles when we

come to examine any of the extant internal records of her

early history. Her ancient Cuneiform Monuments at

Van, which can, scarcely date later than the Semiramis,

who is so identified with the country's home associations,

still remain simply unintelligible, undecipherable they

are not, as names and words have, with certain reserva-

tions, been accepted by all Assyrian scholars,
6
who, while

they can read unhesitatingly the Semitic inscriptions of

the Nineveh kings, confess themselves foiled in their

attempts to explain the epigraphy of the more northerly

sites, even while admitting that the system of writing,

pure and simple, is nearly identical with the now fully

legible Cuneiform of Upper Mesopotamia. While the

ancient monuments of the land are obscured for the

present by linguistic difficulties,
7 the historical annals, in

duce, ac passim multia sibi quisque imperinm petentibus,

brevi dilabitur. Ex eo numero Medi, Perssa, et Armenii,
navibus in Africam transvecti, proximos nostro mari locos

occupavere. . . . Medis autem, et Armeniis accessere Libyes.
Nam hi propius mare Africam agitabant : (Getuli sub sole

magis, haud procul ab ardoribus :) luque mature oppida habuere.

Nam, freto clivisi ab Hispania, mutare res inter se instituerant.

Nomeneorum paulatmi Libyes corrupere, barbara lingua Mauros

pro Medis appellantes. .- . . 19. Postea Phcenices, alii multi-

tudinis domi minuendse gratia, pars imperii cupidine solicitata

plebe, et aliis novarum rerum avidis, &c. Sallust, Bellum

Jugurthinum.
6
Hincks, Journal Royal As. Soc. ix. 387; Layard, Nineveh

and Babylon, 402; Sir H. Eawlinson, J.R.A.S. xii. 475
;
MM.

Oppert et Menant, Journal Asiatique (1864), p. 173.
7 The best summary account of the nature and peculiarities

of the Armenian language to be met with, is furnished by M.

Ed. Dulaurier :

" La langue annenienne possede une foule d'autres mots qui

VOL. VII. N.S. U
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their proper sense, are still more defective. As history, if

cultivated at all, in the days when Armenia had not

achieved for herself a permanent dynastic nationality,

may either have been suppressed by succeeding rulers, or

degraded from natural causes, among a people who only

commenced a national literature with their conversion to

Christianity :' certain it is, that their prominent historian,

Moses of Khorene, had to rely, for the ancient chronicles

of the kingdom, upon gleanings from foreign though proxi-

mate sources, accumulated long after their contemporary

date by an earlier compiler from Chaldean archives, Mar

Apos Gardina,
9
who, however, depended for his materials

upon Greek translations from the original records. 10

I do not propose to enter into the early history of

Armenia in any detail, but it may be useful to quote the

succession of kings preserved by Moses of Khorene, and

it will be interesting to see how far these are confirmed

existent aussi en persan et qu'elle a puises a nn fonds commun,
le zend et le pehlvi. Mais il y a entre lea deux idiomes cette

difference que 1'armenien, parle par les rudes populations d'un

pays de montagnes, est demeure invariable et a maintenu la

forme archa'ique, tandis que le persan, sous I'lnfluence d'une

civilization raffinee, 1'a assouplie et alteree. L'armenien est un
des plus rapproches du tronc. II presents une foule d'analogies
avec le Sanskrit, qui donneraient lieu a un travail de comparaison
d'un haut interet. Je signalerai, entre autres, 1'application toute

particuliere qu'il a fake de la theorie du gouna, et la reproduc-
tion constante qu'il offre de la loi du balancement du corps dea

mots avec leur terminaison." Journal Asiatique (18o2), p. 39.

See, also, Moses of Khorene, French edit., preface, p. v.
;
and

M. Evariste Prud'homme, Journal Asiatique (1864), p. 103.
8 M. Evariste Prud'homme, Journal Asiatique (1864), p. 104:.
9 Mar Apas Gardina's investigations were conducted at the

instance, and under the patronage, of the first Arsacidan king
of Armenia, Val Arsaces (B.C. 14:9127). The writings of

Moses of Khorene date in the fifth century A.D.
10 St. Martin Armenie, i. p. 4; Moses of Khorene, French

edit., i. pp. viii. 29, 41, 43.
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by the Cuneiform inscriptions, an abstract of all passages
from which relating to Armenia will be found below.

LIST OF KINGS FROM MOSES OF KHORENE.

Armenians.

1. Haig.
2. Armenag.
3. Aramais.

4. Aruassia.

5. Keghan.
6. Harma.
7. Aram.
8. Ara, Keghetsig

(Semiramis).
9. Ara II. Gaitos.

Armenians .

10. Anoucliavan.
11. Bared.

12. Arpag.
13. Zavan.
14. Parnas

(Josue).
15. Sour.

1G. Havanag.
17. Vachdag.
18. Haiga I.

11

Contem Chal-

Sosares.

Xerxes.

Galena.

Armamitres.
Belochus.

Altadas

Mamithns.
Machaleus.

Sphscrus.

Mamylus.
Sparethus.
Ascatadea.

Amynthaa.
Belochua.

. Moses of Khorene, quoting Abydemus, Whiston, London,
1736, pp. 13. 51

;
Vaillant de Florival, Paris edition, i. pp. 27,

45, 89, 95
;

St. Martin, Armenie, i. pp. 407-8.

I continue tbe list of kings from Moses of Khorene,

interpolating those added in Michel Tchamtchean's His-

tory of Armenia (Venice, 1784-5), as the names may

prove useful for the purposes of identification. The dates

given by the latter authority are omitted as obviously un-

trustworthy :

19. Ampag I. 22. Norai'r.

20. Arnag. 23. Vesdasgar (in St. Martin,
" Ves-

21. Chavarcli I. data" and "
Gar," two kings.)

11 "
Haigag, qui, dit-on, vivait sous Belochus, pent dans une

emeute inconsidereineut soulevee par lui."
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24. Kornag.
25. Hrandil. (Orontes)
26. Entzak.

27. Keghag.
28. Horo.

29. Zarmair (siege of Troy).

Interregnum (Chavarch II.)

30. Berdj I.

31. Arpoun (St. M. Berdj II.)

32. Pazoug.
33. Ho
34: Housag (St. M.

II.)

35. Gaibag (St. M. P'narh-

navaz i., or Pharna-
baze P'harhnag II.

36. Sgaiorti.

We now reach the period of more legitimate history,

where the knowledge of the Armenian compilers may be

tested by independent authorities.

ARMENIAN KINGS. 12

i. Barouir, son of Sgaiorti, i.

No. 36 of previous list.
13

ii. Hratchia. ii.

iii. Parnouas. Hi.

iv. Badjou'idj. iv.

v. Gornag. v.

vi. Pavos. vi.

vii. Haigag II. vii.

viii. E'rouant. viii.

ix. Dicran, Tigranes I.

MEDES.

Varbaces (Premier roi

des Medes).
Mandaces.

(Sosarmas)

Artysiaa.

Dejoces.
Phraortes.

Ciaxares.

Astyages.
"CYRUS.

After rilling in the list of kings up to Tigranes I.,

Moses of Khorene continues :

"
Depuis cette epoque jusqu'au regne de Vagharchag en

Armenie, je n'ai rien de plus certain a te rapporter ;
car au

milieu du conflit des bandes revoltees, on voyait guerriers centre

guerriers vouloir commander a notre pays. C'est pourquoi le

grand Archag etant entre facilement en Arme'nie, fait son frere

Vagharchag roi du pays des Armeniens." i. 127, Latin edit.,

p. 75.

12
Whiston, p. 58, Paris edition, i. 97101 : St. Martin,

i. 409.
13 " Barouir sous Sardanaple ;

Barouir aide puissamment par
Varbace le Mede ravit le royaume de Sardanapale (Concho-
leros)."
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St. Martin completes the series after Dicran :

x. Vahakn, B.C. 520. xiv. Armok, B.C. 394.

xi. Arhavan, B.C. 493. xv. Paikam, B.C. 385.

xii. Nerseh, B.C. 475. xvi.^Van, B.C. 371.

xiii. Zareh, B.C. 440. xvii. Vahe, B.C. 351- 328.

"
Apres un regne de 23 ana, il perit en combattant centre

Alexandre, et la dynastie de Ha'iganiens fut e*teinte."

The earliest reference to Armenia, in the Cuneiform

writings, is to be found in the inscriptions of the Great

Sardanapalus (B.C. 885 861), amid the sculptures of the

North-west Palace of Nimrud. From the tenor of the

passage, as epitomised by Sir H. Rawlinson,
14 the country

would appear to have as yet escaped undisturbed by the

Assyrian arms. But Shalmaneser II. (B.C. 861 827),

in his Obelisk,
18 and other inscriptions, among the events

of his third year, mentions Arzaskan (Arjaskun, Hincks),

the capital city of Arama, king of Ararat; and in the

records of his ninth year, he adds,
" A second time I went

up to Armenia and took the city of Lunanta." 16 While in

his tenth year he boasts of a much larger success :

" I pro-

ceeded to the country belonging to Arama. I took the

city of Arnia (Arnm, Hincks), which was the capital of

the country, and I gave up to pillage one hundred of the

dependent towns." The operations of the eleventh year

embrace the capture of "one hundred cities belonging

to Arama," and that "of the city of Habbaril (Apparazu),

one of the chief cities belonging to Arama." The fifteenth

year is marked by a descent into the plains of Lanbuna

14
Kawlinson, J. R. A. S. (1850), xii. p. 429 ;

also Athenjeum,
August 22, 1863, and May 18, 1867.

18 The obelisk in question is in the Central Assyrian Room in

the British Museum. Sir H. Rawlinson's translations are to be

found in the Jour. Royal As. Soc., xii. p. 431 (1850) ;
and Dr.

Hincks' version in the Dublin Magazine, October, 1853, p. 422.

name kere ma(je UBe Of [Q Hekdi (Akkade)."
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and the devastation of " the cities of Arama, king of

Ararat, and all the country about the head-waters of the

Euphrates." The annals of the twenty-fourth year are

continued. " Afterwards I removed from the land of the

Persians, and entered the territory of the Medes, going on

to Ratsir (Arajias, Hincks), and Kharkhar . . . and

I established the authority of my empire in the city of

Kharkhar (modern Holwan, Hincks). Yanru, the son of

Khaban [Khanab], I carried away captive." Amid the

incidents of the twenty-fifth year Shalmaneser records :

"
Afterwards, in the city of Bahura (Muru, Hincks), the

capital city of Aram, son of Hagus (Ashaltsi, Hincks), I

dedicated a temple to the god Rimmon, and I built a

royal palace at the same place." ... In the twenty-

seventh year :

" I sent Detarasar of Ittana ... to

Armenia ; he proceeded to the land of Khamana, and in

the plains belonging to the city of Ambaret, he crossed

the river Artseni. Asiduri (Tsindura, Hiiicks), of Ar-

menia " was defeated, and " submitted to my authority."

In the thirty-first year
" Detarasar . . . continued

his march to the land of Armenia, and he gave over to

pillage fifty cities belonging to that territory."

After the interval of more than a century from the date

of these notices, Assyrian kings again contribute their

incidental boasts of operations and asserted successes

against Armenia. These are found embodjed in the

repeated versions of Sargon's Inscriptions, in his palace

of Khorsabad (B.C. 721 704). This monarch commences

with a frank admission of the independent suzerainty of

17 This is the last mention of Armenia
;
but Huelka of Minni

(Mannas, Hincks) is named in the 30th year, and a reference to

the province is repeated in the 31st year. Sir H. Rawlinson

has several speculative geographical and ethnographical notes

appended to his summary of the original text, which may be

referred to with advantage.
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" Ursa of Armenia." 18 He then continues,
" As long as

Iranzou of Van lived, he recognised my supremacy ;
but

when his subjects placed his son Aza on the throne, Ursa

the Armenian seduced the neighbouring tribes, and, on

the death of Aza, Allousoun, his brother, surrendered to

Ursa twenty-two strong places." Whereupon Sargon

advances into Armenia, and after describing the operations

undertaken against Ursa and his allies, and enumerating

the usual triumphant results, he mentions the eventual

pardon of Allousoun, and the restitution of his rights.

The chronicle then proceeds :

" Urzana of Musasir 19 had

pledged his allegiance to Ursa, as a punishment for which

Sargon captures the town of Musasir,
" with its treasures

and its gods H'aldia and Bagabarta,"
20 the loss of which

18 M.M. Jules Oppert et Joachim Menant, Journal Asiatique,

1863, pp. 1017.
19 Extant seal of this king, Journ. Asiat., 1864, p. 168.
20 These names are curiously suggestive. Haldia (Khaldia)

seems to connect itself with the NsTrn Haddia and

Hatia of Sapor's inscriptions at Hajiabad, as well as with the

/ cX> Kadi of Feroz's coins (A.D. 458 488), the Khuda of

the old KhudaiNamaTi, the modern 4X*oU^L&
" Book of Kings,"

and finally with the Persian conventional term for God, \ e \<.

Aryan philologists attempt to derive the word, through the Persian,

from lliud,
"

self," and a, the initial letter of the verb,

" to come," while its Sanskrit origin is variously traced through
swa-datta,

"
self-given," or, with more reason, from swadhdta,

from dhd, "to generate" (Benfey). But the appearance of the

word in the form now quoted from the Cuneiform Inscriptions

may possibly suggest new identifications.

From the way in which the term is used in the Armenian
Cuneiform Inscriptions, it may be supposed to stand for the

divinity from whom the Royal line claimed descent, or it may
perchance refer to the deified ancestor of the family, whose
statue might naturally have been elevated into an object of

adoration, in a land which so long retained many of the leading
elements of

" Manes" worship. (Strabo, xi. c. xiii. 9
; Ammian
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is stated to have so affected Ursa as to have led to his

suicide.

After this, Argisti seems to have succeeded in ordinary

Marcell., xxiii. c. vi., sec. 4:, 5, 6
; Justin, xlii. c. iii.

;
Mo3. Khor.

i. pp. 163, 173, 331).
The purport of the name of the second Armenian God. Baga-

barta, is likewise a suhject of legitimate speculation, in its close

identity with the conventional designation of the Indian Buddha,

Bhdgavata. There is no reason why the Buddhist religion in

its earlier form should not have prevailed in other parts of Asia

prior to its special development under Sakya Muni, in Magadha,
in the sixth century B.C. A singular piece of evidence has

lately come to light, showing how early the energetic mis-

sionaries of the reformed faith had succeeded in establishing the

worship in Armenia itself. We learn from the history of Daron,

by Zenob, the secretary of St. Gregory (Histoire de Daron, par
Zenob de Klag, eveque syrien ;

M. Prud'homme, Journal

Asiatique, 1863, vol. ii. (sixth series), p. 401
;
St. Martin, i. 99

;

Jour. As. Soc., Bengal, 1836, p. 331), that when his superior
had converted Tiridates II. of Armenia to the Christian faith,

a crusade was undertaken against the various idolaters of the

country ; among the rest, a full account is given of an assault

upon the descendants of what the French translator calls
" une

colonie sacerdotale nombreuse," which, some four centuries

previously, had been conducted from India to Armenia under
the auspices of two brothers of a royal house named Kifane

[Krishna] and Temetr [Demetrius]. In the interval the com-

munity had increased and multiplied sufficiently to find them-
selves in a condition to oppose" a powerful and prolonged
resistance. Amid the various details which casually come to

the surface, it would seem that the colony in question must have

originated in a Buddhist missionary movement. The sacerdotal

character of the migration and the traces of monastic isolation

so much in accord with the traditions of that creed, and so

opposed to all Brahmanical notions, would alone go far to

establish this inference. Added to which, the colossal statues

of the idols, to which so much importance was attached, remind
one of the large bronze statue of Buddha, lately discovered at

Sultangunj (Journal Asiatic Soc., Bengal, 1864, p. 372), and
now in the Birmingham Museum. The exact period of the

original migration is not very distinctly defined
;
in one passage

it is vaguely estimated at four hundred years previous to 304
A.D. (=96 B.C.), while in another chapter it is stated to have
occurred during the reign of Vagharshag (149 127 B.C.) ; but,
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course to the throne of Armenia, and no more is heard

of Sargon's expeditions to that country.

Sennacherib, in the records of the first year of his reign,

claims to have received tribute from "
Nebo, lord of

names, chief of Ararat" 21
(Hararti).

as the Armenian authors recognise nothing earlier in the

authentic history of their own nationality than the elevation of

their first Arsacidan king, we may fairly expand the interval

so as to bring the occurrence within the surviving influence of

the treaties for the propagation and protection of Buddhism and
its professors, which the Indian king Asoka mentions in big

Inscriptions (circa 246 B.C.), that he had concluded with

Antiochus, Ptolemy, Antigonus, Magas, and Alexander :

treaties which, now for the first time, under the light of these

early intercommunications, assume an appearance of effective

reality, about which there had previously existed doubts and

suspicions. We were content to acknowledge the energy and
success of the Buddhist missionary efforts in Ceylon and else-

where in the East, but we were hardly prepared to credit the

expansion of the creed to the Westward to such an extent as to

render treaties for the encouragement of its votaries a matter of

state policy, though it is now clear that if these propagation
missions were undertaken by organised communities moving in

large bodies, some understanding with the authorities through
whose territories they were to pass would be imperative.

It may sound strange that the Greek name of Demetrius

should be carried back towards its own fatherland by a prince

tinged with an Indian hue, but such is exactly the result to

have been anticipated from the settlement and local intermarrying
of the Bactrian successors of Alexander in the Punjab, who, in

the failure of new colonists, were speedily absorbed into the

general mass of the indigenous population. That these domes-

ticated dynasties became easy converts to the various supersti-
tions of the country may be well conceived, and there is evidence

in abundance to prove the dominancy of Buddhism in those

parts'; while the Indo-Greeks in their own handiwork, amid the

Buddhist monuments they have left behind them, disclose not

only classical conception, but, in one instance, that of a figure of

Buddha, now in the Lahore Museum, an unmistakable design,
not only of adhering to technical Greek art, but of producing a

form which should address itself to Greek worshippers, and alto-

gether opposed to the outline of the conventional Indian Buddha,
which followed the typical peculiarities of the native physique.

21 Fox Talbot, Annals of the First Eight Years of his Reign

VOL. VII. N.S. X
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The names of the following kings of Armenia occur in

the Cuneiform Inscriptions at Van.22

1. Haldia. 3. Isbuini. 6. Argisti.
2. Minna. 4. Minna. 6. Tiriduri.

I need not recapitulate the casual and sometimes con-

flicting notices of Armenia, during the Achsemenian period,

to be found in the classic authors
;
but I may refer momen-

tarily to the illustrations of the condition of that kingdom
to be gathered from the Cuneiform Inscriptions. Darius

Hystaspis, without specifying the name of any local leader,

confesses that his own generals encountered the Armenians

in five successive engagements,
23 at Zuza (in May, 519 B.C.),

at Tigra (in the same month), at the fort of Uhyama (in

August), at Achidu, in Assyria (in December), and at

Otiara (in May, 518). While the tenor of Xerxes' Inscrip-

tion at Van,
24 where he mentions that his father had

prepared a monument, but left the writing unexecuted,

would seem to imply that Darius's eventual hold upon
the country was but uncertain. Xerxes, however, must

(B.C. 702 694), from an hexagonal prism from Koyunjik.
Journal R. As. Boc., xiv. 135 8.

22 Three of these names were, in the first instance, partially

deciphered by Dr. Hincks (Jour. R. A. S., ix. 417). Sir H.
Rawlinson subsequently amended the readings and added three

more names to the list (Jour. R. A. S., xii. 475). I am indebted

to Mr. Norris for the corrections in the orthography now

adopted; though it must be borne in mind that these rectifica-

tions can scarcely be considered conclusive, as the enhanced

knowledge of Cuneiform scholars has enabled them to detect the

manifest imperfection and uncertainty of Schulz's original Plates.

(Jour. Asiatique, third series, vol. ix. p. 277).
23 Rawlinson, J. R, A. S.,x.,p.xxx. col. ii., sec. 7, 8, 9,10, 11.

Oppert, Journal Asiatique, xviii. (1851), pp. 546, 551, 2, 4, 6.

The dates above given are suggested by M. Oppert. The
names of the places are taken from the Scythic text. Norris,

Scyihic version, J. R. A. S., xix. 139, col. ii., para.'s 7, 8, 9,

10, 11.
24

Rawlinson, J. R. A. S., x., 334
; Oppert. J. A. xix. (1852),

118; Norris, J. R, A. S., xv. 156.
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clearly have been in definite possession of the land, which

finally passed to Alexander the Great/i n the ordinary

course, on his conquest of Darius Codomanus.

We now reach the section of historj more directly

introductory to the period illustrated by the coins.

Mithrenes, the Persian commandant of Sardis, who sur-

rendered to Alexander, after the battle of the Granicus 25

(B.C. 334), was appointed, on the conqueror's entry into

Babylon (B.C. 331),
26

Satrap of the province of Armenia.

After Alexander's death, Neoptolemus
2T was nominated

Governor, a post which he held till B.C. 321, when he was

killed in the celebrated combat a I'outrance with Eumenes 28

in the battle where Craterus also met his death.

Shortly after this, we hear of Ardoates as the indepen-

dent king of Armenia, who proved not only strong enough
to hold his own kingdom, but in 315 B.C. to recover from

the Macedonians, and restore to Ariarathes II., the

neighbouring province of Cappadocia.
29

The next ruler of Armenia of whom any record has

been preserved, named Orontes (in Armenian, Hrand), is

stated to have been a descendant of Hydarnes, one of the

seven Persian conspirators.
30

It is probable that he

paid fealty to, if he was not originally nominated by, the

25
Arrian, i. 18.

26
Arrian, iii. 16 ; Qiimtus Curtius, v. c. i., sec. 44.

27 "
Phrataphernes," Justin, xiii. c. iv.

; Orosius, iii.

* Diod. Sic., xviii. 31
; Justin, xiii. c. 8

; Plutarch, Eumenes,
c. vii.

;
Cornelius Nepos, Eumenes, c. iv.

29

'Apiapadrjs fie 6 rov TrpofitfiacriXevKOTOQ vlog aTre\Tricrag Kara. TO

irapov oTro^copet p.f.T oXiyoov TrpOQ rrjv 'Appeviav. yuer' ov iroXvv $e

yjpbvov TW TTf.pt TOV "Evpevrj KO.I Hep&KKav rtXevr^ird^rwv/Aj/rcyox'ou
(5f Kal SeAtu/cou TreptcrTrw/jeVav, XajBwv lvva.fj.iv Trapa rov ^3a<rtAtcoe

TUV
'

Appeviwy 'Ap^oarou TOV p.ev rvv MaKe^ovcov (rrparrjybv
.V o.7reKTivV) kE,f.(3a\E $. Kal MajceSovaf ra^cwg TTJ

i T)}V oiKeiav apX*)* aVticr^o-aro. Diod. sic. xxxi. 28.
30

Strabo, xi. c. 14, sec. 15, quoted hereafter.
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Seleucidse. 31 Michel Tchamtchean, a modern Armenian

historian (1784-6), interpolates an Artavasdes (with the

date of B.C. 239), as administering for the Seleucidse be-

tween this last monarch and Artaxias ; but M. St. Martin,

while quoting the statement, does not guarantee or con-

firm its accuracy.
3* EDWAHD THOMAS.

( To be continued.
)

31 The French numismatists attribute the following coin to

Armenia :

Armenie. Rois d'Arme"nie.

Arsaines. Regne vers Tan 245 uvant J. O.

Les me"dailles de ce roi sont :

En bronze . R8
. P. o. Petit module ... 40 fr.

L Tte diadenie'e d'Arsame, orne"e de la tiare, a droite, dans

une couronne.

Rev. BASIAEQ2 . AP^AMoY. Cavalier en course, a droite,

coiffe" de la tiare et la main droite arme"e d'un javelot.
E.

4^
R8

F.o. 40 fr

Mionnet, iv. p. 454, and Suppt. vii. (1835), p. 723.
" La

me'daille grecque de ce roi, en bronze, qui peut e"tre regarded
commo unique, et qui sous ce rapport n'a pas te" assez esthne'e

;

au lieu de 40 fr., elle peut etre ported a 100 fr."

Visconti's remarks on the original publication of the coin, in

1801, are to the following effect :

"Cependant on a ete~ persuade" jusqu'a present qu'aucune
mention d'un Arsames, roi d'Armenie, poste"rieur a Alexandre-

le-Grand, n'existoit dans les anciens e"crivains, et que nulle

autorite" directe ne pouvoit fixer avec precision 1'epoque ou il

avoit vecn. Malgr6 cette prevention mes recherches m'ont fait

de"couvrir un passage de Polyen ou il est parle d'un chef

Arm^iiien nomm6 Arsames qui avoit embrasse
1

le parti d'An-
tiochus Hi6rax dans la guerre que ce prince soutenoit contre

Seleucus II., son frere (Polyen, Strateg. Liv. iv. c. 17, Ap<rafir)s

=. Ap<ra/iyy). Je ne doute pas que cet Arsame"sne soit le meine

qui a fait frapper la m^daille dont il s'agit : son age est doiu-

conuu, puisqu'il a du regner vers I
1

an 245 avant J. C." Vis-

conti, vol. ii., plate 45, fig. 1. See also Pellerin, Rois, pi. 21
;

and Tr6sor de BTumismatique, Rois Grecs., p. 81, pi. xxxiv.,

fig. 9; V. Langlois, Num. d' Armenie, Paris, 1859. Visconti

also assigns certain coins, bearing the names of Sanies, Xerxes,
and Mithridates, to Armenia, attributing to them a date proxi-
mate to the period now under consideration, but the variety of the

types would lead to the inference that if these coins belong to

Armenia at all, they must be referred to local or provincial issues.
32

St. Martin, i. 404, 409.
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NOTICE OP RECENT NUMISMATIC PUBLICATIONS.

In No. 1 (January and February) of the Revue Numismati^ue
for 1807 there are the following articles :

1. "Letters to M. A. de LongpSrier on Gaulish Numis-
matics XXV. Coins with the Cross or Wheel," by M. F. de

Saulcy.
2.

"
Coins of Lorraine," by M. Jules Laurent.

3.
" Letter to M. de Saulcy on some inedited Coins of the

Crusaders," by M. F. de Pfaffenhoffen.

4.
"
Chronological Variations of the Reign of Charles VIII.,

d propos of a Medal struck at Lyons."
5.

" Introduction to the Study of Jetons," by M. d'Affry de

la Monnoye.
In the Chronique is a notice by M. Ve>y of a Gaulish coin,

some numismatic rectifications by M. A. de Longperier, and the

continuation of the list of works of the late Abbe" Cavedoni,

by M. J. de Witte.

In the deuxieme livraison of the Revue Numismatique Beige
for 1867 there are the following articles :

1.
" Roman Imperial Coins," by M. J. Sabatier.

This extremely interesting article is a monograph on the

coins of the Roman emperors which offer in their legends a

name of a country, province, or town, or which in any way can

be termed geographical.
2.

"
Catalogue of Obsidional Coins and Pieces of Necessity,"

by M. le Lieut. -Col. P. Mailliet (fifth article).

3.
" Inedited Medal in Honour of Jean-Frangois le Petit,"

by M. le Cointe Maurin Nahuys.
4.

" Notice of some Numismatic Works recently published
in Italy." by M. Morel Fatio.

5.
" Jetons de Mariage," by M. R. Chalon.

6.
" Two Medals of the engraver Etienne, of Holland," by

M. W. J. de Voogt.
7.

" Names Attributed by a Moralist of the Fifteenth Century
to Different Coins," by M. de la Fons-Me"licocq.

8.
"

Official Acts the New Gold Coinage of Leopold II."

In the Melanges are notices of recent numismatic publica-

tions, &c.

In the third part of the third volume of the Berliner Blatterfur

Milnz-Siegel- und Wappenkunde for 1867 are the following :

1. "Inedited Coins in the Collection of Baron Prokesch-

Osten of Constantinople," by M. le Baron de Kohne.
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These coins are published by the Baron Prokesch-Osten

(with a plate) in vol. vi., p. 134-, of the Numismatic Chronicle.

2. ''The Coins of Asander and Polemon I., kings of the

Bosphorus," by M. le Baron de Kohne.
3.

" The Coins of Vaballatlms," by Dr. Alfred von Sallet.

This article is an extract from a small work by Dr. Sallet,

entitled
" Die Fiirsten von Palmyra unter Gallienus, Claudius,

and Aurelian," Berlin, 1866.

The legend on the coins of Vaballathus and Aurelian is

usually transcribed

AYT. CPUUIAC . OYABAAAA0OC A0HNOY;
but Dr. Sallet conclusively proves that the legend commences
with the letters IAC to the left of the bust, where, indeed,

legends of coins usually begin ;
the bust on most of the coins

dividing the letters IAC from the letters CP or CPUU.
It is known from Palmyrene inscriptions that the names of

Julius, Aurelius, and Septimius, are the only ones common at

the period of Odenathus and Zenobia. The letters I, A, C may
therefore represent 'lovXiot, Ai/p?/Xtog, CeTrrifjuoz.

The inscriptions on these coins, as now given by Dr. Sallet are

I. A. .C OYABAAAA00C A0HN. Y. AYT. C. P. or

I. A. C. OYABAAAA0OC A0HN. Y. AYT. C. PU5-

which stand for 'louXtoc AvpjjXtos CevTifjuos OYABAAAA0OC
'A0HNot)u>poe AYTo/cparwp Crpar^yos POD/icuW.
The title orpar^yoy 'PayicuW occurs upon inscriptions.
This interpretation throws great light on the curious word

VORIMDlt, which may be found on the Latin coins of Vabal-
lathus and Aurelian, and which is now proved as has been
before suggested to have the same meaning as the Greek

inscription. The Latin coins therefore read VABALATHVS
Vir Comularis Eomanorum IMperator Dux Eomanorum.

[F. W. M.
4.

" A Letter of Eckhel," communicated by Dr. Julius Fried-
lander.

5.
" Vandal Coins," by Dr. Julius Friedlander.

6.
" Inedited Mediaeval Coins," by M. H. Dannenberg.

7.
" An inedited Coin of Silesia/' by M. C. F. Trochsel.

8.
" Mexican Copper Coins," by M. le Baron de Kohne.

9.
" On a recently-discovered Seal-stamp of Duke Mestwin I.,

of East Pomerania," by M. Ernst Strehlke.

The part concludes with Miscellanea, and Notices of New
Coins or Medals and New Books.

In the Revue ArcMologique for May, 1867, is an article by
M. Anatole de Barthelemy, giving an interesting account of

four Gaulish dies for striking coins. The first of these, found
at Avenches (Canton de Vaud), is composed of bronze let into
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iron, and has already been described in the Numismatic

Chronicle, N.S. vol. iv. p. 290, and in the Archceological
Journal, vol. xix. p. 253.

The second, found at Corent, near Clermont Ferrand (Puy
de Dc">me), is at present lost, though a drawing of it has been

preserved. It is for the reverse of a coin having the horse

upon it, and consists of a flat disc, with a round projecting

tang, perhaps for fixing it in a wooden block.

The third, also found at Corent, is of sugar-loaf form, fully

\\ inch high and f inch in diameter, with the reverse of a

coin engraved on its base.

The fourth is a die for the reverse of a coin of Togirix, and
was found at Bar-sur-Aube. It is also of conical form, 1 inch

high. Unfortunately, M. de Barthelemy omits to specify the metal

of which these dies are made, though it is presumably bronze.

MISCELLANEA.

SALE OF COINS. The important collection of Greek coins of

James Whittall, Esq., of Smyrna, was dispersed by Messrs.

Sotheby, Wilkinson, and Hodge, on the 20th May, 1867, and
seven following days. It contained many fine and rare speci-
mens some of which are deserving of special notice. Lot 47.

Panormus, M 7, wt. 262 grs.; rev. horse's head and palm-tree
5. Lot 96. Lysimachus, M 9, wt. 263 r

2

Q- grs., usual type,
with a terminal Priapus in the field 5. Lot 111. Amphipolis,
.51 6, wt. 216 grs.; head of Apollo, nearly full face; rev.

AM3>IIIOA1TEON in a sunken square 14: 5s. Lot 117. Oredtse,

M 4, wt. 156TV grs. 9 10s. Lot 175. Locri Opuntii, M 6, wt.

186 grs.; female head, of fine work, to left; rev. OIIONTIfiN;
Ajax Oileus, an excellent piece 7 10s. Lot 191. ^E nna, Al 5|,
wt. ISS-iV grs. ;

A-I and tortoise
;
rev. N I and dolphin in a

sunken square of five divisions 5 12s. Qd. Lot 197. Axus
Cretse, M 7, WT. 174 grs. ;

head of Apollo to right ; rev. tripod in

a sunken circle, of rough work 9 15s. Lot 198. Chersone-

sus, ^R 6J-, wt. 172TV grs.; female head to left; rev. XEP2O,
retrograde, and Hercules striking with a club

;
of rough work,

but perfect condition 15. Lot 200. Chersonesus, M 7, wt.

162-A- grs. ;
same types, but with XEP2ONASION, of better

work, fine condition 18. Lot 205. Eleuthernce, M 7, wt.

169-iV grs. ;
head of Apollo to right ;

rev. EAEY0EPNAION,
retrograde; nude Apollo (?), holding a bow and an apple; very
fine 16. Lot 206. Another, M 8, wt. 176 rV grs. ; EAEY0EP,
retrograde ;

a female head to right, rev. man holding a bow,
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10. Lot 213. Polyrhenium, M 5|, wt. 178A grs. ; fiead

of Jupiter to right ;
rev. HOAYPHNlON, &c.

;
head of a

bull
;

fine work, and very fine condition 18. Lot 214.

Prrcsus, JR 7, wt. 164^ grs. ; Jupiter Aetophortis seated
; rev.

forepart of stag: extra fine 10 10*. Lot 229. Mithradates

VI., King of Poiitus, M 9J, \vt. 252W grs. ;
rev. Pegasus, extra

fine 25 10s. Lot 234. Nicomedia Bithynise, of Aurelius and

Verus, ^E 8 16. Lot 241. Cyzicus Mysiae; electruna, s. 5,

wt. 247-/-
-

grs. 32. Lot 243. Cyzicus, JRty, wt. 257-,% grs. ;

head of Ceres
;
rev. a torch 17. Lot 21)2. Alexandria Troas,

M 8, wt. 242^% grs. ;
head of Apollo ;

rev. Apollo with bow
11. Lot 450. Smyrna, M 4J, wt. 55TV grs. ;

female head to

right ;
rev. Homer seated 44. Lot 520. Palaeopolis of Sep.

Severus, JE 7; rev. Jupiter seated 12. Lot 547. C s, M 6,

wt. 226ii) grs. ;. head of Hercules
;
rev. a crab 121 5s. Lot

666. Paphos, JE 1J ;
head of Venus Urania; rev. nA<3>!

;
dove

to right 6 15*. Lot 792. Seleucus I., M 6|, wt. 263ro grs. ;

head of Jupiter ;
rev. quadriga of elephants 9. Lot 794.

Antiochus I., M 8, wt. 264 grs. ;
usual type ; perfect condition

9 15*. Lot 816. Antiochus 11., M 8* wt. 2G3i
5
<; grs.; head

to right; rev. Apollo 1910*. Lot 826. Antiochus Jlierax,

M 9, wt. 264 grs. ;
rev. Apollo seated on the cortina 10 15s.

Lot 858. Cleopatra and Antiochus Y1IL, M 7f, wt. 245v<j grs.;
usual type 12 15s. Lot 864 Antioclms VIII., Al 7f, wt.

247 grs. ; rev. mausoleum of Sardanapalus 9. Lot 895.

Shekel of Judea, year 2, M 5f, wt. 202i
;

V grs. 12 10s. Lot

896. Half Shekel, same year, M 4, wt. 106ii> grs. ;
a perfect

specimen 21 10*. Lot 898. Simon Barcocebas, M 6|, wt.

207 grs.; type of De Saulcy, xi. n. 1 12 12s. Lot 905.

Persia, the Double Daric, tf 4, wt. 256ro grs. 17. Lot 1031 .

Lacedsemon, M 1$, wt. 226^" grs. ;
head of Minerva to right ;

rev. AA nude Hercules to left 15. Lot 1043. Smyrna
Ionise, M 9J, wt. 252iV grs. ;

rev. 2MYPNAIQN AIOXYSIOS,
lion, &c. 16 15s. Lot 1044. Seleucus Nicator, jy" 4, wt. 132i%

grs. ; head of Minerva to right ;
rev. Victory holding a crown

and a trident 30. Lot 1045. Chios Insula, M 5|, wt. 2;>;'.nT

grs. ; sphinx to left
;
rev. a deep incuse square of four divisions

11. Lot 1050. Mechrapata, M 6, wt. loli'o grs. ;
rev. a

sunken square containing six Lycian letters and triquetra ; very
fine 9. Lot 1054. lalysus Bhodi, M 7, wt. 223 grs.;

1AAY2ION, a winged boar to left; rev. IAAY2ION (the S

reversed); head of a bird to left 39. Lot 1057. Arcadia in

genere, ^l 6, wt. 174i% grs. ;
head of Jupiter, left

; rev. A P in

inon. Pan seated on a rock, holding his pedum and syrinx ;

26.
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XI.

COINS OF THE PTOLEMIES.

(Continued.}

REMARKS ON THE STATERS OF THE PTOLEMIES.

" A stater in a big jar makes a big noise." Talmud.
" The attempt to reconcile these authorities would seem to be, what the

old German proverb calls, 'making a cloak for the moon.' "

Hussey, Essay, pp. 35, 36.

SOME fault having been found with me for calling the

Egyptian silver stater a didrachm, I feel it is necessary
I should enter at some length on the difficult question of

the nomenclature of the principal Egyptian gold and

silver coins.

It may be premised that the commonest gold coin, the

gold stater, has a full weight of nearly 430 grs. troy, and

the commonest silver coin, the silver stater, a full weight
of about 220 grs. They are obviously struck on the same

system, and the lighter weight of the gold may no doubt

be explained. The question is whether the gold stater is

an octodrachm or a tetradrachm, the silver stater a tetra-

drachm or a didrachm.

I. Boeckh, in his "
Metrologische Untersuchungen,"

p. 138, adopting the results of Raper,
1 holds the regular Pto-

1

Philosophical Transactions, vol. Ixi. p. 484.

VOL. VII N.S. Y
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lemaic gold and silver moneyHo have been probably struck

on what he terms the "
Macedonio-^Eginetan standard/'

the well-known standard of Philip's silver money. If he is

correct in his nomenclature of the older coins struck on

this standard, the gold stater of the Ptolemies would be a

tetradrachm, and the silver stater a didrachm, always

supposing that the nomenclature had not changed at or

after the adoption of the standard by the Ptolemies. In

the statements of writers of the latest Ptolemaic, or early

Roman, and Roman period, which either lay down or imply

that the silver stater was a tetradrachm, he finds the

difficulty which is the subject of this paper, and suggests,

as the right explanation, that there were two talents at

the time of which the " Alexandrian" metrologist wrote,

a great Ptolemaic or ^Eginetan equal to 125 Roman

pounds, and its half, the little [or depreciated] Attic, equal

to 62J. I have not thought it necessary to quote Boeckh,

as the passages he discusses have since been more fully

investigated.
3

II. Mommsen, in discussing the coinage of the Ptolemies,

alleges various important data which must be fully ex-

amined. He takes it for granted that the gold stater is an

octodrachm, and the silver stater a tetradrachm. It must

be premised that in his opinion the heaviest Persian silver

coin, probably, as he holds, struck at Babylon, may be con-

sidered an octodrachm of the Babylonian (?) system/ and

similarly the Tyrian silver coin of the same weight as the

Ptolemaic silver stater is, with him, a tetradrachm. 5 He

2 He excepts the coins of Attic and supposed Attic weight,

pp. 144, 145.
3

Metrologische Untersuchimgeu, pp. 197, seqq.
4 Histoire de la Monnaie Romaine, p. 42.
5

Id., p. 45.
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expresses no doubt as to the correctness of his nomen-

clature of the Egyptian coins : our purpose is to examine

how far his data affect that nomenclature. The principal

passages from the section on Egyptian money may now be

given :

" La drachme des Ptolemees se rapproche encore plus ex-

actement que celle de Rhodes de la drachme de Tyr. Les
monnaies d'or du premier des Ptolemies sont des trioboles, des

didrachmes et des pentadrachmes frappe"s sur le pied de 3*%
57 par drachme. Leurs octodrachmes d^passent rarement le

poids de 27^88 a 27gr
'73, ce que donne a la drachme un poids

variant de 3gr
-,
486 a 3^466.

" La monnaie d'argent des Ptole"mees est taille"e sur le nie"me

pied que la monnaie d'or La piece la plus commune
est le tetradrachme

;
les didrachmes sont rares. On conserva

aux monnaies d'argent leur poids quand celui de la monnaie
d'or fut re"duit, probablement pour ne pas les mettre dans une

position trop desavantageuse vis-a-vis de la monnaie de Tyr.
6

On pent en conclure que la drachm e de cuivre, dont il est si

souvent parle, devait etre du me'me poids ;
rien dans les mon-

naies elles-memes ne s'oppose a cette conclusion, quoiqu'en

E'gypte, comme partout ailleurs, les pieces de cuivre soieiit si

inegalement frappes qn'ii est difficile, pour ne pas dire impos-
sible, d'en determiner la valeur monetaire par le poids, commo
on le fait pour 1'or et pour 1'argent. Les tres-grosses pieces de

cuivre e"taient fort estimees en E'gypte, car il en existe qui pesent

jusqu'a 100 grammes, et qui devaient par consequent valoir au

nioins 30 drachmes de cuivre.
" Letronne fut le premier qui determina la proportion existant

en E'gypte entre 1'or et 1'argent.
7 La piece d'or de 8 drachmes

(le statere des Ptole'me'es) valait une mine d'argent, ou 100

drachmes,
8 ce qui donne une proportion de 1 : 12,5.

6 This would be conclusive, were there any coins of Tyre con-

temporary with the earlier 'Egyptian gold staters, which have

the deficient weight of all their successors. R. S. P.
7

Recompense promise a celui qui decouvrira deux esclaves.

Paris. 1833. (Extrait du Journal des Savants.)
8 Un esclave s'enfuit, ayant sur lui trois mines en pieces d'or,

*X(av XPvffi v tTiffi'inov juvcueta y (Letronne, ibid.}. Jamais piece
d'or n'a valu 100 drachmes de cnivre, mais la plus forte et en

memo temps cellc que Ton a frappee le plus souvent, valait
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" Le rapport entre 1'argcnt monnaye" et le cuivre monnaye a

donne" lieu a beaucoup de controverses sans aucun r6sultat tres-

satisfaisant. Le te*moignage de Festus est cependant d6cisif

pour l'poque romaine. Get auteur fixe le talent alexandrin &

12 deniers romains
;

la drachme d'argent valait un quart de

denier, comme nous le verrons ci-apres ; par consequent, 48

drachmes d'argent des Ptole'me'es 6galaient 6,000 drachmes de

cuivre du mme syst^me, et 1'argent 6tait au cuivre comme
1 : 125, ce qui est une proportion tres-admissible. II est fort

douteux cependant que cette proportion soit applicable a l'e"poque

qui pre~ce"da la domination romaine. En effet, il est clair que

I'argent tant au cuivre comme 1 : 125, le cuivre sera& 1'orcomme
1 : 562 [c] ; or cette proportion, par nombre fractionnaire,

n'est pas applicable a de grandes sommes, et certainement

elle n'a etc" tronv6e qu'apres coup ;
il est Evident que cette re"gle

a e"te" faite pour assimiler la drachme au sesterce, le te"tradrachme

d'Alexandrie au denier romain et 100 draehmes d'Alexandrie a

Faureus imperial. Cherchons done un document plus ancien et

ante>ieur a la domination romaine en Egyptc.
"
Peyron

9 se base sur ce que, dans les documents bistoriques
des E'gyptiens, 2 drachmes d'argent sont regarde"es comme un

prix tres-bas pour lefroment, et 300 drachmes de cuivre comme
un prix e"leve, et il en tire la proportion 1 : 120. Letronne 10

part du principe que l'inte"ret de I'argent e"tait chez les anciens

de 1 pour 100 par mois, et comme pour une statere d'or on

donnait a Alexandrie 60 drachmes de cuivre par mois, il arrive

au proportions suivantes : 1 : 750 pour Tor et le cuivre, et 1 : 60

pour Tor et I'argent [we], Cette argumentation laisse beauconp a

de^irer, et Letronne en convient tout le premier ; cependant on

arrive exactement au m6me r^sultat })ar d'autres donn^es.

"Philemon, auteur comique d'Athenes, et ai)res lui les gram-
mairiens, parlent souvent d'un talent d'or valant trois pieces d'or

attiquef,
11 ou 6 drachmes d'or de la mme monnaie; or 1'E'gypte

se trouve tre le seul des pays en relation commercial avec

Athenes ou une somme pent etre indiff^remment comptee en

pieces d'or ou en talents de cuivre
;
de plus les historiens et les

inscriptions attiques de 1'e" jtoque plus re"cente font souvent men-
tion des pieces d'or et de cuivre que la (jrece tirait de 1'E'gypte.

100 drachmes d'argent; c'est ce que prouve le passage suivant

de Pollux (ix. o7j : 'O ?^pv<roi/c ftrarrip fjLvar ijCvt'ciro.
9

Voy. Corpus. Iiiscr. (jr., t. iii. pp. 2^9, 300.
10

Letronne, loc. cit., pp. 11, 13.
11

Voy. Pollux, iv. 173; ix. 53; et dans Boockh. (Met.
Unters., p. 344), les diverse^ donnees des gramniairicns.
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II est clone tout a fait probable que par talent d'or Panteur veut

parler ici du talent de cuivre e"gyptien lvalue" en pieces d'or.

Eustathe, qui en parle, 1'appelait talent macedonien, et ces deux
locutions s'accordent parfaitement, puisque c'est du talent des

Lagides qu'il s'agit.
" Ainsi nous arrivons a ce re"sultat, que 6 drachmes at-

tiques pesent 268,20, tandis que 8 drachmes d'E'gypte pesent
278,84:. La difference entre lea deux drachmes [sic] est si

niiniine qu'elle a pu re"sulter d'une variation momentanle dans

le cours du change, d'autant plus qu'il s'agit de monnaies e"tran-

geres. Du temps de Philemon, 8 drachmes d'or d'Egypte
valaient done 6,000 drachmes de cuivre, ce qui nous ramene au

resultat que Letronne avait obtenu par une autre voie.

" L'or est au cuivre comme 1 : 750,

,,
a 1'argent comme 1 : 12.5,

L'argent est au cuivre coinme 1 : 60,

et par consequent un stature d'or est l'e"quivalent d'une mine
d'argent et d'un talent de cuivre.

" Sous la domination des liomains, ces proportions resterent a

peu pres les memes. Le nouveau statere d'or, Taureus impe-
rial, valut toujours une mine d'argent ;

mais la monnaie de

cuivre, qui avait deja sensiblement baisse, fiit presque entiere-

ment de"preciee. L'aureus ne pesant pas tout a fait le tiers de

1'ancien octadrachme, la drachme d'argent, qui valait un poids
d'or egal a 0,288, tomba a 0,082, et le cuivre se trouvant a cette

e"poque vis-a-vis de 1'argent dans la proportion de 1 : 125, la

drachme de cuivre tomba d'une valeur en or de 0,048 a celle de

0,00066." Histoire de la Monnaie Romaine, traduite par le

Due de Blacas, t. i. pp. 5256.

The reader will readily perceive that no direct proof of the

nomenclature of the Ptolemaic coins is here given. There

is neither a positive passage from any ancient author, nor is

there any immediately convincing inference. It seems to

be taken for granted that the gold stater was an octodrachm

and the silver stater a tetradrachm, because the former

was equivalent to a mina of silver, the said mina contain-

ing 100 drachms, and the proportion could only be

8 dr. N = = 100 M, not 4 dr. N = 100 M, for in the

latter case gold would have been to silver 1 : 25 q. e. a.
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Here, however, we have a postulate that may be vicious,

that the mina contained 100 drachms ; for if this was

the case, the Ptolemaic talent must have been half its

original. It may be supposed, however, that the ancient

writers and modern critics referred to by Mommsen have

proved this supposed postulate, and changed it to an

axiom. The passages to which he draws attention must

therefore be carefully, examined.

First let us see what information is given in Letronne's

essay, of which the correct title is as follows :

"
Papyrus

Grec du regne d'Everg-ete II., contenant Farmonce d'une

recompense promise qui ramenera deux esclaves

ecbappe"s." (Journal des Savants, 1833, pp. 329341

(Juin), 477486 (Aout), and plate.) The document is

of so much importance in connection with Ptolemaic

numismatics, that I cannot do better than insert Letroune's

transcription and translation before entering upon the

discussion of his inferences :

Tov KG f TTf
\<j>

I
",

'

ApiaToyivov TOV L'an xxv.. le xvi. d'epiphi.

'A\af3avdtw<;,Trpi<TptVTov,7rai(; avaicsx^- Un esclave d'Aristogene, fils do

Chrysippe, d'Alabanda, depute, s'est

, ..xv * . T HE, gchapp & Alexandria.
ptjKev tv A\fEavSpug. y ovo^ia Rpnuv, j, ;e ,,,,,, Hermon, amsi npi.<-l.'

Of Kal NtiAoj," Kit us; Syrioii de naissanre, clc Juvilic

KaXtlrai, TO ykvoq *2.vpOQ ano Banfivicric,
de ^ambyce ; environ 18 aim.

5 wf ETWV 1H, nty*0ii fiSffog, ayivtwQ,^ Grandeur moyenne ; sans barbe,'

iVKViipaQ, (CotXoysvtiof, ^)Kot; irapa plva jambes bien faite? ; creux au menton ;

t* apianpuv, ov\i) virip vaXivov ft signc pms de la nurine gauche; ri.-u-

,

r " r A trice au-de8BUfl du coin gauclie de la

OpUTTtguv, bouche; le poignet di-oit maique de

iaTiyn'cvu<2 TOV ctZibv Kapirov ypafifiaat lettres barbares ponctiu'e-*.

3apfiapiKo~ic, f'eaiv t\a>v vpvaiov ITTI- J1 avait ^quand il s'e4 enfui] une
r cemture qui contenail en or monnayg

trois pieces de la valeur d'une minV,
10 fjivaiua T, TTivaQ I, KPIKOV niCripovv et dix ...... un iinneaii de tcr sin-

iv
(f> \ijKv9oi; Kfif ZVGTI at, /rai -rrtol TO l^P"'! sont mi HVythus et des stri-

ff<jj a giles, won rorjis t-tait convert d'une

i , \ 'y - n > clilamyde et d uu peri/ome,
XAct/iKOa KOI Trfpt^atfjia' roi'rovot; avava-

yayy \j/i//4rot ^a\KOV TABP, t<p' ifpov Celui qui le ramenera reeevra 2 ta-

lents et :s,000 druchines ; uiais indi-

lo Mijvuttv Ct TOV pov\ofjit i'oi> TUIQ TTdfja l talent et 2,lKH> dracliim-s si rVst

TOli OTuarnyov. die/ un honniie solvable et qui aura
sul.i la i-cuie., 3 talent:., ct i').(iun

drecbmee,
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$1 (cat 6 ffwairotitSpaKUQ aura) Faire la declaration, si Ton vent,

KHOV, SovXos KaXXixpaTov TUV ntpi
aupres des employes du stratege.

al'XffV

apvvirnptTwv, uty'tQii Bpavvc, irXaTvc S'est encore echappe avec lui Bion,1
enclave de Calibrate, un des archy-
peretes de la cour.

20 O.TTO rwv u>/jiwv, Kara.Kvrffj.og, ^apoiroQ, Taille petite; epaules larges ;

oe KOI t%<ov avaictxupriKiv \p,ctTiov (cat jambes fortes ; yeirx pers.

Ifiaridtov iraidapiov /cat vtfiinov yvvai- n avait, lorsqu'il s'est enfui, une tu-

Ktiov d%iov TA^" /cat \a\(cov E -

nique, un petit manteau d'esclave, et

un coffret de femme du prix de 6 ta-

roBrov
c.

& -ayy X,^r t o,a cal ^S Jfffe'SSlS, recevra au-

i/TTtp rot' tant que pour le premier.

irpoyeypanntvov. Mrjrvtiv Si t;ai VTrip Eaire dememe sa declaration, pour
TOVTOV rote; irapa. TOV arpaT^ov. celui-ci, aux employes du stratege.

This very interesting document is a copy of one of those

placards (ypapfj.a.Tta, libelli), cried as a proclamatio, or pub-

licly exhibited, in which a reward was promised to the

restorer or discoverer of a lost person or thing. I am

compelled to pass by this point of view, only remarking
that M. Letronne has excellently illustrated it. I go on

to the question of date.

The year is alone indicated, no sovereign is named ; but

from the absence of any Roman name and the form of the

characters ("par des caracteres "), M. Letronne is con-

vinced that the record is of the time of the Ptolemies.

The form TOU KG (understand erovc) is not known to him

(" du moins je ne m'en rappelle pas d'exemple ") in any

other papyrus or inscription, whether of Egypt or the

Cyrenaica. The king's name is often omitted, but then

the year is marked by the numerical letters, preceded

either by the sign L,
12

or else by Irovs or ertt. Between

lines 2 and 3 are some indistinct letters ("peudistinctes")

which can only be tv
'

A\ettvdpdg. ;
therefore the owner of

the slave Hermon was there when the slave ran away.

The owner was a deputy (Trpe^fur/'/c) of the Carian town of

Alabanda. Evidently, therefore, he was some envoy of

12 See ante, Num. Chron., N.S., vol. iv. p. 235. Tirage, p. 31.
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the Carian cities at the court of Alexandria to promote

the interests of Lycia and Caria, which brings us to the

reignsof Epiphanes, Philometor,and Euergetes [II.], under

whom these interests were matters of negotiation. Accord-

ing to Polybius, Lycia, after the defeat of Antiochus the

Great in the year B.C. 189, was given to the Rhodians. The

Lycians refused to accept this domination, and a war fol-

lowed, in which Ptolemy Epiphanes aided the continentals,

and Eumenes the Rhodians, a war which ended in B.C. 177.

After many vicissitudes, a decree of the Romans, probably

concerted with the king of Egypt, in B.C. 146, ordered

the liberation of the Lycians and Carians from the Rhodiaii

rule. It is apparent from Polybius that the Carian towns

Mylasa and Alabanda played a principal part in these

events. 13 It is, therefore, more than probable that the

stay of a deputy of Alabanda at Alexandria was connected

with these negotiations, and this is rendered almost certain

by the facts that the year B.C. 146, when they were closed

by the liberation of the Carian towns, falls exactly in the

twenty-fifth of a king of Egypt, Euergetes II., and the

papyrus is dated in the twenty-fifth year of a sovereign

of Egypt. Nothing, I admit, could be more plausible

than this argument. Unfortunately, however, there is an

almost insuperable fact in its way. As will be perceived

in noticing Letronue's explanation, this document speaks

only of gold and copper currency, and in such terms

that there can be no doubt there was nothing then

that could be called a silver currency, and that the

gold coins mentioned are the well-known heaviest gold

pieces of the Ptolemies. We must therefore assign the

document to a sovereign in whose reign there was a gold

currency, including these coins, as well as a copper cur-

13

Polybius, xxx.
,

lL* uml l<">.
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rency, but no silver currency. The gold coins in question

begin with the contemporary ones of Arsinoe I. and II., or

Arsinoe II. only, struck during, and perhaps a few years

before, the accession as sole king of Ptolemy II. Phil-

adelphus, and were struck under each succeeding reign

until that of Ptolemy VII. Philometor, of whom and his

successors not one specimen is known
; although it is

possible that some coins of " Arsinoe Philadelphos
" of

base style were struck as late as the time of Philometor

or Euergetes II. But again, the issue of a regular

silver currency ceases early in the reign of Ptolemy

II., or of Ptolemy III ,
and recommences under that

of Ptolemy V. Epiphaues, after which it is not in-

terrupted, except during some years of the reign of

Ptolemy VII. Philometor, before his nineteenth, until the

end of the reign of Ptolemy XIII. Auletes. It must be

remembered, however, that a silver currency would last

some time after the latest date of its issue. These con-

ditions point to the reigns of Ptolemy III., Euergetes I.,

or Ptolemy IV. Philopator. As, however, Ptolemy Euer-

getes I. reigned twenty -five years, and his successor only

seventeen, it follows that the date of the document, year

twenty-five, if limited to these two reigns, can only indi-

cate that of the former king. It is almost certain,

however, that the Egyptian sovereigns were not deprived

of the possession of Caria from at least the reign of Pliil-

adelphus until that of Epiphanes, under whom it was taken

by the Seleucid king ;
and it may reasonably be asked

whether an ambassador TrpeajStvTt'iQ could have been sent

from a dependency to the court of Alexandria. This

depends very much upon the degree of autonomy the

Greek provinces of Egypt enjoyed. Judging from the

COILS, I am disposed to think it was considerable; and I

VOL. VII. N.S. Z
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sec no reason why a Carian city should not have despatched

an envoy to transact business at the Egyptian court. The

reader must choose between this difficulty and that of

placing the date of the document at a time to which we

cannot certainly assign any gold staters, or indeed any

gold coins whatever, and, what seems still more important,

a time of an abundant silver currency. I have laid

great stress here, and elsewhere, on the evidence of the

remaining coins. I may cite two passages, confirmatory

o c the classification of the coins of the Ptolemies, by indi-

cating the nature of the currency at the time specified

Ptolemy IV. Philopator promised the Rhodians various

supplies, including three hundred talents of silver, and a

thousand talents of copper money ('ETnjyye/'Xaro E KCU

UroXefjialoQ avroig apyvpiov raXavra rpta/coffta ..... Kal ^a\KOv

vo/j/oymroe raXan-a x/\ta, v. 89, 1, 2). Ptolemy V. Epi-

phanes gave the Achseans two hundred talents of struck

Copper money (3tor<$ma Se ra\avra vo//,/o^mroc C7ri(n'i(jiov \a\Kov,

Id. xxiii. 9, 3). Under both these kings the great

currency was of copper, though Epiphanes began a silver

currency in Cyprus. Philopator struck very little gold or

silver, Epiphanes more gold and silver, though, apparently,

less than later kings of the latter.

Coming to the consideration of the numismatic informa-

tion derivable from the papyrus, I must first quote

Letronne's criticism :

"
Quant a la construction dea-iv lyuv . . . pvaiela, je crois que
la est regime de e^ova-av sous-entendu

;
a moms qu'on n'y

voie une apposition de dearie. La locution ^pvo-tov k7ri(Ti)fj,ov

ILvattia T est precisement la meme chose que dpyvpiav dr
(i.

e.

fyuxpas TptaKorriac), qu'on trouve dans un papyrus de Turin,
13 et

ailleurs. Je ne puis voir dans ces ^aiela que 1'adjectif derive

de p.va mine
;

)a forme iisitee est yuymalos connne celle de tous

les adjectifs de ce genre, raAamalos, dpa^ialoy, etc.
14

; la forme

14
Reuvens, Lettres sur des Papyrus Grecs, iii. p. 22.
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eloe en diffiere tres-peu ;
le substantif sous-entendu est vo-

(ju<Tfj.a ;
et par pvaitlov ou

fj.vaLa.~iov vopicrfj.a ^pvalov eTriprjuov, je
ne puis entendre que le statere d'or, dont la valeur etait egale a
une mine ($argent), fj,vav rfivva.ro 6 ^pvaovg orcm/p, dit Pollux,

15

et c'est en ce sens que le meme Pollux a pu dire que la mine
etait a la fois un poids et une monnaie. 16 Un des papyrus de
Leide fait mention de ce statere d'or; et la valeur qu'il repre-
sentait 6tait considerable, puisqu'il portait interet de soixante

drachmes de cuivre par mois, ou sept cent vingt par an." . . .

" Au reste, ces divers passages de Pollux ont offert de grander
difficulties, et Ton a voulu corriger divorcement son texte. 17

En effet, ils sont inexplicables si on les entend du numeraire

attique, puisqu'un statere d'or, pour equivaloir a une mine
d'argent, devait peser comme liuit drachmes, dans la propor-
tion douzieme

;
ou comme dix, dans la proportion dixieme; or, de

pareils stateres d'or n'ont jamais exist6 a Atheues :
18

les auteurs

n'en parleut pas, et il ne s'en est pas conserve" un seul
;
mais ces

passages s'expliquent facilement, rapporte"s an numeraire alex-

andrin, au moins tel que nous le font conuaitre les tnonnaies des

Lagides qui nous restent."

M. Letronne then gives weights of three denominations

of gold money, which he concludes to be octodrachms,

tetradrachms, and drachms, and he then determines the

so-called silver medallion of Arsinoe (I. or II.) to be adeca-

drachm, and the other silver coins (the ordinary currency)

to be tetradrachms. It must be added that it has not

escaped his observation that there is a special and small

class of Ptolemaic coins with Attic weight.

"
II s'ensuit que la drachme alexandrine e"tait presque 6gale en

poids au denier remain de 96 a la livre
6

|,"
= 64,16 [grains

Fr., not grammes], et que la mine de 100 drachmes s'eloi-

gnait peu du poids de la livre romaine.

"D'apres ces observations, le fj.vaial.ov ou nvatelov vofjuafjia

ypvalov est le yjpvaovg arafrjp dontil est question dans un papyrus
du Mus6e de Leide. 19 Ce statere d'or ne pent avoir t6

15
ix. 57. 16 xi. 56.

17 Of. Biickh, Staatshaushaltung, i. 27.
l* This may be considered doubtful. M. Huber's sale contained

a gold tetradrachm of Athens (Cat. 1862, No. 378). R. S. P.
19

Iteuvens, Lettrea sur des Papyrus Grecs, iii., p. 22.
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qu'une monnaie 6gale en poids an grand me"daillon des Lagides :

d'ou r6sulte la preuve que ce me"daillon d'or a 6t6 une monnaie

re"elle, et non line pie'ce de present on de prix.
" Son poids, de 520 a 524 grains, nous montre que c'e'tait un

octodrachme d'or ; et jiuisqu'il valait une mine dargent ou 100

drachmes, on a pour la proportion mone"taire dcs deux me"taux

(-|-) = 12^ a 1; rapport tres-vraisemblable, puisque leur

proportion flottait alors entre 10 et 12."

Observe, that the whole ground for making the gold

stater an octodrachtn is to be found in the necessary

division of the mina into 100 drachms. If it be proved

that the Ptolemaic mina, like most others, contained 100

drachms, then the gold stater is an octodrachm. But M.

Letronne does not prove this.

He next discusses the copper talent, a subject upon
which I do not at present enter further than to say

that he gives no grounds for determining the contents in

drachms of the staters of gold and silver. His main data

and results I have already given from Mommsen (ante,

p. 164. Tiraye, p. 106).

" Vieiment eneuite les mots iriras c^'ica; ce mot vivai m'est

inconnu, et mille analogie ne me met snr la voie pour en de"-

couvrir le sens. J 'ignore de meme si ce mot indique une sorte

de monnaie, fraction du statere
;
ce qui est probable, puisque

les mots xpv<nov eVtcr^/uou semblent dominer a la fois ^ivaula et

Trivas ; ou bien s'il designe une esp&ce particuliere d'objets, au
nombre de dix

; Trivas c)t'fca e"tant consider^ comme un second

regime de
f\(oi'.

Cette derniere supposition ne me parait pas
la meilleure."

I reprint these observations to draw the reader's atten-

tion to the difficult word, regretting that I can throw no

light upon its meaning.

I have now to cite what M. Letronne says of the

passages containing mention of the drachms of copper :

"
Lign. 12, 13. Je viens a 1'article le plus inte"ressant, a

celui de la recompense promise. Le passage n'est pas sans dif-

ficult6 ; je crois toutefois en avoir Baisi le vrai sens. II y a ici
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trois sornmes differentes, dont 1'expression est compost de la

sigle r\, qui est celle du talent, des lettres B, A et T, qui in-

diquent le nombre de ces talents, et enfin d'une plus petite lettre

place"e au-dessus
;
savoir : T au-dessus de B, B de A, et G de I*.

Quand on connait 1'usage suivi dans les papyrus grecs d'Egypte,

d'exprimer les fractions du talent en drachmes, on ne peut douter

que la premiere somme no soit e"gale a 2 talents 3,000 drachmes

(= 15,000); la seconde a 1 talent 2,000 drachmes (=8,000);
etlatroisiemeaStalents 5,000 drachme^(= 23,000 drachmes)/'

20

I do not enter into the question of the rewards offered.

M. Letronne has most satisfactorily explained them ; but

1 m'ay satisfy the reader's curiosity by remarking that the

lowest reward was offered if the slave had taken asylum,

as in such a case he would be difficult to recover, sup-

posing the asylum had not the right of protecting run-

away slaves, as had the Theseum at Athens/
1 and that

the highest reward was in case of the fugitive's being

detected hidden in the house of " a paying man/' nap avtipi

atoxpo), for such a man could pay fines, or the like, which

would enable the owner to give this largest sum.

It will be perceived that I have been unable to deduce

from M. Letronne's paper any evidence, beyond that for

the relation of gold to silver, bearing upon our problem.

Let us now turn to MM. Peyron and Reuvens, and see

whether the papyri edited by them, and their comments,

further illustrate our difficulty.

The papyri examined by M. Amedeo Peyron have

yielded the curious result that the private transactions

were in copper money, the fines paid to the sovereign in

coined silver.
" All the contracts referred to in the Turin

Papyri, or the Greek Registers of Grey, are in copper

20 C'est le seul exemple que je connaisse de cette maniere de

placer la fraction du talent. On le mettait ordinairement a cote",

comme a la ligne 23.
21 Plut. in Thes. 36.
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money among them the important contract of Papy-
rus XIII., of Turin ; but the two fines settled in Pap. IV.

1. 26, and in Pap. VIII. 1. 36, to be paid to the king, were

in silver drnchms. So the Rosetta Stone speaks of revenue

and charges fyyvpucal in silver, and atnKu.1 in corn
(11. 11,

14, 15, 21, 29), but not of payments in copper money."
22

I do not find in the papyri edited by A. Peyron any indi-

cation of the coin in which the silver drachms were paid.

The sums stated are reconeileable with either tetradrachms

or didrachms without fractious; fractions of the silver

stater, be it observed, having been struck very rarely.

In one of these papyri, however, dated in the year

thirty-four of a king Peyron decides to be Ptolemy IX.

Euergetes II., we find not only mention of silver drachms,

but though two drachms are specified, we do not find the

term didrachm used, nor do we find any mention of tetra-

drachms or of staters, nor indeed of minse, though a sum

of 1,268 drachms is mentioned; five talents of copper

are also mentioned, but no lower sum. The portion of

the document containing these data I give below, with

Peyron's rendering.
23

22

AvvegnacliS di gia aveva io osservato nei Papyri Tauri-

nenses, Pap. II. p. 33, che in Egitto solevano i privati contrattare

fra loro in moneta di rame, ma pattuire in dracme d'argento
cuniato le multe da pagarsi al Re. Tutti i contratti riferiti iiei

Papiri Torinesi, e nei Greci Registri del Grey sono tutti in

moneta di rame, tranne il contratto vitalizio del Papiro XIII.
Torinese

;
ma le duo mnlte stahilite nei Pap. IV., lin. 26, e nel

Pap. VIII., 1. 36, da pagarsi al Re erano in dracme d'argento.
Cosi I'lnscrizione di Rosetta parla di entrate e di spese dpyvpiKai
in argento, e am/cat in frouiciUo, lin. 11, 11, lo, 21, 29, nou
mai di redditi in mouetadi rame. Papyri Greco-Egizi di Zoide,

pp. 23, 24.
28 Karao-Tavros Xovov<tos TOV Ilecn/Tios rovSe Trpo(n<fK\r)/jitvov

, os vrraKovo-ai/Tos StaTnre .... Xoi/ov<ios SeSooxei tj/-
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Upon the mention of the price of corn made in this

papyrus, Peyrou bases a calculation which may be thus

briefly stated-

The value of an artaba of olyra, a kind of wheat, triti-

cum spe/ta, spelt, is here put at two silver drachms.

According to the Alexandrian metrologist, the artaba in

the time of the Ptolemies was worth 4J Roman modii, but

under the Romans, became worth only 8^, in which latter

value two other authorities agree. According to Appian,

of Alexandria, the silver talent of Alexandria would be

equal to 6,500 Italian lire, and the drachm in consequence

to 1 '08 lira. Therefore an artaba of spelt, or 4 Roman

modii, was of the value of 2' 16 lire, and the Roman modius

of spelt was in Egypt of the value of 0'48 centesimi. But

rpo(j)LTLv TTJV avaypac^etcrav 8ta TOV ypa.(f>iov ap l^<j)
CTT*. nyi covo//,ao

p.evrji (av)ir)Ti Ti]i /cat Ao-KX^TrtaSi eis TO ^opr/yew ravrrjL KaO eras

oAi)pa>v 7^ /cat dp l^o/3 .... cuSo/o/o'acr^s T^S re TOV \Pa/x,/xeoi>s

ywat/cos avr^Tos Kat rov afjufxrrepwv .... /x,ai/peovs .... oia TO.

.... TOS TO, vTrapxpvra avTtoi vTro/ceio-^at Trpos TO St/catov T>ys <rvy-

8ta T TOUTO Kai 7/^tOKt .... cto~at av(To)v Tas Trpo/cei-

( h <) /cat CTOOV 8 Tas cruvayo/Aevas oX o O-/A a>s 1-775
/^ (op) H/3

Tas 8e 7rao-as ap H o-|^, /3Xa(3e<DV 8e /cat SaTrai^jLtaTcov \2e, /c.TA.

Quern in judicium venisset Choimphis, films Pesetii, cogrio-

minanti Psammei, qui audieiite Dia . . . Choimphis filio, dedit

lilicllum, significavit se nmuio dedisse reo per syngrapham ali-

mentariam in Registrum Graphii relatam drachmas argenti quin-

. gentas, pro cognoniinata Thauete, (JUSB alio nomine appellatur

Asclepias,ut huic suppeditaret quotannis olyrarum mensuras sex-

aginta, et argenti drachmas septuaginta duas Consentiente

turn Thauete uxore Psammei, turn utrorumqne .... quuin
bona ipsius (rei) pignerata essent pro jure syngraphse . . . . ac

petiitutipse(solveret) proodictas argenti (drachmas qningentas),
et pro anno quatuor simul sumptus olyrarum mensuras ducentas

quadraginta ita ut si qua3vis mensura constet drachmis duabis,

universse argenti drachmae sint 12(j8. Solvat prnctcrea ]>ro

damnis et exj>ensis serea talenta quinque. Papyri Grteci, Keg.
Taur. Mus. ^Eg., ed. ab Amedeo Peyron, ii. pp. 6i), 70. For

the date, bee pp. 71 73. See also facsimile.
24 Lib. v. ii. 35, ed. Schw.
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a modius of wheat used to sell at Rome for 3 sesterces,

or O60 centesimi. Therefore the Romans used to sell

corn in their forum for 0'60 centesimi, which the Egyp-

tians in their own country, whence the Romans obtained

their corn, sold for O48. The Alexandrian talent must

not be reckoned as above 6,500 lire ; rather should it be

diminished. For if, with Varro, we give it a weight of

7,200, and a drachm of 1 '20, the artaba would have been

worth 2'40, and the Roman modius in the forum of

Alexandria would have been equal to 0'53, and it is then

improbable that it would have been worth only 0'60

centesimi at Rome. It should also be noted that spelt

was an inferior kind of corn. 25

25 Interea juvat nonnulla de talenti argentei valore addere,

quibus viam sternam philologis meliora dicturis. In Papyro
XIII. video olyrse mensuram, certe artabam, sestimari binis

drachmis argenti. Didymi Alexandrini auctoritatem sequor
testantis artabam setate Ptolemaica responclisse modiis Rom aids

4.-^, at subinde ex consuetudine Romanoruin eo dilapsam ease

ut modios tantum 3.^ sequaret ?]v yap f] a'pra/fy /^otW & <?", vvv

$e diet Ti]v poypaiKtjv ^prjcrtv f] dpTa/3r] ^ripari^fi y'y (vide cum
ad calcem lliadis Fragmentorum. edit, ab Aug. Mai) ; atque
adeo de Romanorum temporibus accipio D. Hieronymi (Comm.
in Daniel, xi. 5

;
in Esai, v. 10), et Q. Rhemnii Palaemonis (in

libello de Pond, et Mens.) loca, in quibus traditur artaba esse

modiorum 3.^.* Deinde Appiani Alexandrini traclitionem am-

* Hacc non ita facile conciliatur cum iis, qusc de artabis

Cyrenensibus tradit Ptolemaeus Evergetes II., in libro viii.

Commeutariorum (apud Athenaeum, lib. xii. p. 5-i
(

J, f.)
referens

Cyrenensem Sacerdotem Apollinis co3na exci|)ientem collegas
suos apponere singulis consuevisse rpvfBXia- rovro 8e m Kepa-

ayyos eTrtSe^o/xcvoi' a)S etKOcrtv dpra^Sas, cv (S TroAXa pJcv TOJV

to)!/ cyKetrai TreTroviy/xeva, 7roA.Aa. 8e crtra, Kat TOJI/ rj^epajv op-

, ert Se OaXarTLwv i^^vcoi/, rapt^ovs TC $VLKOV TrXtLova yfvrf
catinos ; vas fictile hoc est artabas fere capiens viginti; in quo

posited multce carnes farinte diligenter paratce, panijicia multa,
et domesticarum avium, marinorum piscium et peregriiti t>aha-

menta plura genera. At quis credat vas fictile capiens viginti
artabaa sou niodios nonaginta turn edolari potuisse, turn mensae

apponi ?
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This reasoning would be excellent were it founded on

safe premises, but we know that the Egyptian silver stater

of Ptolemy IX. Euergetes II. weighed 220 grains, and

was either a tetradrachm or a didrachm. The weight in

silver paid for the artaba of spelt was, therefore, either

220 or 110 grains. Letronne states the mean price of

wheat at Rome at 3 sesterces in the time of Cicero, on

whose authority he finds that to have been the mean

price at which it sold in Sicily.
26

If, therefore, we take

the didrachm at 220 grains troy, the modius would,

in the time of Euergetes II., have been worth 220 -4-

4*5 = 48*8. The denarius of Cicero's time weighs 60

grains, and therefore the value of 3 sesterces in silver,

or three-quarters of a denarius, would be 45 grains.

plector, quse talentum argenteum Alexandrinum exsequat ncstris

libellis G500, atque adeo drachmam nostris 1,08. Hisce prse-

stitutis, sequitur artabam olyrae, seu'modios Romanes 4.| veniisse

in Aegypto libellis 2.1G, atqne adeo Romanum modium stetisse

in Aeuypto centesimis 0,48. Atqui ternis sestertiis esse sole-

bat Romoe modius tritici (vide Letronne, Considerations sur

I'Evaluation des Monnaies, p. 117), sen nostris 0,60 (vide
laudatum Letronne, ibid. p. 85). Hinc patet fieri potuisse, ut

Romani suo in foro vendiderunt centesimis 0,GO illud frumen-
tum. quod centesimis 0,48 emerant in Aegypto, quse erat

frnmentaria Romanorum provincia Patet etiam taleutuin

Alexandrinum nedum augendum esse supra libellas nostras

6500, potius esse minuendum. Si enim cum Varrone talentum

argenteum compares cum nostris 7200, atque adeo drachmam
cum 1,20, sequeretur artabam constasse 2,40, et modium Ro-
manum in foro Alexandria) fuisse 0,53 ; porro improbabile fit

eundem modium veniisse Romas solis centesimis 0,60. Tandem
magis magisque persuasum habebimus minuendum esse valorem

talenti, si perpendamus, me olyram Papyri XIII. duabus
drachmis acstimatam hue usque comparasse frumento, quum
olyra non nobilius, sed vilius esset f'rumenti genus, adeoque
viliore etiam pretio constare deberet, erat enim olyra nostrum
irirlcnin spelta. teste Plinio, lib. xviii. W^facilis fertilisque in

Acyypto, uti ad Papyrum XIII. dicam. Papyri Grseci, ii.

p. 2o 29.
26 Verr. III. 75; Considirationx, p. 117.

VOL. VII. N.S. A A
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If we take the didrachm at 110 grains, the first sura is

of course 24'4. Of the two I very much prefer the

former computation, for it is scarcely probable that the

price of wheat at Rome, under the good commercial

system of the close of the Republic, would have been

nearly double that of an inferior kind of corn in Egypt
in the disturbed reign of EuergetesII. Under the early

emperors, three sesterces was a very low price.
27 It may

therefore be reasonably supposed that as high a price ob-

tained in Egypt. And it is not to be overlooked that in the

reign of Euergetes II. a sensible depreciation of the metal

of the silver coins by means of alloy begins, a depreciation

which increased in that of Lathurus, and reached its height

in that of Auletes, affording an easy stepping-stone to the

final degradation to one-fourth of its proper value under the

Romans, that the stater might be equal to a denarius. If

assayed, we very much doubt whether a silver stater of the

thirty-fourth year of Euergetes II. would weigh anything

like 220 grains of silver, but we doubt if any but accidental

alloy would be found iu the denarius of the time of Cicero.

Thus far I have argued on Peyron's data, but the next

citation will show that we have the more satisfactory evi-

dence of the price of wheat in Egypt under the Ptolemies as

having been 100 drachrns of copper for the artaba. Taking,

then, the Roman price of 3 sesterces the modius, the

artaba would be equal to 13' 5 sesterces (or 3'375 denarii) :

13*5 sesterces of Caligula weigh rather more than

5,800 grains ;
and if the value of wheat in Egypt

was about the same, the copper drachm would be

(5,800 -4- 100 = ) 58 grains, or identical with the Ptolemaic

drachm of Mommsen. Again, if the price of wheat and

127 Tacit. Ann. xv. 40,
%<

Pretiumque frumenti miimtum

usque ad in. nummos," ap. Letroime loc. laud.
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spelt were at all similar, 100 drachms of copper would be

about equal to 2 drachms of silver, which, in the ratio of I

to 120, would make for the supposed drachm of 55 grains

a copper drachm of 132, but, in the ratio of 1 to 60, of 66.

But all these calculations are extremely doubtful, and

nothing can more eminently shew this than the contrary

results of the two learned Peyrons as to the relative values

of wheat and spelt in Egypt, a matter that will be proved

by a comparison of our next extract with that on which

we have just been commenting.
This evidence has been discussed by Bern. Peyron (ap-

parently confounded with A. Peyron by Mommsen, see

ante, p. 164) and by Boeckh, whose summary of B. Peyron's

reasoning and comments upon it may here be epitomized

as bearing on our subject. Differing from Letronne,

B. Peyron makes the relation of silver to copper money
1 : 120. He compares with the Turin Papyrus XIII.

the British Museum Papyrus XV. of year twenty of

Philometor, which indicates a maximum of 300 drachms

of copper as the price of an artaba of spelt, whence he

argues the ordinary price to have been between 200 and

250, probably 240. That spelt should have been dearer

than wheat, of which the price is fixed at 100 drachms of

copper (Brit. Pap. II.) the artaba, is to be understood by

the fact that the Egyptians lived on the former. But as

the Papyrus XIII. of Turin gives the current price of the

artaba of spelt under Ptolemy Euergetes II. as two silver

drachms, a silver drachm would be equal to 120 copper

drachms, and 50 silver drachms to a copper talent. But

if the common price were 200 drachms of copper, the silver

drachm would be equal to 100 copper drachms ;
but the

other ratio is more probable. Boeckh thinks B. Peyron's

arguments doubtful The price of 300 drachms was that
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of a time of scarcity. According to Letronue, two drachms

of silver are equal to 120 drachms of copper. Could not

this price be raised to 300 ? The artaba of wheat (Brit.

Pap. II.) is valued at 100 drachms of copper, according to

Letroune equal to II drachm of silver, but according to

B. Peyron to 3 drachm. The Alexandrian drachm Letrorme

thinks is very near the weight of the Roman denarius,

equal to five Attic obols. Thus the artaba of spelt,

reckoned as worth two silver drachms, would be sold for

one Attic drachrn and four obols ;
the artaba of wheat,

which was valued at i f silver drachms, at a price a little

lower.28

28 "
Atque hanc Letronnii rationem quum alia multa turn

nummorum superstitum pondus tueri videntur. Aliter Bern.

Peyronus, qui (Memor. dell' Accad. Tor., sect. ii. torn. iii. 1841,

p. 77) argenti et aeris rationem 1 : 120 sibi visus est invenisse

compositis duobus locis papyrorum Brit. XV. et Taur. XIII.

Quippe in pap. Brit. XV. ex a. XX. Philometoris leguntur hsec:

TT^wjAotkri ai>T(t)V rrjv oXvpav Sta rrjv TLfALopav rov airov IK Tpi^cTj-

Kovra //-[Tyjvuiv TTJV aprdfirjv I- T, quse fere eadem verba redeuut

in pap. Brit. XIII. ut certe illud r verum videntur. Quodsi pre-
tium oXvpuv maximum habetur ccc dr. ^aA/cov, Peyronus pretium
vulgare inter cc et CCL positum arbitratur ponitque fuisse

CCXL dr. ^aA/coi). Pretium majus 6\vpuv fuipse quam irvpov,

cujus pretium censetur c dr. xa^-i<ov (pap. Brit. II.) inde credibile,

quod Aegyptii fere 6Xvpa<s consumpsissent nefas putantes vesci

frumeuto (Herod, ii. 36). Jam vero in pap. Taur. XIII. ex a.

XXXIV. Euergetae II. legitur : ras <rwayo//,e'ras oX. r\ tr^, ws rr)<s

^ (dp) \-(3, ubi signum F\ pro artaba habetur ab A. Peyrono ;

ex quo B. Peyronus oAvpon/ artabam vulgo binis drachmis argen-
teis veniisse stattieus ponit duas drachmas argenteas sequales esse

CCXL drachmis xA.Ko{)indeqiie sequi putat, drachmam argentcam
acquasse cxx drachmas ^aAKou talentumque xa^K v L drachmis
constitisse argenteis. Quodsi quis putaverit vulgare pretium
fuisse cc drachmas x^ov ? posse etiam videri drachmam argen-
team eequalem c drachmis xa^K v fuisse; probabilins tamen
alterum esse, quod numerus 120 systemata quse dicimus deci-

male et duodecimale conjuncta coutincat. Et hanc rationem

(1 : 12o) confirmuri ctiain exemplo Romaiioruin a Lctronnio in

siium usum conver-so, si consideraveris cos ini[)erio ju-oinovendo
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M. Reuvens has some curious remarks on questions

connected with money occurring in the Leyderi papyri.

In one he finds a contract as to a loan. I quote his

words :

" La somme pretSe qui fait 1'objet du present acte, y est

indiquee avec toute la clarte et la precision qui convient dans une

obligation p6cuniaire : apyvpiov eTricr^yaov IlToA./zaiKot; vo^icr/Aa/ros

Spa^/mi ScKaSuo. Douze drahmes cCargent monnaie, monnaies
des PtoUmees-* [rather de Ptolem6e? see note 29, infra.]

Je ne trouve pas qu'il y ait des inte'rets stipules pour cause du

pret m6nie, et jusqu'au terme fixe" pour le remboursement, mais

seulement pour le retardeinent da terns qui court au-dela : dans

potius quam commercio excolendo intentos ex materia decem
assium seris procuris CCXL assibus semuncialibus denarium non

jam decem assibus jussisse sed sedecim perinutari. Nam si

denarius decem assium stetisset, ad earn, quae subest, rationem,
16 : 240 = 10 : 150, debuisse potius CL assibus semuncialibus

permutari. At Romanis magnopere abusos esse valore nominal!

assium
;
contra factum esse a Ptolemaeis commercio consulenti-

bus
; atque etiam Romanos paulatim rationem 1 : 125 restituisse.

Qnae tameu vereor ne parum recte disputata sint. Nam ut alia

oriiittam, argumenta, quibus nititur B. Peyroni ratio, non ejus-
modi sunt, ut omni dubitatione caveant. Certum quidem hoc

est, anuonse caritate 6A.vpw artabam ccc drachmis veniisse
;

neque improbabile signum r\ artabam significare At nimis

lubricum, opinor, de pretio majore oAvpcov pretium vulgare
velle deducere. Nam potest multi minus esse quam voluit B.

Peyronus Ex ration e Letronnii duae drachmae argentese sunt

cxx drachmae ^aA/coO. Nonne pretium oXvpwv a cxx drachmis

intendi potuit ad ccc dr. ab hominibus prsesertim lucro faciendi

deditissiniis ? Artaba tritici (Brit. Pap. ii.) censetur c drachmis

XaA.Kov, quse ex Letronnii ratione nunt If drachmae argenteae,
ex Peyroni ratione f dr. arg. Utrum probabilius sit, non dif-

ficile est dictu. Nam drachmam Alexandrinam Letronnius

pondere proxime accedere ad denarium Jlomanum putat, quin-

que obolis Atticisaeqnalem esse Boeckhii ratione (Disquis. Metrol.,

p. 149) supra diximus. Itaque artaba oXvpwv, quae duabus

drachmis argenteis censetur, 1 drachma Attica et 4 obolis ven-

debatur
;
artaba Trvpov, qu83 If drachmis argenteis, pretio paulo

minore." (Corpus Inscr. Graec. iii. pp. 299, 300.)
~'J '' J 'observe, en passant, qu'une pareille expression se trouve

duns le petit papyrus grec de Casati, ligu. 10 : o-e
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ce cas, I'emprunteur serait tenu de payer an preteur, savoir :

TO
jj.ev SO.VCLOV rjpioXiov Trapa^pfjfjia, /ecu TOV vTrepTrccroj/Tos XPOVOV TOU

TOKOVS ws TOV (TTaTrjpos ^O.XKOV Spa^//,o)v e&jKOVTO. Kara /z^i/a '. 8UT-

le-champ la somme pretee, plus la moitie de la meme somme, et d

titre d'intcrct, pour le t>ms de la demeure, soixanle drachmes
de cuivre par statere et par mois.

M. Reuvens and M. Letronne30 consider the stater here

mentioned to be a gold stater. As, however, 110 gold

stater is certainly known later than the reign of Epi-

pha,iics, between which and the date of this papyrus, the

twenty-sixth year of Ptolemy XI. Alexander I., ninety-

three years had elapsed, it seems unlikely that the term

stater would be used in the sense of gold stater. I am
rather disposed to think that the silver stater is intended,

and that the exorbitant rate of interest was meant to

hasten the payment of a very small debt. But the stater

may be here a money of account
; though why, in that

case, a mina should not be spoken of, I cannot under-

stand.

It is, however, of interest to observe that 12 drachms of

silver are specified, and the half. If this was to be paid

in staters, 12 drachms would be equal to 6 staters of

2 drachms each, to 3 of 4
;

but the half, 6 drachms,

would make 3 staters of the former kind 1J of the latter
;

so, again, the total sum, 18 drachms, is divisible by 2

without a fraction, but not by 4. From this it would

appear that the "Ptolemaic coinage" was of didrachms.

Of this time I have seen nothing but staters, but of the

second year of Alexander I. there is a quarter stater, a

coin ofwhich I know no other certain example. It would

...;.... drachmes, monnaies des Em-
pereurs. Cette Ie9on rectirie celle proposSe, sur une inspection

provisoire, par M. SAINT MARTIN, Journ. d. Sav. Sept. 822,

p. 666 :
/A/3 apyvpiov i/o/uoyxaTos."

30
Papyrus Grec du reprne d'Evergete II.
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seem, therefore, probable from this evidence that the

current staters were then considered to be didrachms,

though I do not offer the inference as more than a con-

jecture.
31

III. M. Hultsch has, in his "Metrologicorum Scriptorum

Reliquiae," carefully discussed the Ptolemaic weights. I

summarize his results, giving the passages in foot-notes.

1. The table of Cleopatra, in the Galen collection.

This was no doubt inscribed with the name of the famous

Cleopatra [VI.] ,
to whom a book on cosmetics would be

especially appropriate. It is unquestionably of Egyptian

origin.

2. The oldest Egyptian Mina, here called nToAe/x-auo?.

In the beginning of the list three minse are described : the

third is called Ptolemaic, and is allowed xvui uncise. It

is also defined in two other lists (vii. 11, xi. 1) \ji nroAe/iiai'/o)

[jiu/a] Xirpav fJitav /cat ^/xiVetai', vii. 11; -f]
Be IlToAe/xatK^ [/>w/a] e^et

TO i-rj'
xi. 1]. If we derive its weight from the Roman

ounce, we find it is the same as the Assyrian or Baby-

lonian mina. It may therefore be reasonably supposed

that the Assyrians, Babylonians, and Persians had the

same mina. The Ptolemies found it in use in Egypt, and

struck their money in some relation to it.
32

[This con-

clusion must be accepted with much reservation, but it is

certainly remarkable that the old Egyptian unit and pound

are respectively not very much less than the i and T
l-- of

the mina here described.]

31 See Lieuvena, Lettres a M. Letronne, Let. III. 18 24.

32 05. De antiquissima mina ^Egyptia, quae in his tabulis

IlToXepuAo; vocatur.
"

Initio tabnlre tres minse describuntur, e quibus tertia nro/Xe-

/ACU/O; vocatur eiqne xvui uncise tribuuntnr. Eadem Ptolemaica3

mines definitioetiam in duabus aliis tabulis (vii. 11, xi. 1) repe-

ritur. Jam quseritur, quale id pondus atque under ortum esse
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3. The Alexandrian Mina. Besides the old rnina of the

Egyptians, retained by the Ptolemies, and therefore called

videatur. Ut autem a certis ordiamur, ex uncia Romana cal-

culos subducamus. Efficitur hide minse pondus, quod quiii

antiques Assyriae iiiinse cognitum sit raihi quidem non dubinm
videtur.* Hinc Assyrian! sive Babylonian! illam minam dico,

cujus exactum pondus ex seneis leonibus marmoreisque anatibus

Nini Assyriae in urbe imper inventis cxploratum est.f Quod

quanti momenti sit ad omnem ponderum historiam cognoscen-
dam. dicere vix possum, nequc in prsesentia res jam eo usque

exquisita et illustrata est, ut breviter de eo arguniento dicere

liceat. Sed hoc meo me jure suspicari posse videor, quse inina

Assyria et Babylonia et Persica fuerit, eandem fuisse ^E^yptiam,
nee vero a Persis earn in ^Egyptum translatam esse, sed contra

antiquitus JEgyptiorum propriam fuisse atque ex JEgypto ad

Asiae gentes et regna traductam esse. Quam minam cum
Ptolemoei in ^Egypto invenirent, earn non magis quam regium
cubitum aut artabam aboleverunt, sed nihil nisi hujus antiqiuc

popularisquae minse certam rationem ad nummaria pondera de-

finiverunt. Fuit igitur in JEgypto perinde atque Athenis ex

Solonis temporibus aliud nummarium, aliud mercatorium et

populare pondus. Atque Athenis quidem quae ratio inter

nummaria et mercatoria pondera intercesserit. accurate cognitum

habemus:| de ^Egypto nonduni exploratum est, nee tamen

ego despero futurum esse ut quando ea ratio indagetur."

* Unciae Romanae 18 faciunt gramin. 491, mina autem Ba-

bylonia habet gramm. 510. Interest sane aliquantulum, sed

plurimis de caussis, quas hie in medium proferre non possum,
haac duo pondera inter se cognata esse probata. Unum quod
hue pertineat leges adn. 4 [] extr.

f Note statin? the greater Assyrian mina to weigh 1020,
the. lesser, or half, 510 grammes, from these weights.

$ V. Metro!., pp. 108, 138140.
Duabus diversis ratiouibns ego ad eandem suspitionem

deducing sum, minam antiquam a Ptolemaeis definitam esse

Io5 drachmis Ptolemaicis nummariis. Quce etsi praepropere et

re nondum satis ab omnibus partibus expensa eloqui vereor,

tamen, ut alii habeant quibus aut assentiantur aut refragentur,
nunc, quibus fundamentis mea nitatur conjectura, in medio

i
ro-

ponam. Prior ratio ha3C est : Esto A major mina Assyria. Ex
hac Mommseni judicio facti suiit argentei stateres 90. II u jus

stateris pars tertia fuit Ptolemaica drachma. .Dcniquc lia-c
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Ptolemaic, there is mention of another, the Alexandrian,

equal to xx unciae. In the oldest list of weights (fr. 28,6)

we read, 17
8e 'AXe^ai/Spiv^ /xva ayei oXKas pv, dAAa^ou pvr/

Ptolemy I. adopted for his coins the current system of

Phoenicia, which had that relation to the Attic that six of its

drachms were equal to five Attic drachms. The Phoenician

stater, three times the Ptolemaicdrachm, was the T^ of the

great mina of Syria, the -
a
A - of the half or lesser, which,

after Herodotus, we call the Babylonian. But this latter

is identical with the Alexandrian, therefore it contained

150 Ptolemaic drachms. It would thus be equal to 125

Attic drachms. The different value of 158 drachms is no

doubt due to the number of denarii the mina was made to

equal.
33

33 66. De Mina Alexandrina.

AntiquiBsima igitur et popularis ^Igyptiorum mina a Pto-

lemaeis servata atque exinde Ptolemaica appellata est. Sed

apud alios auctores non spernendos etiam mina quaedam Alex-

andrina invenitur, quae cum xx unciarum esse dicatur, minime
cum priore confundi et misceri debet. Galeni locos supra ex-

hibuimus ( 46), quibus accedit tabula Dioscoridea (prol. 81).

altera mina de qua agimus fuit dimidia pars majoris Assyriae
minae. Hsec igitur est aequatio

A _ Ax
2

~~
90 x a

nnde fit x 270 : 2 = 135. Tot igitur drachmae conveniunt

minae Ptolemaicae mercatoriae. Altera ratio pendet ex iis quae
de mina Alexandrina et de ponderis Attici et Ptolemaic! ratio ne

suspicor ( Gl)) |

next quotation j.
Mina Ptolemaeorum merca-

toria, quoniam a llomanis cum 18 unciis aequiperata est, Atd-

cam minam habuit 1^ sive Atticas drachmas 112^. Jam sumpta
Atticoe drachmae ratione ad Ptolemaicam 6:5 ( 66, adn. 3)

efficiuntur drachmae Ptolemaicae 135. Rursus igitur idem habes

mercatoriae minae pondus. Quae rationes si verae sunt, non id

quidem sequitur, ut hoc propriuni antiquae minae ^Egyptiae

pondus fuerit, sed tantummodo, ut Ptolemaei hanc mercatoriae

minae ad drachmas nummarias legitimam rationem esse jus-

serint."

VOL. VII. N.S. K B
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4. The true Ptolemaic Mina, afterwards called the Attic.

Besides the two minao above discussed, must not the

Prseterea in vetustissima tabula ponderum (fr. 28,6) legimus :

rj
Se 'AXe^avSptvr; /w-va ayct 6A/<as pv, aX\&xpv pvr). Quid ? pos-

suntne hsec testimonia inter se conjungi ? Possunt veri facillime,

duminodo unum, quod consentaneum est, concedatur, hujus
Alexandria minse pondus ad Ptolemaicam drachmam revo-

candam esse* Ptolemsei reges quo genere nummorum usi sint,

satis constat.f Nam cum reliqui, qui post Alexandri mortem

regea facti sunt, nummos ad Atticum pondus exprimere per-

gerent, Ptolemaeus, Lagi filius, diversum nummorum pondus,

quod maxime in Phoenicum civitatibus multisque Aeiae minoris

regionibus usitatum erat, secutus est. Quod qua de causa fuerit,

hie non est disputandi locus : hoc autem quaeramus, nullane ratio

Ptolemaici nummorum ponderis ad Atticum fuerit. Certe si

rationes mensurarum et porrectarum et cubicarum a Ptolemseis

institutas comparamus, dubitari vix potest, quin nummarium
etiam pondus ex Attica norma a Ptolemaeo I. definitum sit.

Age vero, Atticse drachmae v exactis calculis faciunt Ptole-

maicas drachmas vi : J hanc habes simplicissimam et, ut mihi

videtur, legitimam utriusque monetae rationem.

Jam satis constat hanc Ptolemaicam drachmam et in compu-
tandis nummis et in ponderationibus snam minam centenariam

habuisse
( 67) [next quotation] ;

sed earn reni hac loco non
euro : illud potius qusero, Alexandrina mina quale pondus fue-

rit. His rursus nonnulla eaque gravissima nondum explanata
sunt nee satis certis vestigiis insistimus

;
sed tamen, etsi de-

monstratio fieri non potest, temptanda est probabilis conjectura.
Ptolemaica sive Tyria sive Asiatica drachma tertia pars fuit

Asiatici illius stateris, cujus in pondus antiquitus omne argentum
in Asia signatum est. Ex eo statere primum centenaria ra-

tione derivata est magna ilia mina quam popularem Syrorum
fuisse constat ( 69), turn quinquageuaria ratione ex eodem orta

est altera qusedam dimidio minor, quam Babyloniam Herodoto
auctore vocare consuevimus.il Eadem autem est Alexandrina

* A reference to Christius, p. 85s., for an independent state-

ment of the same conclusion.

f V. Monimsen, p. 40 s.

^ A statement of weights.
II V. me eo loco quern 65 adn. 2 citavi. Ne quis tamen

hanc Herodoteam minam Babyloniam confundat cum ilia quae
ex ponderibus Nini inventis cognita est, hao duse sic inter se dif-

ferunt : ex minore ilia mina quam pondera Assyria ostendunt,
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Ptolemies have had a mina of their own ? Now, when

every drachm, according to the Greek method, had its

centenarian mina, would they have had a drachm weight
and wanted a mina ? The existence of a Ptolemaic mina

and its parts from the half to the drachm is proved by

mina, de qua nunc agimus : hanc igitnr drachmas Ptolemaicas
et habuisse necesse est.

Jam vide, quae rnese sententiae, quatenua hie explicari potest,
sit sumnia. Praeter indigenam minam, de qua supra diximus

( 65), mercatorum frequentia etiam illam minam, quae ex Asiatico

statere facta est, ab ^Egyptiis receptam esse eamque maxime
Alexandria, in celebratissimo emporio, usitatum fuisse. Hinc
Alexandrinam earn dictam esse. Pondus autem ejus a Ptole-

maeo primo ita definitum esse, ut sequaret drachmas Ptolemaicas

CL, sive Atticas drachmas cxxv, sive Atticam minam unara et

quadrantem.* Quod pondus postea Romanes tenuisse et cum
suis xx unciis comparavisse.

Denique restat ut is locus quern initio e ponderum tabula

attulimus explicetur. Jam apparet illud Spax/xAs pv
'

Ptolemaicas

intelligi. Quid vero aXXaxov pvrj ? Mihi non dubium est, quin
hi sint Romani denarii ejus ponderis quod post Neronem legi-
timum fuit.f Videtur igitur illo tempore legatus quidam, qui

/Egypto praefuit diligenter exacto librae Alexandrinae pondere
edixisse, ne ea minus CLVIII denariis penderet. Quod qtiidein

pondus, etsi duo denarii de summa xx unciarum desunt, tamen

pro usu vulgar! popularibusque rationibus satis accuratum fuit.|

facti sunt argentei Persici sive o-tyXot 90 (singuli gr. 5,6) ;

tales autem argentei 100 fecerunt Babyloniam minam ab
Herodoto commemoratam (conf. infra, 69, adn. 1).

* Haec sunt gramm. 546. Item unciae 20 faciuiit gr. 546.

t Hie igitur locus post Neronem scriptus est, quod repug-
nare videtur cum nostra de aetate illius tabulae sententia ( 40).
Verum ita distinguendum videtur, summam tabulae totius ad
aetatem ante Neronem pertinere, hunc autem locum postea ad-
ditum esse. Nam unum quod relinquitur, totam tabulam post
Neronem compositam esse, propterea statuere non licet, quia
omnino ab eo denario qui est geptima unciae pars ponderum et

mensurarum fit asstimatio.

t Denarii 158 Neroniani faciunt gramm. 539. Quae admodum
exiguo momento differunt a legitimo quod diximus Ptolemseorum

pondere (adn. 6 [*]).
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the Egyptian weights at Paris and Berlin, from which we

find it to be the hundredth multiple of the drachm. [As

calculated from the weight of the coins.] It is to be

noticed, however, that these weights are all probably of

Roman time. Thus the mina comes to be divided into 96

instead of 100 parts. The Ptolemaic mina must be distin-

guished from the Roman pound, which it exceeds, being

about equal to 13 ounces, and the Ptolemaic ounce from

the Roman, for the same reason; and it must also be

noticed that the uncial drachm, as the -gHr part of the

mina, is different at once from the Roman denarius and

the old Ptolemaic drachm, which was the;-^^.

The Romans, having made the Attic drachm equal to

their denarius, so that the Attic talent contained 6,000

denarii, the Greek writers of that time almost always

wrote 8pax/x,as when they meant denarii. Thus commonly
no distinction was made between drachms and denarii.

But the denarius was never of as heavy weight as the Attic

drachm, and suffered depreciation, having first been the T

and then the | of the uncia. On the latter scale the Attic

mina contained 12J uncise, and the talent 62J pounds. But

the true Attic mina was then well known to have a weight

of xvi uncise. Thus the Attic weight remained the same,

but its name was transferred in common use to the

Ptolemaic.

It remains to allege the testimony of the Alexandrian

writer ( 99), who says distinctly, TO 'Am/cov raXavrov

icrooTacriov TO> IlToXe/xatKa> KCU 'Avrto^iKw /cai tcrapi^ov iv

Tracrt.

Therefore there was in Egypt a Ptolemaic mina of 100

Ptolemaic drachms, which the Romans left, except that

they divided it, as it seems, uncial ly. Besides, there was

another less accurate estimation of mina and talent, by
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which, the drachm being considered equal to the denarius,

the talent was reduced to 62J pounds, and called Attic. 34

34 67. De propria Ptolemceorum mina, quce postea Attica

vocata est.

A dime in tabulis ponderum et mensurarum duas JEgyptias
minas commemorari vidimus, quarum altera Ptolemaica appel-

latur, quod antiquissimum ^Egyptiorum pondus f'uisse suspica-

mur, altera Alexandrina, quae ex argenteo statere Asiatico

deducta est habuitque Ptolemaicas drachmas CL. Age vero :

nullane sua mina Ptolemaeos usos esse ? quid, cum omni drach-

mae e Grsecorum ratione suam minam centenariam convenisse

necesse est, illosne reges proprium drachmae pondus habuisse,

minam non habuisse ? Sed quid multa ? extant certissima ejus

quam dico minae documeiita. Servantur Parisiis et Berolini

complura -<Egyptiorum pondera, ex quibus et ipsa Ptolemaica

mina centenaria et variae ejus partes a semisse ad drachmam
dilucide cognoscantur.* Hinc justam Ptolemaicam minam

* Primus Saigey nonnulla ex his ponderibus protulit (J/e-

trologie, p. 53). Alia addidit Queipo, cujus e libro (i. pp. 188

193) ego hanc quse sequitur tabulam composui :

1 (Queipo, p. 188) : caillou route d surface rabo-

teuse, portant une inscription hieroglyphique,
Musee du Louvre, pendit gramm 352,16

2 (id. p. 189) : petit poids, Musee du L. n. 3113 . 17(5,75

3 (id. p. 190) : poids en serpentine, marque de trois

points, Musee du L. n. 3060 89,06
4: (Saigey, p. 53) : poids en bronze, ibidem . . . 59,12
5 (id. ibid.) : alterum, ibidem 58,65
6 (Queipo, p. 190) : petit poids en serpentine,

ibidem 29,48
7 (Saigey, p. 53) : poids en bronze, ibidem . . . 29,37
8 (Queipo, p. 192, coll. p. 564) : cube d'un travail

acheve, orne d'un filet d'argent incruste sur

toutes ses faces, et Von voit sur I'une d'ettes les

caracteres grecs gamma et alpha, c'est-a-dire

1 once, ibidem 28,10
9 (id. p. 191) : petit poids en fer, Berolini in

museo jEgyptio 14,68
10 (id. p. 193) : poid* en bronze, Musee du L. n. 3031 14,23
H 13 (id. p. 189) : trois petits poids carres, en\ 3,62

bro7ize, ibidem, n. 3035, 3051, 3052, quae pen- L 3,57
dunt gr j 3,56

Hide tabulae non dubito quin plurima ex aliis museis pondera
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NOTE. Iii speaking of the Roman estimation of the

Ptolemaic drachm, Hultsch remarks that first thi
g

xiu uncias Romanaa tantum noil sequasse exploratum habe-

mus.
Jam inter omnes et veteres auctores et eos qui nostra estate

de ponderibus scripserurit hoc constafc, Atticam drachmam a

Romania cum auo denario ita aequiperatam esse, nt et talentuni

Atticum vi millia denarium, non drachmarum, significaret et

Graeci illorum temporum scriptores fere semper, ubi denarios

intelligerent, S/mx/xas dicerent. Omnino igitur in vulgaribus
ration! bus nullura inter haec discrimen faciebant.* Quibus
autem in provinciis Roman! imperatores edixerunt, ut Attica

drachma denario aestimaretur, ibi ipsum denarium Atticae

drachmae locum, hoc est regiae Alexamlriae, occupare volu-

addi possint ;
sed haec ipsa, quanti res momenti sit, declarant-

Quod nunc pro rei gravitate satis explanare non possum. Sed

tamen hoc commemoro nostrse tabul83 pondera 1. 2. 9 exhibere

ipsam minam Ptolemaicam ejusque semissem et semunciam.

Exactum igitur ejus minae pondus sub Romanis imperatoribus
concludiuius fuisse medium ex his = gr. 352,0, quae summa

quam proxime cum drachma gr. 3,57 convenit, quod pondus
Ptolemaei in signandis nummis secuti sunt (v. Mommsen, p. 40).

Romano autem pondere eadem summa est unciarum 13 (tot

enim unciae faciuntgr. 354,7). Cetera quae in hac tabula latent

brevi oratione expediri non possunt. Tamen hoc certe mani-

festum esse videtur minam Ptolemaicam sub Romanorurn im-

perio non in 100 drachmas, sed plane ad librae Romance simili-

tudinem divisam esse. Ergo, siquidem omnia haec pondera ad

Romanam aetatem pertinent, pondus nostrse tabulae 3 habendum
est pro quadrante sive tribus nnciis, pondera 4 et 5 pro sextan -

tibus
;
turn pondera 6. 7. 8 sunt unciae (ut expressis notis in

pondere 8 scriptum exstat), 9 et 10 semunciae. Porro, si nostra

ratio valet, semuncia hahet 4 drachmas et reperiuntur 4 puncta
in pondere 9 (v. Queip., p. 191) tota mina, qnoniam librae

instar dividitur, drachmas 96 non 100. Haec omnino satis pro-
babilia sunt. Sed ne quis jam omnia inter se misceri posse
existimet. Utique et mina Ptolemaica secernenda est a Ro-
mana libra et uncia Ptolemaica a Romana. qui])]>e quae Roma-
num pondus aliquanto superent, et quae drachma ex unciali

ratione pars 96ma Ptolemaicae minae fuit, ea diversa est non
solum a Romano denario sed etiam a vetere Ptolemaica drachma,

quae ejusdem minae pars fuit 100ma .

* V. Metrol. p. 185 s.
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drachm was equal to uncise, but from the time of Nero's

reduction of the denarius, to , and that the former scale was

erunt.* Porro cum Attici tetradrachmi pondus quaternoa
denarios manifesto exsuperaret eoque majore argenti pretio te-

tradrachma essent, necessario factum est, nt ea loco rnercis ha-

berentur.f Minime vero hsec Romanorum sestimatio ad exac-

tinu minse aut talenti Attici pondus pertinere potuit. Nam id

nullum est pondus, quod ex nummis pretio imminutis suspen-
sum sit. Quid, quod ipse denarius, cum primum Attica

drachma a Romtinis sestimata est, septirna pars uncise, turn

autem aNeronis temporibus octava fuit ? Neutiquam exincerto

denarii pondere illud Attici talenti pondus repeti potest quod
a scriptoribus setatis imperatorise saepius commernoratur.

Nempe cam Attica drachma denario sequalis esse putaretur,
denarius autem octava para unciae esset, mina Attica habebat
uncias xn s. et talentum libras LXII s. At tamen verum
Atticse minae poudus esse xvi unciarum ne illis quidem tem-

}>oribus ignorabatur.J Ne multa, postquam Attica drachma
cum denario aequiperata est, ipsum quidem Atticum pondus
integrum mansit niinimeque ejus memoria obliterata est

;
sed

nomen Attici talenti Atticseque minae post Neronem vulgo ad
aliud pondus transf'erre co?,perunt, Ptolemaicum scilicet dico.

Et enim cum Ptolemaica drachma vix ab eo denario qui est

octava pars uncise differat, mina Ptolemaica unciis xn s. ta-

lentum libris LXII s. aestimata sunt. Haec igitur mese argu-
mentationis est summa : Attici talenti poudus vulgari ratione

non propterea ad libras LXII s. redactum esse, quod Attica

drachma denario aestimari solebat, sed Ptolemaicum istud ta-

lentum i'nisse eique, quoniam et Ptolemaica et Attica drachma
denario aequiperabatur, minus accurate Attici nomen imposi-
tum esse.

Restat ut ilium Alexandrinum scriptorem, de quo infra disse-

remus ( 99), gravissimum testem citemus. Qui expressis verbis

dicit (tr. 95,2) : TO 'Arn/cov TaXavrov IcrocrTdaiov TW IlToAc/xat/<(5

Kal 'Avno^iK(3 KOL IddpiO^ov iv Travi. Ptolemaicum igitur talen-

tum quasi fundamentum subjicit eique Atticum sequale esse

significat.

Denique ad id unde digressa est oratio mea revertitur. Fuit

:;: Momnisen, p. 690s.

t Volus. Maec. distrib.

| Galen, coll. cap. iii. (prol. 51), ix. 1 (prol. G2). Constat

etiam Euboicum appellatum esse proprium Attici talenti pondus
(v. Metrol. p. 14:, adu. 11).
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evidently adopted when Egypt became a Roman province,

and to it the weights before cited no doubt belong. But

this applies not to the value of the coins, but only to their

weight
35

[for after Augustus the denarius was equal in

value to the so-called tetradrachm] .
**

5. On the Stater mentioned in these tables. The

Ptolemaic mina contained 25 staters, the stater 4

drachms, and thus in the table of Cleopatra the coin is

called a a-rar^p as well as a TtTpaSpax/xoi/, and made equal to

4 denarii. The same coin is the shekel, or o-t/cXos, of the

Hebrews. This was its original signification ; afterwards

in ^Egypto Ptolemaica mina c drachmarum Ptolemaicarum,

quam intactam Romani relinquerunt, nisi quod unciali ratiune,

ut videtur, earn dividebant. Praeterea autem alia minus ac-

curata minse et talenti aestimatio obtinuit, ex qua drachma cum
denario sequiperata talentum ad libras LXII s. redactum est,

idqne, sieut demonstravimus, Atticum appellatum.
35 Ne quis tamen ea quae dixi ad numniorum pretia pertinere

existimet. Haec enim omnino, ut auctor de talentis dilucide

explanat (fr. 95,2) sub aliam legem cadunt. 71.
36 Alexandriae autem eum [auctorem frag. Trept. raXou/Tooi/]

vixisse primum inde colligitur, quod omnes ponderum et num-
morum ratiohes ad Ptolemaicuin talentum revucautur

;
turn

quod 0-To.Trjp ille qui pondere quattuor drachmarum, pretio
autem unius drachmas esse dicitur, itemque vocabula oXK-rj ac

if/t^pos JEgyptiacam fragmenti originem luculenter produnt. . .

Turn ad aetatem ejusdem scriptoris definiendam primum in

memoriam revocanda sunt ea quaB Mommsenus de ea re dis-

putavit (p. 723 s.) Quae hie a me, qaooiam difficillima est

quaestio, breviter repeti non possunt ;
at vero satis est hsec duo

quae pro certis habenda sunt proponere : primum Atticam

drachmarn ab Alexandrine scriptore commemoratam Romano-
rum esse denarium ( 67), deinde stateris appellatioue apud
eundem significari .^Egyptiaca tetradrachma, quas inde aTiberii

temporibus ex ajre admixto argento signabantur, quorum pon-
dus ad quattuor denarios accedebat, pretiutu autem aequabat
uuum denarium ( 72). Hinc statim efficitur scriptorem non

ante Tiberinni vixis.se
;
nee vero ante Neronem, cum idem octo

denarios nnciae tribuat.
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interpreters of Scripture called the half-stater a

shekel.37

37 72. De Statere qui in his tdbulis reperitur.

Quoniam accuratiore de Ptolemaicis et ponderibus et niimmis

disputatione abstinere non potui, hoc ipso loco adjungenda est

ejus stateris memoria qui et in fragmento de talentis et aliis

locis affertur. De quo Alexandrinus ille scriptor ita exponit, ut

eum necessariara quasi talenti partem faciat : irav ra/Wrov tSias

e^ci /xvas , 17
Se jjwa o-rar^pas KC', 6 Se (TTarrjp Spa^/xas, at eurtf

oAxai, 8'. Jam cum idem scriptor, quippe qui Alexandrinus sit,

ommno Ptolemaicas et ponderum et nummorum rationes se-

quatur, liunc quoque staterem inter Ptolemaicos nummos
referendum esse neminem negaturum esse arbitror. Accedit

vero aliud momentum gravissimum. Memineris, quaeso, im-

peratores Komani quam rei nummariae rationem toto imperio
instituerint. Etsi nonnullis civitatibus jus nummos aignandi

aliquamdiu relictum est, tamen ea licentia quam angustissimis
fiuibus circumscribebatur omninoque Homanorum et aurei et

argenti nurnmi in omnibus provinciis principatum quasi tene-

bant, Denique Marcus Aurelius edixit, ne ulla in provinciis
civitas nummos signaret. Verum tamen unam excepit JEgyptum,
quae singular! loco inter omnes provincias semper habebatur.* Ibi

inde a Tiberii temporibus tetradrachma senea admixto argento

signabantur, quorum pondus vetustis Ptolemaicis tetradrachmis

simile eratf [sed pretium denariis ejus temporis sequiperatum].
Ea in Cleopatrae tabula (x. 14, item xi. 11) proprio nomine

TfrpaSpa^a appellantur denariisque Romanis iv sequiperantur.

Quod autem eadem crra-r^pes nuncupantur,J id ad Hebrseorum
hominum disciplinam et studia, quse Alexandria floruerunt,

revocandum videtur. Nam qui Ptolemaeorum nummus Grseco

more rerpaSpa^ixov vocabatur, eum shekel sive O-LK\.OV Hebrseos

pro sua consuetudine dicere solitos esse satis constat. Ejus
autem vocis Grseca interpretatio est crrar^p.

Quid, quod ipsum O-LK\.OV vocabulum et in lapide illo qui ta-

lentum Hebraicum pendit et in his tabulis exstat. Utique
hsec est propria vocis significatio; quamquam postea Sacrae

scripturaa interpretes dimidiuui staterem <TLK\W appellnro con-

sueverunt (fr. 82,4.0).

* Mommsen, p. 728. f Ibid - P- 723 8 -
>
conf- infra

'
"

$ Cap. x. 14, xr. 11, vii. 7 (ubi dcro-apta Svo quattuor de-

narios significant : conf. supra, 57), vm. 15, (ubi idem

pondus tribus stagiis Constantinianis expressum est : vide 58),

Epiphanius (fr. 82,39) al.

V. supra, 08, et Gal. cap. vm. 17, xii. 13.

VOL. vii. N. s. c c
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The results at which Ilultsch arrives may be thus briefly

summarized. There were three Egyptian ininae : 1. The

old Egyptian, equal to the Assyrio-Babylonian. 2. The

Alexandrian, equal to H true Ptolemaic mina. 3. The

true Ptolemaic mina. This was the mina of the Ptolemaic

coinage. The Egyptian weights that have been found are

of this standard, but divided uncially, so as not to have a

drachm of 100 to the mina. Already at the beginning of the

imperial time the Attic drachm, with which the supposed

Ptolemaic was then nearly identical, was popularly made

equal to the denarius; and so the supposed Ptolemaic

tetradrachm came to be roughly equal to four denarii
;
but

shortly after, the same supposed tetradrachm was depre-

ciated in value, not in weight, so as to be equivalent to

a denarius. Hultsch brings forward no distinct evidence

of the division of the true Ptolemaic mina into 100

parts beyond that of metrologists of the period at

which this Egyptian and the Attic talents, minse, and

drachms were considered equivalent, and the postulate

which he advances as an axiom, that as a Greek drachm

the Ptolemaic must have been the i- of its mina, where

he has to prove (1) that this drachm was Greek, and (2)

that no Greek mina was otherwise divided than the Attic.

IV. This last question but one raised has been, I think,

conclusively answered by M. Brandis, in his " Miinz-Mass-

und Gewichtswesen in Yorderasien bis auf Alexander den

Grossen." He holds the silver stater of the Phoenician-

Asia Minor class (Funfzelmstaterfuss) to be a didrachm,

and to have become a tetradrachm in Egypt, being, like

the Hebrew shekel and ^Eginetan didrachm, originally

the fiftieth part of a mina. The only difficulty is when

the change of name took place. He states, on Mornin-

seu's authority, that the silver stater of the Ptole-
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mies was a tetradrachm, but he explains that it was so

considered by the Greeks in common with the Tyrian and

Maccabaean staters, which, I may add, we know to have

been didrachms.38

38 He thus sums up :

" Durch diese Analogie erklart es sich

auch, wie das Grossstiick iiberhaupt als Didrachmon oder

Stater angesehen werden konnte, was thatsachlich, wenn auch
nicht immer, geschehen ist,* and uicht durch die Vergleiehttng
des in Kleinasien fast gar nicht mehr vorkommenden agiiuii-

echen Staters veranlasst sein kann.j- Dass iibrigens an einigen

Orten, wo der Fiinfzehnstaterfuss herrschte, ausnahmsweise
nicht auch dera Viertel des Staters die Bezeichnung Drachmo

beigelegt worden sei, wie dieses Nominal denn kurz vor und
nach Alexander dem Grossen in Klazomense, Kronina, Ko-

lophon, Teos allein ausgebracht vvurde, in Erythrse und Chios
in derselben Periode das Halbstiick verdrangt hat, soil nicht

behauptet werden.
" Wahrscheinlich ward diese neue Benennung aber erst allge-

meiner, als durch Alexander's Eroberungsziige das attische

Tetradrachmon auch in Asien zur Herrschaft gelangte uud nun

allmalig so sehr an Gewicht verlor, dass sich das Grossstiick

des Fiinfzehnstaterfusses von ihm nicht sehr erheblich mehr

unterschied.:}: Am friihesten liisst sich der neue Spraehge-
brauch in Aegypten nachweisen, wo von den Ptolemaern auch
dasselbe Gewicht sowohl Gold wie Silber gepragt wurde und
das goldene Grossstiick von 27'88 Gr., welches Iibrigens als

Stater bezeichnet wurde, nach dem zwolt'einhalbfachen Werthe
des Goldes gegen Silber gesetzlich eine Mine oder 100 Drach-
men von 3*56 Gr. Silber, das Grosssilberstiick von 14'23 Gr.

* Nach dem ungenannten Alexandriner a. a. 0. stand die

nginaische Drachme, in der Moinmsen S. 48, die Cistophoren-
drachme erkennt, der rhodischen, die er auf 1^ Denar ansetzt,

gleich, und der Cistophorus ward von ihm mithin als Didrach-
mon augesehen, wahrend er anderswo als Tetradrachmon bc-

zeiclmet und betrachtet vvird. Vgl. Mommsen, S. 49.

{ Mommsen, S. 47 nimuit das letztere an.

| Vgl. Mommsen R. M. S. 73, Anm. 225. Wenn die oben
S. 68 Anm. 1, vorgeschlagene Erklarung der bei Pint. Ages.
15 vorausgesetzten Gleichung von 10,000 Dareiken mit 50
leichten kleinasiatisch-phonikisclien Silbertalenten richtig ist,

so hat die Bezeichnung des Silberstiicks von 3'75 Gr. ala

Drachme schon i'niher begonneu.
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Here, as before, the reasoning is inferential. It seems,

however, to have escaped M. Brandis that if Ptolemy I.

struck a talent of which the mina contained 25 instead of

50 silver staters, he must have lowered the weight by one-

half, adopting a talent containing 6,000 units of 55 grains

instead of one of the same number of units of 110, and thus

abandoning both the old Macedonian talent and that of

Palestine, and adopting, as if by anticipation, a debased

Attic talent. This apparent anomaly may be explained if we

suppose, with Boeckh, that there was a light talent, the half

of the heavy Macedonian talent, and that Ptolemy adopted

it. It is very well known that the Babylonians had two

talents of this kind, and I have shown that the same

mithin als Tetradrachmon gait.* Es war natiirlich, dass dem-

gemass auch die den ptolemaischeu gleichartigen Silbermiinzen,
wie sie zur Diadochenzeit in Tyros (zu 14*34: Gr.), in Sklon

(zu 13-97 Gr.), in Arados (zu 15'29 Gr.), und seit Augustus in

Antioehia (zu 15'28 Gr.), sowie von den makkabaischen
Fiirsten in Jerusalem (zu 14:65), geschlagen worden sind, von
den Grieohen als Tetradrachmen betrachtet wurden,^ obgleich
dies der orientalischen Auffassung widerspracli. Denn nach
dieser blieb die Miinze der in 12 oder 24 Theile getheilte
Stater oder Shekel, wie dies die Aufschrift des nach Tyrischem
Fusse gemiinzten Silberstiicks der Makkabaer ' Shekel Israel

'

beweist. . . . Diese urspriingliche Auffassungsweise ver-

echwand vollends, als Pompeius das syrische Grosseilberstiick

zu 4 Denaren tarifirte,J und man nun jene Miinze vier '
atti-

echen
'

Drachmen gleichsetzte, worunter man in Rom seit der

gesetzlichen Uebertragnng dieses Namens auf den romischen
Denar den letzteren verstand." (pp. 114 116.)

*
Vgl. Mouimsen, S. 41.

f Vgl. Joseph, de b. Jud. 2, 21, 2, (rwcovov/xei/os rov Tvpcov

vo/x,ioy/,aTOS, o Teo-crapas. 'Am/cas Swarai Ant. J. 3, 8, 2, 6

fo/Aier/m 'E^paion/ wj/ArriKas Several 8pa^/xas recrcrapas.
Boeckh. S. 62, 63 Mommsen, S. 35 f.

| Mommsen, S. 35. 71 />.

Im Jahre 608 d. St. = 145 v. Chr. Mommsen, S. 71.
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was the case with the Attic talents. 39 This may be explained

by a table :

Macedonian AttiV rlAhni
Babylonian. or ^Eginetan Attic.

(BO 1(K) J?r )
Ptolemaic.

Heavy T. 960,000 gr. troy

Light T. 480,000 T. 660.000 Heavy 860,520 [660,000] [Heavy 660,000]
Light 430,260 330,000 [Light] 330,000

The evidence on which M. Brandis would make the

Ptolemaic stater a tetradrachm is therefore wholly separate

from any contemporary facts, and unless we assume either

that the Ptolemies had no heavy talent, or that a Greek

mina must have contained 100 drachms, it is abso-

lutely of no force. The earliest authorities on metro-

logy who touch on this question simply state that the

Ptolemaic was the same as the Attic talent, and as we

know their chief monetary divisions were at that time

identical in weight, there can be no doubt that they would

have been identified. But do these statements apply to

the period of the Greek rule in Egypt ? Let us see, in

conclusion, what positive evidence we have as to that age.

1. It is now well known that the ancient Egyptians,

before the Greek rule, had two principal weights, the

MeN or UTeN, which we may call a pound, and its tenth

part the KeT.

A weight, inscribed in hieroglyphics
" 5 KeT," and

weighing 698 grains troy, has been discovered. Its

original weight was probably about 700 grains. We thus

determine the weight of the KeT at about 140 grains, and

that of the MeN or UTeN at about 1,400. As these weights

do not correspond to any Greek system, we may fairly

conclude that the specimen above mentioned gives us the

old Egyptian standard.
40

The name of the lower weight is found in Coptic, and

39 Diet, of the Bible, vol. iii. p. 1728,
"
Weights."

40
Chabas, Rev. Archeol., 1861, p. 16, seqq. ;

Diet, of the

Bible,
"
Weights," iii. p. 1732

; Brandis, p. 76 and note 1.
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its use is very remarkable, as will be seen from the fol-

lowing abridgment of articles in Peyron's Lexicon :

RITG T. RH M. Drachma Gen. xxiv. 22.

Didrachma Gen. xx. 14, xxiii. 15 ;
Exod. xxi. 32 ; Matt.

xvii. 24.

^GCRI'T* M. Dimidium didrachmi, Drachma Luc.

xv. 8, 9.

(TICRITG T. Idem Z [oega. Cat. Codicum Copti-

corum manuscriptorum] 513, note 7. T(fICRITG.

fJbjjJl [ed-dirhem] scribitur Cod. Par. 44, fol. 58.

CRITG T. Drachma, Luc. xv. 9.
41

The Egyptian unit, therefore, is used to designate at

once the Hebrew shekel and its half. If the Egyptian

stater were originally a didrachm, and became a tetra-

drachm, this is precisely what would occur. The KeT,

no doubt depreciated, would be at once the representative

of a didrachm and a drachm.

2. Horapollo Nilous says that the Egyptian unit, the

parent of all numeration, was " the two drachms," hiero-

glyphically represented by a vulture (Trap' Afyvim'ots Moi/as

eoriv at Bvo Spa^u/ai Movas Se Travros a.pL@fj.ov y<i/eo~is. EuA.oya>s

ovv $vo Spa^xas /3ovXo/xevot S^Xwcrat yvTra ypd<f>ov(TL, eTret /^^n/p

8o/cet Kol yeveats elvat, KO.6a.Trep KOL
17 Moms, i. 11). It IS im-

portant first of all to determine the use of this term //.ova?

for a unit. It is employed for the Sa/cnAos42 as the unit of

41 The term CcVGGPI GTRHB didrachmata, Levit.

xxvii. 3, 4, 5, is nothing but
" double staters;" but it is curious

to observe that the word CdlGGPI, GAGHPI, a corrupt
form of <rra.Tr)p, is used for Srjvdpiov in Matt, xviii. 28, xxii. 19

(Peyron, Lex. s. vv. RlUR, CcVGGPI), arid we thus see

that the base stater of Egypt must have continued to be held

equal to a denarius down to a late time.
12 6 yap SaKTuAos ap^ KCU olov p,oi'as Incert. auct. ap. llultsch,

Metr. {Scriptorum, i. p. 1IS
;

cf. index, s. v.' /novas.
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length, for the Kepdnov as the smallest weight,
43 and for the

Roman as. The last or inverse usage is only, as far as

I know, found in Volusius MsecianuSj who evidently,

where he says unit, means unity.
44

Taking /AOVOLS, there-

fore, in the sense of unit, Horapollo would mean either

the smallest coin or the smallest principal weight. The

smallest coin is the stater ;
therefore it was a didrachm :

the smallest principal weight, the drachm, equivalent, in

my opinion, to a debased Attic didrachm. Either expla-

nation accords with my theory.

3. The use of the terms Sc'Spax/xov, Spa^, in the LXX.

Apocrypha and New Testament, is very remarkable.

A. In the LXX. we find BiSpa^ov is constantly used

for the Hebrew shekel, and TO fjpurv TOV 8i8pax/xov for the

half-shekel. The shekel was, we know, identical with

the Egyptian and Tyrian silver stater. There can be no

reasonable doubt that the earlier books of the Old Testa-

ment were translated in Egypt during the Ptolemaic rule.

We may therefore infer either that the current Egyptian
stater was a didrachm, or that the Hebrew and Tyrian

staters were. This would really amount to the same

thing, for the Alexandrian Jews would not have used a

term liable to be misunderstood in Egypt. It is, more-

over, highly probable that part of the LXX. translation was

made before any Hebrew or Tyrian silver staters were

struck, and that the word shekel as a weight was translated

by didrachm in consequence of its agreement with the

weight of the Egyptian coin.

B. In the Apocrypha drachms are mentioned as if

current. Jason sent 300 drachms of silver for sacrifices

43 Col. Galenea ap. Hultsch, i. p. 228
;

cf. p. 96.
44 Id. ii. p. 64.
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to the Tyrian Hercules. 45 Some soldiers of Simon Mac-

cabseus were bribed by Idumseans, who gave them 70,000

drachms.46 Judas Maccabseus sent to Jerusalem a sin-

offering of 2,000 drachms of silver.
47 In the Egyptian

and Tyrian currency of this time there is nothing but the

stater and half-stater. Is the latter a drachm or a

didrachm ?

C. In the New Testament the usage of the LXX. con-

tinues, and we find, in the Miracle of the Tribute-Money,

a stater paid for two to the receivers of didrachma.

Didrachms are still received ;
a stater is still a didrachm.

4. How do the coins of the Ptolemies affect the infer-

ence it seems reasonable to draw from these premises ?

All the principal coins, with one important exception,

present no fractions, whether the drachm be of 55 or of

110 grains.

The exception is the very remarkable one of the prin-

cipal gold coin of Ptolemy I., which is either a penta-

drachm or a piece of two drachms and a half.

This coin bears no distinct relation to the gold stater of

later sovereigns; for 5 or 2'5 is no divisor of 8 or 4, and

if 8 = 1 mina of 100 drachms (or 4 = 50), then 5 would

be = 62-5 (2-5 to 31'25). It is, however, to be remarked

that the former piece is of full weight, even exceeding 275

grains by some fraction, and so on the same standard as

the silver coins, which have a maximum weight of 220

grains, but the latter never exceeds 429 grains and a frac-

tion. If, therefore, we take the last weight to be the

mina in gold, then in actual value the silver stater would

be 17' 16 in gold, the drachm or heniidrachin 4'29. At

this rate the gold coin of 275 grains would be equal to

45 2 Mace. iv. 19. Spa^/xas, Vulg. didrachmas.
46 Id. x. 20. 47 Id. xii. 43.
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64*1 drachms or hemidrachms. Are we to suppose that

this coin was struck as two-thirds of a silver mina in

gold ? This, the ^ of a talent, is an unlikely fraction. Is

there any other explanation ? I am disposed to think

that the introduction of the octodrachm or tetradrachm of

gold was a reform in the coinage. Much points in that

direction. For the first time we have this coin and the

large copper coin, about three times its weight ; almost for

the first time, if not for the first, the decadrachm or

pentadrachm in silver.

We know that under the Persians in the time of Hero-

dotus the relation of gold to silver was 13^ : 1. Under

the Ptolemies, when the great gold coins were current, it

was 12J : 1. What was it dnring the interval? On this

subject we are quite in the dark as to the time imme-

diately before Ptolemy I., though it is reasonable to sup-

pose it was 12^ : 1, for it is noticeable that Alexander

struck both gold and silver on the same standard, which

would imply a relation of 10 : 1, or more likely 12'5 : 1.

If we might suppose 12:1, and that this relation was that

originally in use by Ptolemy I., the piece of 275 grains

would have been the equivalent of the T^ or ^Q of the

talent in silver. But this is conjecture.

Thus we have nothing to explain the very existence of

this piece. It would have been satisfactory had we found

some special reason for striking a piece of this exact

weight which would have overridden the difficulty of a

fractionary coin. It must, however, be remembered that

it is by no means certain, that the largest known coin of

Ptolemy I. is not half of a still larger one, and that the

gold coinage of his line must be considered as from the first

representing silver equivalents. And it is not to be for-

gotten that the supposed pentadrachm utterly disappears

VOL. VII. N.S. D D
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from the coinage, as though there had been a radical

change, or some objection to its use.

To conclude. The evidence of the metrologists is cer-

tainly positive as to the gold stater's being an octodrachm,

the silver a tetradrachm. But they write at a period

when Attic and Ptolemaic weights had become identical,

and we must beware of accepting their evidence as con-

clusive. The other evidence I have alleged is, except the

important matter of the pentadrachm, in favour of the

opinion that the gold coin was a tetradrachm, the silver a

didrachm. May I attempt to reconcile these seemingly

contradictory data by adopting Boeckh's hypothesis of two

talents, a heavy and a light, as in the Babylonian and Attic

systems ? It should be remembered that the original

talent on the standard of which the Egyptian staters were

struck was undoubtedly double the Egyptian talent of

the modern metrologists.
48 It must be proved, by those

who refuse to admit the hypothesis of two talents, that

the Egyptian mina was not divisible by 50.

To avoid confusion and the charge of novelty, I will in

future speak of gold and silver staters, but I protest

against the term being held to mean, in the latter case, a

tetradrachm.

I must acknowledge the kind and valuable aid my
colleague, Mr. Alexander S. Murray, has given me while I

have been carrying this article through the press. I hope

I may express a wish that his patient investigation of

metrological data will soon lead him to some results which

may be laid before the learned world.

REGINALD STUART POOLE.

(To be continued.}

18
Brandis, p. 160.
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XII.

THE COINS OF THE TWO EUDOXIAS, EUDOCIA,
PLACIDIA, AND HONORIA, AND OP THEODO-
SIUS II., MARCIAN, AND LEO I., STRUCK IN
ITALY.

IT is needless to recapitulate all that has been written on

the coins which bear the legends AEL. EVDOXIA AVG-.

and AEL. EVDOCIA AVG., because a rational appor-

tionment of them between the mother and the wife of

Theodosius II., to whom exclusively they have hitherto

been ascribed, is simply an impossibility. It is only by

bringing in a heavy claim on the part of Eudoxia,

daughter of Theodosius II., that the problem becomes

capable of a satisfactory solution. Nothing is then easier

than to determine the coins that belong to each of the

three princesses called by the Byzantine and ecclesiastical

authors Eudoxia the elder, wife of Arcadius, Eudocia,

wife of Theodosius II., and Eudoxia the younger,

daughter of Theodosius II., and wife of Valentinian III.

The mother and the wife of Valentinian III. are always

called, on their Italian coins, Galla Placidia and Licinia

Eudoxia, and it occurred very naturally to the early

numismatic writers that none but coins bearing these

names ought to be attributed to them. AEL. PLACIDIA

AVG., with the reverse VOT. XX MVLT. XXX, was
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therefore given to the wife of Olybrius, while AEL.

EVDOXIA AVG., even when accompanied by reverses

evidently belonging to the reigns of Theodosius II. and

Marcian, was lumped with AEL. EVDOCIA AVG. into

a class of incerti common to Eudoxia the elder and

Eudocia, it being, of course, taken for granted that the

latter, if not both these princesses, were called indiffer-

ently by either name.

The former, and more absurd of these attributions, has

not held its ground till the present day, and the coins

which bear the name of Aelia Placidia have already been

restored to the mother of Valentinian III. The latter,

and several other doubtful attributions, can only be recti-

fied by a rational system of classification, which will

bring together contemporary coins of the same mint,

although of different sizes and metals, and often bearing

different names. Such an arrangement would be to that

at present in general use exactly what a book is to its

alphabetical table.

Four of the six solidi with the names of Aelia Eudoxia

and Aelia Eudocia, at present known, belong to three sets

of coins issued by the mint of Constantinople, respectively,

in the earlier and later parts of the reign of Theodosius

II., and during that of Marcian. The first two consist of

five coins each, the last of four, and the whole fourteen

are engraved in Plate VII. 1 14.

The first set consists of Theodosius II., his wife

Eudocia, his sister Pulcheria, his uncle Honorius, and

his aunt Placidia, all with the reverse VOT. XX MVLT.
XXX.
The exact date of the vicennalia of Theodosius II. is

not known, but as the tricennalia were celebrated in 430,

it may have been as early as 420. Eudocia, whom he had
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married on the 7th June, 421, received the title of

Augusta on the 10th January, 423, the twenty-first anni-

versary of her husband's admission to imperial honours.

Honorius died on the 27th August, 423. Constantius

Patricius and Placidia, whose marriage had taken place in

417, were recognised as Augusti by Honorius, but not by
Theodosius II., on the 8th February, 421. Constantius

III. died on the 2nd September of the same year, and in

the early part of 423 Honorius banished Placidia and her

children to Constantinople, where they were well received

by Theodosius II. She was then acknowledged as Augusta,

and her son as Nobilissimus, which title he exchanged the

next year for that of Csesar, on being betrothed to

Eudoxia the younger, but no coins were struck in his

name till he became Emperor of the West, on the 23rd

October, 425. As he is not included in this set, we may

suppose that the reverse VOT. XX MVLT. XXX was

no longer in use at the mint of Constantinople when

Theodosius II. made him his colleague.

We have here Eudocia only, and no Eudoxia. The

elder Eudoxia, wife of Arcadius, had died before her hus-

band, on the 6th October, 404, and the younger, born in

422, did not, in all probability, become entitled to imperial

honours till her marriage with Valentiuian III., on the

29th October, 437, and certainly not before the accession

of her future husband, of whom, we have just seen, there

are no coins with the reverse VOT. XX MVLT. XXX.
The second set consists of Theodosius II., his wife

Eudocia, his sister Pulcheria, his cousin and son-in-law

Valentiuian III., and his daughter Eudoxia the younger,

all with the reverse IMP. XXXXII COS. XVII.

Theodosius II. entered upon his seventeenth consulship

on the 1st January, 439, and upon his eighteenth on the
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1st January, 444. These coins were struck in 443, the

forty-second year since he had received the title of

Augustus, on the 10th January, 402.

We have here both Eudocia and Eudoxia, because

Eudoxia the younger had been married to Valentinian

III. on the 29th October, 437.

The third set consists of Marcian, his wife Pulcheria,

his wife's cousin Valentinian III., and his wife's niece

Eudoxia the younger, all with the side-faced Victory hold-

ing a cross, and the legend VICTORIA AVGGG., a

reverse not in use during the reign of Theodosius II.

We have here Eudoxia only, and no Eudocia, because

Eudoxia the younger was the wife of Marcian's colleague,

the Emperor of the West, while Eudocia was living in

retirement at Jerusalem, having quarrelled with her hus-

band shortly before his death.

The two remaining solidi (Plate VIII. 1, 2), also issued

by the mint of Constantinople, both bear the name of

Aelia Eudoxia.

The reverse legend of the first, SALVS ORIENTIS
FELICITAS OCCIDENTIS, can only apply to Eudoxia

the younger, and must have been struck on the occasion

of her marriage with Valentinian III., on the 29th

October, 437. She was SALVS ORIENTIS as well as

FELICITAS OCCIDENTIS, because Theodosius II.

had no son, and the Eastern empire seemed likely, as well

as the Western, to become the inheritance of his elder

daughter's issue. FELICITAS OCCIDENTIS, on the

coins of the elder Eudoxia, would have been a silly piece

of impertinence to Honorius, who had married, in 398,

Maria, the elder daughter of Stilicho. Maria lived till

407, while all the coins of Eudoxia the elder must have

been issued between 400 urid 404.
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This solidus, and those of Theodosius II., Pulcheria,

and Honorius, with the reverse VOT. XX MVLT. XXX,
are not marked on the reverse with the star which is seen

on all the other gold coins issued by the mints of Con-

stantinople and Tliessalonica during the reign of Theo-

dosius II., but not on those struck by Arcadius and

Theodosius I., under whom gold and silver were no

longer issued by the other Eastern mints. These

were Heraclea, Cyzicus, Nicomedia, Antioch, and Alex-

andria.

The absence of the star on the reverse of the second

solidus ; the fabric, which is that of the full-faced hel-

meted gold coins of Arcadius, struck at Constantinople ;

the reverse, SALVS REIPVBLICAE, which is that of

the solidus of Flaccilla (Plate VIII. 3), while the more

appropriate legend, SALVS ORIENTIS FELICITAS

OCCIDENTIS, is applied on a coin of the same mint to

the daughter of Theodosius II., are strong arguments in

favour of its attribution to the elder Eudoxia. It evidently

matches a coin of Arcadius, NOVA SPES REIPVB-
LICAE XX XXX (Plate VIII. 4), which it closely re-

sembles both in fabric and appearance. This legend refers

to Theodosius II., and we may presume that the vicennalia

of Arcadius, of which we do not know the exact date,

were celebrated about the time of the birth of his son,

which took place on the llth April, 401. Arcadius had

become his father's colleague on the 16th January, 383.

All doubts respecting the attribution of this solidus

will be removed by comparing it with the two copper

coins, GLORIA ROMANORVM and SALVS REI-

PVBLICAE, which bear the name of Eudoxia, and with

the gold and copper coins struck in the Eastern mints

during the reign of Arcadius.
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Eudoxia the younger can have no claim to these two

copper coins, because there are none of the same size and

metal, struck in the same mints, of Pulcheria, Eudocia,

Valentinian III., and Marcian. Such are found of Theo-

dosius II., but we shall see that they belong to the period

preceding the reign of Valentinian III., whose very rare

Eastern copper coins are of a much smaller size. It is not

likely that Theodosius II. and Marcian would have issued

coins in honour of a daughter in the first instance, and of

a colleague's wife in the second, while omitting themselves

and the more important members of the imperial family.

The only copper coins which agree in every requisite

with the two Eudoxias of the same metal, are the two sets

issued in the Eastern mints during the reign of Arcadius.

The first, with side-faced diademed busts, and the re-

verse VIRTVS EXERCITI (sic), is common to Arcadius

and Honorius only ; the second, with full-faced helmeted

busts, and the reverse CONCORDIA AVGG., to Arca-

dius, Honorius, and Theodosius II. They were struck,

respectively, before and after the elevation of Theodosius

II. to the rank of Augustus on the 10th January, 402,

and it is doubtful whether the latter, excepting, of course,

coins of Arcadius, continued to be issued after his father's

death. All the copper coins undoubtedly struck after his

accession, which took place on the 1st May, 408, are mucli

smaller, and of the same size as the minimi of Marcian

and Leo I. There are some of this size of Valentinian

III. with the cross reverse, matching similar coins of

Theodosius II., but I have not met with any of Honorius,

Eudocia, Pulcheria, or Eudoxia the younger.

Eudoxia the elder became Augusta on the 9th January,

100, and died on the 6th October, 404, and I believe that

the reverses GLORIA ROMANORVM and SALVS
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REIPVBLICAE accompany, respectively, the two sets,

VIRTVS EXERCITI (sic) and CONCORDIA AVGG.,
struck before and after the 10th January, 402. If so, we

should have, before the accession of Theodosius II. to im-

perial honours, copper reverses different from those of the

gold, to which they afterwards became similar, matching
the gold reverses CONCORDIA AVGG. of Arcadius

and Honorius, and SALVS REIPVBLICAE of Eudoxia

the elder. I have not yet seen any gold coins of

Theodosius II. struck in his father's lifetime, without

the star on the reverse, like those of Arcadius and

Honorius.

I give the copper coins with full-faced helmeted busts

and the reverse CONCORDIA AVGG. to Arcadius,

Honorius, and Theodosius II., because we have similar

gold solidi struck at Rome by Honorius at the beginning

of his reign, with COMOB, and no star
; by Arcadius and

Honorius at Constantinople, with CONOB, and no star
;

and by Theodosius II. and Honorius at Constantinople,

with the star. There is also a solidus of Honorius, with

the same type and the star, struck at Thessalonica, which

is probably matched by a similar coin of Theodosius II.

All the other triads bearing these names, whether gold,

silver, or copper, have side-faced diademed busts, and

belong to Theodosius I., Arcadius, and Honorius ; and

when the reverse is CONCORDIA AVGGG., there are

three G's instead ot two. The copper minimi with the

cross reverse, struck at Constantinople and Alexandria,

have CONCORDIA AVG., instead of CONCORDIA
AVGGG., which is seen on those of Heraclea, Cyzicus,

and Nicomedia. I have not yet met with any of these

little coins struck at Thessalonica or Antioch.

The minimi of Theodosius II. and Valentinian III.

VOL. VII. N.S. E E
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with the cross reverse, struck in the Eastern mints, differ

from those of the preceding class in not having the legend

CONCOKDIA AVGGG. or AVG.

Of smaller gold and silver we find

1. A semissis of Eudoxia, with the monogram of Christ

in a wreath, and the exergual mark CONOB, without the

star.

2. A tremissis of Eudoxia, with the cross in a wreath,

and the exergual mark CON., without the star.

These two coins are evidently the fractions of the solidus

attributed to Eudoxia the elder. The three are of similar

workmanship.

3. A tremissis of Eudocia, with the cross in a wreath,

and the exergual mark CONOB followed hy a star.

4. A silver coin of Eudocia, with the cross in a wreath,

and the exergual mark CONS, followed by a star.

These are matched by similar coins of Pulcheria, and

their fabric agrees with that of the solidi of the first

Theodosian period. No corresponding coins have been

found of Placidia.

5. A tremissis of Eudocia, similar to No. 3, but of in-

ferior workmanship, matched by corresponding coins of

Pulcheria and Eudoxia the younger. These evidently

belong to the second Theodosian period.

Of the Marcian period we have no Eudoxias, but only
a semissis and tremissis of Pulcheria, similar in fabric to

those of her husband. The reverses are similar to those

of the Eudoxias Nos. 1 and 2, with the exception of the

exergual marks, which are both CONOB followed by a

star.

We shall probably meet with

1. A silver coin of Eudoxia the elder, with the exergual

mark CONS., and no star.
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2. A solidus of Eudocia, matching those of Theodo-

sius II., Pulcheria, and Valentinian III., with the reverse

VOT. XXX MVLT. XXXX, struck at Constantinople

in and after 430.

The reverse SALVS REIPVBLICAE was applicable to

Pulcheria, before her brother's marriage, and we find it

with the star, matching his GLORIA REIPVBLICAE
VOT. XY MVL. XX, with the side-faced helmeted bust,

to which it is precisely similar in fabric. She was ad-

mitted to the rank of Augusta on the 4th July, 414, and

the second quinquennalia of Theodosius II. were cele-

brated on the llth January, 415.

We have seen that there are coins of Placidia with

the reverse VOT. XX MVLT. XXX, struck by Theo-

dosius II. at Constantinople, before her son's accession

in 425. The same reverse appears on three solidi struck

at Aquileia, Rome, and Ravenna (Plate VIII. 6, 8, 11), in

which she is called Galla Placidia instead of Aelia, just

as her daughter-in-law is called on her Italian coins

Licinia instead of Aelia Eudoxia.

The date VOT. XX MVLT. XXX has been naturally

supposed to refer to her brother Honorius, or to her son

Valentinian III., but there is a similar solidus of her

daughter Honoria (Plate VIII. 12), of the Ravenna mint,

which must have been struck between the accession of

her brother in 425 and her exile to Constantinople in 434,

so that this date can only apply to Theodosius II.

That these coins are copies of the solidi with the same

reverse, issued at Constantinople between 420 and 425,

is evident from the fact that the star which appears on

the Eastern coins of the married or widowed empresses,

Eudocia and Placidia, is repeated on the Italian imita-

tions of the latter, but not on those of her unmarried
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daughter, which are copied from the coins of Pulcheria.

Those of the reigning emperors, Theodosius II. and

Honorius, are also without the star. There is at the

British Museum a solidus of Theodosius II. ,
with the

reverse VOT. XX MVLT. XXX and the star, but it is

of barbarous workmanship.
If referred to Honorius, we should certainly have coins

of Constantius III. struck at Aquileia and at Rome, as

well as at Ravenna; and if to Valentinian III., we should

find on some of his solidi the date VOT. XX MVLT.

XXX, as well as VOT. X MVLT. XX, and VOT. XXX
MVLT. XXXX ; and there would also be coins issued

in his name by the mint of Aquileia. None of these

exist.

Instead of being matched by coins of Honorius, Con-

stantius III., or Valentinian III., these three solidi of

Placidia are accompanied by coins of Theodosius II.,

struck at Aquileia, Rome, and Ravenna, as sole emperor

before, or as senior emperor after, the restoration of

Valentinian III.

The Aquileia coin (Plate VIII. 5) represents on the

reverse Theodosius III. with the nimbus, as Augustus,

and Valentinian, without it, as Caesar, and must have

been struck when the town was taken possession of by
the army sent against the usurper John. The mint of

Aquileia was certainly suppressed after the downfall of John

and the recovery of Ravenna, as there are no coins struck

there by Valentinian III. and his successors. A small

copper coin of Placidia, with the cross reverse, and the

legend SALVS REIPVBLICAE, finds its place here.

The Rome coin (Plate VIII. 7) is similar to the common

Constantinople solidi of Theodosius II., with the reverse

CONCORD1A AVGG., but the exergual mark is
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COMOB instead of CONOB. It is also, with the addi-

tion of the star on the reverse, a copy of the solidi

issued at Rome by Honorius at the beginning of his

reign. The fabric is Italian, not Eastern, and similar to

that of the Aquileia coin. I assign these two coins,

which have the Eastern full-faced helmeted bust and the

star on the reverse, to the period during which Theo-

dosius II. was sole emperor, because the Ravenna set

that follows, struck immediately after the restoration of

a Western emperor, has the side-faced bust and the

reverse VICTORIA AVGGG. introduced by Theo-

dosius I. at Sirmium and in the north of Italy, and

adopted by Honorius. Rome probably declared against

the usurper at the beginning of the war, and issued coins

of the Eastern type used by the legitimate emperor, while

that of Honorius was continued at Ravenna by John.

The Ravenna coin (Plate VIII. 9), struck by Theo-

dosius II., net as sole, but as senior emperor, is matched

not only by Placidia, but also by Valentinian III. and

Honoria (Plate VIII. 10, 11, 12). The solidus of Valen-

tinian III., with the reverse of Honorius, is extremely

rare, and its issue must have ceased very soon after his

restoration. The Ravenna solidus of Theodosius II., with

the same reverse, is not uncommon, but it is usually

similar in style to, and contemporary with, the coinage

of the last years of Honorius, while the one we engrave

unmistakably matches the first coin struck in the name

of Valentinian III. This set is accompanied by small

copper coins of Valentinian III. and Placidia, with the

victory reverse, and the legend SALVS REIPVBL1CAE,
similar to those of the usurper John issued by the same

mint.

There are other coins of Placidia, all struck at Ravenna,
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which belong to the reigns of Honorius and Valentiuian

III. I give to the reign of Honorius

1. A solidus with the reverse SALVS REIPVBLICAE
of the same fabric as the gold coins of her husband Con-

stantius III.

2. A silver coin of the same type, with the exergual

mark RVPS instead of COMOB.
3. A semissis with the same legend on the reverse, and

the monogram of Christ in a wreath, with the exergual

mark COMOB.
4. A trernissis similar to the semissis, with the mono-

gram of Christ in a wreath, but without the legend

SALVS REIPVBLICAE.
5. A small silver coin similar to the trernissis, but with

the exergual mark RV instead of COMOB.

These, with the exception of the semissis, have no cor-

responding coins of Houoria. I give to the reign of

Valentinian III. the following, which are matched by

similar coins of Honoria

6. A solidus with the reverse BONO REIPVBLICAK.
7. A semissis of a fabric inferior to that of No. 3.

8. A tremissis with a cross instead of the monogram of

Christ, which is seen in No. 4.

The BONO REIPVBLICAE solidi of both the mother

and daughter have the star on the reverse, no doubt

because the Victory holding the cross is copied from one of

the Placidias, and not from the Honoria of the Theo-

dosian period in Italy.

I do not think any of Placidia's coins were struck after

her daughter's exile to Constantinople in 434, as none are

found of the fabric of those of Licinia Eudoxia, who alone

shared monetary honours with Valentinian III. during the

latter part of his reign. There are two Italian solid i of
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the daughter of Theodosius II., SALVS REIPVBLICAE,
struck at Rome and Ravenna, and VOT. XXX MVLT.

XXXX, at Rome only.

Valentinian III. began to issue, very soon after his

accession, the type of the full-faced (Plate VIII. 13, 14),

instead of the side- faced (Plate VIII. 9, 10) Victory. Of

this there are no corresponding coins of his colleague

Theodosius II., but we find some of Marcian and Leo I.

(Plate VIII., 13, 14), struck at Ravenna, Rome, and

Milan.

I am inclined to think, from the absence of coins of

Theodosius II. struck by Valentinian III., and of Leo I.

with the full-faced bust, corresponding with those of An-

themius, who owed the purple to him, that the practice of

coining in honour of the colleague emperor had then

ceased in the Italian mints
;
and that the Italian coins of

Marcian and Leo I. were struck while they were sole

emperors, the former before the accession, and after the

downfall, of Avitus ;
and the latter before the elevation

of Majorian, and during the interregnum of twenty months

which elapsed between the death of Libius Severus and

the accession of Anthemius.

J. F. W. DE SALIS.
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EARLY ARMENIAN COINS.

(Continuedfrom page 156.)

BEFORE proceeding to describe the coins, it is incumbent

upon me to explain the nature and construction of the

alphabet in which the legends are couched. This is the

more necessary, as it will be seen that the characters 011

the coins, though manifestly derived from a Phcenico-

Babylonian source, do not in all cases correspond in their

outlines or values with the better known varieties of

contemporary Phoenician writing in use more to the

westward. Indeed, too implicit a reliance on exclusively

Phoenician models has hitherto obstructed any satisfac-

tory decipherment of the names and titles on the money
now under review.

The test which I propose to apply to the letters of these

legends is derived from the vernacular writing on the later

Parthian coins, and the more definitely-shaped characters

of similar type employed in the Rock Inscriptions of the

early Sassanidse. Of the latter class of Epigraphy we

have now numerous examples in the biliteral and dialec-

tically-bilingual mural manifestoes of Ardeshir Babekun,

and his son Sapor, the sites of which extend in a rough

parallel along the east of the Tigris, from Shahrzor (35

50', 44 24') to Persepolis.
1

1 Num. Chron. xii. p. 80
; Prinsep's Essays on Indian Anti-

quities, London, 1858, vol. ii. p. 104.
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More recent inquirers can claim but a limited share in

the determination and systematic arrangement of these

alphabets, a task which was accomplished with a near

approach to completeness by M. de Sacy, so long ago as

1787;
2

but, on the other hand, enlarged ethnological

knowledge has corrected certain doubtful readings, and

the possession of direct plaster casts of the original in-

scriptions at Haji-abad
3 has aided in the precise definition

of the normal outlines, which were but imperfectly re-

produced in the eye-copies of early travellers, to whom
indeed the characters were quite as unintelligible and

far more difficult to delineate than the more severe

Cuneiform itself.

Of the associate Chaldseo Pehlvi and Sassanian Pehlvi

letters, which convey the duplicate versions of these in-

scriptions, we are more directly concerned with the former ;

but as they each, in their degree, illustrate the progressive

development of the writing from whence they jointly took

their origin, the Palaeographic data they contribute cannot

fail to be useful in any inquiry which has for its object

the determination of the values of antecedent alphabets

of the same class.

A cardinal point in all Palseographic discussions is the

determination of the causes of divergence of collateral

systems of writing obviously owning a common source.

And, as in the parallel instance of the concurrent Cunei-

form and Phoenician, the means and materials employed
in the endorsement of the record may be held to have

2 Mcmoires sur diverses antiquites de la Perse, Paris, 1793.
3

!Sir E. Stannus'fl Jirst casts are in Dublin; .reproductions
are to be seen on the wails of the B. M. (in the Assyrian room) ;

and similar copies are in the Museum of the Royal Asiatic

Society (5, New Burlington Street).
VOL. VII. N.S. F F
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influenced the ultimate formation and outlines of the letters

themselves, so, in the present case it may be necessary to-

attribute much of the diversity between the apparently

archaic forms of the Chaldseo Pehlvi, and the more free

hand of its Sassanian counterpart, to the readily accessible

materials and the dependent conventional mode of writing

peculiar to each.

It will be seen that the former character follows the

ordinary tracings of what is now called Hebrew ;
in fact,

many of its forms had already attained the fixed con-

figuration their correspondents retain, to this day, in

modern Hebrew type. The mechanical formation of the

letters seems to have been identical with the method

employed by the Scribes, who are figured in the Assyrian

sculptures, where the second amanuensis is depicted as

writing on a leather or parchment scroll, the only support

for the material, at the point of contact of the pen, being

the forefinger of the lelt hand. The line of writing in this

case would have to be carried over a curved surface, and

the shape of the letters would necessarily be affected ac-

cordingly. The actual configuration of the majority of the

characters seems to have originated from a given point, at

the top of the line of writing, thence proceeding with a

more or less lengthened stroke backwards, followed by an

almost constant curve downwards, the main discriminative

mark of many of the letters commencing only with the

concluding turn of the pen the leading idea being, in all

cases, a series of letters following a nearly uniform tracing,

supplemented by very limited and imperfect devices, for

their discrimination inter se, those definitions being chiefly

confined to the lower or completing manipulation which was

to give individuality to the character. Hence arose the

special characteristic of protracting finals in the downward
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line of writing which practice, however, the Chaldeeo

Pehlvi notably departed from under the influences about

to be noticed.

With all this identity with Phoenician models proper,

there is a strange admixture of free importations from

other and independent systems, especially in the less

determinate Semitic phonetic signs j so that, taking the

double series in their simple relation to one another, we

cannot fail to perceive that the seemingly more archaic

Chaldseo Pehlvi has borrowed from its fellow alphabet
of more Eastern currency many of the manipulative pecu-
liarities of its cursive style a style due, in all appearance,

to the facile run of the pen over the smooth surface of the

birch bark, which is known to have been so largely em-

ployed.
4

- The tenuity of the material would of itself

4 There is no doubt but that the Eastern nations had for

long past been acquainted with the writing materials of Western

civilisation, and tradition asserts that Zoroaster's revelations

were engrossed upon 12,000 cow- skins (Masaudi, French edit.,

ii. p. 125
; Haug, 123). But in countries where the tree

flourished, birch-bark must have very early recommended itself.

The discoveries of Mr. Masson in the tumuli of Afghanistan >
c ufri-

ciently attest the universality of its use in those countries (Ariana
Antiqua, pp. 60, 84). [Specimens of these are in the E. I.

Museum.] Hamza Ispahan! (writing in A.D. 961) gives us a

curious account of the discovery of ancient Persian archives,
written on birch-bark. My Western readers will be glad to be

spared the original Arabic text, and will be better satisfied with

the independent Latin translation of Dr. Gottwaldt:
" Anno CCCL. (A. D. 961) latus ejus aedificii, quod Saraveih

nominatur atque intra urbem Djei [Ispahan] situm est, corruit

et domum retexit, in qua fere L. utres erant, e corio confecti

atque inscripti literis, quales antea nemo viderat. Quando ibi

deposit! fuissent, ignotum erat. Cum a me quaesituin esset,

quae de mirabili illo sedificio scirem, hominibus promsi librum

Abu Mascharis, astrologi Balchensis, cujus noinen est : Liber

de diversitate Tabularuin astronomic1arum. Ibi ille : Reges

[Persaruin], inquit, taiito studio tenebantur diticiplinas conser-
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necessitate a departure from the prevailing system of

writing over the fingers of the left hand, and the obvious

remedy of placing the strip of bark upon a flat surface,

would, in like manner, lead to improved freedom of cali-

graphy, and an unchecked movement forwards and back-

wards in the line of writing. This enhanced power can be

traced in the contrasted Sassaniaii forms of b, sh, and i ;

while the continuity and eccentric arrangement of the

curves is shown in p, h, and m ; and the facility of back

strokes is evidenced in the foot lines of the letters t, r, k,

n, &c. The general trending of the forms of the cha-

racters of the Sassanian alphabet will be seen to differ

from the ruling principle of the Chaldaeo Pehlvi, in the

frequency of simple curves, commencing near the top of

the line, thence carried slightly upwards, and in succession

backwards and downwards, after the design of a reversed

English C ; and the variants of this simple form may
be said to embody the essential characteristics of this style

of writing, as opposed to the downward tendency of the

penmanship of the associate alphabet.

The influence of the habitual onward sweep of the

vandi, tanta cupiditate eas per omne aevum perpetuandi, tanta

sollicitudine eas ab injuriis aeris et Lunii defendendi, ut iis

inter materias scriptorias earn eligerent, quae illas iujurias optime
ferret, vetustati diutissime resisteret ac mucori et obliterationi

miuime olmoxia esset, id est, librum [corticem interiorem] fagi,

qui liber vocatur tuz . . . ubi multi majorum libri inventi

Bimt, in quibus depositae erant variae eorem disciplinae, omnes

lingua persica antiqua scripti in cortice tuz." Hamzae Ispaha-
nensis Aimaliuiu, libri x., pp. 151, 152.

Abu Rihan, a later Arabic writer (circa 950 A.D.), also

informs us :
" IMais dans les provinces du centre et du nord

de 1'Iiide, on emploie l'e*corce inte"rieure d'un arbre appele touz.

C'est avec 1'^corce d'un arbre du me'me pfenre qu'on recouvre

les arcs; celle-ci .'-e nomine boitdj [Bhurjja]." Kenaod, Mem.
bur I'ludc, p. o05. JSee also PriiiBOp'a Essays, ii. 45.
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Sassanian system of writing seems to have communicated

itself in many instances to the outlines of the characters

in the Chaldsean counterpart of the inscription, at Hajiabad.

This tendency is especially remarkable in the configura-

tion of certain letters that occur, in their modified shape,

as medials, and more obviously in their less contracted

position as finals. It is true that these alterations may
be fortuitous, as the general contour of the letters is but

imperfectly preserved, and the contrast between initials

and finals is not of constant and absolutely uniform ex-

pression ; but the difference is so marked, m the majority

of instances, as to imply a conventional leaning, falling

short possibly of direct systematic intention. This is espe-

cially the case with rendering of the letter A, for while

the initial scrupulously retains the normal delineation of

^1, the final is almost invariably prolonged into -A/.

The only letter in the Sassanian scheme which affects a

discriminating form in its final expression, is the short i,

which letter in the ordinary course consists of less than a

semicircle opening onwards and upwards, whereas the true

final operates as a sort of check to the flow of the pen.

Commencing below the centre of the horizontal line of

writing, it is turned upwards and backwards, and after

completing more than two-thirds of a circle, it leaves the

remaining space open towards the bottom [O] .

The crude conception of the short i seems to have held

something in common with the definition of the relative

form of the a, of which, in later times, it was clearly

held to constitute but a single limb ; that is to say, as two

i's made one a, so three i's stood either for ai, or ia, in

current Pehlvi ; while, in the later elaborations of the

Zend, the triple form ** answered to the Sanskrit long a, in

intentional contrast to the duplicated lilies, which retained
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their early value of the simple , whose Semitic consonantal

prototype did duty for so many indeterminate utterances.

These incidental but direct evidences, taken in connec-

tion with the obvious fact that the Sassanian alphabet

borrowed in all its simplicity the Phenico-Babylonian 'X',

as equally the Persian Cuneiform accepted a nearly iden-

tical graphical adaptation for its i
(|f),

5 would seem to

indicate that the short i of the associate Pehlvi systems

had an origin altogether independent of Semitic influences.

It is well known that the archaic alphabet of exclusively

Phoenician type limited the variations of the primary

form of the letter i, to the typical symbol (T* or to some

easily recognisable modification of that model;
6 and in

such guise the ancient character figures upon the coins

of the Achsemenians in the word ^ma " divine." 7 The

earliest numismatic appearance of the exceptional outline

of the i, which eventually settled itself into the accepted

sign of the short vowel in the Chaldseo Pehlvi proper,

occurs on the money of Artaxias, about to be described ;

but we are able to trace, incidentally, a far anterior

development of the archetype, in the earlier Greek designs

*> $ ,

8 the latter of which approaches, with even a degree

6
Rawlinson, J.R. A. S., vol. x., pp. 61, 62.

6
Gesenius, pi. i. p. 30

; Judas,
" La Langue Phe"nicienne

"

(Paris, 1847), pi. i., p. 35
;
M. de Luynes,

"
Alphabet Ph6-

iiicien," in Prinsep's Essays, vol. ii. p. 166.
7

Gesenius, pi. xxxvi., fig. G.
; Mionnet, Nos. 35, 36, pi. Ixi.,

fig. 1
;

Tre"sor de Nurnismatique, pi. Ixvi., figs. 1, 2.
8
Gesenius, pi. ii.

; Mionnet, volume "Planches," &c., 1808,
pi. xxxi., Nos. 1, 2

;

"
Inscriptions Graecae Vetustissimai,"

H. G. Rose (Cambridge, 1825), table
i., Nos. 11, 15, 18, &c.

;"
Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum," A. Boeckh (Berlin, 1828),

p. 6.
" Sed imprimis insignis est litterae Iota forma h

, qua)
etiam in sere Petiliensi reperitur, et turn in nuimnis aliquot
urbium Magnre Gracciac, et turn in inmimo Gortyniorum, in quo
hMVT cIOl, hoc est Gortyni (Payne-Knight, de alp. 114),
derivata ex Orieute." Swinton, Insc. Git., Oxford, 1750.
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of exaggeration in its curves, to the ultimate outline

arrived at. Thus it would seem that the Greeks, the

Etruscans, as well as the Romans themselves, sought no

primary or secondary Phoenician inspirations for their

device of this letter, but reduced the normal i to the

very simplest element of alphabetical composition, a single

unrelieved down-stroke, which, in the very type of this

article, still holds its own as the / we owe to our Aryan
teachers

;
and such an elementary symbol, varied only in

the manipulation dictated by the means and appliances of

writing, now reasserts its oriental derivation; a con-

nection which is more completely established in the mani-

festly common origin of the nearly identical symbol for the

same letter in the Bactrian writing of the third century

B.C., where the crude sloping line once again appears as

the representative of the vowel i in its medial form
[ /],

and in combination with the leadi g a constitutes the

proper I initial of the same series
[ ^].

9

As the Persian dialects required for their due expression

a second long or optionally double vowel it the Chaldseo

Pehlvi had to supply itself with the needful symbol, and it

is curious that, notwithstanding its many associations with

the old Semitic form, the alphabet had so far emancipated
itself from parental tutelage, as to abstain from borrow-

ing the character still in use in the Western systems, but

constructed for itself, out of its own elements, a suitable

representative of the double articulation. The manner in

which this was effected is highly instructive, and were

any such evidence requisite, would in itself go far to

prove the correctness of the value assigned to the fellow

9 Num. Ghron., N.SV vol. iii. pi. vi. Prinsep's Essays, vol.

ii. pi. xi. p. 101.
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character in the Sassanian series, about which so many
doubts have hitherto prevailed.

10 The d-J, as may be

shown from its very formation, is nothing but a duplica-

tion of the short i, the final curve, which completed the

conjunction, being further demanded for the purpose of

discriminating the letter from the current a; but the

functions of the letter did not stop short with the simple

definition of two i's, for in those days of imperfect

alphabets the character was used convertibly for I, ii, ll

aiy and most important of all, for yi if not for iy.
n The

force of the semi-vowel y, as distinguished from the more

directly vocalic sound of i, had early been recognised by

Aryan nations, though the Semitic races contented them-

selves with the consonantal compromise of Yod.

We have seen that a certain amount of doubt exists as

to the derivation of the Greek Iota, and there are some

indications of an equally independent construction of a y,

in the Hellenic system, to supply the shortcomings of the

Semitic literal scheme. A leading peculiarity of the Greek

alphabetical series consists in the implicit manner in which

it adhered to the sequence of the parent alphabet, and, as

a consequence, to the numerical values attaching to the

ancient letters of the Phoenicians. The degradation and

partial disappearance of the Van, simultaneously with the

retention of a modification of its early symbol as the

constant alphabetical numeral for 6, has always been

recognised, but it is more singular that the first letter

10 De Sacy, Me"m. sur. div. Ant. de la Perse, p. 98
; Haug,"

Language of the Parsees" (Bombay, 1802), p. 45 ; Haug, "An
Old Zand-Pahlavi Glossary" (Stuttgart, 1G7), p. xxi.

;
F.

Lenormant (Journal Asiatique, 1865), p. 193.;
11 The Zend medial semi-vowel y is composed in a similar

way from a simple duplication of the short vowel i of the same

alphabet.
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introduced in the numerical order, after the final Tau of

the exotic alphabet, should have been a sign destined to

supersede the use of the device of the digamma, and its

dubious values of v, w, u, &c., and to supplant it by a

character which, as a definitive vowel, should represent a

y or a u according to circumstances.

An apt illustration of the multiplicity of i's entering

into the Persian speech, and the difficulty the Hebrew

character had to contend with in striving to define the

varied sonant responsibilities embraced by the two excep-

tional letters of the Sassanian's, was oddly contributed

some years ago, on the occasion of the Bible Society having

to produce a " New Testament "
for the use of the Jewish

converts in Persia, composed in the language of the

country, but printed in Hebrew text, which the early

education of the converts was supposed to recommend. 12

I need not dwell upon the obstacles encountered in the

adaptation of twenty-two alphabetical signs to fulfil the

functions of thirty-two, but confine my remarks to the

employment of the i, in special regard to its duplication,

with which we are more immediately concerned. As

finals, the elaborations of the definition of i may be cited

in the words ^i,
"
he," ^*b,

" a Levite,"
13 and in compo-

sition in nsn S
73 TFST /S1D3 [he]

" went towards Jericho."

In its medial duplicate form, it occurs in rrffiitt f
SN rr

" in the law of Moses" (Luke xxiv. 44<) ; but its most

frequent appearance is in verbs, as TS<
CQ, TS

NITD, T"N?M3,

&c., where the introductory y is absolute. The Izafat

form of the short i is expressed by a sign over the line,

12 This was printed by Harrison & Sons (St. Martin's Lane)
in 1847, under the supervision of Mr. Norris.

13 In German Rabbinical represents the diphthong ei.

VOL. VII. N.S. G G
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thus, p vrD'n:N5 *n "in the house of my father" (John

xiv. 2).

One of the letters of the Chaldsean alphabet that for

a long time remained imperfectly denned in form and

unascertained in value, was the n, a sign which is now

known to stand for D, a. The true outline of the cha-

racter will be seen to vary but slightly from that of the

n, leh, and it is liable in some cases to be mistaken for a

n, t, or even for an imperfect a, m. The discriminating

slope of the initial line, and the point of junction of the

second down-stroke, alone determine the phonetic force

of the letter. The direct association of the contour of

the character with the Bactrian n, s,
u would go far to

establish its power; but the absolute identity may be

demonstrated in the ordinary course, by tracing the form-

ation of the Chaldsean character through its own elements

as compared with the cognate manipulation of the Sassanian

*, which, in the early examples, appears as 'o, or as if

it had been formed of a combination of the letters i and

z of that system. From this normal outline the letter

soon passes into the more cursive s figured in the

accompanying table ; and eventually it contributes a very

striking example of the tendency, above noticed, to the

prolongation of onward lines in the s, in / -JvjsKKj<3 y*

reproduced in the facsimile of Varahran's 'seal legend

(Num. Chron. N.S. vi. p. 243).

It only remains to advert to the single letter ch of the

Sassauian column, which was clearly constructed, by the

adapters of the new alphabet, to meet the wants of an

Aryan form of speech. It will be seen to have been

formed out of the ordinary Semitic h, by the addition

14 Num. Chron. N.S., vol. iii. pi. vi.
; Prinsep's Essays, vol.

ii. pi. xi., p. 159.
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of a discriminative final back-stroke, which so essentially

constituted the speciality of the Pehlvi and Zend modifi-

cations of the same character. The Aryan correspondent

of the Semitic kh will be found to be altogether wanting
in the associate Sassanian, and it was only later in point

of time that a compromise was effected, in the intro-

duction of the compound articulation hu, which was made

to do duty for that guttural.

In conclusion, I must warn future students of some of

the more striking obstacles in the way of a satisfactory

decipherment and interpretation of these Chaldseo Pehlvi

writings. Most prominent among these is the difficulty

of discriminating between the nearly identical forms of

the i and z. Next in order may be cited the want of

appreciation of the sound, and indifference in the use of

the symbols for d and t as likewise for g and k ; and

finally is to be noted the uncertainty of the definition

of the relative sounds of z and s, and other letters of less

importance.

After so much prefatory matter, but little remains to be

said regarding the forms of the letters inserted in the sub-

joined Table of Alphabets, except that I have to confess

that the artistic execution does not achieve all that I could

desire.
15 The Rabbinical Hebrew has been placed in close

juxtaposition with the Chaldseo Pehlvi, more on account

of its obvious identities than for any direct association or

illustration that might be drawn from the similitudes.

The old Syriac is valuable for the purposes of comparison

16 My original tracings of the several letters, to the typical

outlines of which my eye had got practically accustomed, were

very successfully copied, in the first instance, on the wood
;

but' it is to the wood-engraver that all faults and shortcomings

are due.
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in its near proximity in point of date and the authenticity

of its derivation, which is vouched for by the imprima-

tur of the late Dr. Cureton, for whose texts it was

especially prepared by Messrs. Watts and Co.
16 The

modern Pehlvi was engraved by Marcellin Legrand, of

Paris, under the superintendence of M. Jules Mohl,
17

and,

to my perception, offers the best reproduction of the

ancient writing yet achieved. I must mention that I have

so far taken a liberty with original adaptation of this

alphabet, as to use the pointed letter h, which was in-

tended to correspond with the modern kh, as the repre-

sentative of a simple h, in order to mark the contrast

between the a in this font and the ordinary h, which

was otherwise unprovided for.

16 Dr. Cureton's account of the production of this type is,

"that it was principally copied from MSS. of the sixth century,
and represents the earliest form of the character known to ua.

It is identical with that of the most ancient MS. in the British

Museum date A.D. 4:11
;
but the forms of the letters are made

a little more carefully than they were written by the person
who copied that MS., and imitate more closely those of some
better scribe, although about a century later." The parallel
course of alphabetical development from the parent Phoenician

to the westward has been well sketched by M. de Vogiie in the

Revue Archeologique, vol. ix. (1863), p. 204.
17 I am indebted to Messrs. Harrison & Sons, St. Martin's

Lane, for the specimens here given. The old font has lately
been greatly improved by the introduction of new forms

engraved to represent the lapidary character of the inscriptions.
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The materials for the biography of Artaxias are limited

in the extreme, and reach us only in the casual mention

of his name by the classical writers, while treating on the

more special themes of the period the varied fortunes of

the Greek generals, and the Seleucidan successors of Alex-

ander the Great. The kingdom Artaxias re-established,

and raised to so high a position in the scale of contem-

porary nations, has preserved no single historical reminis-

cence of his rule, amid the annals of its own soil
;
and the

sole memorial of the reign of the individual whose titular

designation became dynastic with subsequent monarchs,

has hitherto been supposed to consist in the tradition of

the deserted site of the " Armenian Carthage,"
18 a city

which in intermediate times had retained its founder's

original denomination.19

Artaxias, who is held to have been a native of the

country, first appears upon the historic scene as one of the

generals in local command, and conventionally as ruler of

Armenia proper, under Antiochus the Great.20 From this

18
Plutarch, in Lucullus, xxxii. 4.

19
Tacitus, Annals, ii. 56.

20 As these passages are of considerable importance, I tran-

scribe them entire :

'la-Topovo-t 8e TTJV 'Appeviav piicpav nporepov ovo-av av^Tjdfjvai 8ia TWV

Ttepl 'ApTaj-iav KOI Za.pia.8piv, 01 TrpoTfpov pev rj(rav 'Avrio^ov TOV p.e-

ydXou (TTpanjyol, fSacriXeixravTes 5' v<rTfpov /uera TTJV eKfivov TJTTUV 6 p.ev

TTJS SaXprjVTJs Kal TT}S 'AKIQ-TJVTJS Kal 'O8ou.avTi8os Kai aXXwi/ TLV&V 6 de

rrjs Trepi Apraara, a-vvrjv^rja'av ex. rcov 7TfpiKip,ev(ov (Qv&v aTrore/io/xei/oi

peprj, CK Mr)8<t)v p,ev TTJV TC ~K.a(nnavT)v Kal QavviTtv Kal Ba(ropo7reSai/,

'ifiripwv 8e TTJV TC Trapwpeiav TOV IIapvd8pov Kal TTJV Xopfrvriv Kal rcoya-

pf]Vi]v, Trepav ov&av TOV Kvpov, XaXv/3a>v 8e /cat Moo~vvoiKd)v Kaprjvlnv
Kal Sfp^Tjvrjv, a TTJ p.iKpa 'ApjUfvia eoTti/ ou.opa rj Kal p-fprj avTTJs eart,

Karadj/cov 8e
'

AKi\i<rr)VT)v Kal TT)V rrepl TOV 'AvriYatyjoj', 'Svpwv 8e Tapca-

vlTtv, &(rT TrdvTas 6fJ.o-y\a>TTovs flvai. Strabo, xi., C. XIV. 5.

*O p.v 8t) iraXaibs \6yos OVTOS, 6 8e TOVTOV vecarepos Kal /cara Hepaas
fls TO (p(rjs ^fXP 1 f^s TIP-*** ^s fv Kf(pa\aiu> Trperroi av p-fXP 1 TOO-OVTOV

Xf^^ety, art Karei^ov TTJV 'Apptviav Ilepo-ai Kal MaKf86vfs, ftera TOVTO of
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indeterminate subordination he readily emancipated him-

self, on or probably before the treaty of the Syrian king
with the Romans, in 188 B.C. Of the minor incidents of

his reign, by far the most interesting to Western ideas is

the singular association of the fugitive Hannibal in the

consolidation of the newly organised sovereignty, and the

personal superintendence he contributed towards the selec-

tion of the site, and the laying out of the future capital

of his adopted home, Artaxata. 21

In 179 B.C., the position of Artaxias in the political

system of Asia was sufficiently assured to entitle him to a

special article in the treaty between Eumenes and Phar-

naces.22
Later, in point of time, he is incidently adverted

to as intriguing with Ariarathes V. of Cappadocia (B.CJ

162 130), for the purpose of extending his boundaries

by their joint absorption of the province of Sophene.
23

And, finally, the public career of Artaxias was closed,

Tr)V Supi'av e%ovTcs /cat TTJV Mrjo'iav' TfXfVTaios 5' VTrf/p^ev 'Opovrrjs a-rro-

yovos 'Yftdpvov T>V firra H(po~>v ej/dV fid' virb TWV 'Airio^ou TOV peyd-
Xov OTparrjywv TOV irpbs 'Pca/ua/ouj iro\ep,r)(ravTOS dirjptOrj Si'^a, 'Apraiou
T6 Kul Zapidftpios' Kai rjpxov ourot TOV jSao-iXecos firiTpfyavros' rjTTijdf'vTos

8' fKfiVOV TTpOO-^f/JifVOL 'PcO/iOlOtf KO.6 IIVTOVS fTOTTOVTO fia(Tl\f'is TTpOOr-

ayopfvde'vTfs TOV p.ev ovv 'Apra^iou Tiypdvrjs TJV cnroyovos xa.1 t% TTJV

iSt'tos \(yop,evrjv 'Apfj-fviav, . . . TOV 8e Zapiddpios 6 Saxprjvbs 'ApTavijs

\(ov ra voTia p-fprj Kai TOVTCOV TO. Trpo? 8vo~iv p.aX\ov. KaTf\v6r] S' OVTOS

viro TOV Ttypdvov, /cat iravTwv KaTt&rr) Kvptos e*C6ij/oy. Strabo, XI., C.

xiv. 15.
21

Plutarch, in Lucullus, xxxi. 5
; Strabo, xf., c. xiv. 6.

~ y

Eirfypd(prj 8e <al Mi6pi8aT7), rw TTJS 'App.vias o~ciTpdTrr], T TaXavTa,

dtoTi Trapafias TO.S Trpbs Eu/xei/T/ o-vvdrjKas fTrdXtjjirjcrfv 'ApiapdOr]. Hepi-

\T](p6r](rav Se TOLS <rvv8f)Kais, TCOV p.ev KUTO TTJV 'Acriav OVVO.O-TWV 'Apra-

ias, 6 TT/S 7r\fi(TTr)S 'Ap/zei/ia? ap^cov, /c.r.X. PolyblUS, xxvi. 31, 15.
23 on TOV ^\i6po^ov^avr]v eiT\rfyv TTarpvv dp^fjv KdTayayovros 'Apiapd-

6ovs, 'Apra^ias
1 6 Ttjs

'

Appevias /3ao-iXei/y oi'/c acpto-ra/ifi/os' TTJS ( apx^ y

TrXeove^ias TrptV/Seis aTreVreiXe Trpas ^Apiapddqv, TrapaKoX&v a-v^poirqcrai.

K.CU TWV veavicrKtoV (KUTfpov Trap' TOV eavTov dia^eipifrdfjifvov ieXeV$at TT\V

yv, K.T.\. Died. Sic. xxxi. 32.
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rather ignominiously, by his capture by Antiochus Kpi~

plumes, in lf>5 B.C. 21

As in a certain sense typically introductory to the sequent

series of Armenian mintages, I reproduce, in a woodcut,

a rare if not unique coin, which Mr. Vau.x some years ago

selected from the ample stores of the British Museum, as

seeming to establish, in the association of the conventional

device of the early Dane archer with the exceptional form

of head-dress figured on the obverse, a direct connection

with the class of money I once again seek to interest my
leaders in. The design of the Scythie head- piece will

have to be considered hereafter, so I leave this small gem
to tell its own tale.

25

No. 1. Silver. Weight, 8-9 grains.

On the same occasion, Mr. Vaux, while passing in review

other important numismatic novelties," incidentally sought

to reduce within more reasonable limits the fabulous anti-

quity heretofore assigned to Persian Darics, the oppor-

tunity being afforded by the determination of the personal

identity of an unknown Greek of the name of Pythagoras,

whose designation figured on another variety of these?

mintages, in combination witli a well-executed and con-

ventionally archaic type of the national bowman. The

14 45. cffrpfircv/rc ? Kal eirl Aprt'av, ro< Anpi/W fifttriXf'a.

40. Kot avTvv t\<W, irf.Xt.vTrjatv' ivvcif.Te.s iraibiov inroXiiruv.

K T.X.--Ap|ii:ui, Syr. See also Section (>(>.

' Tin 1

peculiar h>sneil spear of the IVrsiaiiH
(

! lerodotus, vii.

41) Hccins to have h;i<l a crude (ninterparl in the spears ot the

Mosynceci, with the lower knoh formed from the wood of the
shaft.- Xenoplion, v. c. I, TJ.

<M Num. ( Miron. x\'iii. 1 17.
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discovery by Mr. Lol'tus of a Greek inscription cut upon

an already 'fallen column of a palace at Susa, which had

once called both Xerxes and Artaxerxcs master, suggested

to Mr. Vaux the identification of the Pythagoras, the son

of Aristarchus, mentioned therein as the commander of

the body-guard (2o>/uaro0vXa) of the Greek mercenaries in

that region, with tin; individual of the same name, the cor-

responding letters of which encircle the ancient archer-

king, the reverse of whose coin consists merely of an ob-

scured or imperfect incused square. In explanation of the

obvious difficulties attendant upon this identification, the

not unreasonable supposition is advanced, that as leader

of the foreign troops, their captain may have been per-

mitted to place his own name, in the letters of their native

tongue, on the money designed for the payment of the

general subsidy. Mr. Vaux remarks upon the curious

coincidence of the name of Pythagoras being written on

the coins as IIYQAFOPH, instead of in the grammatical

form of nY0AroPOY ; but this might be easily accounted

Cor, if all other things fell in, by supposing that among
soldiers domesticated, if not frequently born and bred, in

the country, the Persian genitive termination27 was colloqui-

ally adopted in lieu of the more severe Greek, as we have

seen that, in a nearly parallel instance, it was customary

to inscribe the larger Achsemenian coins with "it in the

genitive or adjective form, which was effected by the simple

addition of the final i to the substantive -no (TJO -nrw).

The medals of Tiribazes, which we have next to refer to,

bear more directly on the history of Armenia, in the fact

that he was governor of the western division of that

a7 The other examples of this type of coinage are very de-

Irriive in the orthography of the Greek name. Truaor de

Numismatique, p. 1
;'>'.', pi. xlvi. No 14.

VOL. VII. N.S. 11 II
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country during the revolt of Cyrus the younger, and the
"
retreat of the ten thousand." 28 His reverse types, also,

in the figure of Ormazd, connect themselves with the

Zoroastrian doctrines as accepted by the Achsernenians,

and have a certain bearing upon the local development of

the creed, in the design of that divinity rising from the

flames of the fire altar, which so early became a dis-

tinguishing feature of the Armenian reverse devices.

With every desire, however, to claim such admirable

specimens of Greek art for the further kingdom of

Armenia proper, I cannot concur in any notion that

should attribute these coins to provincial mints, or indeed

to any period while Tiribazes held so minor an office as

Satrap of WesternArmenia. The purely Phoenician style of

the legends, as well as the alternative Greek, limics these

issues to more westerly sites, which the absence of allArme-

nian peculiarities would still further confirm,
29
though in the

name itself and its derivation nothing but unadulterated

Persian is to be detected ; and it is singular that the very

difficulty which the Due de Luynes felt about the unex-

plained final van was inherent in the simple necessities of

the language out of whose elements the name was framed.

The Tiry

" an arrow " (a name of Mercury), Sanskrit tir,

28
Xenophon, Anabasis, iv. c. 4, 4, et seq. ;

vii. c. 8, 25.

Diodorus Siculus, xiv. c. 5. Mr. Ainsworth supposes the

site of the palace of Tiribazes to have been "
at or near to

Perak or Lis, north of Lake Nazuk." (About lat. 30 0', long.
42 20'.)

29 After I had written the above, my attention was called to

an article by Mr. W. H. Waddington in the Revue Numis-

matique (Paris, 1860), in which I find he lias discussed this

question from an independent point of view, and arrived at an
almost identical conclusion with myself in assigning these coins
" a 1'cpoque oil Tiiib&ze commandait en Cypre (386 380 B.C.),"

p 435.
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in combination with Bdzu (Zend, Bdzu, Sanskrit Baku),
" an arm," sufficiently indicates the origin of the designa-

tion, the second component element of which entered so

largely into the nominal compounds, as in Pharnabazes

and Artaxerxes, paKpfyup, &c.

These coins may be briefly described :

1. Silver. Size 5.

Obv. Baal standing to the left, clothed in a Greek
mantle. The left hand rests upon a spear ;

the

right hand is extended, and supports a small

eagle.

Legend. min. Monogram T. (Variants
of monogram in the field, 2O.)

jftey. Ormazd, as ordinarily represented in -the Persepo-
litan sculptures. The right hand holds aloft a

chaplet, as if in the act of bestowal; a diminutive

eagle perches on his left hand (in some speci-

mens this eagle is replaced by a flower).

Though the number of extant coins of Artaxias would

appear to be limited in the extreme, the variety arid sug-

gestive importance of the types and devices contributed

by the five specimens now engraved may well appeal to

the interest of those who are as yet unprepared to follow

the minor details of the local coinage. The examples

immediately available present a singular illustration of the

origination and speedy growth of a reassertive effort amid

an ancient nationality, guided by the inspiration and

leadership of a seeming scion of their own race, who had

attained eminence and command in other lands and under

the foreign rulers who still held the more fruitful provinces

of the empire of Darius, under a somewhat dubious pres-

tige, as the generals and successors ofAlexander the Great.

The portrait of Artaxias is first presented on his coins

as a young and singularly handsome man, a native model,

under Greek treatment, of one of the best types of human
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beauty.
3' 1 His head-dress would seem strange to western

eyes, but it has preserved its significance in almost the

last home of the fire-worshippers, who live undisturbed

under British sway in their chosen refuge on the west

coast of India, whither it would seem to have travelled in

all its pristine integrity from that early centre of Zoroas-

trian faith, Azerbaijan, the Caspian border-province of

close ethnic identity with Armenia itself.

As far as can be gathered from the classic authors, there is

no evidence of any special association of this style of turban

with the localities indicated, but for long past numisma-

tists have thoroughly identified the open-top, mitre-like

cap with the kingship of the whole or some portion of

Armenia in its more extended geographical sense. The

elaborately-folded and artistically-arranged head-dress

may be supposed to have been constructed from fine

linen ;

31 and it would seem, from the contrast between the

30 I fear I must not appeal to the illustrations here produced
for confirmation of my assertion

; but, in truth, though every
exertion has been made in the trial of different artists (Nos. 2
and 3 obverses are, as may be seen, from different hands),
even to the calling in of the aid of photography (No. G), the

drawings altogether fail to realise the typical characteristics of

the oriental models. Asa work of art, nothing, perhaps, could
be better than Mr. Williams's cut (No. 2), but the likeness is

palpably defective. Mr. Vaux's engraver failed most signally
in the plate in N. C., vol. xviii.; as also did the Due de Luynes*
artist in pi. vi. of his Satrapies. On the other hand, I must
give all honour to Mr. Williams for the success with which lie

has treated the profile of Alexander the Great in No. 4.
31 The small horns, which would discountenance any idea of

so light a substance, are, I understand, fashioned in these days,
in Uombay, by successive layers or folds of muslin stiffened in
the ordinary way. In the more civilised cities frames of the

Turban, in cardboard, are kept ready for intending purchasers,
who select their own colours for the outer covering. White is

reserved for the Priests.
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obverse and reverse of coin No. 2, to have constituted the

indoor or summer costume, as opposed to the more ample

and substantial covering which was requisite for open-air

worship at a fire-altar, or the more vigorous action of a

campaign, in so severe a winter climate as that noto-

riously endured by the inhabitants of the country Artaxias

ruled over.

No. 2. Silver. Weight, 236'2 grains. B. M.

Olv. Head of the king to the right, wearing the Armenian
turban and conspicuous ear-rings, corded dia-

dem, &c.

ReVt A fire-temple, to the right of which is a standard

exhibiting the device of the ancient cuneiform

symbol for an altar
;
to the left is the standing

figure of the king, in the act of worship, clothed

in the long Median robe, and wearing the Arme-
nian variety of the Phrygian bonnet.

Legend "runrrn mm

The second coin of Artaxias introduces him more fully

in his capacity of priest-king. Oriental instincts had too

clear a knowledge of the importance attaching to the head

of the national faith to contemplate a delegation of this

function of royalty to any Bao-tXeug apxwv> or Rex sacrifi-

culus
; indeed, as is here seen, the tendency was to ele-

vate the ruler into a very near approach to the divinity,

and Artaxias even arrogates to himself the throne of

Jupiter, and introduces his own portrait in place of and in
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the very attitude devoted to the conventional representa-

tion of Baal-Tars. 32 The small standard which was placed

on the right side of the fire-temple altar in the previous

coin, here occupies a more prominent position in the field ;

and if the object it was designed to represent proves to be

a simple reproduction of the old Assyrian sign for " a

temple or an altar/' its use in the present case may be

associated with the monarch's less formal devotion in

court or chamber, in contrast to the higher ceremonial of

public ministration before the sacred fire. The exact

cuneiform device is |J, and its meaning in the sense

now given is unhesitatingly accepted by both English
and continental scholars.

33

No. 3. Silver. Weight, 256-5 grains, B. M.

Obv. Head of the king to the right, with Armenian
turban, large ear-rings, twisted diadem, &c.

Rev. King seated on his throne (after the design of the

Baal-Tars device on the coins of Tarsus),
34

wearing the Median robe with hanging sleeves,

32 M. de Luynes, Eesai sur la Numismatique des Satrapies,

&c., pi. ix. 20, 21 ; pi. x. 2024.
83 Rawlinson's Ancient Monarchies, i. p. 337. MM. Oppert

and Men mt, &c. Mr. Norris informs me, in explanation of

the marked repetition of fours in this symbol, that the fours all

import the same thing in Babylonian,
" Action or Creation," and,

with the determinative sign of God, always signify Nebo, as the

active god, perhaps the Creator.
34 M. de Luvnes, ix. 13, 14, Ac.
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and a turban similar to that on the obverse. The

right hand rests iipon a spear ; the left holds a

cup. To the front is seen the typical standard

with the device of an altar.

Legend ....

The impression of the Armenian die on No. 4, which

has only partially obliterated the head of Alexander the

Great, previously in relief on the coin, seems to have

been left imcomplete in many of its details from the

resistance the irregular and uneven surface presented in

the process of the second stamping. Though the profile

is altogether defective, the outline of the head-dress is

sufficiently distinct, and the prominent and stiff peak in

front and other indications seem to identify it with one

of the varieties of the Paphlagonian helmet, which is

described by Xenophori as being composed of leather,
35

while Herodotus has taught us that it was netted or

plaited/
6 a definition that has given rise to some con-

troversy, which, however, may perhaps be reconciled

and explained by supposing that the obvious rigidity of

the front and sides of the helmet may have been secured

by a wicker-work frame, over which the outside leather

covering was laid. It is clearly shown in the enumeration

of the varied costumes of the nationalities serving in the

*5 Xira'(<7cove ^ evdeSviceaav i/Trep yovarwv, vajfog we Xivov

orpoojuaTocieo-^ov
'

e?rt 3e ry K(<paXrj Kpdvrj tncbrtva, ota Trep TCI

IIa0Xayo^iK-a, KpwffvXov iyp?T* Kara ptaov eyyumrco rwpoctfy/

tl^ov <$ KOI aayapeiQ ort&jfpac. Xenophon, Anab. v. c. iv. 13.
^ Ol df oTpartvo^f VOL o'tfie ?'/<rav' Tlepaai ^uev wfie ioKevaapivot*

7Tpt jj.ev TrjffL Ke(pa\fjan tlyov riapas KoXtOfJiivovf, TriXovg, aTrayea?

Herodotus, vii. 61.

K/<7crtoi ^e aT^aTevo^.f.voi. TO. pev aXXa Kara nep Ilepcrai eV*ceva-

, avrl 2f TU>V Tr/Xwi/ pirprjfpopoi i'iaav. G2.

iarparevovro, iirl pev TJJ<TI Kec/)aX

a, daTrt'^ag Is. apiKpac, ul\pag e ov

72.
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army of Xerxes, that the Armenians, Phrygians, and the

Paphlagonians wore mere modifications of one and the

same style of head-gear; it is moreover understood that

the Phrygian bonnet, like the helmet on these coins,

tied under the chin, a custom common to many of the

subject races under the Achsemenians, whose costumes

are figured in careful detail amid the sculptures at Per-

sepolis.

There are many foreign but closely contempora-

neous examples of a similar arrangement for the con-

tinuation of the cap, bonnet, or helmet, designed for

the protection of the sides of the face, and to a lesser

degree than is here shown for the covering of the chin,

which last peculiarity is so exaggerated in the present

examples as almost to imply that this leather case con-

stituted an outer covering, or else rejoiced in a fur

lining, within the visible outline represented on the coins.

To the former conclusion, indeed, the odd corner at the

back of the helmet gives countenance, inasmuch as its

hollow recess would just have been fitted to receive the

rnitred top of the turban.

A singular illustration comes to us from without,

in the parallel delineation of the Persians at the battle

of Issus, which quoad costume we receive in an

authentic shape, though fashioned by the independent

hands of adversaries, in the celebrated Mosaic from

Pompeii the presumed copy of a picture by Apelles of

the triumphant charge of Alexander, and the final rout of

the party immediately in attendance on Darius, all of

whom, even to the charioteer, are swathed around both

head, much of the face, and the entire chin with apparently

light loose folds of linen, which retain one generally consis-

tent form
;
and that form differs but little with the excep-
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tionof the marked prominence of the leather peak from the

leading idea of the contour of the Armenian head -gear. But

the particular point that this picture of the artist's own time

would seem to establish for us is, that whether for the

extremes of summer or winter, or even for ordinary ex-

posure under the rays of the sun, it was the custom to add an

outer covering for the head, independent of the ordinary

tiara; and the main difference between Darius and his

chiefs in this instance consists in the regal tint of his

linen or silk muffler, and in the relative height of his

tiara, which interferes inconveniently with the ordinary

arrangement of the folds of cloth.37

But to revert to the Armenian bonnet on the coins,

both Nos. 4 and 5 exhibit another peculiarity of the

Mosynoecian helmet described by Xenophon, in "the

plait of hair round the middle, nearly resembling a

tiara/'
38 which in this case seems to have consisted of a

diadem passing over the forehead at the point of junction

of the hair, carried round the head, and terminating in

the regal fillets at the back
; when worn with the mitre-

like turban, Nos. 2 and 3, the cord passed under one of

the sloping folds of the linen, but it is carried round the

outside of the bonnet, and may have served as an addi-

tional means of retaining that ungainly head-dress in its

place.

The reverses of Nos. 4 and 5 are marked by an innovation

upon the earlier type of No. 2 in the introduction of the

37 " Les mines cle Pompeii." M. F. Mazois (Paris, 1829),

pi. xlviii.

Overbeck (Leipzig, 1856), p. 424.
"
Pompeii," Dr. Dyer (London, 1867), p. 277.

38 This is Watson's rendering of the text. French transla-

tors make it
" sur le milieu desquels une tresse en crin s'elevait

en spirale comme une tiare."

VOL. VII. N.S. I I
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figure of Ormazd rising from the flames a change which

finds its parallel in the sequent series of Sassanian coins,

where the simplicity of the sacred flame on Ardeshir's

fire-altar is elaborated among his later successors with the

like adjunct. This may indicate some advance in, or

modification of, the Zoroastrian creed itself, of which

there are other evidences in the legends themselves,

which I propose to reserve for examination hereafter.

No. 4 Silver. Weight, 254-0 grains. B. M.

Olv. Imperfectly developed head of the king, covered

with the Phrygo-Armenian bonnet. (This device

will be seen to have been stamped over the old

device of a current coin of Alexander the Great,
whose profile is distinctly visible on the lower

edge of the double -struck piece.)
Rev. A fire -temple, from amid the flames of which issues

the figure of Ormazd. To the right, the usual

symbolical altar -standard
;
to the left, the king

standing with his hand resting on a bow, and

wearing the conventional Armenian bonnet.

Legend

No. 5. Silver. Weight, 64-7. B. M.

Olv. Head of the king in the usual Armenian bonnet,
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with projecting front, and prominent chin-pro-
tector. The definition of the face is imperfect,
and for the same reason as that which interfered

with the complete impression of No. 4, the piece

having heen struck over an earlier coin.

Rev. Fire-temple, with Ormazd, as in No. 4. The king's

cap is similar to that on the obverse, and the left

hand rests upon a bow.

Legend . . . .
-

[JD]I. .-urnrm '-

The coin, however, in the entire Armenian series that

will most interest European antiquaries is No. 6, which

depicts, in the head on the obverse, the first effort at the

transformation of the capote of the savage into the model

of the head-piece which ran so lengthened a career among
mediaeval men-at-arms, our own among the rest only to

disappear with the uniform of the Knights of St. John of

Jerusalem at their last parade.

The coin, as may be inferred from the woodcut, is in a

very damaged condition,
39 but the outline of the profile in

the original is sufficiently preserved to convey with the

full force of Archaic Greek art the more firm, but equally

characteristic features of the king at an advanced period

of life.

The low-crowned head-piece has attached to it broad

cheek-plates of metal,
40 which were probably supplemented

by a third, or back-plate, above the junction of which, or

39 This cut has been executed from a photograph of the coin

directly thrown upon the wood itself ; but it only affords another

instance of how unsatisfactory a process photography may be-

come under an imperfect treatment of lights and shadows.
40 There is a curious example of the adaptation of cheek-

plates to a Greek helmet on one of the coins of Eucratides (of

the type of No. 1, pi. iii., Ariana Antiqua), figured by General

Cunningham in his supplementary Bactrian plates.
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possibly around it, but within the cheek-plates, is carried

the diadem, the fillets of which fall freely from the back

of the cap. It is difficult to distinguish the material of

which the chin-protector is composed, and the option may
be left between fur, scale, or even chain armour, if such

was known in those early days.
41 The neck-plate, with

its three bosses, seems to connect the helmet with the

body-armour, which was probably of the ancient scale fabric

so frequently represented in the Assyrian sculptures.

No. G. Silver. Weight, 249-0 grains.
General A. CUNNINGHAM.

Obv. The head of the king, at a more advanced period
of life, wearing a flat-crowned helmet with
broad cheek-plates and projecting protection
for the chin

;
the whole secured to the body-

armour by a connecting neck-piece. The fillets

of the diadem fall from the back of the steel

cap.
Rev. Fire-temple, with adjuncts, as in No. 4.

Legend obliterated.

EDWARD THOMAS.

(To be continued.)

41 Mr. Gosse considered that he could detect traces of chain-

armour among the sculptures at Kouyunjik.
"
Assyria," P. H.

Gosse. London, 1852, p. 287.
" The antiquity of interlaced chain-mail lias been much

discussed. It is most clearly sculptured on the base of the

Trajan column." " Ancient Armour," by John Hewitt, ii. 109,
note. Oxford, 18GO.
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NOTICE OF RECENT NUMISMATIC PUBLICATIONS.

In the troi&ieme livraison of the Revue Numismatique Beige
for 1SG7 there are^the following articles :

1.
" Souvenir of the Crusades Quarter denier, found near

Ypres," by M. R. Chalon.

2.
"
Catalogue of Ohsidional Coins, or Pieces of Necessity,"

by M. le Lieut. -Col. P. Mailliet (sixth article).

3.
"
Imperial Coins struck at Nimegue," by M. W. de

Voogt
4.

"
Weights of the Middle Ages," by M. R. Chalon.

5.
" Medal of Albert Pio of Savoy, Count de Carpi," by M.

Franpois Rabut.

6.
" Jettons of Tournai," by M. R. Chalon.

7.
" Some Account of Jettons which are wanting," by M. le

Comte de Limburg-Hirum.
8.

" The Largest Medal ever struck," by M. R. Chalon.

The medal here described was engraved by the late Laurent

Joseph Hart, and is of most remarkable dimensions, being 150
millimetres or 6 inches in diameter. On one side is the bust

of Leopold I., with an appropriate inscription on the other,

CONGRES NATIONAL DE BELGIQVE, 18301831, and
the names of all the members of this assembly within a crown
of laurel, with coats of arms, &c. The largest medal struck in

France is that of the Chemins de Per, by Bovy ;
its diameter is

only 114 millimetres. The Waterloo Medal, by Pistrucci, is 138

millimetres, but it only exists in electrotypes. Forty examples
in bronze and ten in white metal only have been issued of

this extraordinary piece.
9.

" Medal of a Numismatist, d propos of the laying of the

First Stone of a Lighthouse on one of the Summits of the Alps,"

by M. A. Durand.

This medal has been issued by M. Ernest Griolet, member of

the Swiss Alpine Club, to commemorate his erection of a light-

house on the mountain of Bella-Tola, which had been presented
to him by the commune of Saint-Luc, for his generous beha-

viour to the inhabitants of Saint-Luc after a severe fire had

nearly destroyed.^ this village. On one side ERNEST
GRIOLET, a pharos, and view of the Alps on a shield

;
the

crest, a head of a ^chamois placed upon two alpen-stocks

crossed. On each side a bouquet of flowers of the Alps;

beneath, a star
; below, BELLA TOLA between two stars.

Rev. AU CLUB^ALPIN. In a garland of pine and Swiss pine

the cross of the Swiss Confederation above two hands clasped;

in the exergue, 1866.
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In the Correspondance is a letter from M. Fr. Seguin to M.
R. Chalon respecting some Russian copper coins.

In the Melanges, a notice of recent numismatic publications.

"NOTIZIE INTORNO ALLA VlTA ED ALLE OPERE DI MoN-
SIGNOR CELESTINO CAVEDONI CON APPENDICE DI SUE LETTERE
ED ALTRE COSE iNEDiTE," Modena, Tipografia editrice dell'

Immacolata Concezione, 8vo. 1867
;
also large 8vo. with photo-

graph.
This most interesting volume, containing the life, list of works,

and other matters relating to the late Abbe" Cavedoni, has been

produced under the editorship of Dr. Pietro Bortolotti, Dr. D.
Antonio Massinelli, Dr. D. Antonio Dondi, and Sig. D. Luigi
Delia Valle. It is divided into two parts and an appendix,

together forming a volume of 589 pages. The first part opens
with a short life of Cavedoni by Dr. Massinelli, followed by
three inscriptions in Latin, and at p. 55 commences a list

of the writings of Cavedoni, amounting to no less than 962, and

extending over forty-four years (1822 1866). The archaeolo-

gical articles comprise Numismatics, Epigraphy, and various

Archaeology. The sacred papers are numerous, and there are

various literary studies on different subjects, besides several Latin

inscriptions of funerals, of sacred subjects, and of a miscella-

neous nature. 1 A useful list of the journals in which most of

the papers have appeared is given at p. 63, and the number
amounts to 52. What advantage it would be if they could all

be reprinted in full, as has been done for the works of Borghesi.
This part of the volume forms the most useful portion, for when

necessary Dr. Bortolotti has put notes and explanations.
The second part consists of various complimentary letters from
most of the distinguished archaeologists and numismatists of

the day Galvani, Ferrucci, Henzen, Garrucci, Patrizi,

Mommsen, Gerhard, Secchi, Minervini, <fcc., &c.,
2

showing, if

it had been required, how valuable the work of Cavedoni has

1 A translation of this portion into French has been pub-
lished by M. le Baron de Witte (Rev. Num. 1866, p. 367).

2 Among the letters is one (p. 306) from Sig. Antonio

Panizzi, late Principal Librarian at the British Museum, ad-
dressed to Sig. Vincenzo Mattioli, in which he says,

"
II Cav.

Madden (di cui mi dici han trovato lettere tra quelle di Mon-
eignore) e" alia Testa del Dipartimento de MSS. in questo
Museo." There is here a mistake. Cavedoni corresponded
with me, and not with my father (see p. 536 and 219).

F. W. M.
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been considered. The Appendix consists of 165 unpublished
letters written by Cavedoni to his friends and correspondents.
In some of these there is much valuable matter, which would
not otherwise have been made public. These letters are also

accompanied by excellent notes. The Appendix is followed by an

article of the late Sig. Cavedoni, entitled, Osservazioni CriticTie

sopragli Antichi Medaglioni Contorniati, which, though printed
in 1862 in the Buttetino Archeologico Italiano, vol. ii. No. 5,

pp.33 38
;
No. 7, pp. 49 56 (a journal which has now ceased

to exist, and was always of limited circulation), was considered

by Cav. Minervini and the editors of the Notizie of sufficient

importance to reprint again.
The volume concludes with some further additions to the

list of works written by Cavedoni, and with some observations.

Among them is a notice of the short account of the life and

writings of Cavedoni, published in the Numismatic Chronicle
of last year (N.S., vol. vi.

; Proceedings, pp. 17 21), and kindly
communicated by the Cav. Carlo Gonzales. Dr. Bortolotti says

(p. 585),
" At the moment of going to press there came into

my hands a brief biographical and bibliographical notice

of Cavedoni, as published in London on the faith of informa-

tion furnished from Italy, in which references are made
to certain periodicals containing articles of Cavedoni : L1Edu-
catore Storico and L'Indicator'e Econimo of Modena, the

Journal des Savants and the Revue Numismatique of Brussels,

periodicals not mentioned in my catalogue ;
and the conclusion

to which others would be led by this respectable London

journal and its Italian correspondent would be that I had over-

looked these important sources of information.
" The truth is that, as regards the two former publications,

there was no need of my mentioning them at all. I passed
them over with many others in which I found nothing. With

respect to the other two, it so happened that I had already
occasion to mention, at p. 57, how they had been in vain ex-

amined and looked over ;
the Revue of Brussels (unknown at

Modena) by a friend in Belgium, and the Journal des Savants,

embracing the period 1820 to 1865, corresponding to the letters

and life of Cavedoni, by myself.
"
I simply state facts without pronouncing an opinion, acknow-

ledging as I do that the most diligent inquirer may sometimes

commit oversight, or fail in attention. I am aware, moreover,
of the risk and difficulties both of denial and of absolute asser-

tion regarding the facts of such inquiries. I hope, on the

other hand, not to have laid myself open to the charge of

discourtesy or of presumption if I hesitate to place full reliance

upon the information forwarded to the English periodical, and
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the more so because in other particulars I have, to say the

truth, found it not quite accurate, and incomplete. But enough
of this."

It is not for one moment to be supposed that Sig. Gonzales

had carefully and minutely examined every periodical men-
tioned in his information, and most likely these four were put
down by him as probably containing articles of Cavedoni.

The editors of the Numismatic Chronicle were at the time

anxious to obtain some information on the life and writings of

Cavedoni, and were and are deeply indehted to Sig. Gonzales

for his prompt courtesy in replying to their request. It is a

matter of great surprise that Sig. Gonzales has not contributed

any memorial letter to the long list printed in the Notizie, and

still more that none of Cavedoni's letters to this gentleman
and we know they exist have been published. But perhaps

Sig. Gonzales is reserving materials for a government publi-
cation (see Numismatic Chronicle, N.S., vol. v. p. 372), which

was at the time delayed on account of the late war.

In conclusion, we must congratulate the editors of the Notizie

on the result of their labours. The book will not only be

valued generally for its intrinsic worth, but will be][treasured

by the friends and acquaintance of the late Monsignor Cave-
doni as a lasting memorial of this great man.

The first part of a new numismatic publication, entitled,
" Die Miinzen und Medaillen Granbiindens

"
(The Coins and

Medals of the Canton Grisons), by C. F. Trachsel, has recently

appeared at Berlin (1866). The work is to be divided into

twelve chapters, containing the following information : I. The
oldest numismatic monuments of the eleventh century. II.

The coins of the bishops of Coire first part, from the eleventh

to the sixteenth century ;
second part, from the sixteenth to the

nineteenth century. III. The coins of the Benedictine Abbey
of Disentis. IV. The coins of the League of the House of

God. V. The coins of the town of Coire. VI. The coins

of the barony of Haldenstein. VII. The coins of the Barons
and Counts of Schauenstein. VIII. The coins and medals of

the Counts of Trivulzi, as lords of the barony of Misocco

(Masox). IX. The coins of the Princes of Dietrichstein, as

lords of the barony of Tarasp (Trasp). X. The coins and
medals of Veltlin. XI. The coins of the Canton Grisons in

the nineteenth century. XII. History of the Medals of the

Canton Grisons, including eminent men, curiosa, and appendix.
The first part concludes with the groschen of Thomas

Bishop of Coire in 1554. We defer a fuller notice of this

interesting pamphlet till the entire work is concluded.
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In the Reliquary for January and April, 1867, is a con-

tinuation of the excellent account of the Traders' Tokens of

Derbyshire, by Mr, Llewellynn Jewitt, F.S.A. In the January
number is also an account of a find of English silver coins at

Stamford, with some remarks thereon by Mr. Justin Simpson.
The coins, about 3,000 in number, appear to be nearly all of the

Henrys and the Edwards
;
the latest being of Edward IV. We

hope to hear more on the subject of this hoard, which is

now under examination at the British Museum.

MISCELLANEA.

SALE OF COINS. The valuable collection of coins and medals

comprising Greek, Roman, early British, Aoglo-Saxon,
English, Scotch, &c., formed by John Lindsay, Esq., of Cork,
was dispersed by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson, & Hodge, on the

14th August, and three following days, and realised 1,260 3s.

The under-mentioned pieces are deserving of notice.

Lot 28. Regnald, Rud. pi. xi. n. 1 24. Lot 41. Egc-
beorht, Rud. pi. xxvii. n. 1 6 6s. Lot 46. Alfred, Lind. pi.

iv. n. 93
;
rev. S^ONIPIC in monogram for Swanage, of great

rarity 2 11s. Lot 52. Aethelstan, Lind. pi. iv. n. 108, of

the Rochester Mint, the earliest coin known of the town
4 65. Lot 150. Edward III. London groat with Roman
M in DEVM, &c. 2 11*. Lot 151. Richard II. London

groat 3 5s. Lot 165. Henry IV. London light half-groat
4 4s. Lot 591. Constantine III. Jf.

;
rev. VICTORIA

AAVGGG 4 16s. Lot 593. Majorian #.
;

rev. VICTORIA

AVGGG 3 12s. Lot 640. Medal M. Destruction of Kittan-

ning by Col. Armstrong, 1756; rev. Arms of the City of

Philadelphia 14 5s. Lot 673. Henry, Earl of Northum-

berland, Lind. pi, i. n. 21 4. Lot 681. Alexander II.

pennies, Lind. pi. iii. n. 46, 50 5 5s. Lot 702. James IV.

open-crown groat, minted at Edinburgh, Lind. n. 160, with

PROTECTOR NEVORUM 4 4s. Lot 703. James IV. penny,
Lind. Supp. n. 27

;

* rev. SALV. PAC., &c. 2 14s. Lot

707. Mary testoon, Lind. 182 4 4s. Lot 711. Mary,
after the death of Francis, testoon, 1561 9. Lot 738.

James III. unicorn, Lind. pi. xiii. n. 25 5 10s. Lot 739.

James IV- unicorn, Lind. Supp. pi. iii. n. 2 10 10s. Lot

740. James III. rider 5. Lot 741. James IV. f rider,

Lind. n. 30 5. Lot 742. James IV. f St. Andrew 9 9s.

Lot 743. James V. ecu, Lind. Supp. pi. iii. n. 3 9 9s.

Lot 746. James V. bonnet-piece 7 7s. Lot 747. James V
VOL. VII. N.S. K K
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i bonnet-piece 10 10s. Lot 750. Mary lion, with MARIA
REGINA in monogram 6 10s. Lot 751. Mary \ lion, 1553

15s. Lot 753. James VI. hat-piece, 151)2 10. Lot

756. James VI. | rider, 1601 6 6s. Lot 761. Charles I.

% unit 5 10s. Lot 763. Charles I. unit 4 8s. Lot
704. Charles I. i unit 5. Lot 779. Fulcho de Villaret.

Grand Master of Malta, ^.6 6s.

SALE OF COINS. The small but choice cabinet of English
coins, in gold, silver, and copper, formed by Sir William

Baynes, Bart., was dispersed by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson,
and Hodge, on the 22nd August, 1867, and realised 4:59 3s.

Gd. The following pieces are worth recording. Lot 24:. Mary,
Queen of Scots, testoon, 1561 8. Lot 25. Mary, Queen
of Scots, J testoon, 1561 10. Lot 43. Charles I. Wor-
cester halfcrown 3 16s. Lot 44. Charles I. Chester half-

crown 3 7s. .'Lot 51. "Charles I. Oxford half-pound, with

OXON and the city under the horse 10. Lot 52. Charles I.

Oxford pound, 1642;- with MAGNI BRITANI 5 10s. Lot 58.

Cromwell crown, 1653, an early impression 7 5s. Lot 88.

Charles II. REDDITE crown 36 10s. Lot 89. Charles II.

broad, 1660; rev. MAGNALIA DEI, in brilliant condition

.10 10s. Lot 94. George I. half-crown, 1715, a fine proof
5 2s. Qd. Lot 102. George III. five-guinea piece, 1777,

'by Yeo, a brilliant pattern 25 5s. Lot 107. George IV.

crown, MDCCCXX., Whiteaves' pattern, without the collar

4 8s. Lot 118. Victoria crown, 1839, with rev. of five-

sovereign piece 5 5s. Lot 132. Richard II. half-hardi, of

the Bordeaux Mint, the second known 16. Lot. 136.

Henry VII. sovereign 11 5s. Lot 139. Elizabeth fine

sovereign, m. m. tun. 9 15s. Lot 141. James I. rial

9 5s. Lot 142. James I. fifteen-shilling piece 18 5s.

Lot 143. Charles I. Oxford treble unit, 1643 8 5s. Lot
146. Cromwell broad, 1656 5 7s. 6d.

ERRATA, P. 60, fifth line from the bottom Before the

name of Constantino, jun, Caesar, insert the date 323 330?
Pi 158, line 23, for 'lovAios Afy>r/Aios Ce7rd/uo OYABAAAA0OC
AHNoS<opos AYToKparwp Crpcn-JTyos PCD/uatW, read

TTTt/xtos OYABAAAA0OC AHNo8wpos
CrpaTrjyo<5
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XIV.

ACCOUNT OF THE COLLECTION OF ROMAN GOLD
COINS OF THE LATE DUKE DE BLACAS,

PURCHASED, WITH OTHER ANTIQUITIES, FOR THE BRITISH

MUSEUM.

NEARLY two years have elapsed since I laid before the

Numismatic Society the account of the splendid cabinet

of Roman gold coins, presented by Edward Wigan, Esq.,

to the Trustees of the British Museum. 1 I have now the

pleasure of calling the attention of Numismatists to the

magnificent collection of Roman gold coins purchased
from the heirs of the late Duke de Blacas. by the present

Government.

Before entering into description, it will not be unin-

teresting to briefly give an account of the Blacas collec-

tion of antiquities.
" The Blacas Museum, purchased at Paris in the month

of November, 1866, was principally formed by the father

of the late Duke de Blacas, who was French Ambassador

at Rome and at Naples for many years, and who was

distinguished for" his knowledge of ancient art, and also

for the liberal manner in which he promoted archaeolo-

gical studies, as the President of the Archaeological Corres-

pondence at Rome. His official position at Rome and

at Naples, his ample fortune, and his high reputation as

1 Num. Chron., N.S., vol. v. pp. 156, 81125, 372.

VOL. VII. N.S. L L
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a connoisseur, gave him advantages as a collector of

antiquities, sucli as few foreigners resident in Italy have

possessed.
" After his death in 1839, his Museum passed into the

hands of his son, the late Duke de Blacas, a worthy suc-

cessor to this noble inheritance, who possessed the same

refined taste for archaeology as his father, and devoted

himself especially to the study of Numismatics, having

been engaged up to the date of his death in the transla-

tion of Mommsen's work on Roman coins.

"He enriched his father's collection by many valuable

purchases, and with the assistance of his friend, the Baron

de Witte, prepared the text and illustrations of a magni-

ficent work, in which he intended to publish all the more

remarkable objects in his collections.

" The Museum formed under such favourable auspices

by some generations may be classified under the follow-

ing heads :

1. Gems.
2. Greek Fictile Vases.

8. Roman Mural Paintings.
4. Greek and Roman Terra-cottas.

5. Greek and Roman Glass.

6. Silver Toilet Service of a Roman Bride.

7. Gold ornaments.

8. GREEK AND ROMAN COINS.

9. Antiquities in bronze, lead, and silver.

10. Sculptures.
11. Greek, Latin, and Oriental Inscriptions.
12. Egyptian Antiquities.
13. Oriental and Mediaeval MSS. and Antiquities.
14. Miscellaneous Antiquities."

2

In Mr. Newton's Guide, from which I have here quoted,
will be found a description of the principal objects in the

2 C. T. Newton, A Guide to the Blacas Collection of Anti-

quities, p. 1. Printed by order of the Trustees of the British

Museum. 18G7.
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Blacas collection exhibited to the public. The coins

being in a private department, can only be seen under the

usual regulations, and consequently an account of them

forms no portion of this Guide. Though the present

articles will only contain a description of the Roman gold

coins, I hope at some future time to lay before Numis-

matists the most remarkable specimens of the Greek series,

of the Etruscan, Latin, and Roman aes grave, and of the

Roman silver and brass, the latter two forming no mean

portion of this collection.

The Blacas collection of coins, as selected for the

British Museum, consists of the following subdivisions :

Greek autonomous .... 15 &
824^1
149 &
488 488

Greek Imperial ...... 4 M
Coins of Nernausus (extra) . . 18 JE

Head

Lingots carres ....... 8 2Et

Aes grave, Etruscan .... 51 2E

,, Latin and Roman . . 80 ^E

Roman ... ..... 515 #"

1 At medallion.

138 M consular.

147 JE I.

51 JE II.

91fi _,
j Imp. from

216 M
{ Gallienus.

44 ^E Byzantine.

1799 1799

Sceatta 1 1

Padouans 16 16

Total. ... 23
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In my remarks on these gold coins, I have followed a

similar plan to the one I adopted in my account of the

Wigan collection. Every coin only existing in the collec-

tion (as far as I have been able to ascertain) is marked

with an asterisk (#). It is excessively probable that in

M. Cohen's work, the " Medailles Imperiales," to which

I have given copious references, there will be found the

description of several coins from the Cabinet de M. le

Due de Blacas of which I have made no mention. In

this case, it is to be remembered that all duplicates were

returned, specimens of these pieces already existing in the

British Museum.

Of the historical, as well as numismatic value of this

collection, ample proof will be afforded in my descriptions.

There is no need of further introduction.

EARLY AUREUS OF ROME.

1. Obv. Young head of Janus, crowned with laurel.

lieu. ROMA (in exeryue). Roman chief standing to

the left, holding a rod and spear and parazoninw.
Opposite an Italian chief, also holding a rod and

spear; between them a man kneeling (camillus,

priest's assistant), holding a pig.

Published by Cohen (Med. Cons., p. 845; engraved pi. xliv.,
No. 8; D'Ailly, Recherches sur la Mon. Bom., vol. i., p. 192,
No. 2; engraved pi. xlvii., No. 2).

The gold coin here described has been generally classed

to Campania. Both ancient and modern numismatists

have agreed upon this attribution. 3 The Baron d'Ailly
4

3
Eckhel, Doct. Num. ret., vol. v. p. 34

;
Ch. Lenorniaiit,

Rev. Num. 1844, p. 170; Mommsen, Hi&toire de la Monnaie
Horn., translated from the German by the late Duke de Blacas,
vol i. p. 261; Cohen, Med. Cons. p. 345; Leake, Num. Hell,
Eur. Greece, p. J40.

* Recherches sur la Mon. Rom., vol. i. p. 180.
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has, however, now attributed them and with good reason

to Rome, and considers them to have been issued

as well as the silver coins with the Janus head about the

year A.U.C. 358 (B.C. 396). Pliny, as is well known, has

stated that a gold coin was introduced at Rome 62 years

after the silver, which he assigns to the date 485 (B.C.

269), thus making the gold coinage to have been issued

in 547 (B.C. 207).
5 The Bamburg MS. however, quoted by

Mormnsen, gives the time as 51 years after the silver,

which would bring the date to 537 (B.C. 217), a period

Mommsen seems to incline to accept
6 for the issue of the

gold coinage, though it must be mentioned that he is

speaking of the gold sesterces (to which I shall presently

allude), and not of the gold Janus-headed coins.

This statement of Pliny is certainly out of the question.

Though the Baron d'Ailly has fixed a positive date, 358

(B.C. 396), it may be perhaps safer to assume that the

gold and silver of the Republic was not issued earlier than

303 (B.C. 451), or later than 433 (B.C. 321). In all pro-

bability it was struck shortly after the aes grave libraliSj

which Mommsen has clearly proved to have been first

coined by the Dccemvirate in 303 (B.C. 451).
7

The reverse of this coin represents an alliance con-

tracted by a Roman warrior with an Italian chief. The

same type occurs upon the coins of the Veturia family,

issued in 665 (B.C. 89). A pig was generally sacrificed

at a treaty.
8

5 " Aureus nninmus post annum LXII percussus est quarn

argenteus." Plin., Nat. Hist., xxxiii. 3.
6 Geschichte ties Romischen Miinzwesens, p. 404:.
7 Hist, de la Jfon. Rom., ed. Blacas, vol. i. p. 179.
8

Livy, i. 24
; Virg. dSn., viii. 639 641. See also the coin

of Antistius Rejinus, Wigan coll., Num. Chron., N.S., vol. v.

p. 21.
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SESTERCES OF THE REPUBLIC.

# 2. 0it>. Head of Mars to the right, helmeted
; behind,

VX (60).

Rev. ROMA (in the exergue). Eagle standing to the

right, on a thunderbolt
; above, a rod.

Unpublished. This coin is a variety of Cohen (Med Cons.,

p. 345; engraved pi. xliii., Med. defabrique Camp., No. 1).

3. 20 SESTERCES. Rev. ROMA (in exergue). (Cohen,
Med. Cons., p. 845

; engraved pi. xliii.
;
Med.

defabrique Camp., No. 8.)

These last two coins, as well as the piece of 40 sesterces,

have also been attributed to Campania ;

9 but the Baron

(F Ailly
10 considers them to have been issued at Rome

in 485 (B.C. 269), at the same time as the denarius. 11

4. COENELIA MANLIA. Rev. L. SVLLA IIVP. (Cohen,
Med. Cons., Cornelia, No. 42; engraved pi. xxv.,

Manlia, No. 2
;

a slight variety, other coins

having only L. SVLLA IM.)

POMPEY THE GREAT.

5. Obv. MAGNVS. Head of Africa to the right, covered

with head of elephant, between pmfericulum and
Utuus ; all within crown of laurel.

Rev. PRO. COS (in the exergue). Pompey in a

quadriga to the right, holding a palm ;
on one of

the horses, a figure riding ; above, Victory flying
to right. (Plate L, No. 1.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Cons., Pompeia, No. 11
;
en-

graved Med. Cons., pi. xxxiii., Pompeia, No. 2
;

Med. Imp.,
No. 14), as existing only in the Musee de Bologne. This coin

9
Cohen, I. c.

; Leafce, Num. Hell., Eur. Greece, p. 140.
10

Hist, de la Mon. Rom,., vol. i. p. 182
;
vol. ii., part i., p. 90,

pi. liii., Nos. 2, 3, 4.

11
Engraved Cohen, Med. Cons., pi. xliii., No. 1. Momm-

sen (Ge&ckichte des Rom. Miinzwcsens, p. 302), as I have above

stated, considers them to have been struck in 537 (B.C. 217).
This is too late.
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is published also in the Cat. des Med. de M. d'Ennery (p. 195 ;

No. 41). The specimen there described is said to have weighed
2 (fros 24 ffrains, which, thanks to the assistance of Mr. de

Salis, I find equals 187'7 English grains, exactly the weight of

the Blacas specimen. We may, therefore, suppose them to be

the same coin.

There are two silver coins of Pompey the Great exist-

ing, with the title PRO. COS., 12 and accompanied with

the names of the proqusestors Varro and Piso. These

two coins are attributed by Eckhel,
13 and later by Cave-

doni 14 and Cohen,
15 to B.C. 67, in which year Pompey the

Great made his expedition against the Pirates ;
and hence

the above gold coin is also attributed by Eckhel and

Cohen to B.C. 67. It is certainly true that M. Teren-

tius Varro served under Pompey in this war,
16 and a Piso,

not Cnaeus Piso, but a Publius Piso. 17
. Mr. de Salis

prefers, however, considering these two coins to have been

struck in Spain in B.C. 49, and M. Terentius Varro is

known by history to have been Pompey's lieutenant in

Spain in this year.
18 No mention is made of Cn. Piso,

but if the coin of Varro belongs to B.C. 49, that of Cn.

Piso from its fabric, must also belong to this year. With

respect to the date of the gold coin, Mr. de Salis is of

opinion that it was struck in B.C. 77, at Rome, just pre-

12
Cohen, Med. Cons., Pompeia, Nos. 12, 13; engraved pi.

xxxix., Terentia, No. 6; pi. x., Calpurnia, No. 25; Med. Imp.,
Nos. 2 and 3.

13 Doct. Num. Vet., vol. v. pp. 160, 323.
14

Eagguaglio storico archeologico de' precipui Ripostigli
antichi di Medaglie consolari e di Famiglie Romatie daryento,
etc., p. 210. Modena. 8vo. 1854.

15 L.c.
16

Appian, MitTir., c. 95
; Florus, iii. 6.

17
IIovTrXtos neuron/, Appian, I. c.

18
Csar, Bell. Civ., i. 38; Dion. Cass. Hist., xli. 23; xliil

36 ; Pint., Gees., c. 36.
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vious to Pompey's departure for Spain to oppose Ser-

torius. The title of Proconsul was conferred upon Porapey

by the Senate, and it is recorded that some of the Senate

having objected to a private individual being sent as

proconsul, L. Philippus said,
" Non se ilium sua sententia

pro Consule sed pro Consulibus mittere/'
19 the consuls

of the year not being of any note, nor any senator worthy
of the distinction.20

The title of Magnus was bestowed upon Porapey by
Sulla in B.C. 80, on his return from Africa, but he did

not use it till the war with Sertorius, when the above

coin was struck. 21 The head of Africa no doubt recalls

Pompey's brilliant victories in that country, and the

quadriga alludes to his triumph, which he celebrated in

B.C. 81, as a simple eques, and before he was 28 years

of age, his father-in-law, Sulla, being forced to give his

consent.22

JULIUS C^SAR.

6. Obv. 11. Head of Piety to the right, crowned with
oak

;
a necklace round her neck.

Rev. CAESAR. Trophy fixed on the trunk of a tree,

holding in right hand a shield, on which is a

thunderbolt, and in the left the Gallic trumpet
(carnijx) ; to the right an axe

'

This coin, which is in magnificent preservation, is

similar to the one published by me from the Wigan col-

19
Cic., Pro Leg. Man., 21

;
cf. Orat. Phil., xi. 8.

Ore, KCU
<J>a<Tiv

ev o-iry/cA^TO) iruOo/jievov TIJ/OS KCU $ai;/Aaoj'Tog,
ci

no/xTr^iov
avOvirarov oierai, Setv fKircp<f>Oi]vcu <J>iAi7T7ros

" OVK eywye
<f>dvai rov <J>i/\i7r7roi/, aAA' avff virdTw" a>s a//,<orepovs rovs Tore
virarevovrag ovSevos dtovs oi/ras." Plut, Pomp 17

81
Pint., Pomp., 13.

22 Smith's Diet, o/ Biog., s. v. Pompeius.
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lection of gold coins, presented to tlie Trustees of tlie

British Museum. 23 I refer ray readers to the remarks

there made on the numbers JLII (52), signifying the age
'
; of Julius Csesar, in B.C. 49,

* and to the observations on

the interesting reverse of this rare coin. The Wigan
and Blacas specimens are at present the only examples

in existence.

7. Obv.C. CAESAR. Head of Julius Csesar to the right,

veiled and laureated.

Rev. Lituus, prafericulum, and axe. (PI. I. No. 2.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Cons., Julia, No. 29
; engraved

pi. xx., Julia, 19
;
Med. Imp., No. 48.)

This coin is excessively rare, only two other specimens

being known, one in the Cabinet des Medailles at Paris,

and the other in the collection of the Bank of England,

now deposited at the British Museum. It was issued

in B.C. 46. In this year very similar coins were struck

with the name of A. HIRTIVS PR., having on the obverse

the legend C. CAESAR COS. TER., and the veiled head

of Piety.
25 From this head, which in some specimens

assumes a gradual scale from ideality to portraiture,
26

there is not much doubt that the head of Julius Csesar

on this present coin is imitated. There has been much

23 Num. Chron., N.S., vol. v. p. 5.

24 See also a paper by Mr. de Halis in the Revue Archeologique
for 1866, vol. xiv. p. 17, entitled,

" Date de la naissance de Jules

Cesar:'
25

Cohen, Med. Cons., Hirtia, No. 1
; engraved, pi. xix.,

Hirtia, No. 1; Julia, No. 20; Med. Imp., J. Ceesar, Nos. 2

and 3.

26 " In museo Caesareo qninque sunt similes, omnes capite

muliebri, sed varia aetate, sic ut primus sistat per adolescentem,

eamque reliqui per gradus in turpe senium deducant." Eckhel,
Doct. Num. Vet., vol. v. p. 224

;
cf. Cohen, Med. Imp., J.

Caesar, No. 3.

VOL. VII. N.S. M M
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question whether A. Hirtius was praetor or prcefectus

(urbis), as upon this coin only the letters PR. occur. A
similar doubt is occasioned by the coins of Cestius and

Norbanus PR., to a specimen of which we shall allude

presently. Havercamp, however, though first of opinion

that prcetor was the correct explanation, suggests under

the family Hirtia,
21 that Hirtius was one of the six or

eight prefects appointed by Julius Caesar under Lepidus,

when he started for Spain in A.U.C 708 (B.C. 46).
28 The

names of these prsefects have been given by Havercamp
M

as Clovius, Hirtius, Plancus, Regulus, Cestius, Norbanus,

and Oppius, to which, in order to make up the eight

mentioned by Dion, Havercamp has added Lucius

Rubrius. 30 The coins, however, of Lucius Rubrius, are

of much earlier date, being struck in 668 (B.C. 86),

whilst those of Regulus are some years later, 715 (B.C.

39) .

3l From a careful study of the consular coins, Mr. de

Salis has fixed the following chronology for the coins of

27 Thes, Morell, vol. ii. p. 193, ed. Havercamp. Amstel.,
1784.

28 "
ovro) ST) Kal CLVTOS e^eorpaTeucrev, rrjv TroXiv T<U AeTriSo), /cat

TroXtavo/xots Ticrlv OKTO>, <os TLCTL So/cei, r) !, a>s /x.aAAoj/ TreTrtcrrevrat,

fTTirptyas." Dion Cass., xliii. 28. "
Prsefectosque pro prae-

toribus constituit qui praesente se res urbanas administrarent,"
Suet, m Cas. 76. The pr<esente se must be a mistake for absenfe

se, or pro se, or pro absent* se (of. Baumgarten-Crusius in loc. ;

and Dion Cass., xliii. 48, KCU rore ev rfj aTroS^/xta rr} rov

Keuo-apos).
29

Op. cit. s.vv. Hirtia, Norbana, and Oppia.
30

Op. cit., s.v. Rubria.
31 This date is that given by Mr. de Salis, who considers that

all the coins bearing the names of REGVLVS PR. or RE-
GYLVS F. PRAEF. VRB., to have been struck by the

quatuorvir, L. Livineius Regulus. The preetor would, therefore,
be his grandfather, and the preefectus urbis, his father, though
at what date either of these dignities were conferred upon them
there is no record, nor did either of them issue coins.
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this period. A. Hirtius PR. (gold coins) in 708 (n.c.

46); L. Plancus PRAEF.VRB. or PR.VRB. (gold coins),

and C. Clovius PRAEF. (copper coins) in 709 (B.C. 45) ;

32

Cestius and Norbanus PR. (gold coins), and Q. Oppius
PR. (copper coins) in 710 (B.C. 44), by which time J.

Ceesar had returned to Rome from Spain. There would

therefore be six prefects, as the words of Dion, it will be

remembered, rather tend to show. 33

The emblems on the reverse of these coins, allude to

the office of Ponti/ex Maximus, and it was while holding

this office that J. Caesar, in B.C. 46, added ninety days to

the year, and rectified the calendar.34

8. J. CAESAR. Bev.COS. QVINC. (Cohen, Mi-d.

Cons., Julia, No. 28; engraved pi. xx., Julia,

No. 19; Mi'd. Imp., No. 13).

CESTIA )

NORBANA j

# 9. Obv. No legend. Bust of Africa to the right, covered

with the head of a lion.

Rev. L. CESTIVS (above) ;
C. NORBA (in the ex-

ergue) ;
EX. S. C. (in field 1.)

PR (in field r.).

Curule chair ornamented with two snakes, the

heads of which form a back, and with two birds

on the legs. (PI. L, No. 3.)

This is a variety of the coins published by Cohen (Med. Cons.,

Cestia, No. 1
; engraved pi. xii., Cestia ; Norbana, No. 2).

This coin was issued, as I have above stated, in B.C. 44

(See. No. 7). The head of Africa alludes to Caesar's

32 In this year Dion ^xltii. 48) expressly mentions two prae-

fects of the city managing the public treasury, as no quaestor

was created. (Kat em rj}s Sioi/oycreoos Svo TU>V

tiSr) ra/Atas ot>8eis TTjOo/ce^et/aoTOv^TO, eyevovro.)
33

r)
e ws /AttA/W TreTmrreimu." xliii. 28.

34
Smith, Diet, of Antiq., s. v. Calendarium, p. 181.
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African campaign in B.C. 47. The curule chair was part

of the insignia of a praefect.
35

LEPIDUS.

10. Obv. M. LEPIDVS IIIVIR R.P.C. Head of Lepidus,
to the left, bare.

Rev. L. MVSSIDIVS LONGVS. Cornu-copije. (PL I.,

No. 4.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Cons. Mussidia, No. 10
; engraved

pi. xxix., No. 9 ;
Med. Imp., No. 1).

This coin was issued in B.C. 39, on the renewal of the

triumvirate of Lepidus, Octavian, and Antony, by the

moneyer Mussidius Longus. Nothing is known of Mus-

sidius historically, but there are several independent coins

of his existing in both gold and silver.

11. AVGVSTVS. Rev. CAESAR DIVI F. (Cohen,
Med. Cons., Julia, No. 67; engraved, pi. xxi.,

Julia, No. 89 ; Med. Imp., No. 71.)

12. AVGVSTVS. Rev. SIGNIS RECEPTIS S.P.Q.R.
CL.V. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 204).

#18. Obv. AVGVST. Head of Augustus, to the right,
bare.

Rev. No legend. Victory standing to the right on a

globe, holding a branch and a standard, sur-

mounted with an eagle. Quinarim.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 256
; engraved pi. iii.).

# 14. Obv. The same as No. 18.

Rev. No legend. Victory standing facing on globe,

holding a wreath and a standard. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 255 ; engraved pi. iii.).

15. AUGUSTUS. Rev. MAR. VLT. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 165.)

35 "
HoA-tavo/Aot .... /cat ama0evTs, ort /cat paySSov^ots, /cat

rf) CCrOfJTl, TOJ TC St^>/90), TOtS dp^lKOtS, WCTTTep Kai 6 ITTTrapXOS, CK-
cttrav."- Dion Cass. xliii. 48.
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16. MONEYERS OF AUGUSTUS. Rev. L. AQVILLIVS
FLORVS IIIVIE. (Cohen, Med. Cons., Aquillia,

No. 13; engraved pi. vi., Aquillia, No. 13;
Med. Imp., No. 803.)

* 17. Obv. AVGVSTVS DIVI F. Head to the right, bare.

Eev.L. CANINIVS GALLVS OB C.S. Crown on

a door between two branches of laurel. (PI. I.,

No. 5.)

Published by Cohen (Med., Cons., Caninia, No. 4; engraved

pi. x., Caninia, No. 4
;
Med. Imp., No. 309).

This coin was not issued by the L. Caninius Gallus who

was consul in B.C. 37 with M. Agrippa, as stated of the

silver coins in Smith's Diet, of Biography ; nor is its date

B.C. 18 or B.C. 20, as some assert. The list of moneyers

of Augustus has been chronologically arranged by Mr. de

Salis, who considers that all the coins of Caninius Gallus

were struck in B.C. 5. The monetary triumvirs are in

most cases unknown persons, and must not be identified

with known historical personages.

18. M. ANTONY. Eev. PIETAS COS. (Cohen, Med Cons.,

Antonia, No. 34; engraved pi. iv., Antonia, No.

24; Med. Imp., No. 74).

GAUL.
AUGUSTUS.

* 19. Obv. AVGVSTVS. Head to the right, bare.

Eev. MARTIS VLTOEIS. Tetrastyle temple, within

which a statue of Mars holding the eagle and a

standard. (PL I. No. 6.)

Unpublished.

This coin was issued in Gaul in 749 (B.C. 5), and is an

imitation of similar coins struck at Home about 736

(B.C. 18).

With respect to the temple there is a difficulty. Ac-

cording to Suetonius, Augustus erected a temple to Mars
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Tlltor in the Forum, to complete a vow made by him

during the civil wars to avenge his adoptive father. 36 But

there is not much doubt that the types, as well as those

of the coins with the legend SIGNIS RECEPTIS, allude

also to the victories over the Parthians, and to the resto-

ration of the standards lost by Crassus.37

But Dion Cassius mentions a temple of Mars Ultor on

the Capitol veo>i/ "Apeos Tt/xoopov
/ TU> Ka7rmoA.io>.38 Com-

mentators observe on this passage that the words ei/ r<3

KaTriTwXio) should be removed and placed after the sentence,

TOT) Atos TOV ^cpcrpiov.
39 Mr. Dyer

40 thinks that this account

of Augustus erecting a temple on the Capitoline is very

doubtful; whilst Mr. Bunbury
41 seems to consider that

there were two temples one large building in the Forum,
the other a sort of cedicula, or chapel, on the Capitol, and

that it is this latter which is represented on the coins.

Professor Mommsen is also of opinion
42 that there were

two temples a small one on the Capitol dedicated in 734

se "Forum cum sede Martis Ultoris .... aedem Martis,
hello Phillippensi pro ultione paterna suscepto, voverat." Suet.

In Aug. 29. " Martis Ultoris Templum forumque Augustum ex

manibiis feci." Hon. Ancyr. iv. 21.
" Ea autem signa in pe-

netrali, quod est in Templo Martis Ultoris, reposui." v. 42, ed.

Mommsen, Berl. 1865.
37 SIGNIS RECEPTIS (Cohen, Med. 7mp.,Nos. 200206);

SIGNIS PARTHICIS RECEPT1S (Cohen, Med. Imp., Nos.

197, 198, 522); OIVIB. ET SIGN. MILIT. A PART.
RECVP. (Cohen, Med. Imp., 84, 85, 521).

* Hist. Rom., liv. 8.
39 Dion Cass., ed. Sturz, vol. iii. p. 261, note r ; vol. vi.

p. 104, note 65.
40

Smith, Diet, of Geog., s. v. Roma, vol. ii. p. 770. Mr. Dyer
gives the reference as Iv. 10, instead of liv. 8, which does not

seem correct.
41 Classical Museum, vol. iv. pp. 120, 440
42

Corpus Imcriptionum Latinarum, vol. i. p. 393, Berl. 1863
;

Res gcstce divi Augusti, p. 86, Berl. 1865.
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(BC. 20), and a larger one in the Forum dedicated in 752

(B.C. 2).
43 This latter temple was dedicated on the 1st of

August in that year, and there were games instituted on

that day,
44 whilst the games of the former were held on the

12th of May.
45 He also considers that the standards taken

from the Parthians were first placed in the small temple
on the Capitol, as the building of the Forum and larger

temple proceeded very slowly, and that on the dedication

of this latter the standards were then removed.46

As regards the representation on the coins, he is not

quite certain to which temple it alludes, though he is

rather inclined, with Borghesi,
47

to consider it the repre-

sentation of the larger one in the Forum. As, however,

these coins were first introduced about 736 (B.C. 18), and

the larger temple in the Forum was not finished and dedi-

cated till 752 (B.C. 2), whilst the smaller one on the Capitol

was dedicated in 734 (B.C. 20), I prefer, with Mr. Bun-

bury
48 and M. Finder,

49 to consider the temple on these

43 "
Augustus, abhinc annos xxx., se et Gallo Caninio GOBS'.

dedicate Martis templo." Velleius, Hist. Rom., ii. 100.
44 Dion Cass., Hist. Rom. Iv. 10. "'Ei/ yap Br] rrj rov 'Avyova-rov

vovjjLfjvia .... OTOV "Apews vao<s Iv ravrr] Ka^iepooro," lx. 5
; of.

iSuet. in Claud. 4. In all probability the passages of Dion Cassius

(Ivi. 27, 46) refer to these games.
45

Fasti, Mommsen, Corp. Ins. Lat., vol. i. p. 393.
46 MomniHen (Res gestce div. Aug. p. 86) seems to suggest

that Horace and Propertius indicate very clearly (non obscure)
that in their time the temple of Mars Ultor stood on the Capitol.

(" bigna nostro restituit Jovi," Hor. Carm. iv. 15, 6 ;

" Adsues-
cant Latio Partha tropsea Jovi" Propert., Carm., iv. 4, 6). I

cannot confess that these passages are convincing, though the

suggestion is ingenious.
47 (Emres Numismatiques, vol. ii. p. 379, Paris, 1864.
48

Op. cit., I. c.

49 Uber die Cistophoren und tiler die Kaiserlichen Silbermedail-

lons der Rom.provim Asia, p. 612, pi. iv., No. 3, Berl. 1856. The
silver medallion representing this temple, struck in Asia, bears
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coins as the smaller one on the Capitol. Whether the

games on the 1st of August were continued does not ap-

pear, but those on the 12th of May were in vogue A.D.354,

as appears from the fasti of Philocalus. 60

20. AUGUSTUS. Rev. IMP. X. (Cohen, Med Imp., No.

116.)

21. AUGUSTUS. Rev. IMP. XII. SICIL. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 150.)

22. AUGUSTUS. Rev. IMP. XII. SICIL. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 171. Head to right, not left.)

# 23. Obv. AVGVSTVS DIVI F. Head to the right laureated.

Eev. TR. POT. XVII. Victory seated on a globe to

the right. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 236).

EAST.

24. BRUTUS. Rev. KOS^N. Brutus, togated, walking
between two lictors (Leake, Num. Hell., Eur.

Greece, p. 42, Cosa Thraciee).

LABIENUS.

* 25. Obv. Q. LABIENVS PARTHICVS IMP. Head of

Labienus to the right, bare.

Rev. No legend. Horse standing to the right, saddled

and bridled. (PL I. No. 7.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Cons., Atia No. 2; cf. the en-

graving pi. vii., Atia No. 2), from Mionnet, who quotes it from
the Cabinet de M. d'Orville a Londres, and who has given an

engraving of it (Med. Rom., p. 22). Both this coin and the

one engraved by Mionnet have a hole, and there is little doubt
but that they are one and the same coin.

the date IMP. IX. TR.PO.V. (736 B.C. 18). Pinder has

adopted the 12th of May, 752 (B.C. 2), for the date of the dedi-
cation of the larger temple, making no allusion to the passage
of Dion Cassias (Ix. 5), quoted in note 44.

50 Mommsen, Corp. Itisc. Lot., vol. i. p. 342, and p. 393.
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This coin was struck in the East in 714 or 715 (B.C. 40

or 39), while Labienus, on the part of the Parthian king,

Orodes (Arsaces XIV.), was fighting against the Romans
under Decidius Saxa. After his victories in Syria he

entered Asia Minor, and besieged and conquered the cities

of Alabanda and Mylassa, the city of Stratonicsea, which

he had also attacked, successfully resisting him. It was

now that he assumed the title of Parthicus impemtor, so

different from Roman custom, as Dion Cassius remarks ;

"
for he takes the name from those whom he had lead

against the Romans, as if indeed he had conquered them,

and not his own citizens."51 It was in consequence of

this that Hybreas, when defending Mylassa against La-

bienus, taunted him by saying that he would call himself

the "Carian imperator."
52

The horse on the reverse no doubt refers to the famed

cavalry of the Parthians.

There is no authority for attributing this coin to the

gens Atia. It appears first to have been so assigned by P.

Manutius, and copied after by all numismatists to the

present time, notwithstanding the strong objections raised

by Spanheim.
53

The name Labienus has been supposed by Borghesi
M to

51 " Kcu 6
fJiev xP^fJiard re CTTI TOVTOIS tTrpacro-eTO, /cat TO. icoa

a~u\a' avroKpdropd re. avrov, /cat IIap0i/cov yc, /c TOV evavrtwrarov

TCHS 'Puymtois ZOovs (ii/o/xa^ev. ov<s yap /car' avrwv eTr^yev, a,7ro TOVTWV

eavTor, dt)S /cat e/cetVous, dAA' ov TOVS TroAtVas vt/cw, e7re/caA.i."

xlviii. 26.
^2 "

'E/cetVou yap dveiTrovros IO.VTOV TiapOtKov avroKpaTOpa, OVKOVV,

(f>rj, Kayo) A.eya> cpavTov KaptKOi/ avTOKparopa." JStrab., xiv. cap. ii.

sect 24.
53 De prtsst. et usu Num. Antiq., vol. ii. p. 12. Amstel.,

1717.
54 (Euvres compl, vol. iv. p. 318. Paris. 4to. 18G5. Cf.

Cavedoni, RagguagUo, etc., p. 232.

VOL. VII. N.S. N N
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be a name of adoption; but Henzeir'5 shows that Borghesi's

opinion is erroneous, and that all names ending in enus

are gentilitia, and not cognomina

M. ANTONY AND L. ANTONY.

#26. Obv.M.. ANT. IMP. AVG. IIIVIR R.P.C. M.
NERVA PROQ. P. Head of M. Antony, to the

right, bare.

Rev. L. ANTONIVS COS. Head of L. Antony to the

right, bare. (PL I. No. 8.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Cons., Antonia, No. 81
; Cocceia,

No. 2, engraved pi. xiii., Cocceia, No. 1
;
Med. Imp., No. 2).

This coin was struck in the East in the year 713 (B.C. 41),

when L. Antony obtained the consulship, and celebrated

a triumph for his victories in the Alps.
57

Tbe M. Nerva on this coin is probably the same as the

CocceiusNerva who in 714 (B.C. 40) was mediator between

Octavian and M. Antony,
58 and who was consul in 718

(B.C. 36) ,
59

The letters PROQ. P. in all probability stand for pro-

quaestor pro prtetore.
60

Vaillant,
61
however, has suggested

proqu&slor provincialis, which has been adopted by Cohen.62

55 In notes to Borghesi, I. c., and vol, i. p. 78.
56

Cf. Orelli, Inscript. Lat. Sel., ed. Henzen, vol. iii. p. 242,
No. 6,247; Mommsen, Unterital. Diakkte, p. 302.

57 Dion Cass., xlviii. 4.
68

Appian, Bell. Civ., v. 60 64. Nerva is here called

Lucius, which has caused Havercamp and others to consider
him a brother of Marcus

;
but Borghesi (CEuvres Num., vol. i.

p. 434, Dec. ix., Osservaz. v.) considers them to be the same.
59

Clinton, Fast. Hell., vol. iii. p, 222.
60

Eckhel, Doct. Num. Vet., vol. iv. p. 247.
61 Num. Imp. Rom. Prast., vol. ii. p. 8.
62 Mid. Cons., Cocceia, No. 1

; Barbatia, No. 1.
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The pro prtetore seems to be the more correct interpre-

tation. 63

Other coins of M. and L. Antony in silver are said to

exist, struck by M. Barbatius Q. P. (Quaestorpro prcetore)

in 713 (B.C. 41).
64 There are also some coins in gold and

silver struck by M. Antony in Gaul in the same year, with

the reverse legend PIETAS COS. 65

History informs us

that L. Antony assumed the name of Pietas out of regard

for his brother's interests.
66

M. ANTONY AND HIS SON.

27. Oiy. ANTON. AVG. IMP. III. COS. DES. III.

IIIV. K.P.C. Head of M. Antony to the right,
bare.

Rev. ML. ANTONIVS. M. F. E. ? Head of young
Antony to the right, bare. (PL I. No. 9.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Cons., Antonia, No. 62
; engraved

pi. v. Antonia, No. 36
;
Med. Imp., No. 1

; engraved pi. ii.).

This remarkable coin was called to notice though not

first published by Vaillant/
7 who gives the reverse legend

s (Euvres Num., vol. i. p. 427, Dec. ix., Oss. iv.
; p. 486,

Dec. x., Oss. v.

64 Cohen, Med. Cons., Barbatia, No. 3
; engraved, pi. viii.,

Barbada, No. 2
;
in the Cab. of M. le Baron d'Ailly. For M.

Barbatius, see Borghesi, (Euvres Num., vol. i. p. 427, Dec. ix., Oss.

iv. The coins of M. Barbatius and Csesar are in both gold and silver.

65 Cohen, Med. Cons., Antonia, Nos. 32 35
; engraved pi. iv.

Antonia, Nos. 23, 24
;
Med. Imp., Nos

;
7275.

66 " Aia yap rrjv Trpos TOV dSeA^oi/ eucrejSciav, KOL 7ra)j/o/>ttav eavraJ

Uterav eTretfeTo," Dion Cass., xlviii. 5
;
"A. 'AvT<m>ios M. vl.

IltWas," Dion Cass., heading to chap, xlviii.
;

" Antonio Fie-

tate et Isaurico," Fast, in Corp. In&cript. Lat., ed. Mommsen,
vol. i. p. 542. Vitellius took the name of Concordm. Suet.

in Vit., 15; Cohen, Med. Imp., Nos. 37, 6164, 100.
67 Num. Ant. Fam. Rom., vol. i. p. Ill; engraved, pi. xvi

,

No. 65, Amstel., fol., 1703
;
Num. Imp. Rom. jprtsst.,\o\. ii. p. 9.

Rome, 4to., 1743.
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as M. ANTONIVS M. FIL., attributing this to the young

Antony. He unfortunately omits to state in what col-

lection it then existed. Havercamp, who appears to have

next published it,
68 describes the reverse legend as M.

ANTONIVS M. F., and also assigns it to young Antony.

At the time of Eckhel two examples were existing ; one

formerly in the museum of Petrus Seguinus
69

the earliest

example known afterwards transferred to the cabinet of

the king of France ;
the other in the museum at Vienna.70

He thus speaks of these pieces :

"
Singulare in utroque,

non tarn, quod alterum alteri ut gutta guttae simillimum

est, quam quod utrumque eodem plane loco in parte

antica vitium fecit. An propterea fraudis in ambobus

suspicio ? Sane exemplar Vindobonense habet nonnulla,

quse peritioribus minus possint adridere."

But it has been observed by Dr. Alessandro Visconti71

(I know not on what authority) that the specimen in the

Museum at Vienna is not similar as " a drop of water"

(gutta gutter, Eckhel) to that in Paris, in any case on the

obverse, as the legend is ANTON [IVS ?] AVG. IMP.

III. COS. DES. III. V.R.P.C., the figure III. being

left out either after DES. or before V.72 He is also

68 Thes. Morell. vol. ii. p. 30; engraved vol. i., pi. xi.,

Antonia, No. 3. Arastel., fol., 1734.
69 SeL Num. Ant, p. 112, Lut. Par., 4to., 1684. The legend

ia given as M. ANTONIVS M.F.
70 Doct. Num. Vet., vol. vi. p 68; Cat. Mm. Cas. Vindobon.,

vol. ii. p. 15, fol., 1779.
71 Diss. della Pontifica Accad. Mom. di Archeologia, vol. iv. p.

290. Rome, 4to. 1831.
72 This reading is also given by Mionnet (Med. Rom., vol. i.

p. 95), as the legend of the Paris specimen, but its engraving
(Tresor de Nttmismatique et de Glyptique, pi. iii. No. 2) shows
this description to be erroneous Moreover. Cohen, in his

Jfi'-ff. Cons., pi. v., Antonia, No. 36, engraves from the Vienna
specimen, and the legend of the obverse is DES. III. ill VI U.
Of the reverse legend I shall speak presently.
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of opinion
73 that some dealer or fanatic antiquary had

altered the proper legend to M. ANTONIVS M. F.

Dr. Visconti considers the only correct legend to be M.

ANTONIVS M. E. E. His explanation I shall give

shortly.

As regards the specimen in Vienna, I am, by the kind-

ness of Dr. F. Keller, Under Keeper of the Coins and

Antiquities, enabled to give a short account. He says,

in a letter to me,
" The inscription of the reverse is the

same as that of the coin published by Cohen (vol. i.,

pi. ii.), M. ANTONIVS M. E. E.74

(The last letter is

indistinct.) The late M. Arneth has written on the label

to this coin the remark that one ought to read according

to the Duke de Blacas, T&agister ftquitum [Where doe?

he say so ?]; but he makes no mention of the last letter."

Dr. Keller also kindly sent me an impression, and I am

nearly certain that the legend is M. ANTONIVS M. F

[E ?] . Of the specimen formerly in Paris, stolen in 1831,

it can be affirmed, on the authority of Mionnet,
75 that

the reverse legend was M. ANTONIVS M. F., which

is again corroborated by the engraving given in the

Tresor de Numismatique and there stated to have been

taken from an impression in M. Mionnet's cabinet.

To return to Dr. Visconti's explanation. He reads, a

I have above stated, and he is actually speaking of the

coin in the collection of the Duke de Blacas, the reverse

73
Op. cit., p. 291.

74 The engraving of this coin in Cohen certainly represents

the legend M. ANTONIVS M. E. E.
;
but look at his descrip-

tion (Med. Imp., p. 37), to which I shall allude later.

75 Med. Rom., vol. i. p. 95.

76 PI iii. No. 2. From this engraving the coin would seem

to have been broken, as there is no room for any letter after

the F.
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legend, M. ANTONIVS M. E. E. These last three letters

he takes to mean77

magister equitum emeritus. In order

to establish his hypothesis he finds that Mark Antony
was magister equitum in 707 (B.C. 47) ;

78 that in 710

(B.C. 44) he was consul with Octavian ; that between

this time and 721 (B.C. 33) he was friends or otherwise

with Octavian, and in this latter year, preparations for

hostilities being commenced, he issued this rare coin, with

his portrait on both sides, but on one side young, with the

title magister equitum, recalling his prowess at Pharsalia

when still young, and adding emeritus at the termination

of his career,
79

at which time he was "
Augur,"

" Consul

designate for the third time," and "triumvir for the

organisation of the Republic." Moreover, that the por-

trait could not represent young Antony (or Antyllus, as

he was called by the Greeks), who was not considered in

the distribution of the kingdoms to Cleopatra and her

son Csesarion, and to his children by Cleopatra Ptolemy,

Cleopatra, and Alexander in 720 (B.C. 34) :

80 and that

as he is not mentioned till after the defeat of Antony at

Actium in 723 (B.C. 31), when he received with his step-

brother Csesarion the toga virilis (724= B.C. 30),
81

it seems

"
Op. cit., p. 289.

78 Fast. Capit. in Corp. Inscript. Lat., ed. Mommsen, vol. i.

p. 4:4:0
J JBerl., fol., 1863. "

Kou, rov 'Ai/rcoytov, /x/^Se ecrr/mr^yryKOTa,

tTTTrapxov Trpoo-eXd/AO'os." Dion Case. xlii. 21. "
'Avrojj/toj/ 8e

iTTTrapxov." Plut. Anton. 8; cf. Appian, Bell. Civ., ii. 92.
79

Op. cit, p. 293."
80 Dion Caas. xlix. 41. Cleopatra was made /3ao-iAi8a

/Suo-iAeW, and her son CaDsarion /foo-iAc'a /2ao-iA.eW. Coins of

Antony and Cleopatra have the legend CLEOPATRA 15

REGINAE RFGUM F1LIORVM REGVM (Cohen, Med.

Lnp., No
;
1).

^si " K.CU TOUS wets, KAeoTrarpa ^kv Katcrapicoi/a, 'Avrcovtos Se

*AVTV\\OV, OV K T^S 4>OvXofiaS ytl/VtjOfVTO. ol IX6I/' ** *<t>'*lPvVS (T-

ypauf/av" Dion Cass. li. 6. Plutarch (Anton. 71) seems to make
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improbable tliat Mark Antony would have issued this

coin with the portrait of his son by Fulvia, in 721 (B.C. 33).

So much for Dr. Visconti's opinion. His arguments

might have some value if we acknowledged his reading to

be correct,, which we do not. The late Abbe Cavedoni

has advanced another opinion,
82 and transcribes the legend

M. ANTONIVS M. F. F., which he takes to mean the

vrordjttms repeated, to distinguish young Antony from his

father, who was also M. F. 83

Lastly, we come to M. Cohen

(whose observations, when he wrote his Medailles Con-

sulaires, I have already given),
84 but who, in his Medailles

Imperiales,*
5 describes the legend, from the coin in the cabi-

net of the Duke de Blacas, as M. ANTONIVS M. F. ? E.,

without giving any explanation

I have now this coin before me, and I find that the very
letter queried by Cohen the F is one of which there

can be no doubt. It is the last letter which is doubtful ;

this certainly looks like an E. If we do not, therefore,

accept the reading and interpretation of Cavedoni, I

should be inclined to suggest that the legend meant

M. ANTONIVS. Mam Filius ^ques. On the authority,

however, of Dion Cassius, it is asserted that those entering
the equestrian order should be eighteen years of age.

86

13 ut this regulation was not kept in force. The eques was

a distinction between the honours conferred on the two youths,

ypa</>cov (J-ev ets !<^/3ous rov KXeoTrar/aas TrcuSa KCU Kaurapos, TO
Se aTrop^vpov KCU reAetov t/xariov 'Ai/TuAAa) r<5 e/c $ovAj8ias Trepin-
0*1*.

82
Ragguaglio storico Arch, di precipui Ripostigli Ant., etc., p.

12, note. Modena, 8vo., 1854.
83

Cf. Eckhel, Doct. Num. Vet., vol. v. p. 200".
84 See note 74.
85 Vol. i. p. 37.
56 "

KaraXeyecr^ai Se
x/or; es //,/ TY\V tTnraSa

li. 20.
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at an early time equivalent to the princeps juventutis,

though the latter title was not adopted on coins till the

time ofAugustus, whose grandson, Caius Caesar, received it

and the toga virilis at the age of fifteen. 88

Antony was

not married to Fulvia till about B.C. 44,
89 so that in B.C. 34

Antyllus could only have been nine or ten years old. It

is, however, certain that the legend does not admit of the

interpretation given by Dr. Visconti, nor can it be attri-

buted to B.C. 30, when Antyllus received the toga virilis a

few months before the death of Antony, no coins being

struck in that year. In any case, notwithstanding that it

is rather remarkable no mention is made of Antyllus in

the passage of Dion Cassius above quoted,
90

it is certain

that this coin is of Antony and his son, that it was struck

in 720 (B.C. 34), and that for the interpretation of the

legend there is still left the suggestion by Cavedoni.

It is also certain that this coin was issued in the East.

Havercamp has suggested Alexandria, though he has

made a curious jumble of facts.
91 A note of Servius to

Virgil states that after Antony married Cleopatra he

struck coins at Anagnia.^ There is not much doubt that

8? Liv. xlii. 61.
88 Cohen, Meet. Imp,, Aug., No. 86

; Clinton, F.H., vol. iii.

p. 254.
89 Smith's Diet of Biog., s.v. Fufoia.
90 See note 80.
91 "Cusum estnumisma Alexandria anno DOCXX urbisquum

post triumphum tie Armenia et Artavasde, filios Reges et Cleo-

patram lleginam Regum appelasset Antonins,
| | Caesarionque

et Antyllum sumpta virili toga in viros transcripsisset." Morell,
Tkes. ed. Havercamp, vol. ii. p. 30. The facts in the former

part of this sentence took place in 720 (B.C. 34; ;
in the latter

in 724 (B.C. 30). See notes 80 and 81.
92 " Antonius August! sorore contemptu postquam Cleopatram

cluxit uxorem monetam ejus nomine in Anagnia civitate jussit
feriri." Ad. ^En., vii. 684.
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this should be read Alexandria, and Letronne suggests
93

that there was probably the abbreviation Alndria before

the eyes of Servius when he wrote. Dr. Visconti94 con-

siders it to have been struck at Lyons. This is out of

the question.

M. ANTONY.

*28. Obv. ANT. AVG. IIIVIR. R. P. C. Galley.

Rev. LEG. IV. Roman eagle between two military
standards. (PI. I. No. 10.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Cows., Antonia, No. 73 ;
Med.

Imp., No. 18) from Mionnet, who has engraved it (Med. Rom.,
vol. i. p. 19).

The legions of M. Antony, as represented by coins, may
with certainty be counted from I. to XXIII. The coin

of the XXlVth legion is said to exist in the cabinet of

the Baron d'Ailly j

95 that of the XXVth in the Cabinet

Fontana,
9* and that of the XXXth is quoted by Eckhel

from the Vienna Museum as Jldei indubitatce, and pub-

lished by Cohen as existing in the British Museum collec-

tion.98 The specimen, however, in the British Museum
has certainly been altered. M. Cohen" has already called

attention to the fact that the legions L, XXIV., XXV.,

XXVI., and XXX. have been often made by taking away
or adding I. or X., and one would be much inclined to

think that such was the case with all the coins repre-

senting a legion above XXIII. Some of these legionary

93 Rev. Num., 1843, p. 179.
94

Op. cit., p. 298.
95 Cohen, Med. Cons., No. 101, engraved pi. v., Autonia, No.

68
;
Med. Imp., No. 24.

96
Cohen, 1. c., pi. v. No. 69.

97 Doct. Num. Vet., vol. vi. p. 52.
98 L. c., pi. vi., Antonia, No. 70

;
Med. Imp., No. 43.

99 Med. Imp., vol. i. p. 26, note.

VOL. VII. N.S. O O
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coins bear titles, as tlie Xllth legion, Antiqua ; the

XVIIth, Classica; the XVIIIth, Lybica. There is no

mention in history of these names, but a fragment of a

standard of the XVIIth Classica legio has been published

by Caylus.
100 Gold legionary coins are very rare, there

being only one other legion the XlXth of which a gold

coin is known, and this specimen is only published by

Mionnet. 101

The date of issue of the legionary coins is considered by

Mr. de Salis to extend from 715 (B.C. 39) to 723 (B.C. 31),

the year of the battle of Actium. The types allude to

the navy and army of Antony.

29. AUGUSTUS. Rev. AVGVSTVS (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 59), of splendid workmanship and style.

30. AUGUSTUS. Rev. SIGNIS PARTHICIS RECEPTIS
(Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 197).

IMPERIAL SERIES.

81. AUGUSTUS. Rev.G. L. CAESARES AVGVSTI F.

COS. DESIG. PRINC. IVVENT. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 86.)

032. Obv. AVGVSTVS. DIVI F. Head to the right,

laureated.

Rev. TR. POT. XXVIIII. Victory seated on globe to

the right. Quinarhts.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 238).

83. AUGUSTUS. Rev. PONTIF. MAXIM, (c/. Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 184. Livia on the present speci-
men holds a sceptre and ears of corn.)

34. AUGUSTUS. Rev.Tl. CAESAR AVG. F. TR. POT.
XV. (Cohen, Med. Cons., No. 231.)

35 and 36. TIBERIUS. Rev. PONTIF. MAXIM. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 1

;
on one specimen Livia holds

a sceptre, on the other a spear.)

100 Recueil d'Antiquites, vol. v. p. 257, pi. 92, fig. 6.

101 Med. Imp., vol. i. p. 19.
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37. TIBERIUS. Rev. TR. POT. XVI. IMP. VII. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 3.)

38. TIBERIUS. Rec. TR. POT. XVII. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 7.) Quinarius.

* 39. Obv.TI. DIVI F. AVGVSTVS. Head to the right,
laureated.

Rev. TR. POT. XXIIII. Victory seated to the right
on globe. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 10).

* 40. Obv. Same as No. 39.

Rev. TR. POT. XXVIII. Victory seated to the right
on globe. Quinarius. In a setting.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 13).

41. TIBERIUS. Rev. TR. POT. XXXII. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 16.) Quinarius.

CAIUS (Caligula).

042. Obv. C. CAESAR AVG. GERMANICVS. Head to

the right, laureated.

Rev. P. M. TR. POT. ITER. Victory seated to the

right on globe. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 3).

43. CALIGULA AND AUGUSTUS. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 5.)

44. CALIGULA AND GERMANICUS. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 3.)

CALIGULA AND AGRTPPINA I.

*45. Obv.C. CAESAR AVG. GERM. P.M. TR. POT.
Head of Caligula to the right, bare.

jRei'. AGRIPPINA MAT. C. CAES. AVG. GERM.
Bust of Agrippina to the right.

A variety of Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 1), the obverse of which

gives the head of Caligula laureated. A silver specimen of this

gold coin (No. 45) exists in the Museum, but is not pub-
lished.

46. CLAUDIUS. Rev. CONSTANTIAE AVG [VSTI] . (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 10.)

47. CLAUDIUS. Rw. DE BRITANN. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 14.)
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#48. Obv.TI. CLAVD. CAESAR AVG. P. M. TR.P.
Vim. IMP. XVIII. Head of Claudius to the

right, laureated.

Rev. S. P. Q. R. P.P. OB. C.S., within a crown of

oak.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 66).

49. CLAUDIUS AND AGRIPPINA II. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 3.)

50. NERO. Rev. PONTIF. MAX. TR. P. VI. COS. IIII.

P.P. EX. S. C. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 29.)

# 51. Obv. NERO CAESAR AVG. IMP. Head of Nero to

the right, bare.

Rev. PONTIF. MAX. TR. P. VII. COS. IIII. P.P.

Mars standing to the left, placing right foot on

arms, and holding a parazonium and a spear. In

>WEX. S. C.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 39).

# 52. Obi}. NERO CL. DIVI F. CAES. AVG. P. M. TR.
P. II. Head of Nero to the right, bare.

Rev. VICT. AVG. Victory flying to the left, holding
a shield. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 66).

53. GALBA. Rev. DIVA AVGVSTA. (Cohen, Med. f>/i/>.,

No. 22.)

$ 54. Obv. IMP. GALBA CAESAR AVG. P. P. Head of

Galba to the right, laureated
; beneath, a globe.

Eev. PAX AVG. Female figure standing to the left,

holding flowers. (PL I. No. 11.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 54), from Mioimet.

This rare piece was found in 1861 at Paris, near the Place

Sitint Michel. (Rev. Num. 1862, p. 216, note).

# 55. Obv. SERV. GALB [A] . Galba on horseback to the

right.

Her. ROMA RENASCENS (this last word nearly off

the coin). Rome, helmeted, standing to the

right holding spear, and small Victory on globe.

(PI. I. No. 12.)

Unpublished by Cohen.
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56. Obv. GENIVS P. R. Head of the Genius of the

Roman people to the right, bearded and with

diadeni
; behind, a sceptre.

Rev. MARS VLTOR. Mars walking to the right,

holding a shield and spear.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., Augustus, No. 509) as

existing in the Musee de Vienne.

For an account of the " Autonomous Roman Coins of

the Imperial Times/' see the excellent paper by the late

Duke de Blacas. 102 These last two coins are both there

published, and the latter one is engraved. These pieces

seem to have been issued during the revolutions of the

reigns of Galba, Otho, and Vitellius.

The coin of Galba with the legend SERV. GALB.

(No. 55) is interesting, as proving, if proof were needed,

that Galba's name was Servius, and not Sergius, as some

pretend.

VITELLIUS.

#57. Obv. A.. VITELLIVS IMP. GERMAN. Head of

Vitellius to the right, laureated ; below, a globe.

/,Vr. FIDES EXERCITVVM. Two hands joined.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 12).

VITELLIUS AND HIS CHILDREN.

# 58. Obv. A. VITELLIVS GERMAN. IMP. TR.P. Head
of Vitellius to the right, laureated.

IiVr. LIBERI IMP. GERMAN. Busts ris-d-vis of his

son and daughter. (PL II. No. 1.)

Published only in silver by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 4).

Vitellius was married twice first to Petronia, by whom

he had one son, Petronianus, who was blind of one eye ?

and whom he put to death
;

103
and, secondly, to Galeria

102 Rev. Num., 1862, p. 197, pi. vii., viii., ix., and x.

103 Suet, in ntell., 6.
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Fundana, by whom he had a son and a daughter, the

former of whom is described as stammering so much, that

he was almost dumb. 104 His son, when six years of age,

was called Germanicus, and invested with the insignia of

imperial dignity.
105 After the death of Yitellius in A.D. 69,

Mucianus put his son to death. 106 His daughter was

splendidly married under Vespasian, who gave her a hand-

some dowry,
107 and in all probability to Valerius Asiaticus,

whom Vitellius himself is said to have approved of as a

son-in-law. 108 These coins of Vitellius and his children,

whose names unfortunately have not come down to us,

will in any case, as Eckhel 109 has remarked, refute the

statement of Josephus, who says that Vitellius had no

children. 110

VITELLIUS AND HIS FATHER.

* 59. Obv.A. . . . LLIVS GERMAN. IMP. TR. P. Head
of A. Vitellius to the right, laureated.

Ikv.L. VITELLIVS COS. III. CENSOR. Bust of

L. Vitellius to the right, laureated
;
in the front

a standard with Roman eagle. (PI. II. No. 2.)

Unpublished. A variety of the silver coin published by
Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 2).

104 Suet. L c.

105 Tac. Hist., ii. 59. Vitellius was at Lyons when this took

place, and as his children by Fundana were left in Rome when
he started for Gaul (Suet, in Vitell., 7), and his son Petronianus
would have been grown up if alive (for Suetonius, as previously
stated, says that Vitellius killed him), there must be an error

in the account of Tacitus. But this is not remarkable, for of

this very Fundana, Tacitus (Hist., ii. 60, 64) speaks in high
praise, whilst Dion Cassius (Ixv. 4) mentions her in opprobrious
terms. His infant son was with him e-n his return to Rome
(Tac. Hist., iii 67).

106 Tac. Ifist., iv. 80; Dion Cass.. Ixv. 22.
10? Suet, in Tesp., 14.
108 Tac. Hist., i. 59. It is related (Suet, in OtJio, 8) that

Otho had sought to become the son-in-law of Vitellius.
109 Doct. Num. Vet., vol. iv. p. 31 G.

110
"A7rcu8a, JMl. Jud., iv. 10, 2.
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Lucius Vitellius, in whose memory this coin was struck,

was three times consul : (1) in A.D. 34 with P. F. Persicus,

(2) in A.D. 43 with the Emperor Claudius, and (3) in AD. 47

with the same emperor. He was censor in A.D. 48m also

with Claudius. Upon some other coins (gold and silver)

of A. Vitellius he is represented on the reverse seated,

dressed as a censor
;

112 and upon a remarkable large brass

coin he is designated CENSOR II. 113 No mention is

made in history of the second censorship, and Eckhel

concludes a long argument by suggesting that Aulus

Vitellius, to honour even more the name of his father,

gave him the title of Censor for the second time on his

coins. 114

It may also be observed that the head of Lucius Vitellius

has a laurel wreath, although he was a private individual,

and had been dead some years. Eckhel 115 has shown that

the laurel wreath was not necessarily one of the insignia

of an emperor, but was conferred in honour of a victory.

In the case of L. Vitellius it would allude to his having

insisted on Artabanus, the Parthian king, making obeisance

to the Roman standards in A.D. 34. 116 The eagle in front

of the bust of these coins is doubtless an emblem of his

consular dignity.

At the death of L. Vitellius in A.D. 48 or 49 the senate

honoured him with a public funeral, and erected a statue

in front of the rostra, with the inscription, PIETATIS

111 His two sons, Lucius and Aulus Vitellius (afterwards

emperor), were consuls in this year.
112

Cohen, Mid. Imp., Nos. 26, 27.
113

Cohen, I. c., No. 72.
114 Doct. Num. Vet., vol. iv. pp. 314, 315.
115 Doct. Num. Vet., vol. viii, p. 301.
116 Dion Cass., lix. 27

;
Suet, in Vitdl, 2.
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IMMOBILIS EllGA PRINCIPEM. 117 The coins with

his seated figure, above alluded to, doubtless give a repre-

sentation of this statue.

VESPASIAN.

$ 60. Obv. CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG. Head of Ves-

pasian to the right, laureated.

Rev. CERES AVGVST. Ceres standing to the left,

holding ears of corn with poppy head and torch.

Published only in silver by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 16).

61. VESPASIAN. Jfcy. FORTVNA AVGVST. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 90.)

62. Oil'. IMP. CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG. Head of

Vespasian to the right, laureated.

^y.VICTORIA AVGVST. Victory seated to the

left, holding crown and palm. Qiiinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 226).

YESPASIAN, TITUS, AND DOMITIAN.

^ 63. Obv. IMP. CAES. VESP. AVG. Head of Vespasian
to the right, laureated.

Itev. CAESAR AVG. F. COS. CAESAR AVG. TR. P.

Busts vis-a-vis of Titus and Domitian, both bare.

(PI. II. No. 3.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 2).

YESPASIAN AND TITUS.

# 64. Obv. IMP. CAESAR VESPASIANVS AV. Head of

Vespasian to the right, laureated.

Rev. IMP. T. FI. AV. I. ... Head of Titus to the

right, laureated. (PI. II. No. 4.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 4), of barbarous work.

117 Suet, in VitelL, 3. His great
"
piety towards the prince

"

consisted in the grossest and vilest flattery (Dion Cass., lix.

27
; c/. Smith's Diet, of Biog., s.v. Vitellius, No. 5.)
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TITUS.

# 65. Obv. T. CAES. IMP. VESP. PON. TR. POT. CENS.
Head of Titus to the right, laureated.

Ftev. PAX AVG. Peace standing to the left, leaning
left arm on a column, and holding a winged
atthiceus and olive-branch

;
in front a tripod on

which a cow's udder (uber}.

A variety of that published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 58).

In the year 186 1 118 I had occasion to call attention to a

similar coin, and to the object on the tripod. M. Cohen,
as there stated, in his description of some similar coins of

Vespasian/
19 called it

"
la bourse de Mercure," whilst I

advanced as a suggestion that it was a wine-bag (ao-Kos) .

The late Abbe Cavedoni, in his article on M. Cohen's work

(which is translated from the Italian into French by the

Baron de Witte),
120 hinted that it might be " a fish,"

121 as

upon certain other coins of Vitellius;
122

though he says

that if it were really
" the purse of Mercury," this attri-

bute would show that money was a friend of peace, and

might also recall the extreme fondness of Vespasian for

money, especially for gold coins. 123 The Baron de Witte,

however, in a note to this sentence, says that it is not " a

fish," nor " the purse of Mercury/' but the same object

as held by Fertility (Lbertas). The late Cavedoni pointed

out to M. Cohen in a letter that this object was " a cow's

udder "
(uber], which is corroborated by coins of Carausius

with the legend VBERITAS, and the type,
" a female

118 Nam. Chron., N.S., vol. i. p. 94.
119 Med. Imp., Nos. 143145.
i->0 Rev. Num., 1861, p. 47 (J

; 18G2, pp. 70, 306.
121 Rev. Num., 1861, p. 75.
122 Cohen, Med. Imp., Nos. 45, 46.

123 Suet, in Vesp., 23.

VOL. VII. N.S. P P
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leading a cow." 124 M. cle Witte and M. Cohen accept this

ingenious explanation without hesitation.

66. TITUS. Rev. COS. V. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No, 18.)

67. TITUS. Rev. TB. P. IX. IMP. XV. COS. VIII. P.P.

(Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 96.)

68. DOMITIAN. jfoy. GEBMANICVS. COS. XVI. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 64.)

69. DOMITIAN. Eeo. GERMANICVS COS. XVII. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 65.)

70. NEKVA. Eev. LIBERTAS PVBLICA (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 50.)

71. NERVA. Eev. AEQVITAS AVGVST. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 6.)

72. NERVA. EM. CONCORDIA EXERCITVVM. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 11.)

* 73. Oiy. IMP. NERVA CAES. AVG. P. M. TR.P.

COS. III. P.P. Head of Nerva to the right,

laureated.

^.VICTORIA AVGVST. Victory seated to the

left, holding wreath and palm-branch. (PL II.

No. 5.) Quinarim.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 64).

74. TRAJAN. Rev. TR.P. COS. II. P.P. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 281, read IMP. NERVA CAES. in-

stead of IMP. CAES. NERVA, etc.)

#75. Obv. IMP. CAES. NERVA TRAIAN. AVG. GERM.
Head of Trajan to the right, laureated.

Rev. PONT. MAX. TR. POT. COS. II. Victory
seated, holding patera and wreath. Quinariu-s.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 189).

76. TRAJAN. Eev. DACICVS COS. V. P.P. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 82.) Qwinaaritu.

77. TRAJAN. Rev. COS. V. P.P. S.P.Q.R. OPTIMO
PRINC. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 49.)

78. Obv. IMP. TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P.M. TR.P.
COS. V. P.P. Head of Trajan to the right,
laureated.

124
Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 253.
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Rev. S.P.Q.R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. Abundance

standing to the right, emptying a cornu-copise.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 257).

#79. Obv. IMP. TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG. GER. DAC.
P.M. TR.P. Bust of Trajan to the right,

laureated, vritib paludamentian and cuirass.

tiev.COS. VI. P.P. S.P.Q.R. Triptolemus stand-

ing to the left, holding a patera and ears of

corn.

Unpublished. A silver coin of similar type is published by
Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 61) from the specimen in the Museum.

80. TRAJAN. Ew. FORT. RED. (in exergue) P.M. TR.P.

COS. VI. P.P. S.P.Q.R. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 92.)

* 81. Obv. IMP. TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC. P.M. TR.P.
COS. VI. P.P. Bust of Trajan to the right,

laureated, with paliidtumnitum and cuirass.

EBV. S.P.Q.R. OPTIMO PRINCIPI. Victory walk-

ing to the right, holding crown and palm-branch.
Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 241), from Wlczay.

* 82. Obv. IMP. CAES. NER. TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG.
GER. DAC. Bust to the right, laureated, with

pahtdamentwn and cuirass.

Bev.PM. TR.P. COS. VI. P.P. S.P.Q.R. Victory

walking to the right, holding crown and palm-
branch. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 178).

#83. Obv. IMP. CAES. NER. TRAIAN. OPTIM. AVG.
GER. DAC. PARTHICO. Bust of Trajan to

the right, laureated, with paludamentum and

cuirass.

Jfev.VOTA SVSCEPTA (in the exergue) P.M. TR.P.

COS. VI. P.P. S.P.Q.R. Trajan standing to the

left, sacrificing at an altar before a genius stand-

ing and holding patera and cornu-copise. (PL II.

No. 6.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 292) incorrectly ;
for

the obverse legend is not IMP. CAES. NER. TRAIANO
OPTIM. AVG. GERM. DAC. PARTHICO, nor is there a globe
under the bust. A similar gold coin in the Museum has the

legend IMP. CAES. NER. TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG. GER.
DAC.
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84. TRAJAN. Bev. AVGVSTI PROFECTIO. (Cohen,
Mccl. Imp., No. 1C.)

85. TRAJAN, TRAJAN FATHER, AND NERVA. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 1.) PI. II., No. 7.

86. TRAJAN AND TRAJAN FATHER. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 1.) PL II., No. 8.

These two coins are the actual specimens engraved in the

Rente Numismatiqite, 1859, pi. iv., Nos. 1 and 2, though other

specimens exist both in the Museum collection and in the

Cabinet des Medailles at Paris. We shall allude to these coins

later under Hadrian. (See Nos. 105 and 106.)

87. J. CESAR RESTORED BY TRAJAN. (Cohen, Med. Imp., J.

Caesar, No. 54.)

MARCIANA.

88. Ok'. DIVA AVGVSTA MARCIANA. Bust of Mar-
ciana to the right.

Rev. CONSECRATIO. Carpentum ornamented with

bas-reliefs drawn to the left by two mules. (PI. II.,

No. 9.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 6), but with no indica-

tion of Museum. He probably saw it at some dealer's. The
coin of Marciana described by him (No. 8) is not in the collec-

tion of the Duke de Blacas, a fact noticed by him in his general
errata. (Med. Imp., vol. vi. p. 612.)

I have already alluded to this coin and to the carpentum

in a former paper.
125

HADRIAN.

#89. Obv. IMP. CAES. TRAIAN. HADRIANO OPT.
AVG. GER. DAC. Bust of Hadrian to the

right, laureated, with paludamentum and cuirass.

Rev. ADOPTIO (in exergue) PARTHIC. DIVI.
TRAIAN. AVG. F. P. M. TR.P. COS. P.P.

Trajan and Hadrian standing, shaking hands ;
the

125 Num. Chron., N.S., vol. vi. p. 259.
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figure on the left hand holds a book. (PL II.,

No. 10.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 51) from the Catalogue
du Cabinet des Medmlles de 1700.

There are silver coins existing of this same type, and

also gold and silver coins of the same type and legend,

excepting the word ADOPTIO, which is omitted. The

gold coin only exists in the Museum.

This coin is interesting as recording the adoptio of

Hadrian by Trajan, which appears really to have not taken

place, but to have been managed by the Empress Plotina.

Dion Cassius records that his father Apronianus told him

that the death of Trajan was kept a secret for some days,

in order that the adoptio might be managed ; and that

the letters which were written to the Senate were not

subscribed by Trajan, but by Plotina herself. 126

* 90. Obv. IMP. CAESAR TRAIAN. HADRIANVS AVG.
Bust of Hadrian to the right, laureated, with

paludamentim and cuirass.

Rev.GW. PR. (infield) P.M. TR.P. COS. III. The
Genius of the Roman people standing to the left,

holding patera and cornu-copise.

Published only in silver by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 260).

# 91. Obv. Same as No. 90.

Rev. V. S. [vota susceptd] PRO RED. (in exergue)
P. M. TR.P. COS. III. Hadrian, holding a

sceptre in left hand, standing before an altar,

opposite a genius holding a patera and cornu-

copiae.

Unpublished.

The legend VOTA SVSCEPTA occurs in full upon

126 Dion Cass., Ixix. 1
; cf. Eutrop., viii. 3

;
and Spart. in

Hadr., 4.
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some other gold coins of Hadrian. 127 The type is similar

to some gold coins with the legend VOT. PVB. 128

92. HADRIAN. Rev. P. M. TR.P. COS. III. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 361.)

93. HADRIAN. Rev. P. M. TR.P. COS. III. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 357.)

* 94. HADRIAN. Rev. AFRICA. (Cohen, Met!. Imp.,
No. 88. A specimen without the paludamentuiu
is in the Museum.)

* 95. Obv. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P.P. Head of

Hadrian to the left, bare.

Rev. AFRICA. Africa seated on the ground to the

left, holding scorpion and cornu-copiae ;
in front

a basket of fruits.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 84).

Respecting the scorpion Eckhel says
" Prseterea

African! subjectam fuisse scorpio signo coelesti, tradit

Manilius." 129

* 96. Oil'. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. IH. P.P. Head of

Hadrian to the right, bare.

Rev. ROMA AETERNA. Rome seated to the left

on a curule chair, holding Victory and spear.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 460).

97. HADRIAN. Rev. COS. III. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No.

174.)

* 98. Obv. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS. Bust of Hadrian,
to the right, laureated, with paludamentum and
cuirass.

Rev. COS. III. Hadrian on horseback galloping to

the left, raising right hand, and holding spear.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 179), from Caylus.

99. Obv. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS. Head of Hadrian
to the right, laureated.

127
Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 520.

128 Cohen, Med. Imp., Nos. 521, 522.
129 Doct. Num. Vet., vol. vi. p. 488

;
Manil. iv. ver. 776.
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Rev. COS. III. Victory seated to the left, holding
wreath and palm-branch. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen filed. Imp., No. 149).

# 100. Obu. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS. Bust of Hadrian
to the right, laureated, with paludamentum and
cuirass.

Rev. COS. III. Salus seated to the left, feeding from
a patera a serpent entwined around an altar.

Quinarius.

Published by Cohen filed. Imp., No. 151).

#101. Obv. IMP. CAESAR TRAIAN. HADRIANVS AVG.
Bust of Hadrian to the right, laureated, with

paludamentum and cuirass.

Rev. P. M. TR.P. COS. HI. Victory walking to the

right, holding wreath and palm. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen filed. Imp., No. 404).

# 102. Obv. Same legend and type.

Rev. P. M. TR.P. COS. III. Victory seated to the

left, holding wreath and palm-branch. Qni-

narius.

Published only in silver by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 416).

103. HADKIAN. Rev. MONETA AVG. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 823.) Quinarius.

#104. Oil'. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P.P. Head of

Hadrian to the right, bare.

Rev. VICTORIA AVG. Victory standing, holding
crown and palm. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen filed. Imp., No. 511).

105. HADRIAN AND TRAJAN. to. DIVO TRAIANO PATRI
AVG. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 1.) PI. II.,

No. 11.

# 10G. Obv. IMP. CAES. TRAIAN. HADRIANO OPT. AVG.
G. D. PART. Bust of Hadrian to the right,

laureated, with paludameutum and cuirass.

Eec.DlVO TRAIANO PATRI. Bust of Trajan to

the right, laureated, with paludamentum and

cuirass. (PL II., No. 12.)

Unpublished by Cohen, but engraved by Longpcrier (Rci:

Xnm., 1859, pi. iv., No. 8).
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The coins of Trajan, of Trajan his father, and of Plotina

his wife, have already given rise to discussion between

two distinguished numismatists, M. A. Deville and M. A.

de Longperier. A more fitting occasion for a re-examina-

tion of the question, than the present, there being some of

these interesting coins in this collection (Nos. 85, 86, 105,

and 106), could not be afforded ; and I avail myself of the

opportunity of briefly alluding to the statements of these

gentlemen, and of giving some observations of my own.

M. A. Deville 130
is of opinion that the coins of Trajan

issued in his sixth consulate, bearing on the reverse the

legend DIVVS PATER TRAIANVS, and having for

type the head of an elderly personage, which head has

from the time of Spanheim been considered to be that of

Trajan the father, represent the head of Trajan emperor

on both sides on one side young, on the other as an old

man and that they were issued by Hadrian. In proof of

these assertions he adduces the coins of Augustus having

for legend DIVVS PATER AVGVSTVS, DIVVS
AVGVSTVS PATER, and also the rare coin of Trajan,

likewise with the date of his sixth consulate, with, on the

reverse, the heads of Nerva and Plotina, both dead and

deified a convincing proof to him, because Plotina died

during the reign of Hadrian, that all these coins were

issued by this emperor. It is true that there are very

similar coins with the head of Hadrian on one side, and

on the other the head of Trajan, with the legends

DIVO TRAIANO PATRI and DIVO TRAIANO
PATRI AVGr.,

131 which certainly allude to Trajan emperor.

From history M. Deville obtains the statement that

130 Rev. Num., 1859, p. 124.
131 M. Deville (op. cit., p. 127), has mentioned the legend

DlVViS TRA1AN VS PARTH. PATER on a coin of Trajan,
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Hadrian requested the Senate's permission to render

divine honours to Trajan;
132 and suggests that while he

was waiting for his confirmation as emperor, not daring
to strike his own coins, he issued the pieces bearing the

mark of the sixth and last consulate of Trajan. Among
these is also to be included the coin of Trajan with the

reverse, DIVI NERVA ET TRAIANVS PAT. He
also quotes a passage from Pliny Junior, who, writing in

A.D. 100, thus speaks of Trajan father :
" Sed et tu pater

Trajane (nam tu quoque si non sidera, proximam tamen

sideribus obtines sedem) quantam percipis voluptatem

quum ilium tribunum, ilium militem tuum, tantum impe-

ratorem, tantum principem cernis ! Cumque eo qui adop-
tavit amicissime contendis, pulchrius fuisse genuisse talem

an elegisse. Macte uterque ingenti in rempublicam merito,

cui hoc tanfcum boni contulistis. Licet alteri vestrum

filii virtus triwnphalia, ccelum alteri dederit ; non minor

tamen vestra laus, quod ista per filium quamsi ipsi meru-

issetis." 133 From this M. Deville 'concludes that Trajan

father obtained from the Emperor Trajan non sidera, but

which M. de Longperier (Rev. Num., 1859, p. lil, note 1),

has stated is only to be found in Vaillant (Num. Imp. Rom.

Freest., 1743, vol. i. p. 64), and in all probability does not

exist. In the errata, however, to the volume of the Kevus

Numismatique for 1859 he notices another coin from Vaillant

struck by Hadrian (op. cit., vol. i. p. 48), which has the legend
DIVVS* PATER TRAIANVS. It is also pointed out that a

brass coin with the legend DIVVS TRAIAN. AVG. PARTH.
PATER, and with the Emperor Trajan seated to the left, on

the reverse of a coin of Hadrian, is published by Cohen, Med.

Imp., vol. ii. p. 198, No. 783. I may add that a gold coin of

Hadrian, with, on the reverse, the legend DIVO TRAIANO
PART. AVG. PATRI, and the bust of Trajan, is preserved
in the Museum collection.

132 ii

Trajano divinos honores, datis ad senatum et quidem
accuratissimis literis postulavit." Spart. in Hadr., 6.

133
Pliny, Panegyricus, c. Ixxxix.

VOL. VII. N.S. Q Q
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triumphaha, whilst Nerva ccelum dederit. He is therefore

convinced that Trajan father must be erased from Roman

iconography.

To this extremely interesting paper M. A. de Long-

perier has made some remarks in reply.
134 He shows that

Pliny spoke his Panegyric in the third consulate of Trajan,

A.D. 100, leaving ample time between that date and the

death of Trajan in A.D. 117 for the Senate to have per-

mitted Trajan to issue coins commemorating his father ;

that the Senate allowed Hadrian "more than he asked

for ;"
135 and that the aged head could not by any possi-

bility be taken for Trajan emperor. Other arguments
are advanced, to which I must refer my readers ; and M.

de Longperier concludes by maintaining that the portrait

of Trajan father must still be numismatically retained,

and by considering, on account of the coin of Trajan,

134 Rev. Num., 18,59, p. 137, pi. iv.

1;
'5 " Et cnnctis volentibus meruit, ita nt senatus multa qnce

Adnanus non postulaverat, in honorem Trajani sponte de-

creverat."-rSpart. in Hadr., 6. This is the concluding portion
of the sentence from Spartian quoted in note 132.

136 A very rare marble bust of Trajan father, purchased from
the collection of Baron Behr, and found at Tralles in Lyilia, is

in the BibliotJieque at Parip, and has been so attributed -by M.
Fr. Lenormant (Descript. dcs Med. et Antiq. de M. le Baron
Behr, p. 223, No. 36, Paris, 8vo., 1857), and M. de LongpSrier
(Rev. Num., 1859, p. 140, note] cites this bust as forcibly dis-

tinguishing the portrait of Trajan father from that of the

emperor. There is also a bust of Trajan father published by
Visconti (Opere varie, ed. Labus, vol. iv. p. 308), from the
Museo Napoleone (No. 63), which is described as presenting
some resemblance to the portraits of Trajan /a/Aer as occurring
upon the r;,re coins of his son the emperor. M. Lenormant
(op. cif.) points out that the busts of Trajan father are

very rare, and that only two others are known one in the

Vatican, the other at the Museum of Aix in Provence.
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Nerva, and Plotina, above alluded to, that all these coins

were issued by Hadrian after the death of Trajan.
1*1

Let us now examine the coins of Trajan and Hadrian,

remembering that coins of a similar style are generally

contemporary, and cannot be indiscriminately separated.

Upon the early coins of Trajan, extending from his

second consulate, in A.D. 98, to the introduction of a new

coinage in the middle of Cos. V. (which consulate lasted

from A.D. 104 to A.D. Ill), the obverse legend is always

accompanied with the name of Nerva. 1
'

38 From A.D. 98

to A.D. 103 the title Germanicus is found, and the Dacicus

is added at the end of the fourth consulate, when he was

designate for the fifth in A.D. 103. 139 About the middle

of the fifth consulate the legend is changed to the dative

case, IMP. TRAIANO AVG. GER. DAC., c., and

so continues to the end of the sixth consulship in A.D. 117.

At the commencement of the sixth consulship, in A.D.

112, the legend IMP. TRAIANVS AVG. GEK. DAC.
P.M. TR.P. COS. VI. P.P. is also introduced, which lasts

during A.D. 112-113. In A.D. 114 the title Optimus Angus-

137 I had completed my remarks on this question several

weeks, when, thanks to the newly-published Notizie alia vita

ed alle opere di Mons> Cavedoxi (p. 91), I discovered that this

numismatist had also written on the same subject, reviewing
the papers of MM. Deville and Longperier (Bull. Arch. Nap.,

N.S., No. 183, April, I860, p. 52). 1 am therefore surprised
that no notice has been taken of these remarks in the Revue

Numismatique, especially as the articles of Oavedoni on M.
Cohen's Jlledailles Imper tales, which occur in this same Bul-

letino a few pages before, were translated into the French

review. I am pleased to find that Cavedoni lias treated the

question in precisely the same manner as myself.
138 I am speaking only of the gold coins, but on the brass the

name Nerva continues through the fifth and sixth consulates.
1S9 Cohen, Med. Imp., Nos. 531) 545; Clinton, F.R.,\c\. i.

p. 90.
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tus is assumed. 140 In A,D. 116 the title Parthicus is

added, and the name Nerva again reappeared.

In order that the statements here advanced may be

made clear to the reader, I tabulate those legends of the

coins of Trajan, Hadrian, &c., which are necessary for

the solution of the question.

A.D. 98 to A.D. 103.

Cos. II. to Cos. IV. Des. V.

A.D. 104 to A.D. 111.

TRAJAN.

IMP. CAES. NERVA TRAJAN.
AVG. GERM.

"IMP. NERVA TRAIANVS AVG.
GER. DACICVS.

IMP. CAES. NERVA TRAIAN.
AVG. GERM. DACICVS.

GER.Cos. V. to Cos. V. Des. VI."!, IMp. TRAIANO AVG.
DAC. P.M. TR.P.

IMP. TRAIANO AVG. GER.
I DAC. P.M. TR. P.V.P.P.

IMP. TRAIANO AVG. GER.
DAC. P.M. TR.P. COS. VI.

P.P.

IMP. TRAIANVS AVG. GER.
A.D. 112-113. Cos. VI. -! DAC. P.M. TR.P. COS. VI.

P.P. Eev. FORVM TRAIAN.^
IMP. TRAIANVS AVG. GER.
DAC. P.M. TR.P. COS. VI.

P.P. Rev. DIVI NERVA ET

140
Eckhel, Doct. Num. Vet., vol. vi. p. 449; Clinton, F.R.,

vol. i. p. 98. The title Optimus Princeps was conferred before

Sept. A.D. 100. (Eckhel, op. cit., pp. 418, 458
; Clinton, F.R.,

vol. i. p. 93.)
141 Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 95) gives this coin also with the

legend IMP. TRAIANO, etc. The gold coin with the Basilica

Ulpia has likewise, according to Cohen (No. 18), the legend
IMP. TRAIANVS or TRAIANO, etc. The brass coins of

these types have TRAIANO (Nos. 319 and 350). Eckhel

(Doct. Num. Vet., vol. vi. p. 431) is also of opinion that the

coins with the Forum Trajani, Basilica Ulpia, and Trajan
father, were struck at the same time, but assigns them
to A.D. 114. He has curiously enough anticipated our
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A.D. 112-113. COS. VI.

TRAIANVS PAT. 112
[B. M.,

]>l<ic<t (now in B. M.], Pa fix.

Cohen, Mad. Imp., No. 1, en-

graved; pi. iv.; Rev. Num., 1859.

pi. iv., No. 2.] PL II., No. 7.

IMP. TRAIANVS AVG. GEE.
DAC. P.M. TR.P. COS. VI. P.P.

Rev. DIVVS PATER TRAIA-
NVS. IB. M., Blacas (now
in B. M.), Paris. Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 1, engraved pi. iv. ;

Rev. Num., 1859, pl.iv., No. 1.]
PL II., No. 8.

IMP. TRAIANVS AVG. GER.
DAC. P.M. TR.P. COS. VI.

P.P. Eev. DIVVS PATER
TRAIAN. [B. M. Num.
Chron., N.S., vol. i. p. 96.]

[IMP. TRAIANVS AVG. GER.
DAC. P.M. TR.P. COS. VI.

P.P. Rev. DIVVS PATER
TRAIAN. Seated figure of

Trajan father. M. Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 88.]i

It will be seen that this is the fitting and proper place

for the coins of Trajan father, struck by Trajan, and not

ideas on this subject :

"
Quoniam numi hi eandem habent

setatem, eandem etiam rationem inscriptionis antica, quse est in

numis Fori Trajani et Basilicce Ulpice, verisimile est, Tra-

janum eo tempore, quo fornm suum dedicavit, novos quosdam
honores Nervae jam consecrate addidisse, constituta forte in foro

sede sacra, atque eosdem honores cum naturali suo patre com-

munes esse voluisse. Fingitur Trajanus pater sine laurea, ut

privatus distingueretur a Nerva imperatore." (Vol. vi. p. 436.)
142 A variety of this coin, representing the bust of Trajan

father on the left hand, is published by Longpe"rier {Rev.

Num., 1859, pi. iv., No. 3), from a specimen in the Bibliotheque,

though it is not mentioned by Cohen.
143 j very barbarous gold coin exists in this collection, with,

on the obverse, the legend IMP. GOR . . ANVS CES. AVG.
Head, r, laureated

;
and on the reverse, DIVVS PATER

TRAIANVS. Female figure standing and holding a winged
caduceus and cornu-copiae. (See No. 216.)
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by Hadrian. Had they been issued later, either by Trajan

or by Hadrian, they would either have had the title

Optimus Augustus and Parthicus assumed later, or, if

struck by Hadrian, all the less important titles would have

been omitted, as we shall see later. [See page 301.]
144

r IMP. TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG.
R - DAC - P -M -

i -M 1 1 K r VT
1 IMP. CAES. NER. TRAIANO
v OPTIMO AVG. GER. DAC.

(IMP. CAES. NER. TRAIANO
A.D. 116-117. Cos. VI. OPTIM. AVG. GERM. DAC.

(
PARTHICO.

The existence of coins of Trajan father having been

satisfactorily re-established, as also the date of their issue,

I will now proceed to give a table of the coins struck

by Hadrian. It will be observed that the bust of Hadrian

on these coins is the one which we find on those issued

at the commencement of his reign.

HADRIAN.

IMP. CAES. TRAIANO HA-
DRIANOAVG.P.M.TR.P.COS.
Eev. DIVO TRAIANO PART.
AVG. PATRI. IB. M. Cohen,

11P- T , Med. Imp., No. 2.]
DIVO TRAIANO PARTH. AVG.
PATRI. Eev. PLOTINAE AVG.
\_B. M., Paris. Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 1; Eev. Num., 1859,

pi. iv., No. 5.]

144 Cavedoni (op. cit., p. 53) says that Hadrian would never

liave given the title of DIVI to Nerva and Trajan father, and
denied it to his adoptive father, nor issued coins with a legend
anterior to the Parthian war. Moreover, the word PATr
or PATm is not applicable ; they were avi, not patres, of

Hadrian, who, in truth, on the coins of the -first year of his

reign, styles himself DIVI NERVte NEPos. The coin of

Trnjan, Nerva, and Plotina (all dead), to which I shall allude

presently, is an exceptional piece.
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A.D. 118. COS. II.

A.D. 118. COS. II.

[DIVO TRAIANO PARTH. AVG.
PATBI. Her. TRIVMPHVS.
PARTHICVS. 146 13.M. Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 280, engraved

pi. iii.

DIVO TRAIANO PARTH, AYG.
PATRI. Rev. No legend. Phoenix

on branch. B. M., Paris.

Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 294;

engraved pi. ii.

DIVO TRAIANO PARTH. AVG.
PATRI. Rev. No legend.
Phoenix without branch. B. M. t

Num. Chron., N.S., vol. i.,

p. 95 ; pi. iv., No. 6.]

IMP. CAES. TRAIAN. HA-
DRIANO OPT. AVG. G. D.

PART. Rev. PLOTINAE
AVG. 146

[Paris. Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 1; engraved pi. iii.,

Rev. Num., 1859, pi. iv., No.

6.]

145 There is no doubt that this coin was issued at this time

from the similarity of the bust of Trajan to the one previously
described. Moreover, history records, as Eckhel has pointed

out, that Hadrian, on his return to Rome, carried the image of

Trajan in a triumphal car (Spart. in Hadr., 6) ;
and Dion

Cassias says (Ixix. 2) that games were decreed by the Senate

in his honour, and named Parthica, which are supposed to have

been celebrated on the XlVth Kal. Oct. (Sept. 18), the birthday
of Trajan. Mommsen, however, shows that this latter state-

ment is ill-founded, and that the games recorded in the fasti of

the fourth century have nothing whatever to do with the

Parthian games or the birthday of Trajan (Corp. Inscript. Lat.,

vol. i. pp. 350, 402). Numbers of contorniates representing

Trajan record the triumphal games (Sabatier, Med.Contorn., pas-

sim), and a remarkable coin of
" JE. Max. Mod.," is published

by Eckhel (Doct. Num Vet., p. 442), with on one side DIVO
NERYAE TRAIANO AVG., the head of Trajan; and on

the other S.P.Q.R. DIVO TRAIANO PARTHICO, with

the type of Aurora in a chariot. He appears to have taken it

from Havercamp, who considers it a contorniate. I cannot

find that it is alluded to either by Sabatier or Cohen.
146 This coin is immensely rare. M. de Longpe>ier (Rev.
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A.D. 118. COS. II.

fDIVO TRAIANO PATRI AVG.
//-/-. PLOTINAE AVG. \_B. M.
Xiim. Chron., N.S., vol. v. p.
29

;
PL II., No. 7.]

MATIDIAE AVG. Rw. PLO-
TINAE AVG. \_B. M., Paris.

Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 1.]
IMP. CAES. TRAIAN. HA-
DRIANO OPT. AVG. G.D.
PART. Rev. DIVO TRAIANO
PATRI AVG. i

[Blacas (now
in B. M.), Paris. Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 1
; Rev. Num., pi.

iv., No. ?.] PL II., No. 11.

IMP. CAES. TRAIAN. HA-
DRIANO OPT. AVG. G.D.
PART. Rev. DIVO. TRAIANO
PATRI. [Blacas (now in B. M.)
Rev. Num., 1859, pi. iv., No.

8; not published by Cohen.]
PL II., No. 12.

Upon the coins above described we see that Plotina

was stili^alive ; history confirms this. 148 There is no pre-

cise date of her death ;
1*9 but this we do know for certain,

Num., 1859, p. 146, note 1) has stated that it is probably the

piece published as unique by Gnattani (Monum. Ant. ined.,

Rom. 1788, pi. Hi., October, No. 8, and p. xci.). A very rare

silver quinarius of Hadrian and Plotina is in the Museum.

Unfortunately, it is in a dreadful state of preservation (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 2).

147 A very rare diver coin is preserved in the Musee de

Vienne, of which the following is a description : Obv. D1VVS
TRAIANVS PATER AVGVSTVS. Head of Trajan, lau-

reated. Rev. IMP. HADRIAN. DIVI NER, TRAIAN.
OPT. FIL. REST. Hadrian standing sacrificing at an altar

(Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 549). It was, in all probability, issued

in A.D. 118.
148

[Hadrianus] secundo Cos. favore Plotinse factus." Spart.
in Hadr., 4.

149
Spart. (in Hadr., 12) says that Hadrian erected a basilica

to Plotina at Nemausns about A.D. 120. Of. Dion Cass. Ixix.,

10. Eckhel (Doct. Num. Vet., vol. vi. p. 47) places her death

pluribus post maritum annu j whilst Cohen (Med. Imp., vol. ii.
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that coins were issued during the third consulate of

Hadrian, recording the memory of his adoptive parents,
of which the following is a description :

Obv. HADRIANVS AVG. COS. III. P.P. Bust of

Hadrian to the right, bare, showing portion of

paludcuiientum.

Rev. DIVIS PARENTIBVS. Busts vis-d-vis of Tra-

jan and his wife Plotina
; the former bare, above

each a star.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 2, engraved pi. iv.
;

15

Rev. Num., 1859, pi. iv., No. 11
;
B. M. and Blacas ; this last

specimen given back to M. Feuardent).

p. 90), without a word, gives the date to A.D. 129. I suppose
he has adopted it from Tillemont (Hist, des Emp., vol. ii. p. 242

;

Paris, 4to., 1720), who under this date says,
" Dion semble

inettre avant ce dernier voyage d' Orient la mort de Plotine,

veuve de Trajan. Adrien, qui tenait 1'empire d'elle, lui fit toutes

sortes d'honneurs [le"gitimes et illSgitimes]. On marque qu'il

fut neuf jours habille
1

de noir. II fit des vers a sa louange."
But this account is given in Dion Cassius under the year 121.

(Ed. Sturz., vol. iv. p. 369.)
150 A variety of this coin having on the reverse the jugate

heads of Trajan and Plotina, and in the field an extra star, is

published by Cohen from the French collection (Med. Imp.,
No. 1). There is also a very rare gold coin existing, preserved
in the Museede Vienne. On the obverse is DIVO TRAIANO
AVGYSTI PATRI

;
bust of Trajan to the right, bare

;
in

front a star. On the reverse, DIVAE PLOTINAE
AVGVSTI MATRI; bust of Plotina to the left; in front a

star. It is published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 2), and by
Longperier (Rev. JVwm.,1859, pl.iv., No. 9), who obtained the im-

pression from the late M. Arnetli. It only weighs 6'85 grammes,

(105-7 grains), and, having a dull look, has been suspected

(Arneth, Synop. Num. Ant. Vindob., part ii. p. 82). The

style, however, as far as I can judge from the engraving, is, as

Longp6rier says (Rev. Num., 1859, p. 142, note), antique, and

it has been described by Eckhel (Doct. Num. Vet., vol. vi. p.

466), without a word of doubt. If true, it was struck at the

same time as the one described in the text. It is curious that

the bust of Trajan is on both these coins bare, but this style of

bust is prevalent under Hadrian.

VOL. VII. N.S. R R
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There are upon this coin the letters P.P. (Paterpatrice)j

which title he is proved to have assumed in A.D. 128. 151

This coin, then, is not earlier than A.D. 128. The Cos. III.

P.P. extended to A.D. 138, the year of the death of

Hadrian; it is therefore impossible to fix exactly the year

of its issue, though in all probability, from the style of

the coin, it was struck in A.D. 128, or very soon after-

wards.

But there is an inscription which has not yet, at least

as far as I have been able to ascertain, been made use of

for the elucidation of the point. Though partially quoted

by Eckhel,
152 he has not offered any observation upon it,

perhaps because the coin he was illustrating (the DIVIS

PAKENTIBVS), which he had taken from Vaillant, had

the obverse legend obliterated (Epigraphe incerta). The

inscription is as follows :

DIVO NERVAE TRAIANO PARTHICO ET DIVAE
PLOTINAE DIVI TRAIANI PARTHICI YXORI
IMP. CAES. TRAIANVS HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS
PONT. MAX. TR.P. COS. III. PARENTIBVS SVIS. 1

The titles and date on this inscription agree with

the coins of Hadrian with the legend IMP. CAESAR
TRAIAN. HADRIANVS AVG. Rev. P.M. TR.P. COS.

III., the earliest of which, struck in A.D. 119, have the

type of the bust similar to the first coinage of Hadrian.

This legend, however, extends to the coins with the later

151 Eckhel (Doct. Num. Vet., vol. vi. pp. 516, 517; Clinton,

F.R., vol. i. p. 114). The letters P. P. occur upon some coins

commencing with the legend PARTHIC. DIVI., and struck

during the first consulate, but it must be remembered that the

title Pater Patrice in these cases refers to Trajan (cf. Cohen,
Mcd. Imp., vol. ii. p. 99, note).

152 Doct. Aum. Vet, vol. vi. p. 466.
153

Orelli, Inscript. Lat. Vet., vol. i. p. 191, No. 797.
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bust, though, from the absence of the letters P.P., we know

they must have been issued before A.D. 128.

There is still another coin of this period to which 1

have not yet alluded, reserving it for special comment.

It may be thus described :

Obv. IMP. CAES. NEK TRAIAN. OPTIM. AVG.
P. M. TR.P. COS. VI. P. P. Bust of Trajan
to the right, laureated, with paludamentum and
cuirass.

Rev.DIYL NERVA P. ET PLOTINA AVG. IMP.
TRAIAN. Busts vis-d-vis of Nerva and Plo-

tina.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 1) from Vaillant, but

by Longperier (Rev. Num., 1859, p. 146; pi. iv., No. 4) from

the specimen in the Bibliotheque. This coin is of immense

rarity.

It will be seen that Plotina, who survived Trajan, is

deified on this coin, whilst the word DIVVS is omitted

before the name of Trajan on the obverse ;
and that con-

sequently, though it bears the date of the sixth consulate

of Trajan, it must have been issued by Hadrian. The style

and treatment of the coin, so similar to those issued by

Trajan during his sixth consulate, show positively that

it must have been struck shortly after his death. It will

be observed that the obverse legend differs considerably

from that on most of the coins of Trajan, but that it is

nearly the same as that on the coins struck in A.D. 114,

on his assumption of the title Optimus Augustus, or even

more like that on the coins of A.D. 116-117, with the title

Parthicus, but the GERM. DAG. PARTH. is omitted to

make room for the more important legend, P.M. TR.P.

,COS. VI. P.P. 154
[See page 296.] The reverse legend is

an imitation of the coin struck by Trajan.

154 It was during the sixth consulate that all the titles of

Trajan were assumed. There would, therefore, be no need for
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I should therefore be inclined to place the death of

Plotina soon after that of Trajan, probably late in A.D.

118, or during A.D. 119, and not later than A.D. 120. 154*

From the statements I have given above respecting

these interesting coins, I have therefore arrived at the

following
CONCLUSIONS.

1. That the coins of Trajan emperor and Trajan father,

and of Trajan emperor with Nerva and Trajan father,

were issued by Trajan emperor in A.D. 112-113.

2. That the coins of Hadrian and Trajan (dead), of

Trajan (dead) and Plotina (alive), of Trajan alone divus,

of Hadrian and Plotina (alive), of Plotina (alive) with

Matidia (alive), were issued by Hadrian in A.D. 117 and

A.D. 118.

Hadrian to repeat them on a memorial coin. Cavedoni (op. cit.
t

p. 55) has remarked,
" On the hypothesis that the coins in

question were all together struck by Hadrian, there is no
means of rendering a plausible reason either for the difference

of the inscription regarding Trajan or for the omission of the

title DIVYS accorded to him soon after his death. On the

other hand, on the supposition that of the four above-mentioned
coins only the fourth, which bears the name and effigy of

Plotina deified, was struck by Hadrian, one has at least some
means of giving a reason for such a fact. Hadrian is shown to

have intended to finish the deeds of Trajan, who, after having
deified his adoptive father and his natural father also, conse-

crated to their memory special gold and silver coins. There

remained, then, to pay the same honours to his imperial con-

sort Plotina, but as she had outlived her husband, it fell to the

lot of Hadrian to complete the pious work
;
and he dedicated

to the memory of Diva Plotina special gold coins with such a

legend as had appeared struck with the name of his defunct

predecessor, and which would be similar to those of Trajan with
the heads of Divi Nerva, and Trajan father."

154* ^Ve ]niow t]lat Hadrian visited Gaul in this year and
erected at Nemausus a splendid basilica to the memory of Plo-
tina (Spart. in ffadr. 12

;
see note 149). Plotina may have

accompanied him in his journeys, and died at Nemausus.
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3. That the coin of Trajan emperor, with Nerva and

Plotina (all dead), was struck by Hadrian late in A.D. 118,

or during A.D. 119, and not later than A.D. 120.

And 4. That the coins of Hadrian, with Trajan and

Plotina (DIVIS PARENTIBVS), and the coin repre-

senting Trajan and Plotina (AVGVSTI PATRI and

MATRI), were struck about the same time by Hadrian,

certainly not before A.D. 128, probably soon after, and not

later than A.D. 138.

SABINA.

#107. Obv. SABINA AVGVSTA HADRIANI AVG. P.P.
Bust of Sabina to the right, with diadem.

Rev. CONCORDIA AVG. Concord seated to the

left, holding patera, and resting left arm on a
small statuette of Hope.

A variety of Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 2), there being no cornu-

copia under the chair on this specimen.

# 108. Same legend and type as No. 107.

Eev. CONCORDIA AVG. Concord standing to the

left, holding patera and double cornu-copiae.

Quinarius. (PL III., No. 1.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 9 ; engraved pi. vii.).

109. SABINA. Eev. CONSECRATIO. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 12.)

JULIUS GfflSAR.

Obv.L. AELIVS CAESAR. Head of ^Elius to the

right, bare.

Eev. TR. POT. COS. H. Female figure standing to

the left, holding caduceus and cornu-copiae.

Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 20; engraved pi. ix.).

111. AELIUS. Eev. CONCORD, (in exergue) TRIE. POT.
COS. II. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 5

; engraved

pi. ix.).
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ANTONINUS Pius.

ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P.P. TR.P.
COS. III. Head of Antoninus Pius to the left,

laureated.

Rev. IMPERATOR II. Victory flying to the right,

holding a trophy.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 159).

#118. Obv. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P.P. Head of

Antoninus Pius to the right, laureated.

Eev. TR.P. COS. III. Victory flying to the left, and

placing a garland on two shields resting on an
altar. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 269
; engraved

pi. xii.).

114. ANTONINUS Pius. Rev. PIETAS AVG. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 212.)

115. ANTONINUS Pius. Rev. IOVI STATORI. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 167.)

116. ANTONINUS Pius. Rev. COS. IIII. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 83.)

117. ANTONINUS Pius. Rev. No legend. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 372.)

118. ANTONINUS Pius. Rev. No legend. (Cohen, M<'<l.

Imp., No. 369 ;
a slight variety, being a head

on the coin, and not a bust.)

119. ANTONINUS Pius. Rev. No legend. (Cohen, Mc<l.

Imp., No. 368.)

#120. Obv. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P.P. TR.P. XI.
Head of Antoninus Pius to the right, laureated.

Rev. PRIMI DECEN. COS. IIII. within a laurel

wreath. Quinarius. (PL III., No. 2.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 228).

The origin of the decennalia or vows accepting the

government for ten years is due to Augustus
155 in B.C. 27.

155 Dion Cass., liii. 13.
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M. Cohen has observed156
that Antoninus Pius is the first

prince upon whose coins these vows are mentioned.

# 121. Obv. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS. P.P. TR.P. XI.
Head of Antoninus Pius to the right, laureated.

Rev. LIB. V. (infield) COS. IIII. Liberality standing
to the left, holding tessera and cornu-copiae.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 194).

122. ANTONINUS Pius. Rev. LIB. VI. (in field) COS. IIH.

(Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 196.) Quinariw.

123. ANTONINUS Pius. Rev. PAX (in exergue) TR. POT.
XV. COS. IIII. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 208.)

124. ANTONINUS Pius. Rev.TE. POT. XXI. COS. IIII.

(Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 346.)

# 125. Ok'. ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P.P. IMP. II. Bust

of Antoninus Pius to the left, laureated, with

ptdndaincntitm.

Rev. TR. POT. XXI. COS. IIII. Salus seated to the

left holding a patera and sceptre ;
before her an

altar, round which is entwined a serpent.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 344) incorrectly, for he

gives the obverse legend as IMP. CAES. T. AEL. HADR.
ANTONINVS AVG. PIVS P.P.

126. ANTONINUS Pius and M. AUKELIUS. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 7.)

127. FAUSTINA I. Rev. VESTA. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 112.)

# 128. Obv. DIVA FAVSTINA. Bust of Faustina I. to the

right.

Rev. AETERNITAS. Eternity veiled standing to

the left, raising right hand and holding a sceptre.

(PL III., No. 3.) Qumarim.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 9).

129. FAUSTINA I. Rev. EX SENATVS CONSVLTO.

(Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 84.)

130. FAUSTINA I. Rev.lVSO. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No.

85.) Quinarius.

156 Med. Imp., vol. ii. p. 306, note.
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131. FAUSTINA I. Rev. PIETAS AVG. (Cohen,

Imp., No. 95, but with tripod.) The coin de-

scribed by Cohen (No. 97 and vol. vi. errata,

p. 616) as Cab. Blacas, also exists in the British

Museum. Cohen seems to have made great
confusion in the description of these types, nor

even now has he distinguished the altar and

the tripod on the gold, from the candelabrum on

the silver coin in the Museum. The varieties

still require describing.

132. M. AUEELIUS. Rev. HILAKITAS. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 85.)

133. M. AURELIUS. Rev. TR. POT. COS. II. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 203.)

# 134. Obv. AVRELIVS CAESAR AVG. PII F. Bust of

M. Aurelius to the left, bare, with the palvda-
mentum.

Rev.TR. POT. II. COS. II. Faith standing to the

right, holding two ears of corn and a basket of

fruit. (PI. HI., No. 4.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 210).

*135. Obv. AVRELIYS CAESAR ANTONINI AVG. PII
FIL. Bust of M. Aurelius to the left, bare,
with the paludamentiun .

Rev. CLEM, (in exergue) TR. POT. VI. COS. II.

Clemency standing to the left, holding patera
and raising her dress.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 8).

136. M. AURELIUS. Rev. TR. POT. VIIII. COS. II.

(Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 235.)

137. M. AURELIUS. Pev.T'R. POT. XIIII. COS. II.

(Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 262.)

#138. Obv. AVRELIVS CAES. AVG. PII F. Bust of
M. Aurelius to the right, bare, with pahida-
mentuni.

Rev. TR. POT. XIIII. COS. II. Hope walking to

the left, holding a flower and raising her robe.

Published by Cohen (Mi-il. Imp., No. 264).
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139. M. AUEELIUS. Rev. CONG. AVG. IIII. TR.P. XXI.
IMP. HI!. COS. III. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 24.)

# 140. Obv. M. ANTONINVS AVG. Head of M. Aurelius
to the right, laureated.

Rev. TR.P. XXL COS. III. Mars walking to the

right, holding spear and trophy. (PI. III.,
No. 5.) Quinarius.

Unpublished.

141. M. AUEELIUS. Rev. IMP. VI. COS. III.
;

on shield

VIC. GER. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 97.)

* 142. Obv. M. ANTONINVS AVG. GERM. SARM. Bust
of M. Aurelius to the right, laureated, with palu-
damentum and cuirass.

Rev. DE GERM, (in exergue) TR.P. XXX. IMP.
VIII. COS. III. P.P. Pile of arms, consisting of

shields, standards, cuirasses, helmets, trumpets,
&c. (PL III., No. 6.)

Unpublished.

This rare coin alludes to the triumph celebrated by
M. Aurelius and Commodus on December 23, A.D. 176. 157

Not/old coins of TR.P. XXX. with allusion to "Ger-

many
"

or " Sarmatia " have been published by Cohen,

whilst the silver one of this year, with the legend

DE SARM. TR.P. XXX., &c., is only described by him

from Welz. 158 This rare silver coin exists in the Museum

collection.
159 Both gold and silver coins of Commodus

struck in 176, commemorating
"
Germania/' and with

the types of the " arms " and "
captives with trophy,"

157
Lamprid. in Comm., 2.

158 Med. Imp., No. 71.
159 As the description of this coin is incomplete in Cohen, I

have transcribed the legends. Obv. M. ANTONINVS
AVa. GERM. SARM. Head, r, laureated. Rev. DE SARM.
(in exergue] TR.P. XXX. IMP. VIII. COS. III. P.P. Tro-

phy and captives.

VOL. VIT. N.S. s s
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are published by Eckhel160 from Vaillant. Cohen161
pub-

lishes the gold DE GERMANIS and DE SARMATIS of

Commodus from Caylus, and describes the silver coin with

the "
captives and trophy

" from the Paris collection.
162

This triumph is commemorated on an inscription in

Gruter, published with corrections by Eckhel. 163 The type

of this coin is continued in future years.
164

143. FAUSTINA II. Rev. AVGVSTI PII FIL. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 6.)

# 144. Obv. FAVSTINA AVGVSTA. Bust of Faustina II.

to the right.

Rev. AVGVSTI PII FIL. Diana standing to the

left, holding arrow and bow. Quinarius.
Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 7).

#145. Obv. FAVSTINA AVG. PII AVG. FIL. Bust of

Faustina II. to the right.

Rev. CONCORDIA. Concord standing, looking to

the right, raising her robe and holding cornu-

copia.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 14).

146. FAUSTINA II. Rev. IVNONI LVCINAE. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 50. The coin with the same
reverse legend, and the type Juno standing,
described by Cohen (No. 48), from a coin in the

Museum, does not exist in the Museum with the

obverse legend FAVSTINA AVGVSTA, but with
FAVSTINA AVG. PII AVG. FIL.)

# 147. Obv. FAVSTINAE AVG. PII AVG. FIL. Bust of

Faustina II. to the right, with band.

Rev. VENVS. Venus standing to the right, raising
her veil and holding an apple. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 88).

160 Doct. Num. Vet., vol. vii. p. 105.
161 Med. Imp., Nos. 34 and 36.
162 Med. Imp., No. 35.
163 Doct. Num. Vet., vol. vii. p. 75.
164 The gold coin of Aurelius with the legend DE SARM

TR.P. XXXI. IMP. VIII. COS. III. P.P. and type Arms/*
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#148. Obv. FAVSTINA AVG. PII AVG. FIL. Bust of

Faustina II. to the right.

Rev. VENVS. Venus standing to the left, holding
apple and sceptre.

A variety of Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 83), who gives the

obverse legend as FAVSTINA AVGVSTA AVG.
PIIF.

# 149. Obv. FAVSTINA AVGVSTA. Bust of Faustina II. to

the left.

Rev. VENVS. Venus standing to the left, holding

apple and sceptre. Quinarim.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 91), but incorrectly,
for he describes the reverse as " Venus holding an apple and a
rudder placed on a dove" I may here observe that the ({iii-

narius published by Cohen (No. 84) from the Museum collection

has not the obverse legend FAVSTINA AVGVSTA AVG.
PII F., but FAVSTINA AVGVSTA, and that there is another

gold qninarius in the Museum with the obverse legend FAVS-
TINAE AVG. PII AVG. FIL. Bust r

;
Eev. "VENVS holding

apple and rudder on dove," not published by Cohen.

150. Obv. FAVSTINA AVGVSTA. Bust of Faustina II.

to the right.

^.VENVS VICTRIX. Venus in short dress

standing to the left, holding Victory and lean-

ing on a shield, which rests on a helmet (?) ;

on the shield the wolf, with Romulus and
Remus.

Unpublished. A specimen of this coin is described in the

Sale Catalogue of M. D. G. de A * *
*, No. 623. Paris, 1867.

#151. Obv. DIVAE FAVSTINAE PIAE. Bust of Faustina

II. to the right, veiled.

Eev. MATRI CASTRORUM. Faustina II. seated to

the left, holding a globe surmounted with a

phoenix and a sceptre ;
before her three military

standards on a base. (PI. III., No. 7.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 60).

The title of Mater Castrorum was conferred upon Fans-

published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 69), from Caylus, is in

the Museum collection.
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tina II. in A.D. 74, the same year as M. Aurelius was

iniperator for the seventh time, after his victory over the

Quadi. 166
Large brass coins struck during the lifetime of

Faustina II. bear this title.
166 She died the following

year, and was made diva, great honours being accorded to

her, the title of Mater Castrorum being confirmed. 167 The

same legend and type occur upon both her silver and her

bras coins. 168 This title was afterwards taken by Julia

Domna169 and Julia Mamsea,
170 and occur upon their coins,

and the MHT^p CTPAroTreSov may be found on the Alex-

andrian coins of Msesa, Mamsea and Otacilia. 171 Accord-

ing to Trebellius Pollio, Victorina, after the death of her

son Victorinus, was hailed by the troops as Mater Cas-

trorum. 112 There are, however, no coins existing of hers

with either this title or even her name, notwithstanding

that her historian says that coins of gold, silver, and brass

were struck for her especially at Treves. 173 I have already

166 "
'HAoycrc yovv avrovs /cat 6 Map/cos Trapa 8e rwv

TO epoojaov avro/cpaVcop TrpocrrjyoptvOr) ........
rj

&av(TTLva
fJLYJrrjp TW (rrpaTOTreSwv fTTCK\r)6r).'' Dion Cass.,lxxi.lO.

166
Cohen, Ned. Imp., Nos. 192, 193.

167 Divam etiam Faustinam a senatu appellatam gratulatus
est

; quam secum et in aestivis habuerat, \\i matrem castrorum

appellaret." Capit. in Anton. Philos., 26; cf. Dion Cass.,
Ixxi. 29. 30, 31.

168
Cohen, Mid. L>,p., Nos. 61, 194, 195.

i< Cohen, Mid. Imp., Nos. 6770, 176, 177.
"o Cohen, Med. Imp., NOB. 32, 5456.
171 Eckhel, Doct. Num. Vet., vol. iv. p. 85. Domna also dared

to assume the title of Mater Senatm, Mater Patrice., as her coins

attest (Cohen, Mid. Imp., Nos. 5760, 168, 169). The gold
coin published by Cohen (No. 57), from the Cabinet de M. le

Due de Blacas also exists in the Museum collection.
"
Victorina, sive Victoria, quse mater castrorum dicta est."

Treb. Poll., xxx. tyr. 6.
"
Insigrita est prseterea hoc titulo,

ut castrorum se dicent matrem." xxx. tyr. 31.
173 " Cusi sunt ejus nummi ssrei, aurei et argentei, quorum
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published those gold coins that have been attributed to

her,
174 and shall have occasion again to allude to her when

I come to the specimen which is preserved in this collec-

tion.

L. VERUS.

# 152. Obv.WP. CAES. L. AVREL. VERVS. AVG. Bust
of L. Verus to the right, laureated, with JHI/U-
damentum and cuirass.

Rev. PROV. DEOR. TR.P. COS. II. Providence

standing to the left, holding globe and cornu-

copia.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 32).

153. L. VERUS. Rev. FORT. RED. TR. POT. II. COS. II.

(Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 19. This specimen has
the agis on the bust of Verus, and not the palu-

damentum).

154. L. VERUS. Eev. PROFECTIO AVG. TR.P. II.

COS. II. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 29. This coin

has the obverse legend IMP. L. VERVS AVG.,
and not IMP. L. AVREL. VERVS. AVG. as the

specimen in the French cabinet, if the legend be

given correctly by Cohen.)

155. L. VERUS. Rev. ARMEN. (in exergue], TR.P. IIII.

IMP. II. COS. II. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 4.)

156. L. VERUS. Rev. TR.P. IIII. IMP. II. COS. II.
; on

shield VIC. AVG. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 66.)

157. L. VERUS.
'

Rev. TR.P. V. IMP. II. COS. II. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 61.)

158. L. VERUS. Rev. CONG. AVG. IIII. TR.P. VII.

IMP. mi. COS. III. (Cohen, Med. Imp.,
No. 14.)

* 159. Obv.L. VERVS AVG. ARM. PARTH. MAX. Bust

of L. Verus to the right, laureated, with pcduda-
mentum and cuirass.

hodieque forma extat apud Treviros
; quae quidem non diutiaa

vixit." Treb. Poll, xxx. tyr. 31.
"4 Num. Chron. N.S., vol. v., pp. 87, 88.
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Rev. FORT. RED. TR.P. VIIII. IMP. V. COS. III.

Fortune seated to the left, holding rudder and

cornu-copise. (PL III., No. 8.)

Unpublished.

There are no gold or silver coins of the ninth tribunitian

power of Verus published by Cohen, though he has

admitted this date among the medallions and first and

second brass/
75

specimens of which are to be found in

most museums ;
nor are there any examples of the gold

and silver with this date in the Museum. Eckhel

has published a silver coin of this date with the type of

"
Equity

" from the Vienna Museum,
176 which ought to

have been noticed by Cohen, unless it has been considered

false.

This rare piece was struck in A.D. 169, and as L. Verus

died in the middle of January of this year/
77 there is

sufficient reason for the scarcity and rarity of the coin

with this date.

LUCILLA.

#160. Obv. LVCILLAE AVGVSTAE. Bust of Lucilla to

the right.

Rev. PIETAS. Piety veiled, standing to the left

near a lighted altar, raising her hand and hold-

ing a box of perfumes. (PI. III., No. 9.) Qni-

narius, enclosed in a setting.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 19).

COMMODUS.

0161. Obv. COMMODO CAES. AVG. FIL. GERM. Head
of young Commodus to the right, bare.

Rev. PRINC. IVYENT. Commodus standing to the

left, holding branch and sceptre ;
behind him a

175 MM. Imp., Nos. 92, 102, 205, 206, 234, 235.
176 Cat. Mus. Vindol)., vol. ii. p 245, No. 125.
177

Clinton, Fast. Rom., vol. i. p. 162.
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trophy, at the foot of which a shield, a bow,
parazoniuin, &c.

A variety of Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 206), the head on the
obverse having the pafatdamentvm.

0162. Obv.IMP. CAES. L. AVKEL. COMMODVS GERM.
SARM. Bust of young Commodus to the right,

laureated, with paludamentuni.

Rev.DE SARM. (in the exergue] TR. POT. II. COS.
Pile of arms, composed of cuirass, shields, spear,
&c.

Unpublished.

I have already called attention to this type under M.
Aurelius (No. 142), and there stated that it was introduced

in A.D. 176. The present coin was struck in A.D. 177.

The analogous type of this year with DE GERM, (in

exergue} TR. POT. II. COS. is also in the Museum,

though incorrectly described by Cohen both in the text

and in the errata.
l78

* 1G3. Obv. M. COMMODVS ANTONINVS AVG. Bust of

Commodus to the right, laureated, with cuirass.

Rev. TR.P. V. IMP. IIIL COS. II. P.P. Fortune
seated to the left, holding rudder and cornu-

copise ;
beneath the chair a wheel. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 268).

164. COMMODUS. Rev. VIRTVS AVG. TR.P. VII. IMP.
IIII. COS. III. P.P. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No.

335.)

# 165. Obv. M. COMMODVS ANTON. AVG. PIVS. Bust

of Commodus to the right, laureated, with palu-
tltuiicHtum and cuirass.

Eev. TR.P. VIII. IMP. VI. COS. IIII. P.P. Jupiter
seated to the left, holding Victory and sceptre.

Published by Cohen (Med Imp., No. 309).

178 Med. Imp., No. 32
;

vol. vi. p. 618.
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166. Obv. M. COMMODVS ANTON. AVG. PIVS. Head
of Commodus to the right, laureated.

Rev. TR.P. VIII. IMP. VI. COS. IIII. P.P, Victory

walking to the left, holding crown and wreath.

Qmnarim.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 315), from the Cabinet

de M. Wifftin. He may perhaps have made an error
;
but this

is not certain, as Mr. Wigan still possesses his gold quinarii.

167. COMMODUS. Rev. P.M. TR.P. VIIII. IMP. VI. COS.
IIII. P.P. Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 133.)

# 168. Obv. M. COMM. ANT. AVG. P. BRIT. FEL. Bust

of Commodus to the right, laureated, with palu-
damentiim.

Rev.PM. TR.P. X. IMP. VII. COS. IIII. P.P.

Victory walking to the left, holding crown and
wreath. Quinarim, enclosed in a setting.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 160).

169. COMMODUS. Rev. P.M. TR.P. XI. IMP. VII. COS.
V. P.P. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 165.)

170. COMMODUS. Rev. CONC. MIL. (in exergue) P.M. TR.
P. XI. IMP. VII. COS. V. P.P. (Cohen, Med.

Imp., No. 20.)

# 171. Obv.M.. COMM. ANT. P. FEL. AVG. BRIT. P.P :

Bust of Commodus to the right, laureated, with

paludamentum and cuirass.

Rev. P.M. TR.P. XV. IMP. VIII. COS. VI. Victory

walking to the left, holding wreath and palm-
branch. Quinarim a hole through coin.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 191).

# 172. Obv. Same legend and type as No. 171.

Rev. CONCORDIAE COMMODI AVG. Concord

standing to the left, holding a patera and a

sceptre.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 13).

173. CRISPINA. Eev. DIS CONIVGALIBVS. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No 6. A similar coin, with the ob-

verse legend CRISPINA AVGVSTA, and the

bust of Crispina to the left, is published and

engraved by Mionnet, Mtd. limn-., vol. i. p. 266.)
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174. PEKTINAX. Btv. LAETITIA TEMPOR. COS. II.

(Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 9.)

175. PEBTINAX. Rev. VOT. DECEN. TR.P. COS II.

(Cohen, Med, Imp., No. 22
;
no paludamentum

on the present coin.)

DlDIUS JULIANUS.

# 176. Obv. IMP. CAES. M. DID. IVLIAN. A-VG. Head
of Julian to the right, laureated.

Rev. P.M. TE.P. COS. Fortune standing to the left,

holding a rudder on a globe, and a cornu-copias.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 4). A variety of this

coin, showing a portion of the paludamentum on
the bust, is in the Museum collection. The
Becker coin represents the entire paludamentum.

177. ALBINUS. Rev. FORT. REDVCI COS. II. (Cohen,
Med. Imp., No. 16.)

# 178. Obv. D. CL. SEPT. ALBIN. CAES. Head of Albinus

to the right, bare.

Rev. COS. II. Fortune seated to the left, holding
rudder on globe and cornu-copiae ;

beneath the

chair a wheel. Quinarius.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 7
; engraved pi. vi.).

SEPT. SEVERUS.

# 179. Obv.'L. SEPT. SEV. PERT. AVG. IMP. VIII. Bust

of Sept. Severus to the right, laureated, with

paludamentum and cuirass.

Rev. FORTVNAE REDVCI. Same type as No. 178.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 106). A variety of this

coin, with only a portion of the paludamentum on the bust, is

in the Museum collection. This latter piece was found under

the walls of a mud fort in the Sholapoor collectorate, to the

east of Poonah, Mahratta country. Some years ago I published
a gold coin of Geta, found in the same place. (Num. Chron.,

N. S., vol. i. p. 100).

# 180. Obv. L. SEPT. SEV. PERT. AVG. IMP. VIII. Head
of Sept. Severus to the right, laureated.

VOL. VII. N.S. T T
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Rev. P.M. TR.P. IIII. COS. II. P.P. Victory walk-

ing to the left, holding wreath and trophy.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 265) incorrectly, for he

gives the date on the obverse as IMP. YIIII. instead of IMP.
VIII.

# 181. Obv. SEVERVS PIVS AVG. Head of Sept. Severus

to the right.

Rev. PROVIDENTIA. Head of Medusa surrounded

with snakes. (PL III., No. 10.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 851
; engraved pi. vii.).

The head of Medusa on this coin evidently alludes to

Minerva, this being one of her numerous attributes. The

same type occurs upon a very rare gold coin preserved in the

Vienna Museum, bearing the date P.M. TR.P. XV. COS.

III. P.P. (A.D.207),
179 and in this same year other gold coins

were issued, having on the reverse the helmeted bust of

Minerva. 180 The type of the Medusa's head likewise

occurs with the same legend of PROVIDENTIA on the

silver coins of Severus,
181 and upon the silver coins of

Caracalla.182

The legend PROVIDENTIA seems also applicable to

this goddess, especially as she was considered the goddess-

179
Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 307.

180
Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 301.

181
Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 352. Upon a rare silver com of

Severus described by Cohen (No. 353), from Mionnet, du
Cab. Gosselin, but without the obverse legend, the head of

Medusa is on the cegis. This coin was sold in 1864 with the

rest of M. Gosselin's coins, and, with another coin, produced 74
francs 55 cents (Gosselin, Sale Cat., Nos. 852, 853. Paris,

1864). A specimen of this piece, but in very poor preserva-
tion, is in the Museum. The obverse legend is SEVEUVS
PIVS A[VG|. The same type may be found on the silver

coins of Caracalla (Cohen, No. 300).
182 Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 2U9.
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of prudence and wisdom. 183 The Greek equivalent to

Providentia is IlpoVoia, and in some authors, as we shall

presently show, it has been stated that temples were

erected to 'AOrjva UpovoLa, whilst in others temples are said

to have been built to 'A0??va Ilporaia namely, to Athena,

having a temple infront of that of some other deity, accord-

ing to Harpocration, Sia TO Trpo rov vaov iBpva-0(u.

Liddell and Scott,
1 "4

quoting from Bekker's edition of

^Eschines185
(who nourished about B.C. 346), assign to

Minerva, on his authority, the title of npoi/oia, though in

the edition of this same author by Miiller the text is

printed 'AOyva npovata.
186 In one of the best editions of

Pausanias187
(C.A.D. 160), also quoted by Liddell and Scott,

we read that the golden shield which had been dedicated

at Delphi to 'A^i/a npoi/oia by Croesus was taken away by

Philomelus, the Phocian general ; but Herodotus, who

notices the gift of the shield, says that it was in the

temple of 'A^va Ilpoi/aia.
188

It may, however, be remarked

183 Dea sapientissima, Cic. Orat. pro Milone, iii. 8
; cf. the coins

of Licinius and Constantino, with the legend SAPIENTIA
PRINOIPIS PROVIDENTISSIMI, and attributes of

Minerva (Num. Chron., N.S., vol. v. pp. 102 104).
184 Lex, s.v. npoi/oux.
185

^Eschin., contra Ctesiphon. Orat. Attici, ed. Bekker, vol.

iii. pp. 502, 503
; Oxford, 8vo., 1823. In an earlier edition

(Halle, 8vo., 1815, pp. 51, 52, 56), Bekker also prints 'A^m
Ilpoi/oia. It is, however, found earlier than the time of/Eschines,

in Demosthenes (contra Aristog., Orat. i. Didot ed., p. 407),

about B.C. 355, but these orations are considered to be spurious

(Smith, Diet, of Biog., s.v. Demosthenes).
186

JLschin., I.e. Orat. Att. ed. Miiller, Didot ed., vol. ii. pp.

116, 117; Ilpovaia, "sic cod. Paris units ;" Stephanus, Thes.

Grcec. Ling., ed. Base and G. and L. Dindorf., s.v. cit.

"7
x., 8, 5, ed. Siebel.

188 *ftv g flpovrjfys TT}S Iv AeA.<ot<n acnrls xpvorer) ^yaXfj, i. 92;

T^? Upovrjtrjs 'Afryvairp," viii. 37. Miiller's ed. in Didot ed.
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that in the edition of Pausanias by Dindorf,
189

though the

Greek text is printed npovoia, yet the Latin interpretation

is printed
" Pronoea (Pronto)," as if this latter was the

correct form. 190

'AOijva Ilpoj/aia, is mentioned also in ^Eschylus/
90 Dio-

dorus Siculus,
192 and Plutarch,

193 and in all these passages

Lennep
194

proposes to correct to Ilpovota ;
but in any case,

as regards ^Eschylus, who flourished about B.C. 484,

Bentley
l95

proves that npdVoia, in the sense of Providence,

was not employed before the time of Plato (c. B.C. 395),

an opinion adopted by Liddell and Scott.

The writer of the article Delphi in Smith's "
Dictionary

of Geography
" has adopted the form Proncea, citing as

authorities all the authors I have above mentioned, with-

out noticing the discrepancies.

I must not omit to call attention to the statements of

Aristides196
(c. A.D. 150), or Macrobius,

197
(A.D. 400),

both of whom speak of a temple at Delos to 'Aftyi/S npoVoia.

189 Didot ed., p. 499.
190 In another passage of Pausanias (ix. 10, 2), in speaking

of a temple of Athena at Thebes, he uses the form Ilpovaov.
191 Evmen., 21.
1 92 xi. 14, 4. Wesseling, in his note to this passage (vol. iv.

p. 329), considers this to be the correct form for the temple at

Delphi.
193

Prcecep. ger. Reip., 32, 16; Didot ed. In two other edi-

tions (ed. Wyttenbach, vol. iv. part i. p. 305, Oxford, 1797
;

and ed. Reisk, vol. ix. p. 281, Leipzig, 1774 82), the former

of which is considered one of the best, the reading is Xlpovoia,
and no doubt rightly, for Plutarch flourished about A.D. 110.

194 Ad Phalar., p. 145.
l95

. Dissertation upon Phalaris, p. 524. Lond., 8vo., 1699.
196 Ed. Dindorf, vol. i. p. 157. The writer of the article

Delphi in Smith's Diet, of Geoff, also quotes the passage of

Aristides in favour of Proncea without a comment.
19' SaturnaL, i. 17, 55, ed. Janus, Leipzig, 1S48. Also

npovota in Parthenius (Erot. xxv.) c. B.C. 63.
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Upon the passage of the former author the scholiast has

remarked, that " Minerva was called Upovoia (Providentia)

because she looked after the confinement of Latona." 198

There is not much doubt that the nearer the writer

lived to Roman times, the more likely he would have

been to have used the word Iip6voia}
this being the exact

equivalent of Providentia, which had been continually ap-

plied by the Romans to their gods.
199 It is certain that at

Delphi, as the temple was really in front of that of Apollo,

it was styled that of 'A^va Ilpovaia,
200 and though at Delos

there might have been one to 'A^va IlpoVota, yet in all

probability the real form was Upovaia, altered in Roman

times to npoVoia.
201

Sept. Severus seems, as many other emperors, to have

had a partiality for Minerva,
202 for on his coins, as also

on those of his son Geta, we not only find the legend

Minerva Victrix, but also that of Minerva Sancta.203

198 AIO, TOUTO yap K\r]Or) Upovoia. 'AOrjva, on Trpovvo^Or) rov

TOKOV TT/S ATJTOUS." Arist. ed. Dindorf, vol. iii. p. 27
; cf.

Hyperides, frag. Didot, ed. Orat. Att., vol. ii. p. 393.
199

Cf. DionCass., Ivi. 4; PROVID. or PROVIDENT,
on coins of J. Csesar and Augustus; PROVIDENTIA
DEORVM on coins of Hadrian, Aurelius, Pertinax, Caracalla,

etc. A bilingual inscription of Ephesus records that by the

providence of the gods Severus, Caracalla, and J. Domna had

put down the parricidiales insidiatores, Bock, 0. I. G., No.

2971
; Orelli, No. 5497

;
see the reading by Cavedoni (Inst.

Corr. Arch., vol. xxxi. p. 286, 1859).
200 " Sed Delphos trpovaiav appellasse hodie inscriptionum

Delphicarum auctoritate (ap. Curt. Anecd. Delp., pp. 77, 78)

extra dubitationem positum est." Stephanus, Thes.Grcec. Ling.,

ed. Hase and G. and L. Dindorf, vol. vi., s.v. TrpoVaos.
201 "

Itaque sic statuendum videtur, Delphos omni tempore

TrpoWov coluisse, Atticos vero quique hos secuti sunt scrip-

tores recentiores irpovoiov appellasse." Stephanus, Thcs., I.e.

202 Num. Chron., N.S., vol. vi. p. 269.
203 Cohen, Mid. Imp., Sept. Sev., No. 210; Geta, Nos. 41,

42
;
the legend Mintroa Pad/era also occurs on a coin of Geta

(No. 40).
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SEPT. SEVERUS AND JULIA DOMNA.

* 182. Obv. SEVERVS AVG. PART. MAX. Bust of Sept.
Severus to the right, laureated, with the ccgis.

Rev.IVIAA. AVGVSTA. Bust of Julia Domna to

the right. (PL III., No. 11.)

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 1).

JULIA DOMNA.

* 183. Obv. IVLIA AVGVSTA. Bust of Julia to the right.

Rev. DIANA LVCIFERA. Diana standing to the left,

holding a torch with both hands.

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 18), as autrefois, Cab.
de France. On similar gold coins Diana has a crescent round
her neck. (Cohen, Med. Imp., No. 16.)

* 184. Obv. IVLIA PIA FELIX AVG. Bust of Julia to the

right, with diadem, on a crescent.

Rev. VENVS [GJENETRIX. Venus seated to the

left, holding a patera and a sceptre. (PL III.,

No. 12.) Small medallion. Wt. 206 + grains (a
hole in

it).

Published by Cohen (Med. Imp., No. 2), from Mionnet.

FREDERIC W. MADDEN.

(
To be continued.)
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XV.

ROMAN COINS STRUCK IN BEITAIN.

[Reprinted from the Archaeological Journal, vol. xxiv.]

No attempt has yet been made to class separately the

Roman coins struck in Britain. Had this been done, it

would have been perceived at once that the coins of Con-

stantine I. and other members of his family with the mint-

mark PLON are tlie continuation of those marked PLN ;

and that there is another class of unmarked coins which

connects the coinage of Allectus with the latter, and com-

pletes an unbroken series from Carausius to Constantine I.

Each of these classes begins exactly where the preceding

ends, and the connecting links are of similar style and fabric.

Had the unmarked London coins of Diocletian, Maximian,

and their successors, been of the same size as the copper

of Carausius and Allectus, this similarity might, perhaps,

have been detected ;
but such a result was most effectually

prevented by the laws of numsimatic orthodoxy, according

to which they are classed separately, under the names of

Second and Third brass.

The mint-mark L, which appears on many coins of

Carausius and Allectus, was dropped for a time at the

restoration, no doubt because it was then used, as we shall

see, by the mint of Lyons. The marks of the two mints
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of London and Lyons afterwards became, respectively, LN
or LON, and LG or LVG.
A brief sketch of the Roman series will enable the reader

to form an idea of the relative importance of the two British

mints, London and Camulodunum, considered as a part of

the general system.

The Roman coinage is divided by an event which took

place in A.D. 260 the defeat and captivity of Valerian

into two very distinct classes. The first is to a great

extent local, the second strictly imperial.

The disaster of Valerian brought to a crisis the bank-

ruptcy which had long been impending. From the time

of Septimius Severus, and even. earlier, the silver currency

had been gradually debased, though still issued at the rate

of 25 denarii to an aureus, while the taxes and government
dues had to be paid in pure gold. The early billon coins

of Gallienus, which are matched by analogous coins of his

father, contain a small proportion of silver ;
but the later

ones, which are not accompanied by any of Valerian, and

strongly resemble those of Claudius II., are made of copper

washed with tin.

In consequence of this bankruptcy, the bronze and copper

fractions of the now worthless billon denarii naturally

ceased to be issued, both at Rome and in the towns and

dependent states which still availed themselves of their

right of coining these metals. The whole coinage thus

became imperial, and remained so through every succes-

sive change.

We find in the early period of the Roman coinage :

1. A series struck at Rome, complete as to silver, but

with gaps in the gold and copper, which were not issued

at all times.

2. Gold, silver, and copper coins, struck in other parts
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of Italy and in the provinces by Roman magistrates,

generals, and emperors. These coins are easily recog-

nised by their peculiar fabric, and are generally traceable

to events which account for their issue. In the Republican

period, we find many struck during the Punic and civil

wars, the former in Italy only, the latter in every part of

the Roman dominions. During the triumvirate and empire

they were chiefly issued at Lyons, Ephesus, and Antioch.

There is a numerous class struck at Lyons during the

triumvirate and the Cantabrian and German wars under

Augustus ; this includes, amongst other coins, all those

with the reverses IMP.. X-XIIII., which refer to the

pacification of Spain and to the campaigns of Agrippa,

Tiberius, and Drusus, in Pannonia and Germany, from

740 to 746. The coins of Clodius Albinus, with the title

of Augustus, were also, no doubt, struck there ; while those

of Pescennins Niger are of Antioch fabric, as well as many
issued during the Parthian and Persian wars of Septimius

Severus and his successors. The Jewish war accounts for

numerous coins of the reign of Vespasian struck both at

Ephesus and Antioch.

3. Silver and copper coins issued by Roman colonies,

municipia, cities, and dependent states, which possessed, or

had received, or been allowed to retain, the right of coin-

ing. Rome reserved for herself the right of issuing gold,

and with very few exceptions, also silver, but allowed a

local system of copper coinage in the towns and states

entitled to mints of their own.

No coins of this description were ever struck in Britain,

and comparatively few in the other Western provinces.

Britain, Gaul, Spain, and the greater part of Africa, were

in a semi-barbarous state at the time they were conquered,

and their national currency disappeared. It was replaced

VOL. vii. N.S. r v
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by that of Rome, which soon took almost exclusive pos-

session of the vacant ground. The development of the

local coinage was checked very early ; it ceased in Italy

and Sicily soon after the death of Augustus, and in the

other provinces before the accession of Vespasian.
In the civilised countries of the East, where the Roman

monetary system had grafted itself upon, instead of super-

seding, the former state of things, the local mints re-

mained in activity till the reign of Gallienus, and there

are even a few coins of this category struck during the

reigns of Claudius II., Aurelian, and Tacitus. The civic

mint of Alexandria did not become imperial till the reign

of the usurper Domitius Domitian, of whom there are

both Greek and Latin coins.

The absence of mint-initials creates some uncertainty
in the classification of the coins of Gallienus and his suc-

cessors. It is the rule before the monetary reform of

Diocletian, which took place about the time of the eleva-

tion of Constantius and Galerius to the rank of Caesars,

and the exception after that change. When they are

wanting or doubtful, we must be guided by style, fabric,

metal, types, and other peculiarities.

We find in the later period of the Roman coinage

positive indications of twenty-one, or rather twenty-four,

mints :

1. Camulodunum, established by Carausius, and sup-

pressed after the death of Allectus.

2. London, established by Carausius, and suppressed,

as we shall see, about the time of the dedication of Con-

stantinople.

3. Treves, established at the time of the monetary
reform of Diocletian.

4. Lyons, established by Gallienus, of whom we find

billon coins of the same fabric as those of Postumus.
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5. Aries, or Constantina, established by Constantine I.

after the overthrow of Maxentius and Maximin.

The three mints of Treves, Lyons, and Aries were sup-

pressed after the downfall of Eugenius, and restored for a

short time by the usurpers Constantine and Jovinus.

6. Amiens, Ambianum, established by Magnentius, and

suppressed soon after his death by Constantius II.

7. Tarragona, established by Aurelian, if not earlier, and

suppressed at the same time as London. Its mark T was

afterwards occasionally used at Thessalonica.

8. Carthage, established at the time of the monetary

reform of Diocletian, transferred by Maxentius to Ostia

in consequence of the rebellion of Alexander, and sup-

pressed or transferred to Aries soon after the conquest of

Italy by Constantine I.

The mark K preceded by P belongs to Carthage, in all

other cases to Cyzicus, to which may also be ascribed, on

account of their Eastern fabric, the coins of Probus

marked CM or MC. KA, before the monetary reform of

Diocletian, is not a mint-mark, but the Greek translation

of the Latin numeral XXI, indicating the number of base

denarii which, according to the monetary reform of

Aurelian, were equal to the silver denarius, or twenty-

fifth part of the aureus. In the provinces reclaimed from

Tetricus, the proportion of the old to the base denarius

seems to have been, till the middle of the reign of Probus,

as one to twenty instead of twenty-one. After the mone-

tary reform of Diocletian, PKA and KA mean, respec-

tively,
" struck in the first officina of the mint of Carthage,

or Cyzicus," and we then find also PKB, KB, &c.

9. Rome.

10. Aquileia, established at the time of the monetary

reform of Diocletian, probably transferred by Honorius to
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Ravenna, and restored for a short time by Theodosius II.

during the war against the usurper John.

The mark of Aquileia is always AQ. A on billon and

copper belongs to Aries ;
on gold it is always coupled with

H, 60, the number of coins struck out of a pound of metal

under Diocletian, Galerius, Maximin, and Licinius, and

belongs to Antioch.

11. Milan, Mediolanum, established after the defeat of

Magnentius by Constantius II., and suppressed about the

beginning of the Ostrogothic period.

12. Sirmium, established at the same time as Milan,

suppressed after the death of Valentinian I., and restored

for a short time by Theodosius I., probably during the

war against Eugenius,

13. Siscia, established by Probus, if not earlier, and

probably suppressed or transferred to Sirmium at the death

of Valentinian II. The mark S belongs to it, and not to

Serdica or Sirmium.

14. Thessalonica, established at the time of the mone-

tary reform of Diocletian, and suppressed about the time

of Zeno.

15. Serdica, established by Aurelian, if not earlier, and

perhaps a continuation of the local mint, the last coins of

which are of Gallienus. It was transferred by Constan-

tine I. to Sirmium after the first war against Licinius,

and thence to Constantinople after the second.

There is some difficulty in distinguishing the mint-marks

of Constantina from those of Constantinople. CONST,
or CON., preceded by a Latin differential letter, or accom-

panied by OF. I, II, or III, in the field of the reverse,

belong to Constantina, where we also find KONSTAN on

gold under Constantius II. and his successors; KA, fol-

lowed by the differential letter P, on a few silver coins of
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Yalentinian I. and Gratian; and KONT on silver under

the usurpers Constantino and Jovinus. All other Con-

stantinian marks, with two exceptions, COM and COMOB,
belong to Constantinople ; and the differential,, when there

is one, is a Greek numeral, which follows, when placed in

the exergue, the indication of the town.

COM and COMOB belong to Rome, when not accom-

panied in the field of the reverse by the initials TR, LD,

AR, MD, AQ, RV, or SM. Both are also found with

RM ; and COB, the contraction of the latter, with RV.

These marks, used in the mints of the Western empire,

evidently mean
" struck according to the standard of the

mint of Constantinople." With regard to the interpre-

tation of OB, on which so much has been written, I beg
to refer the reader to an article published by the late

M. de Petigny in the "Revue Numismatique
"

of 1857,

p. 115, in which he gives most convincing arguments for

reading OBRYZA, pure gold, instead of 72, the number of

solidi coined out of a pound of metal.

These remarks do not apply to the Byzantine gold

coinage of Italy, Sicily, and Africa, after the recovery of

these provinces by Justinian I., CONOB being then used

throughout the empire. In the barbarous imitations struck

in Gaul, Spain, and Africa, we find both COMOB and

CONOB according to the prototype copied, and these

marks are frequently blundered as well as the legends.

16. Heraclea of Thrace, formerly Perinthus, established

before the monetary reform of Diocletian, and suppressed

about the time of Leo I.

] 7. Cyzicus, probably a continuation of the local mint,

of which there are coins of Claudius II., suppressed about

the same time as Heraclea.

18. Nicomedia, established at the time of the monetary
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reform of Diocletian, and suppressed about the same time

as Heraclea and Cyzicus.

19. Tarsus, probably a continuation of the local mint,

of which there are coins of the reign of Gallienus, sup-

pressed or transferred to Heraclea in the early part of the

reign of Diocletian. It was closed before the opening of

Treves, which adopted its mint -mark, TR.

20. Antioch, continuation of the local mint, the last coins

of which bear the name of Valerian, suppressed, as well as

Alexandria, about the time of Theodosius II.

21. Alexandria, continuation of the local mint which

became Imperial under the usurper Domitius Domitian,

better known by the name of Achilleus.

The mint of Carthage was restored by the Vandal kings,

and Byzantine coins were struck there, at Rome and Ra-

venna, and in Sicily, till the Western provinces were lost

to the emperors of Constantinople. Thessalonica, Cyzicus,

Nicomedia, Antioch, and Alexandria also reappear under

Anastasius and his two successors ; but they issued nothing

except copper, and their mint-marks are not found after

the reign of Heraclius.

[Here follows the part already printed, Num. Chron.,

N.S., vol. vii. p. 57.]

P.S. A second specimen of the London silver coinage of

Magnus Maximus, in very bad condition, has just been

deciphered and most generously presented by Mr. John

Evans to the British Museum. It is of the same size as

the former, and the reverse is VOT. V MVLT. X in a

wreath, with the exergual mark AVG. (see Mr. Evans's

paper, p. 331.) Both these hitherto unique coins are from

the same find, concerning which I have not been able to

obtain any information.

J. F. W. DE
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XVI.

HNS OF MAGNUS MAXIMUS STRUCK AT
LONDON.

[Read before the Numismatic Society, Oct. 17, 1867.]

ALTHOUGH coins of Magnus Maximus, bearing upon the

exergue of the reverse the legend AVG OB, have long

been known, having been described by Banduri1 in 1718,

it was not until 1861 that these pieces were attributed by

Mr. de Salis to the London mint, an attribution first pub-

lished by Mr. Madden in his paper on the Three Valen-

tinians,
2 in the first volume of the new series of the

Numismatic Chronicle.

Mr. Akerman, in 1843, mentions the coins of Magnus
Maximus in his volume3 on the coins of the Romans re-

lating to Britain, but observes that they all bear exergual

letters of the continental mints only ; and other authors,

under whose notice the coins bearing the exergual letters

AVG OB must have come, failed to associate them with

Augusta Trinobantum or Londinium Augusta. Cohen,*

1 Vol. ii. p. 519.
2 Num. Chron., N.S., vol. i. p. 122.
3
Op. cit. p. 166.

4 Wd. Imp. vol. vi. p. 466.
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though omitting AYG OB in the list of exergual inscrip-

tions prefixed to his account of the coins of Maximus,

accepts in a note the attribution to London.

Mr. de Salis's attribution can, indeed, hardly fail to be

generally accepted, especially after the remarks he has

made upon the subject in the present volume of the

Numismatic Chronicle.

The passages in which Ammianus Marcellinus (an

author who flourished about A.D. 390, and was conse-

quently a contemporary of Maximus) speaks of the ancient

town of London being then called Augusta, have already

been quoted by Mr. Madden, and need not be here re-

peated. The anonymous Geographer of Ravenna, who

probably wrote in the seventh century, and couples the

name of Augusta with that of Londinium, has also been

cited. In the Notitia Dignitatum
5 is mentioned a Prse-

positus Thesaurorum Augustensium in Britanniis. It is

true that Treves was also known as Augusta Trevirorum,

but Mr. de Salis has already pointed out the extreme im-

probability of the Treves mint issuing coins with the

mint-marks Til and AVG indifferently,

We must, therefore, accept these gold coins" as, in all

probability, struck at London, and it is extremely satis-

factory to find that there are silver coins which must have

issued from the same mint. The first of these that was

known, I was so fortunate as to discover among a number
of coins found, I believe, in one of our western counties.

It has already been described and engraved by Mr. de

Salis,
6 as I was induced, from the rarity of the coin and

its interest as struck in London, to cede it to the National

6 Smith's Diet. Geog. s.v. Londinium.
6 Num. Chron. vol. vii. p. 62, pi. iv. 17.
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Collection. It is to be observed that the exact legend

iipon it, VICTORIA AVGGr, does not occur upon any of

the silver coins struck at the other mints of Maximus, so

that the coin is singular both in its legend and place of

mintage, and even in the form of its exergual legend,

which is AVGPS.
I have now the great satisfaction of adding a second

silver coin to the list of the issues of Magnus Maximus

from the London mint. It was found in company with

the first, but is, unfortunately, in very poor preservation.

It may be thus described :

Obv.D. N. MAG. MA-XIMVS P.F. AVG. Dia-

demate bust in paludamentum, to the right.

fov.VOT. V. MVLT. X., within a wreath ;
in ex-

ergue AVG. M

Like the other coin, it differs from the more common

silver pieces struck at Treves, in dividing the name of the

Emperor MA-XIMVS instead of MAX-IMVS. The

coins struck at Milan and Aquileia, and a very few of those

from Treves, adopt, however, the same division.

The reverse presents us with a new type, at all events

in the small silver coins, though it occurs on a rare silver

medallion of Maximus in the French collection, engraved

by Cohen,
7 and on the small brass coins of this Emperor.

As the reign of Maximus lasted from A.D. 383 until the

year 388, it seems probable that, notwithstanding the

chronological laxity of the later empire with regard to the

VOTIS coins, these pieces were struck in the last year of

Maximus. If so, the coin 1 have just described would

seem to prove that the mint of London continued in ex-

istence, if not in very active operation, during the whole

7 Med. Imp. vol. vi. pi. xvi. No. 3.

VOL, VI I. N.S. X X
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period of the occupation of the Western Empire by

Magnus Maxiraus, and that it was not, as was originally

supposed by Mr. de Salis and Mr. Madden, a merely tem-

porary mint, which was given up on Maximus becoming

master of Gaul and Italy. The coin of Theodosius just

published by Mr. de Salis, pi. iv. No. 16, seems to afford

similar testimony, unless it be too barbarous for its evidence

to be of any value.

It appears to me by no means improbable, that if a

careful search were made among the copper coinage of

Maximus, specimens might be discovered issued from this

same mint. I have a small coin of the SPES ROMAN-
CE,VM type, with the gate of a camp, on which it is

almost impossible to say whether the exergual legend is

AYGS or LVGS, but I am afraid it is the latter. It was

found in the amphitheatre at Richborough in 1849.

At present no coins of Victor, the son and colleague of

Maximus, are known of this mint. It would, however,

be of interest to ascertain what is the correct reading of

the exergual legend, ANLOP, which is given by Mionnet

as occurring on a silver coin of Victor with the Praetorian

camp, and reading SPES ROMANORVM.
I will only add that as the silver coin of Maximus which

I last described is, notwithstanding its poor preservation,

of some national interest, I have much pleasure in pre-

senting it to our President, for him to add it to the

National Collection.

JOHN EVANS.
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NOTICE OF RECENT NUMISMATIC PUBLICATIONS.

IN No. 2 (March April) of the Revue Numismatique for

1867, there are the following articles :

1. "Third Letter to M. de Saulcy on Gaulish Numismatics,"

by M. Eugene Hucher.
2.

" Coins of Meleager, King of Macedonia
;
a Notice followed

by Observations on the type commonly called the Macedonian
Buckler

"
(2nd part), by M. Ferd. Bompois.

3.
< The Portraits of the Pro-Consuls of Asia and Africa on

Coins," by M. W. H. Waddington.
4.

"
Weights of Imperial Gold Medallions," by M, Fr.

Lenormant.
6.

" Inedited Baronial Coins," by M. L. Chauffier.

7.
" Introduction to the Study of Jetons," by M. A. D'Affry

de la Monnoye (second article).

In the Chronique is a notice of a Numidian Medallion, of a

find of coins at Carpentias, and a continuation of M. de Witte's

article on the works and numismatic papers of the late Celestino

Cavedoni.

The quatrieme livraison of the Revue de la Numismatique

Beige for 1867 contains the following articles :

1.
"
Catalogue of Obsidional Coins and Pieces de Necessite"

(seventh article), by M. P. Mailliet.

2.
" The Earliest Coin of the Seigneurs of Coevorde," by M.

J. E. H. Hooft van Iddekinge.
3.

"
Italian Numismatic Bibliography," by M. A. Morel-

Fatio.

4. "Nomination of M. Renier Chalon to the Order of

Leopold."
The remainder of the part consists of Correspondence and

Miscellanea. Among the latter is a notice of the acquisition

by the Bibliotheque Impe'riale at Paris of the unique gold piece

of twenty staters of Eucratides for the sum of 30,000 francs

= 1,200 ! !

In the Necrologie is a notice of the late M. Jacques Baart de

la Faille.

The first part of the fourth volume of the Berliner Blatter fur

Milnz Siegel-und Wappenkunde contains the following papers :

1. An interesting Biography of Domenico Sestini, illus-

trated by a lithographed portrait, and with some rectifications
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of tlio Lettere, parts vi. and viii., annexed, by Dr. Julius Fried-
lander.

2.
" Coins of the Nomes of Egypt under Domitian, Trajan,

and Hadrian," by the same.

3.
" Elea in Epirus," by the same.

4.
"
Unpublished Coins of the Middle Ages," by H.

Dannenberg.
5.

" Numismatics of Ragnsa," by the Baron von Kcehne.

The remainder of the part consists of heraldic, sphragistic,
and miscellaneous notices.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY
OF PHILADELPHIA, FROM MAY 4, 1865, to DECEMBER 31,
1866.

THE society, of the proceedings of which we have here the

record, is now of ten years' standing, and is the oldest Numis-
matic Society among our translantic brethren. Besides notices

of the monthly meetings of the society, this part contains the

following numismatic papers :

1.
" Some Observations on the Early Currency of Maryland,"

by Henry Phillips, Jun.

2.
" The Pleasures of Numismatic Science," by the same

author.

3. "A Historical Sketch of the National Medals issued

pursuant to Resolution of Congress, 1776 1815," by Charles

H. Hart.

There are also several antiquarian and historical essays.

NOUVELLES DECOUVERTES ARCHEOLOGIQUES FAITES A CON-.

STANTINOPLE, par le DR. DETHIER. 4to. pp. 30, and 1

plate. 1867.

DR. DETHIER in this little work, besides mentioning various

archaeological discoveries, notices some remarkable coins pro-
cured at Constantinople. One of these is a unique gold coin

of Pescennius Niger, brought from Syria, and in his own col-

lection. The type of the reverse is the same as that of the

silver coin of Pescennius described by Cohen (No. 21), from
the collection of the late Due de Blacas, viz., Jupiter seated to

the left, holding a sceptre and a Victory, with an eagle at his

feet. The legend is IOVI CONSERVATORI. The coin

has been pronounced genuine by all who have seen it in the

East, but has been sent for the inspection of western numis-

matists, to the care of M. L. Hachette, Boulevard St. Germain

77, Paris. The weight is 5' 10 grammes (787 grs.).
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Another remarkable coin is a bronze medallion in the pos-
session of His Excellency Cabouli Pacha, found in the mouth of a

skeleton in Asia Minor. It commemorates the two Valerians,
Gallienus and Salonina, and was struck at Temenothyra in

Lydia. On the obverse are four heads in a row, arranged two

and two, facing each other, with the inscription above and

below, TOYC CGBBBB. BAAGPIANOYC TAAAIHNON
CAAI2NGINAN. On the reverse is a naked figure holding a

torch in each hand, with a cloak flying from the shoulders, and

the head radiated, in a quadriga to the ri^ht. The legend is

KAGOBOYAOC APXQN A THMeNO0YPYClN. A me-
dallion of Valerian and Gallienus, but of a different type, struck

by the same Archon at Temenothyra, is engraved in the Musei

Pisani Numismata, pi. Ixiii. Another of these medallions of

a different type is described by Vaillant, Num. Grcec., p. 179.

The legend on the medallion engraved by Dr. Pethier is

distinctly THMeNOYPeYClN, not rPIMeNOYPeYCIN.
J. E.

In the Revue Archeologique for October, 1867, is a notice of

a discovery of Gaulish coins, by M. J. Gaultier du Mottay.
The coins in question were found by the side of the old Roman
road from Rennes to Carhaix, about two miles from the small

town of Merdrignac. They were 583 in number, and enclosed

in an urn of burnt clay. They are all of Potin, and of the class

attributed to Armorican Gaul. The most common type is that

of Lambert, Numimiatique Gauloise du Nord Quest de la

France, 2nd part, pi. ix. No. 14 and 15, of which there are 408

specimens. Of Lambert, pi. x. Nos. 1 and 6, there are 42
;

and of pi. x. Nos. 7 to 10, 46 specimens. There are also 5 or

6 of Lambert, pi. ix. Nos. 18 and 19
;
the remainder being too

much oxidised to be determined. M. du Mottay attributes the

first class, with a sort of lyre beneath the horse, to the Curio-

solitre : and those of the 2nd and 3rd types, with a boar beneath

the horse, to the Osismii.

.

r
j

MISCELLANEA.

KOBANG. The principal coins of Japan circulating anterior

to 1853 were the gold kobang, the gold ilzebu, and the silver

itzelu. The original kobang of gold was worth about $3.50.

The gold itzebu was worth one-third of the gold kobang, and
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the silver itzebu equalled in value 32 cents. At the time of

the partial opening up of foreign trade transactions the kobang
circulated in Japan at 4: itzebus, although its European value

was actually nearly 14: itzebus ! The immediate consequence
of this latter circumstance on the sharp traders of America and

England was to induce them to buy up all the kobangs that

came in their way, at Japanese valuation. By this proceeding,
which no doubt enlightened the poor natives, and revealed to

them the truly commercial character of their new customers,

the latter gained large sums of money. The lesson thus prac-

tically taught, and forcibly illustrated, was speedily learned by
the Japanese, who set about purchasing the remaining kobangs.
The result necessarily was a total disappearance of the kobang
from the channels of general circulation. Another result is,

that the Japanese are about coining the money on the American
standard with American machinery. Frank Leslie's Illustrated

Newspaper.

FIND OF ROMAN DENARII AT NIEDERASCHAU, BAVARIA.
In the twenty-seventh volume of the Archiv, of Upper Bavaria,

is an account from the pen of Count Hundt of a find of Roman
silver coins at Niederaschau, near the Chiem See, in Bavaria,
In removing a small mound of stones, a narrow-necked earthen

vessel was found filled with coins, and near it a plain penannular
bracelet, and a large fibula of silver, upwards of three inches

long and about an inch and three-quarters wide. Besides these

there was a heap of bones, which, however, were pronounced
to be those of a horse. The vessel proved to contain about

800 coins, exclusively denarii, of which 766 were examined.

They range in date from about A.D. 100 to 236, there being
one coin of Maximinus in the hoard, and consist of coins of the

following Emperors and Empresses :

Trajan
Hadrian .

Antoninus Pius .

Faustina I. .

Marcus Aurelius
Faustina II. .

Commodus... 11
Albinus .... 1

Septimius Severus . 120
Julia Domna ... 48
Caracalla ... 81
Plautilla ... 6

Carried forward . 281

Brought forward
Geta .

Macrinus .

Elagabalua .

Julia Paula

Aquilia Severa
Julia MaBsa
Julia Sosemias
Julia Mamaea .

Alexander Severus
Barbia Orbiana
Maximinus I.

281

30
6

148
6

2

39

14

48
190

766

It will be observed that some few of the coins are by no means
common; but of course the bulk of the hoard consists of coins
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already well known and described by Cohen. There are,

however, some few combinations of obverses and reverses
which are not noticed by him, and, in addition, Count Hundt
specifies the following as unpublished :

FAUSTINA.

1. Obv. DIVA FAVSTINA.
Rev. AV GVSTA. Veiled female figure standing to

the right, holding up a wand with her right and
her robe with her left hand (Vesta ?).

COMMODUS.

2. Obv. M. COMM. ANT. P. FEL. AVG. [BRIT.]
Rev. ITER SANAT. P.M. TR. P. XII. IMP. VIII.

COS. V.P.P. The Emperor in imperial robes
to the right, raising his right hand, in his left a
wand.

SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS.

3. As Cohen, No. 264, but IMP. X. on obverse.

4. Obv. IMP CAE. L. SEP. SfEV. PERT. AVG.
CO]S. II.

Rev. VENER VICT. Venus to the right; in her

right the apple, in her left a wand.

JULIA M.ESA.

5. Rev. CONCORDIA. Concord seated to the right, in

her right a garland, her left supported on her
chair

;
to the right, above, a star.

6. Rev. PIETAS. Like Cohen, No. 12, but the goddess
extending both hands.

ALEXANDER SEVERUS.

7. Obv. IMP SEV ALEXAND. AVG. Laureate bust

with incipient bea.d.

Rev. VESTA. Veiled goddess to the right; in her

right a patera, in her left a sceptre.

It seems possible that some of these may, notwithstanding no
mention being made of the fact, be plated coins. Certainly,
No. 3, which would appear to combine the IMP. X of Severus
with his TR. P. IIIL, cannot be accepted as a trustworthy
coin. The other coin, No. 4, would appear to have been struck

with a reverse die of Domna (Cohen, No. 98), though with

VENER., instead of VENERI, in the same manner as the coin

of Alexander (No. 7) has a reverse of Mamsea (Cohen, No. 29.)
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By far the most remarkable coin is No. 2, of Commodus, with

the legend, ITER SAN AT., for not only, as Count Hundt

remarks, is there no record of the illness, the recovery from

which is recorded upon the coin, but we know nothing of any
coins commemorating the recovery from the first attack of the

disorder from which Commodus was thus cured for a second

time in A.D. 187. Nor can the legend be paralleled on any
other Roman coin. We find, indeed, DICT. ITER, COS.

ITER, IMP. ITER, &c., but never SANATVS ITERVM,
much less ITERVM SANATVS. There are, however, some
not very uncommon coins of Commodus, which, singularly

enough, were struck in that same year, 187, and on which the

legend commences with PATER SENAT. Can there have

been a misreading on the part of the Bavarian numismatists ?

I acknowledge that appearances are in favour of such having
been the case.

Count Hundt's paper concludes with the assajs made by Mr.
Millauer of the various coins, giving the weight and fineness,

and also of a number of Antoniniani found at Klugham and
Ratisbon. J. E.

COINS OF HENRY IV. OP ENGLAND. Collectors of English
coins who have, or think they have, coins of Henry IV. (light or

heavy), will greatly oblige the Rev. Assheton Pownall by
forwarding to him sealing-wax impressions of them : and an
account of their weight in grains. South Kilworth Rectory,

Rugby.

BLUNDERED COIN OF MARONEIA. I have fallen in with a

Greek copper coin which exhibits a curious typographical error,
if I may use the expression. It is a coin of Maroneia in Thrace,
s. 3, of the usual type. Obv. A horse galloping to right, with a

monogram below, similar to that given in Leake's table, No.
76 (except that the two short lines to the right forming an

angle are worn away). Rev. A vine, with four bunches of grapes
in a square. Round it, MAT ONI

|

T . . instead of MAPfi-
NITfiN. The first T is distinct. Have any of your readers
ever noticed a similar blunder on a Greek coin ? Yours truly,
T. J. ARNOLD.
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